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SECTION A: READING         20 Marks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tips for scoring well in Reading Section 

1. Develop reading and comprehension skills by practicing to solve a number of passages. 

2. Read the passage carefully and grasp the main theme of the passage. 

3. Identify the other main points of the passage. 

4. Try to attempt the questions in your own words. 

5. Enhance your vocabulary so as to understand the word attack question. In case, if you are 

not sure about the meanings of the word, then relate it with the context it is used. 

 

Solved unseen Passages 

1. Read the following paragraph carefully.     (8 Marks) 

Food delivery is a segment with innumerable market opportunities and is considered as a 

profitable segment to invest at the moment. Zomato, an online restaurant directory and food 

ordering company, has decided to spruce up its delivery process by seizing the opportunity of 

the growing food delivery segment. It has made strategic investments in Gurgaon-based 

Pickingo, and Mumbai-based Grab.  

Grab, a food logistics firm, was founded by Jignesh Patel, Nishant Vora and Pratish Sanghvi 

in 2012. Oliphans Capital has invested $1 million in the company along with an independent 

investor Haresh Chawla. Pickingo is a B-2-B on-demand hyperlocal start up. It raised $1.3 

million from Orios Venture partners headed by Rehan Yar Khan.  

Both these companies are providers of hyper local delivery service. Zomato’s investment will 

enable restaurants to provide last-mile delivery including dine-in-only restaurant that don’t 

otherwise deliver. Apart from these companies, Zomato has also partnered with digital 

commerce focused logistics venture, Delhivery. The partnership with Zomato has enabled 

Delhivery to enter the hyper local delivery segment.  

Deepinder Goyal, Founder and CEO of Zomato, says, “We have unequivocally the largest 

restaurant base in India and we will work closely with Pickingo, Grab, and Delhivery to 

improve the last-mile delivery experience for users placing orders online on Zomato. So far, 

restaurants have been delivering on their own, but with this partnership, we will also be able 

to target restaurants across the country that doesn’t otherwise deliver. We are also launching 

our online ordering service in Dubai, Australia, and South Africa. Along similar lines, we are 

This section will have two unseen passages of a total length of 700-750 words. The 

arrangement within the reading section is as follows: 

1. A factual passage of 300-350 words with eight Objective Type Questions (including 

Multiple Choice Questions).          8 

marks 

2. A Discursive passage of 350-400 words with four Short Answer Type Questions to test 

inference, evaluation and analysis and four Objective Type Questions (including Multiple 

Choice Questions) to test vocabulary.       12 marks 

 



also in conversation with hyper local logistics firms in other countries to ensure that we are 

able to provide a seamless and quality experience to our users there.” 

Rahul Gill, Co-founder and CEO of Pickingo, says “This investment will not just infuse 

funds into the company but will also allow us to scale rapidly with Zomato’s online ordering 

business, while also leveraging Zomato’s strong relationship with restaurants across the 

country. We have already started working together to deliver from selected restaurants in 

New Delhi, and we look forward to take this partnership further.”  

According to Pratish Sanghvi, Co-founder and Director of Grab, “last-mile logistics is a 

challenge for most merchants across India, especially restaurants, and the company views this 

investment as a great opportunity to solve this problem using technology along with Zomato. 

Zomato is making strides to move from being a search and discovery portal to a platform 

offering technology that helps merchants connect more effectively with customers with the 

launch of online ordering, cashless payments, soon to be launched table reservations, and a 

point of sale system.”  

Sahil Barua, Founder & CEO of Delhivery, says “The food-tech space in India is heating up, 

and we’re excited about this partnership with Zomato. Delivery logistics for restaurants have 

always been a challenge, and we believe the technology-first approach will help simplify 

operations for them, as well as enrich customer experiences.”  

Over the past years, Zomato has expanded its reach into global markets. It has acquired nine 

more companies with the aim of expanding its market in the restaurant search space. One 

such company is Urbanspoon, which has helped Zomato to occupy a dominant position in 

overseas market in Australia, Canada and the United States. 

Answer the following questions briefly:  

1. Which are the investments made by Zomato in the food delivery segments?  

2. Give details about the company ‘Grab’.  

3. Give details about ‘Pickingo’ venture.  

4. What does Zomato aim to achieve by making the investments in delivery service?  

5. How Pickingo has benefited from Zomato’s investment in it?  

6.  What problem do most restaurants face and how can it be solved?  

7. How does Zomato plan to expand its reach in global markets?  

8. Do you think Zomato is right in investing in the food delivery segments?  

Answers:- 

1.  Zomato has made strategic investments in Pickingo, a B-2-B on-demand hyper local 

venture and Grab, a food logistics firm. It has also entered into a partnership with 

Delhivery.  

2.  Grab is a food logistics firm based in Mumbai. It was founded by Jignesh Patel, 

Nishant Vora and Pratish Sanghvi in 2002.  

3.  Pickingo is a Gurgoan based firm. It is a B-2-B on-demand hyperlocal start up. They 

provide hyper local delivery service. 



4.  By investing in the delivery service companies, Zomato aims to improve the lastmile 

delivery experience for users placing orders online on Zomato and target restaurants 

across the country that don’t deliver.  

5.  Zomato’s investment in Pickingo will infuse funds into the company and also help it 

to increase its business rapidly. 

6.  Most restaurants face the challenge of last mile logistics; which could be solved with 

the help of technology that would connect the merchants more effectively with 

customers. 

7.  Zomato plans to expand its reach in the global markets by acquiring more companies 

such as Urbanspoon which has helped to occupy a dominant position in the overseas 

market in Australia, Canada and the United States.  

8.  Yes, Zomato is right in investing in food delivery segments as it offers innumerable 

market opportunities. The food-tech space in India is heating up and with the help of 

technology; Zomato can offer a big platform to spruce up food delivery services. 

2. Read the passage carefully:       (8 Marks) 

The freestyle wrestler Yogeshwar Dutt’s story is a story of passion and determination. The 

Olympic bronze medalist’s passion and perseverance helped him realize his dreams in spite 

of unfavorable circumstances. He faced the danger of losing his leg due to a knee injury. That 

was a difficult period for him. The Mittal Champions Trust helped him when his knee was 

injured after the Beijing Olympics. He even had problems with his eyesight due to the injury.  

Yogeshwar hails from Bhainswal Kalan, a village some 20 km away from Sonepat, in 

Haryana. The village has become famous because of him. Yogeshwar displays all the 

qualities of a champion. He is a humble person who always respects others and is ready to 

help the needy. These qualities have made him endearing to all.  

Due to the injuries, he could not fulfil his dream of winning an Olympic Medal in the 2008 

Beijing Olympics. However, his intense desire to win a medal overshadowed his injuries. His 

sole aim was to win a medal in the 2012 Olympics and he trained himself hard for it. God 

heard his prayers. He aimed at participating in more competitions. But, he faced drawbacks 

when he was injured again in 2009. This injury robbed his one entire year. He could not 

reduce his weight after the injury.  

Even when he was injured, he never gave up his dream of winning an Olympic medal. He got 

over his back injury. He also got immense support from his family and friends who shared his 

responsibilities allowing him to focus on wrestling with free mind. 

Answer the following questions briefly:  

1. Where does Yogeshwar Dutt hail from? 

2. What qualities of Yogeshwar made him endearing to all? 

3. Who helped Yogeshwar to recover from his knee injury? 

4. What was the sole aim of Yogeshwar Dutt? 



5. What drawbacks Yogeshwar had to face towards fulfilling his dreams? 

6. What helped Yogeshwar achieve his dreams? 

7. What stopped Yogeshwar from winning a medal in the 2008 Olympics? 

8. What lesson can be learnt from the success story of Yogeshwar? 

ANSWERS: 

1. Yogeshwar Dutt hails from Bhainswal Kalan, a village some 20 km away from Sonepat, 

Haryana. 

2. Yogeshwar was very humble in nature and he respected everyone. He was always ready to 

help the needy. These qualities made him endearing to all. 

3. The Mittals Champion Trust helped Yogeshwar to recover from his knee injury 

4. The sole aim of Yogeshwar Dutt was to win an Olympic medal. 

5.  Yogeshwar was injured during 2008 Olympics and was further injured in 2009. He had to 

face these drawbacks towards fulfilling his dreams. 

6.  Yogeshwar’s passion for the sport along with his perseverance and determination helped 

him achieve his dreams. 

7.  A knee injury stopped Yogeshwar from winning the 2008 Olympics. 

8.  We learn the lesson of being passionate and determined. In this way, we can achieve our 

dreams despite of any hardships. 

3. Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow.  (1X8 marks) 

1. Holiday plans ensure promises and perils; hopes and hypes; excitement and 

disappointments; good news and not-so good news. The not-so good news is that not 

everyone can plan a vacation to Arctic Alps or to the Amazon to observe the diverse wildlife 

there for obvious reasons like lack of resources or failure to obtain the necessary sanction for 

leave. The good news is that there is so much to eye, experience and enjoy right where you 

live-amidst the hustle and bustle of the city. For some, vacation is all about circus, beach, 

malls, movies, shopping, reading, and catching up on sleep. But for nature enthusiasts, this is 

the time to make the best of wildlife spotting in the city. 

2. The wildlife diversity and cities have always been treated as an oxymoron. In highly 

congested and thickly populated cities with myriad skyscrapers, flyovers, malls, heritage 

buildings and magnificent edifices, it's incredibly amazing to see wildlife abound in their own 

secretive niches. The untamed birds, insects, mammals, reptiles, amphibians and of course 

the untended plants are all over. 

3. Summer vacations render an awesome reprieve from stressful work schedule and also 

bestow time to enjoy pleasant surprises over a cup of morning coffee in your own 



neighbourhood –birds bustle engaged in nesting, squirrels relishing mangoes, spotted owlets 

peeping out in stupor from tree holes and butterflies hovering over the peacock flower. 

4. This is the season to look out for the fiery blossoms of Indian Laburnum and Copper Pods. 

Indian Laburnum otherwise known as the golden shower tree produces gorgeous pendulous 

inflorescence and is a greatly refreshing sight to behold when the city is actually reeling 

under heat wave. Copper pods produce dense clusters of crinkled yellow flowers which are 

highly relished by the rose-ringed parakeets. 

5. Birds to look out for in home gardens and in the neighbourhood are magpie robins, tree 

pies, golden orioles, wagtails, hoopoes, sunbirds, sparrows, tailor birds, barbets, kingfishers, 

woodpeckers, babblers, warblers, bee-eaters, bulbuls, shrikes, shikras, koels, pipits, 

parakeets, rollers and sometimes even the rare paradise flycatchers and pitta. Each bird has a 

distinct call and it is easy to trace their presence to their sound, which is otherwise not too 

easy. 

1.1 Attempt the following questions on the basis of the passage you have read: 

(a) An 'oxymoron' here refers to  ...... .. 

(i) Oxygen 

(ii) skyscrapers 

(iii) wildlife in congested cities 

(iv) flyovers 

Ans. (iii) wildlife in congested cities 

(b) For nature enthusiasts, vacation is the time to 

(i) look for wildlife around 

(ii) go for movies 

(iii) catch up on sleep 

(iv) go to mall 

Ans. (i) look for wildlife around 

(c) One feels stressed in summer vacation because one needs time to look for wildlife 

around the city. 

(True/False) 

Ans. False 

(d) We find magpie robins and tailor birds around our houses. 

(True/False) 

Ans. True 



(e) Birds can be distinguished because every bird has_______________  

Ans. a distinct call 

(f) People plan a vacation to the Amazon or Arctic Alps to observe 

Ans. the diverse wildlife 

(g) Summer is the season to look out for the fiery blossoms of_________and_________ 

Ans. Indian Laburnum, Copper pods 

(h) Find the word from the passage which means the same as "easy to see or 

understand". (Para 1) 

Ans. 'obvious'. 

UNSOLVED UNSEEN PASSAGES 

1. Read the passage given below carefully:      (8 Marks)  

For millions of people in India, river Ganga is the most sacred river. It is considered as 

mother and goddess. It is also a lifeline to millions of Indians who live along its course and 

depend on it for their daily needs. River Ganga is the third largest river in the world by the 

amount of water that flows through it. It is the longest river in India. The river water of 

Ganga is used for irrigation, transportation and fishing. The Gangetic plain formed by river 

Ganga is one of the most fertile lands on earth. This is why almost 10% of the world 

population lives here and earns its livelihood. The Ganga, in India is the most worshipped 

body of water. The irony here is that in spite of being the most worshipped river, it is also the 

dirtiest one. It carries some metals thrown out by tanneries, waste produced by industries and 

urban waste from different cities. All this has made river Ganga the fifth most polluted river 

in the world. Another major reason that adds to the Ganga river pollution is the coal based 

power plants on its banks which burn tons of coal every year and produce tons of fly ash. 

This ash mixed with domestic waste water is released in the river. This bad situation calls for 

an urgent need to make efforts to reduce pollution and revive river Ganga. To achieve these 

objectives, Government of India has started a programme named “Namami Gange 

Programme”. The main pillars of this programme are sewage treatment, river surface 

cleaning, afforestation, river front development and public awareness. The importance of the 

success of ‘Namami Gange Programme’ can be seen through the following line:  

“If Ganga dies, India dies. If Ganga thrives, India thrives. No Ganga, No India.” 

Answer any eight of the questions that follow:      1x 8 = 8 

(a) For whom is river Ganga a lifeline? 

(b) For what purposes is the Ganga river water used? 

(c) Why does almost ten per cent of the world population live in the Gangetic Plain? 

(d) What are the pollutants that make river Ganga very dirty? 

(e) How do the coal based power plants pollute river Ganga? 

(f) Which two purposes will be served by the programme named “Namami Gange”? 

(g) Write any two main pillars of the “Namami Gange Programme”. 

(h) Most people in India consider the Ganga as _________. 

(i) What is the irony of the Ganga being a most worshipped river? 



2. Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow: (1 × 8 = 8 Marks) 

This incident occurred when Bapu was practising law in the city of Johannesburg in South 

Africa. His office was three miles from his house. One day a colleague of his, Mr. Polak, 

asked Gandhiji’s thirteen-year old son, Manilal to go and get him a book from the office. But 

Manilal completely forgot till Mr. Polak reminded him that evening. Gandhiji heard about it 

and sent for Manilal. He said, son, I know the night is dark and the way is long and lonely. 

You will have to walk nearly six miles but you gave your word to Mr. Polak. You promised 

to get him his book. Go and get it now. 

Ba and the family were upset when they heard of Bapu’s decision. The punishment seemed 

very severe. Manilal was only a child, the night was dark and the way lonely. He had only 

forgotten a book after all. It could be brought the next day. This was what they all felt, but no 

one had the courage to say anything. They knew that once Bapu’s mind was made up, nobody 

could change it. 

At last Kalyan Bhai plucked up courage. “I’ll get the book,” he offered. Bapu was gentle but 

firm, but the promise was made by Manilal. “Very well, Manilal will go but let me go with 

him,” Kalyan Bhai pleaded. Bapu agreed to this and Manilal set off with Kalyan Bhai to get 

the book. 

The kind and gentle Bapu could be firm as a rock at times. He saw that Manilal kept his word 

and did as he had promised. 

Questions: 

(a) When the incident took place what was Gandhiji doing? 

(b) What did Mr. Polak ask Manilal to do? 

(c) What did Gandhiji ask Manilal to do? 

(d) Why were Ba and the family upset? 

(e) Why did the family not do anything? 

(f) What did Kalyan Bhai offer? 

(g) What was Gandhiji’s response to his offer? 

(h) What does this incident tell us about Gandhiji ? 

 

3. Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow: (1 × 8 = 8 Marks) 

 

Mother Teresa was a humanitarian. This means she did things to help out other people. Her 

entire life was devoted to helping the poor, the sick, the needy, and the helpless.   

 

Mother Teresa was born in Uskub, Ottoman Empire on August 26, 1910. This city is now 

called Skopje and is the capital of the Republic of Macedonia. Her birth name was Agnes 

Gonxha Bojaxhiu. Her father died when she was eight and she was raised by her mother. She 

was raised as a Roman Catholic and decided at a young age to devote her life to God. She 

joined the Sisters of Loreto at the age of 18 to become a missionary in India. She first had to 

learn English. So she went to Ireland to learn English at the Loreto Abby. 

 

 A year later she started her missionary work in Darjeeling, India. She learned the local 

language, Bengali, and taught at the local school. She soon took her first vows as a nun and 



took the name, Teresa. She taught for many years in India, becoming the headmistress at a 

school in eastern Calcutta. 

  

When she was 36 years old, she felt the call from God to help the poor of India. She received 

some basic medical training and then set out to help the sick and needy. This wasn’t an easy 

task in 1948 India. She had very little support and, while trying to feed and help the poorest 

of the poor, she herself was constantly hungry and even had to beg for food.  

 

Soon other women joined her and she formed the Missionaries of Charity. Mother Teresa 

described the purpose of the Missionaries of Charity as an organization to take care of ‘the 

hungry, the naked, the homeless, the crippled, the blind, the lepers, all those people who feel 

unwanted, unloved and uncared for throughout society’. 

 

It wasn’t an easy task to build such an organization and to keep the focus on the poorest 

people. In 1979, Mother Teresa was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize for work undertaken in 

the struggle to overcome poverty and distress, which also constitutes a threat to peace. She 

was beatified in 2003, the first step on the path to sainthood, within the Catholic Church. She 

worked almost up until her death on September 5, 1997.  

 

Questions: 

1. Why was Mother Teresa called a ‘humanitarian’? 

2. When and where was Mother Teresa born? 

3. Why did she go to Ireland?  

4. When did Agnes Gonxha Bojaxhiu change her name to ‘Teresa’? 

5. When did she decide to help the poor in India? 

6. What hardships did she face while helping the poor? 

7. What is the purpose of the Missionaries of Charity according to Mother Teresa? 

8. Why was Mother Teresa honoured with the Nobel Peace Prize? 

 

4. Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow: (1 × 8 = 8 Marks)  

Evolution has designated vultures to be the ultimate scavengers. Enormous wingspans allow 

them to circle in the air for hours. Their beaks, while rather horrifying, are weak by bird 

standards, made to scoop and eat flesh. However unappealing they may seem, vultures serve 

an important role in the ecological cycle: processing dead bodies of animals. 

 

Only 20 years ago, India had plenty of vultures—flocks so enormous they darkened the skies. 

But by 1999, their numbers had dropped due to a mysterious kidney ailment. By 2008, 99.9 

percent of India’s vultures were gone. It was finally discovered that they had been killed by a 

drug called diclofenac (a pain reliever along the lines of aspirin or ibuprofen). Indians revere 

their cows, and when a cow showed signs of pain, they treated it with diclofenac. After the 

animal died, the vultures would eat the corpse. And though they boast perhaps the world’s 

most efficient digestive system, vultures cannot digest the drug. 

 



India banned the use of diclofenac for veterinary use in 2006, but it’s still widely used. The 

near extinction of vultures has caused a disease in the country, as rats and dogs moved in to 

take their place—spreading pathogens that would have otherwise been destroyed by the 

vultures. Vultures need large ranges to scan for food and undisturbed areas in which to nest.  

 

They also need an abundance of prey species since they rely more on chance than their own 

hunting skills to eat. All of these things have been reduced by human activity. Meanwhile, 

there is a dramatic increase in secondary poisoning. Vultures feed on carcasses laced with 

poison, intended to kill jackals or other predatory carnivores. Or they are poisoned by the 

lead in animals left behind by hunters. 

 

On the basis of your reading of the passage answer the following questions briefly:  

a. Who are the natural scavengers? 

b. How do the special beaks and wings/ work?  

c. How did their numbers decrease?  

d. Why do we need these ‘scavengers’?  

e. Why do vultures need more prey?  

f. Why are the dead bodies laced with poison?  

g. What is ‘secondary poisoning’?  

h. Give any two factors responsible for the death of vultures? 

 

5, Read the passage carefully:        ( 8 Marks) 

Red Cross: How Hope Evolved 

On June 24, 1859, Emperors Napoleon III and Franz Joseph I engaged in the Battle of 

Solferino, commanding a combined total of about 270,000 troops onto the field for a single 

day of battle. Nearly 40,000 were either dead or injured, or missing, many of whom were 

simply left to die on the battlefield. Later, spectators crowded the fields, looking for loved 

ones, searching for items they could sell, or simply taking in the horrors of the battle .A Swiss 

businessman and social activist Jean Henri Dunant, who was traveling in Solferino witnessed 

all this. 

Jean Henri Dunantwitnessed the atrocities of war as well as the countries not prepared or 

equipped to ease the suffering of those who had been injured in the Battle of Solferino. 

Dunant organized a group of volunteers to help bring water and food to the injured, to assist 

with medical treatment, or write letters to the families of those who were dying and he urged 

the public to create an organization which would assist the wounded, regardless of which side 

they fought for during times of war. After that moment, he wrote the book, A Memory of 

Solferino, which urged the public to create an organization which would assist the wounded, 

regardless of which side they fought for during times of war. His writing inspired countless 

others to rally behind him in the creation of the International Federation of the Red Cross. 

 

The modern-day Red Cross began by devoting itself largely to disaster relief and epidemic 

treatment. This effort continues to this day. One of the easiest ways you can help the Red 

Cross is to make sure you are able to donate blood and make an appointment at the Red Cross 



website. But, donating blood isn't the only way you can help out—the Red Cross also 

encourages donating your time if you can. This is what the Red Cross wants everyone to 

know. 

 

On the basis of your reading of the passage given above, answer the following questions: 

 

a. How many soldiers fought in the battle of Solferino on June 24? 

i. 270,000  ii. 40,000  iii. 230,000   iv. 23,000 

b. What is the correct order of the information given below? 

I. Dunant organised a camp of volunteers. 

II. Emperor Napoleon III and Franz Joseph I fought a battle. 

III. The book ‘A Memory of Solferino was written. 

IV. Dunant travelled in Solferino. 

(i) IV, III, II, I    (ii) I, II, III, IV  

(iii) II, I, IV, III    (iv) II, IV, I, III 

c. The writer of 'A Memory of Solferino’ was: 

i. Emperor Napoleon III   ii. Franz Joseph I 

iii. Jean Henri Dunant    iv. International Red Cross 

d. The modern day Red Cross does not deal with: 

i. Blood donation   ii. Disaster Relief 

iii. Epidemic Treatment  iv. Writing a book 

e. The most appropriate sub-heading to para 2 of the passage is: 

i. How International Federation of Red Cross Evolved! 

ii. Functions of Red Cross 

iii. The Contributions of Jean Henri Dunant 

iv. The Battle of Solferino 

f. The aid provided by Dunant’s volunteers during the battle of Solferino was: 

I. to help bring water and food to the injured 

II. to assist with medical treatment 

III. to write a book 

IV. to give relief in epidemic 

 (i) I and III   (ii) III and IV   (iii) I and II   (iv) II and III 

g. You can donate your blood and your _________ to Red Cross. 

 

h. Jean Henri Dunant participated in the war.( True/ False) 

 

6. Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow: (1 × 8 = 8 Marks)  

India is home to various sports that are played across the country. Athletic sports in India can 

be traced back to the Vedic period. Sports like chariot racing, archery, horsemanship, military 

tactics, wrestling, weight lifting, swimming and hunting were some of the sport events that 

made its presence felt during the Vedic period. Hiking, walking, throwing etc. were some 

athletic events followed during the medieval period in ancient India. Most of these events can 

be termed as the ancestors of the track and field athletics events of today. The exact time 



when the athletic events made its presence felt as a distinct form of sports in India is 

unknown, but it can be said that it is only after independence that athletic events were 

managed in an organized manner. 

India has good talent in the category of sports, but it still fails to succeed in international 

arena of sports. The low medal tallies of India in international athletic meets and Olympics 

are issues worth thinking about. The reasons can be ineffective participation of people in 

sports and lack of proper support. The massive population of India is a pool of talent which 

needs to be tapped efficiently. There are various hidden pots of bubbling talent in the remote 

and isolated villages of India, who go undiscovered because of lack opportunities to 

showcase their talent. 

There are many Indian athletes, who have become an integral part of the Indian athletics. P.T. 

Usha, Milkha Singh, Mary Kom, Vikas Gowda, Anju Bobby George, Abhinav Bindra etc. are 

some of the notable athletes in India. However, the sportspersons in India have to encounter 

plenty of problems in their path towards excellence. The infrastructure and the facilities in 

India are not enough to encourage a sportsperson and to recognise the talent. Corruption and 

bad management of sports governing bodies add to the hurdles. 

Although poor infrastructure is often blamed for poor athletic performance by Indians, 

another major factor that is responsible is the Indian culture and the mindset of the people 

towards sports. Parents in India don’t encourage their kid’s participation in sport as it affects 

their studies. Many don’t feel that sports, as a career, could guarantee a livelihood. In India, 

not all sports are patronised by the people. Sport has never been a priority in the education of 

a child, as more emphasis is given on the academic activities. In India, there are world class 

educational institutes, but none boasts of a good sports academy. Even the sport policies are 

not athlete friendly. Many aspiring athletes have to cut short their careers due to lack of funds 

and proper support. 

India first participated in the Olympic Games in 1900 and a lone Indian, Norman Pritchard 

won two medals. 26 Indian athletes have won medals till date in the Olympics competition. 

The scenario seems better with Indians winning more medals in the recent 2012 London 

Olympics. India won 6 medals, 2 silver and 4 bronze, which is considered as India’s best 

performance so far. However, India still has a long way to go. 

Sprint legend P.T Usha says, “Academy for athletics in every state, accommodation, foreign 

exposure by participating in age-group competitions, systematic and scientific training, 

parent’s motivation, grace marks in schools and reservation for athletes in government jobs 

are some of the important long-term plans to throw up medal winners at the world stage.” 

There is a need to change the mind-set of the people towards sports. There is a need to 

recognise the talent and to provide systematic training. Funds should be allocated by the 

government to set up proper infrastructure for the development of sports. There is a need for 

long-term planning so that India can bag more medals in the future. If any Indian wins an 

international award or acclaim, there are millions of youngsters in India, who get inspired to 

emulate them. 



1. Sketch a brief history of sports in India. 

2. What problems do the athletes have to face in India? 

3. How does Indian culture influence the participation of the Indians in sports? 

4. What steps does P.T. Usha suggest to improve the performance of the Indian athletes? 

5. Where does India lack in providing an athletic friendly environment to its people?  

6. Why do we need to change the mind-set of the people in India towards sports? 

7. Explain in brief, India’s performance in the Olympics. 

8. What steps can be taken to improve the athletic participation of the Indians? 

7. Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow: (1 × 8 = 8 Marks) 

An increase in the use of internet has resulted in an increase in demand for online shopping. It 

is a convenient and easier form of shopping. It provides a wide array of products at your 

fingertips. We can shop sitting within the comfort of our home. ‘Going digital’ is the new 

catchphrase used by everyone. Every brick and mortar shop is trying to make its presence felt 

in the online world.  

 

Consumers prefer to buy a product at ease with a click of a mouse, rather than waste their 

time and energy by visiting offline stores. Online discounts attract consumers and hence, 

many online sites offer huge discounts throughout the year. Flipkart, Amazon, Snapdeal, 

Myntra, etc. are some of the leading online shopping sites. Earlier this year, The Tata Group 

jumped on the e-commerce bandwagon by launching its online shopping website, Tata CLiQ. 

 

Fraudulent activities on the internet are often a great concern for the shoppers. There is a 

constant threat of cyber thieves stealing the identities and misusing the information that the 

shoppers provide. Fraud is the major reason many people do not opt for online shopping. To 

improve sales, many e-retailers have installed advanced password and encryption system to 

protect the sensitive information provided by the consumers. It is important to ensure 

consumer’s safety and retain consumer’s confidence by protecting their personal information. 

 

Questions: 

i. What has resulted in an increased demand for online shopping? 

ii. What advantages does online shopping offer people? 

iii. What are the reasons that make the shoppers weary of shopping from online websites? 

iv. What can the retailers do to retain consumer confidence? 

v. What does ‘array’ mean? 

  a. variety b. colourful  c. narrow d. exclusive 

vi. What does the phrase ‘brick and mortar’ mean? 

  a. stores selling brick and mortar  b. stores that have physical presence 

  c. stores that have suffered losses  d. stores that sell many products 

vii. What does ‘jump on the bandwagon’ mean? 

  a. change the business    b. earn great profits  

  c. launch a new business   d. imitate others 

viii. Give the antonym of the word ‘fraudulent’. 

  a. expensive  b. honest  c. corrupt  d. permitted 



 

8. Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow.  

1. Tourists visiting Singapore can get up close with the major river ecosystems of the world, 

complete with its flora and fauna. For, Wildlife Reserves Singapore (WRS) – which is the 

holding company of the famed Jurong Bird Park, Night Safari and the Singapore Zoo – has 

recreated such an ecosystem. Created on a 12 hectare land, it offers a glimpse of the wildlife, 

mostly fresh water fauna of some of the iconic rivers of the world. This includes the Ganges 

and Mississippi, Mekong and Yangtze River, Murray, Congo and the Nile. Also included is a 

guided cruise along a man- made river to get a peep into the wildlife found in the Amazon 

region. 

2. While 85 per cent of the collections are designed to be viewed walking through special 

enclosures and galleries, each with a theme, the Amazon River Quest boat ride provides a 

glimpse of the remaining 15 per cent. A pair of giant pandas alongside a couple of red pandas 

housed in the climate-controlled exhibit in the Yangtze River zone is one of the major 

attractions of the River Safari. The walk through exhibits gives a glimpse of nearly 400 plant 

species and over 6,000 animal specimen, representing 200 species, making the river safari the 

first of its kind in Asia. 

3. The river zone of the Ganges is set against the facade of a temple and the wildlife is 

represented by the gharial and the goonch catfish. Moving on to different river zones, one can 

catch a glimpse of giant river otters, Chinese giant salamanders (world's largest amphibian), 

Mekong giant cat fish (world's largest freshwater fish which measures up to 3 m in length and 

weighs about 295 kg) among others. The Amazon River Quest which is actually a boat ride 

meandering through a man-made river, takes the visitors close to the jaguar, giant anteater, 

Brazilian tapir, capybara and a few other species that live along the Amazon River. 

4. Though the message of conservation underlying the concept is important, the project has 

also stemmed from WRS' constant need to innovate to ensure an increase in the tourist 

footfalls so they can be financially self-sufficient. 

 Attempt the following questions on the basis of the passage you have read: 

(a) One can find major river ecosystems of the world in __________ .  

(i) Jurong Bird Park      (iї) Singapore zoo 

(iii) Night safari     (iv) Wildlife Reserves Singapore 

 (b) One of the major attractions of the River Safari is __________ . 

(i) pandas      (ii) tigers 

(iii) penguin      (iv) peacocks 

(c) The Amazon River Quest is a boat ride through a man-made river to see the various 

animals.          (True/False) 



 (d) Wildlife Reserves Singapore offers a glimpse of the wildlife only. (True/False) 

 (e) A pair of giant pandas is housed in the climate-controlled exhibit in the _________ . 

(f) The tourists have to go through special enclosures and galleries to see__________ . 

(g) One of the two-fold objectives of WRS is _______________ .  

(h) Find the word from the passage which means the same as "catch sight of/spot". (Para 1) 

9.  Read the passage carefully: 

1. Ilkal, a small town famous for its ethnic saris is in the northern district of Bijapur in 

Karnataka. But soon the sound of the loom may belong to the past as more and more weavers 

leave this art to join more profitable occupations. These saris are unique for their four to six 

inch broad reddish maroon borders with traditional, distinct designs. It is the families of dyers 

and weavers who together produce the Ilkal sari - a deep blue-black indigo body with red 

borders. It is woven in cotton or silk or a combination of both. The cotton, before the advent 

of chemical colours, was indigo dyed, and the red border dyed with colours derived from 

flowers. 

2. A weaver’s living room includes a handloom pit, where the weaver works on the loom at 

the same time entertaining guests and customers. The bedroom is the store room for yarn and 

also doubles as the domain of womenfolk of the house. It takes around a week to complete a 

sari. It is tiresome work. “The wholesaler gives us the required raw materials, mainly yarn, 

and we weave the sari on a piecemeal basis,” he elaborates. “We are then sure the sari is sold 

and we are not stuck with dead stock. This is how the system mostly works now.” 

3. Traditionally, Ilkal saris were made using natural indigo dyes. Then, in the 1970s, the 

synthetic German indigo replaced this vat dyeing process. Today, this has given way to 

naphtha based dyes. The famed and centuries old indigo dyeing is now on the verge of 

extinction. As the new generation steps into more profitable avenues the skyline of Ilkal is 

fast changing too. “The most profitable business in the area now is granite,” states a weaver. 

With this stone being available in plenty here, a number of granite selling agencies and 

chimneys of granite processing units are proliferating all over. As more and more of town’s 

Younger citizens step into newer ventures like that of selling stones, the loom may become a 

mere memory. 

9.1 Complete the paragraph using one word only in each blank.  ( 1x3=3 Marks) 

Ilkal, once a small town (a) ____________for its saris is fast changing into one known for 

granites. (b) _____________a sari takes almost a week and is tiresome work. The younger 

generation (c) _____________ granite business to sari weaving. 

9.2 Complete the sentences given below:        (1x5=5 Marks) 

(a) A weaver’s bedroom functions as _______________. 

(b) German Indigo has replaced _______________. 

(c) Weaving saris on a piecemeal basis ensures that _______________. 

(d) Availability of granite stone in plenty in the area has led to 

(i) _______________________(ii) _______________________ 



 

 

10. Read the given passage carefully:  

All along the 450-mile stretch of west coast of America is the home of the tallest trees in the 

world. Once, in this narrow hinterland of the Pacific Coast, from California to Southern 

Oregon, were two million acres of these trees, the Coast Redwood. Today there are just a few 

hundred acres of them in Redwood Belt’s scattering of State Parks, protected forest reserves 

amidst which are stands of the Redwood trees. About 25 miles due south of San Jose and the 

heart of Silicon Valley is one of the smaller of these stands, just 40 acres in the midst of the 

4650-acre Henry Cowell Redwoods State Park. And there I found myself that morning not so 

long ago peering up to spot the tops of trees that seemed to be touching the skies. All I got 

was a crick in the neck. A tip for other Escapists. Stick to looking at the thick and rough 

barked trunks. But even looking at a trunk when you try to grab a view of the Giant’s trunk 

from close can be quite a challenge. The Giant, the Star of the Park, has a trunk with a 

circumference of over 50 feet and a diameter of 17 feet. May be you can, but I couldn’t take 

it all in. Nor could I come anywhere near taking in the whole 275 feet of the Giant’s height. 

Once the tallest Redwood, it lost its title when a storm several years ago knocked down 75 

feet of its top to bring it to its present height. But it’ll need the mother of all storms for its 

record of being the oldest tree in the park—an estimated 2000- plus years old—to be knocked 

down. You wonder at such a giant growing from a tiny seed; 100,000 seeds to a pound will 

give you an idea of how tiny! You wonder too about the marvel of a root system that sinks 

only six to twelve feet holding up such giants till the ranger you are talking to explains that 

the roots spread laterally and intertwine with the roots of other Redwoods to create a carpet. 

1 Attempt any eight of the following questions.     (1X8=8 Marks)  

(a) How many acres were covered by these Redwood trees? How many are left now? 

(b) Why did the writer get a crick in the neck?  

(c) What tip does he give to Escapist? 

(d) Why does the writer advise visitors not to raise their necks? 

(e) What does the author mean by ‘Star of the Park’? 

(f) How did the giant tree lose some of its height? 

(g) ‘Mother of all storms’ means ____________ . 

(h) How do the roots of the tree hold it together? 

(i)Which word means the same as ‘to connect or link closely’ (paragraph 3) 

SOLVED UNSEEN PASSAGES 

(12 Marks) 

1. Read the passage given below:  



1. What is discipline? Is it absolute freedom to do what a person wants? Is freedom regardless 

of consequences? Does it mean corrective action after a problem occurs or a wrong is done? 

Is it imposition? Is it abuse? Does it take away freedom? 

2. The answer is, none of the above discipline does not mean that a person takes a belt and 

beats up kids. That is madness, discipline is loving firmness. It is direction. It is prevention 

before a problem arises. It is harnessing and channelizing energy for great performance. 

Discipline is not something you do to yourself but you do for those you care about. Discipline 

is an act of love. Sometimes you have to be unkind to be kind not all Medicines are sweet, 

not all surgeries are painless, but we have to take them. We need to learn from nature. We are 

all familiar with that big animal, the giraffe. A mama giraffe gives birth to a baby giraffe 

standing. All of a sudden the baby falls on a ground from the cushion of mama’s womb and 

sits on the ground. The first thing mama does is to get behind the baby and give him a hard 

kick. The baby gets up but sits down again. Mama keeps kicking till the baby gets on its feet 

and starts moving. Why? Because mama knows that the only chance of survival for the baby 

is in the jungle is and on its feet. Otherwise it will be eaten up by wildcats and become dead 

meat. 

3. Children brought up in a loving, disciplined, environment end up respecting their parents 

more and become law abiding citizens. The reverse is just as true. Good parents are not afraid 

of momentary dislike by children to enforce the subject. Allowing a child to eat a box of 

chocolate could lead to sickness. At the same time, the discipline of eating one or two pieces 

a day can be an enjoyable experience for a longer time. Our instinct makes us do whatever we 

want regardless of consequences. Freedom is not procured by a full enjoyment of what is 

desired but controlling of desire. 

 

1.1 Read the questions and write the answer in about 30-40 words   (2x4=8) 

a) What according to the writer is not discipline? 

b) How can we prevent problem from surfacing? 

c) Why do you think a mama giraffe kicks her baby immediately afterbirth? 

d) What is the role played by parents in creating a law abiding citizens? 

1.2 Choose the correct word which is closes in meaning to the words given below.  

(1x4= 4 Marks) 

a) Corrective 

i) Remedial   ii) Improve  iii) Mistake   iv) Delete 

b) Harness 
i)Check   ii) Channelize  iii) Opposite  iv) Secure 

c) Reverse  

i)Came   ii) Similar   iii) Opposite  iv) Back 

d) Enforce 
i)To support  ii) Accomplish  iii) dictate   iv) to impose 

 

Answers:  

1.1. a) Discipline is not giving absolute freedom. It is also not hitting or abusing a child. 

Discipline is not force either. 

b) We can prevent a problem before it occurs. We need to anticipate and take precautionary 

steps rather than correcting it after the problem occurs. 

c) A mama giraffe knows the harsh ways of the world. It knows that if the baby does not 

stand up then the wild animals of the forest will eat it up. So it does this in the interest of the 

child 



d) Children who are brought up in a loving and disciplined environment respect their parents. 

As they grow they also start respecting their parents. 

1.2 Choose the correct word which is close in meaning to the words given below. 

a) i)Remedial 

b) ii)channelize 

c) iii)Opposite 

d) iv)Impose 

 

2. Read the following passage carefully: 

1. Music is perhaps one of the most popular and widely practiced forms of Fine Arts, 

transcending all kinds of cultural and linguistic barriers. Any form of fine art is difficult to 

master and almost impossible to perfect and music is no exception. 

2. Nature, it is learnt, has blessed almost two thirds of the human race with musical ability of 

some sort. Music has the power to bring out the deepest emotions. It can make one cry or 

bring a smile on one's face. In fact it is a magic medicine and many seek refuge in it when 

they are depressed or stressed. It is this intimacy that makes us listen to music or even hum or 

sing sometimes. This singing or realistically speaking, expressing one's emotion musically, 

sometimes takes a serious turn. This desire to showcase musical expression in public domain 

then transforms into serious business profession. And from here the musical journey begins. 

3. This desire to sing before an audience is innocent and beautiful and indeed it is perfectly 

alright to have such a genuine desire. But it is also important to understand that singing is an 

intricate art - a highly refined one at that, which requires systematic, prolonged and rigorous 

training, even to pass muster. This is an aspect we forget in our keen desire to reach the stage 

and perform. It is almost like preparing a formal meal for some specially invited guests, 

without even having learnt and experienced the basic aspects of cooking. This is why we 

have more noise and less music in the present. 

4. These days almost everyone sings and it does not stop here. Most of us want to become 

professional singers. Result, a complete disregard for and ignorance of the training part, as 

the need is never felt to go through one and the urge to get to the stage and perform 

overpowers the slight inclination to learn, if any. If at all, somewhere along the way one feels 

the need to gain some knowledge and training, it leads to hurried shortcuts and half-hearted 

attempts, best described as "“Crash Courses." 

5. It is observed that those who have attained the so called partial success, suddenly feel that 

they lack the required knowledge and are not learned enough. But it is too late by then. It 

should be understood here that the stage or a performance brings in a different mindset within 

the artist. It is always recommended and rightly so, that while on stage, cover the mistakes 

and weaknesses if any, and get along. But the contrary is true when it comes to acquiring 

knowledge and during the learning process. While under training, the student is expected to 

make mistakes but then rectify those mistakes under the supervision and guidance of the 

teacher. Therefore it is good to make mistakes and then be corrected during the process of 

learning as this subsequently makes one flawless and educated. This is a different mind-set. 



And these two mind-sets discussed above, (those of a performer and that of a student) cannot 

co-exist. 

2.1. On the basis of your reading of the passage, answer the following questions in 30-40 

words each:          (2X4 =8marks) 

(a) How can we say that music is magic? 

(b) How do people get transformed from humming tunes to becoming professional 

musicians? 

(c) The desire to sing in public overpowers singing capability. Elaborate. 

(d) Why cannot the mind-set of a performer and a student co-exist?  

2.2. On the basis of your reading of the passage, answer of the following ( 1X4=4 marks) 

 (a) The synonym of 'exceeding' in Para 1 is ………………………  

(i) limiting      (ii) transcending 

(iii) crossing       (iv) believing 

 (b) In para 4, the antonym of `aversion' is …………………………. 

(i) disregard       (ii) urge 

(iii) inclination      (iv) training 

(c) Music has neither the power to bring out the deepest emotions nor can make people laugh 

and cry.         (True/False) 

(d) The writer says that music is perhaps one of the widely practiced forms of Fine Arts, 

going beyond all kinds of ............................ .  

Answers: 

2.1(a) Music can lift the spirits of sad people and it can make people laugh and cry as well. It 

has the power to bring out the deepest emotions. In fact, it is a magical medium and many 

seek refuge in it when they are depressed or stressed, 

(b) From humming music, in the case of some people it takes a serious turn and they develop 

the desire to perform in public and make it their profession, and from here the musical 

journey begins. 

(c) In their urge to sing in public people fail to understand that it requires hours of practice 

and training to gain expertise in this fine art. And they end up becoming more performers not 

good singers. 

(d) The mind-set of a performer and a student cannot co-exist because a performer is told to 

make amends if a mistake happens while presenting on the stage whereas a student is told 

that it is o.k. to make mistakes as they help us to learn better. 



2.2 (a) (ii)  (b) (iii)   (c) False  (d) cultural and linguistic barriers 

 

UNSOLVED UNSEEN PASSAGE 

(12 Marks) 

1. Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow: (12 Marks) 

1. Often we are called to dress up for a fancy dress party. A novel option is to dress up and go 

as a Goth. The original Goths ere Germanic people who played a decisive role in the fall of 

the Roman Empire in Europe, earlier than the 4th century. Today, being a Goth has become 

synonymous with dressing in a particular way, being fond of darkness and music that is 

different from punk music. 

2. For the fancy dress one should start with putting on dark make-up, sport an unusual 

hairstyle and wear clothes that are fashioned from black velvet, with bits of lace of fishnet 

fringes here and there. The more authentic look would consist of wearing leather jackets or 

belts tinged with streaks of scarlet, or purple, of laced gloves and lots of silver jewellery 

specially lockets with images of occult figures or writings. 

3. While most Goths wear black outfits one can even opt for dark red, violet, blue, green and 

even white. The idea is that one should feel well for if one is not at ease within, then the Goth 

image will not come through authentically. On the T-shirt, the image of your favourite band, 

paired with black jeans, would give the right touch. A leather jacket over the T-shirt, studded 

with brass buttons or tin tacks would be a perfect complement of the Goth look. To ensure 

that you come home with “Best-dressed” prize, you could pull out an old shirt, strip off one 

shoulder or cut the sleeve so that it hangs in shreds, and show off your ‘shoulders’, like a true 

Goth! 

4. With the attire taken care of, it is time to turn one’s attention to footwear. Uniform shoes or 

sneakers are too ordinary. You must totter about on high heeled sandals without spraining 

your ankles. Alternately borrow a pair of knee length black boots, wear it over your fitting 

black jeans and smarten it up with brass buckles and studs 16 give the correct look. Hair too 

must be given a particular type of grooming. Using a wig is a safe alternative for then one can 

dye it to a black or coppery hue and ruffle it into an authentic untidy look for the party. A few 

strokes with a black eye lining pencil across the cheek and below the eyes complete the 

horror effect. 

5. In the final stage, paint your fingernails in the authentic Goth colour – black. It is a striking 

touch which will identify you as a perfect imitation of an ancient Goth. 

1.1. On the basis of your reading of the above passage answer any four of the following 

questions:         (2x4 = 8 Marks) 

(i) Who were the original Goths? 

(ii) Define the clothing for a modern-day Goth look. 



(iii)How can you use your present clothes for creating the Goth look? 

(iv) Describe the final touches needed to complete the Goth look. 

(v) How should the footwear be for creating the Goth look? 

1.2. Choose meanings from the words given below with the help of the options that 

follow:          (1x4= 4 Marks) 

(i) Close to original look (paragraph 2) 

a) fashioned         b) authentic 

c) occult        d) images 

  

(ii) Clothing (paragraph 3) 

a) complement        b) shreds 

c) outfits        d) band  

 

(iii)Copy (paragraph 5) 

a) imitation         b) fingernails 

c) ancient        d) authentic 

(iv) Substitute (paragraph 4) 

a) attire         b) grooming 

c) ruffle        d) alternative 

 

2. Read the following passage carefully: 

1. What is intelligence? And how can one be intelligent all the time? One has to understand 

the basic fact that intelligence and intellect are at two opposite poles. A person who is an 

intellectual would have all the knowledge of the world but won't know how to give it shape. 

Knowledge burdens the individual if he does not have the intelligence to express it. 

Intelligence is an integral part of the individual which finds fulfilment in expression. An 

intellectual who is burdened by excessive knowledge can never flow with intelligence. 

Intelligence demands that an individual be sensitive of his acts, thoughts and emotions. It also 

demands that the individual be inquisitive about the working of life and of one's own mind. 

2. Intelligence implies that the individual be supple and flow along with life's source, so as to 

be one with the sublime realities of love, bliss and peace. Intelligence is the basic knowledge 

of life which is transformed into knowing. The transformation process between knowledge 

and knowing requires the individual to be inquisitive, sensitive and observant. To do all this, 

the individual has to be in the present. This being in the present brings the individual back to 

harmony. Only meditation helps the individual to be in the present moment, He can then 

observe his own thoughts and actions. 

3. Once he is able to observe his own thoughts and actions, he can see his repressions, 

motivations and prejudices. This sets into motion the wheel of intelligence, which dispels 

ignorance behind thoughts, actions and emotions, Intelligence strengthens the integration and 



harmony of the individual. Strength to act intelligently according to the situation helps in 

obliterating thought processes which perpetuate fear, remorse and conflict within. 

4. This conscious understanding of one's fear, remorse and conflict opens the doors of 

intelligence so that we can first understand and then transcend them. Otherwise, we remain in 

a state of ignorance. The art of understanding is what suffuses us with wisdom. And the art of 

understanding oneself provides strength. The art of being wise and strong is intelligence. 

Without this basic intelligence, an individual is tapped within himself manifesting inner 

conflicts, hatred and ignorance in the external world. Meditation also helps a person 

understand what others are trapped in. Once they handle the situation, the doors of 

intelligence and compassion are further opened. Without basic Understanding about oneself, 

compassion can never flower. Without compassion, all intelligence is ignorance. 

5. Meditation, therefore, provides the necessary strength to surrender to oneself and be with 

oneself and this being with oneself without remorse, guilt or fear makes one intelligent and 

capable of acting rightly.  

2.1. On the basis of your reading of the passage, answer the following questions in 30-40 

words each:          (2 x 4 = 8 Marks) 

(a) Bring out the difference between intellect and intelligence. 

(b) Mention any two traits of intelligent people. 

 (c) How does being intelligent help an individual? 

 (d) How can intelligence become ignorance? 

2.2. On the basis of your reading of the passage, answer of the following: (1x4=4 Marks) 

 (a) In Para 1, the antonym of 'relief' is …………………… 

(i) express  (ii) intellect  (iii) heaviness   (iv) burden 

(b) In Para 4, the synonym of 'infuse' is ………………… 

  (i) intelligence  (ii) ignorance  (iii) suffuses  (iv) transcends 

(c) Intellect is the basic knowledge of life which is transformed into knowing. (True /False) 

(d) When an individual is unable to handle situations, intelligence 

becomes……………………………………….. 

3.  Read the passage carefully. 

1. A youngster quit Facebook in December after spending over three years on the social 

networking site. With that one act, he bid a silent adieu to more than 300 contacts that he had 

added to his account during the period. Like almost everyone from his "friends' circle," the 

20-year-old was a regular on the service; visiting it every day to post photos and status 



updates. But last week, a new feature on Facebook called Timeline forced him to reconsider 

the pros and cons of being on the networking site. 

2. Everyone has some skeletons in their closet and I am just not comfortable with Facebook 

digging up and displaying all the facets of my life on a bulletin board,' says this youngster 

who joined the network in July 2007 while he was in Class 11.  

3. Facebook, you see, had compressed the time he spent on the site and arranged it in 

chronological order. And while he initially liked the new, neatly organised scrapbook-like 

feature, he wasn't happy to reveal posts from the past, those that, until recently, were hidden 

under layers and layers of recent updates. Just clicking on a date on the timeline could 

transport his friends back in time and enable them to view every embarrassing comment, link 

or photo he had posted on his profile. 

4. "I think it's a recipe for disaster," he says. "In 2007, I had some wall posts, which seemed 

appropriate at the time, but now after a lapse of four years, I have moved on and don't want 

them to be openly displayed for all to see." 

5. And he is not alone. Many users, worried about how Facebook activity could possibly 

affect their offline lives, are choosing to commit 'Facebook suicide'. While some have privacy 

concerns, others feel that the site that was meant to bring them closer to their friends actually 

does the opposite - it reduces their friendship to something superficial. 

6. "Poking and liking are not enough to keep a friendship going," says a business analyst. 

Having quit Facebook three years ago, she prefers meeting her 'real' friends face-to-face, 

instead of reading their trite posts online. 

7."On Facebook, people hype everyday issues including what they ate and where they went 

on a daily basis," says this analyst who continues to use Twitter. 

8. Similarly, an engineering student quit Facebook last December four years after joining it. 

One fine day, he exported all the data from his account into a little zip file and hit the delete 

button. 

9."I realised that when it came to my friends who really mattered, I could actually keep in 

touch with them over the phone or by meeting them in real life," he wrote on his blog. 

3.1. On the basis of your reading of the passage, answer the following questions in 30-40 

words each:          (2 x 4 = 8 Marks) 

 (a) What feature of Timeline takes away a person's privacy? 

 (b) What was the youngster's initial reaction to Timeline? 

(c) Why did the youngster change his mind later? 

(d) What does term 'Facebook suicide' mean? 

3.2. On the basis of your reading of the passage, answer of the following: (1x4=4 Marks) 



 (a) The meaning of the word 'share' in Para 3 is 

 (i) liked   (ii) hidden   (iii) timeline  (iv) reveal 

 (b) The opposite meaning of the word 'retained' in Para 8 is 

(i) exported  (ii) delete  (iii) account   (iv) quit 

 (c) Timeline is a new feature on Facebook that forced the youngster to reconsider the 

advantages and disadvantages of being on Facebook.    (True/False) 

(d) Many people are getting out of Facebook as they feel that their Facebook 

activity……………………………………………………. 

4.  Read the following passage carefully: 

1. The river flows on, but sluggishly. Its surface is calm and smooth. It turns a bend at a 

clump of bamboo, gently passes a grove of coconut, and now drifts along with scarcely a 

murmur. It is wide, too. The engineers had needed unspeakable amounts of concrete and 

rupees to build a. bridge across and when that went into disrepair with age and neglect, they 

had needed even more to build another. 

2. A white flock of river terns appears. The terns energetically flap their pointed wings but 

mill around in an effort to go slow with the flow. They swoop and pick off the surface of the 

river small silvery fish, floating strangely immobile on their side. It is easy work, for the fish 

are already dead. Dozens of dead fish follow, sprinkled and sparkling on the river, killed by 

poison or by the shock of a dynamite blast upriver. Some feed the terns, others drift here and 

there and below the culverts and into the nearby fields. 

3. The waters had travelled far to get here. Blown by winds from across the ocean, meeting 

the great escarpment of the Western Ghats, rising as vapours and clouds, and bringing 

wafting mists and torrential rains, they had drenched the slopes of the mountains a hundred 

miles away. Not all the rain had travelled to the ocean, though much had arisen from the 

forest itself, ascending through millions of roots and stems and transpiring through billions of 

leaves and leaflets. The forests pump hundreds of thousands of litres of water into the air, and 

the air returns some of it, falling as rain condensing as dew. 

4. Some water flows overland, much sinks in, sponged by the leaf litter and soil. Below the 

surface, the water travels through pipes and aquifers far and wide, recharging ground waters, 

emerging as springs, and draining into streams feeding the wide river. 

5. The clear waters from the forest join other waters; waters that gather the dust and carry the 

soil from the road-scars and the mine-wounds on the hill slopes. Waters deadened by passage 

through dams and reservoirs, through stagnant pools and ponds with hyacinth and algae. 

Waters carrying earth from furrowed and exposed soils under alien plantations of acacia and 

eucalyptus and from forests whose litter-blankets are harvested to enrich the nearby fields 

with nutriment. Waters course in with the wastes of villages, towns, and cities, the effluents 

of factories and the oil and fuel spilled from lorries washed on the banks. 



6. The river passes a rice mill. The mill faces away from the river, with a neat garden in front 

and a mound of waste dumped at the back, on the banks. 

7. The story of the river seems so familiar. The river gives us water for irrigation, drinking, 

washing, bathing, navigation, and power. It provides us fish and fertile plains, reeds and 

recreation. But, does the river really give to us all this or do we just take it? And what do we 

give back, if anything? 

4.1. On the basis of your reading of the passage, answer the following questions in 30-40 

words each:          (2 x 4 = 8 Marks) 

(a) What is the course that a river takes? 

(b) What are terns? What do they pick from the river that is strange? 

(c) The river is a combination of different waters. What are these? 

(d) The writer says at the end 'whether the river gives us or we take it. What is the difference 

between the two? 

4.2. On the basis of your reading of the passage, answer of the following: (1x4=4 Marks) 

 (a) In Para 5, the synonym of 'motionless' is 

(i) dirtily (ii) moving  (iii) stagnant    (iv) muddy 

 (b) In Para 5, the antonym of 'deplete' is 

(i) carry  (ii) spilled  (iii) gather    (iv) enrich 

(c) The strange thing in case of the water birds, terns is that they catch only those fish which 

are alive.         (True/False) 

(d) The river not only gives us water for irrigation, drinking, bathing, power, etc. but also 

provides us………………………………………………………………………… . 

5. Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow.  

 

1.  Corporal punishment means physical torture. This could be in the form of beating, caning, 

thrashing or even whipping. Several incidents of such punishment have been reported in the 

newspapers. Such kind of punishment can physically impair a student for his whole life. 

 

2. It may also affect him psychologically, disturb his mental balance. This kind of 

punishment should be stopped immediately. The method to discipline a child through 

corporal punishment was first practised during the medieval period and is old fashioned. 

Teachers should deal with their students patiently, advising and guiding them in every sphere 

of life. 

 



3. The term 'corporal punishment' means 'physical punishment'. It is a kind of punishment 

that affects the human body adversely. This could be in the form of beating, thrashing or even 

whipping. Thus, punishment of this kind is physical torture to a student and should be 

condemned and stopped immediately. Moreover, such kind of punishment may sometimes 

physically impair a student for his whole life. Psychologists are of the opinion that such 

punishment can affect a student mentally for a very long period of time. 

 

4 In India, corporal punishment has become a common feature in schools. Several incidents 

of physical assault have been reported in the newspapers. For instance, a student of class XII 

from a popular school in Udaipur and a student from Delhi Municipality Corporation School 

died due to beating, they received from their school teachers. This is shocking. In another 

incident, a class XI student in Ahmedabad accused a teacher of having hit him so hard that he 

suffered a temporary loss of hearing. Making a student kneel down or stand for hours, 

pinching and slapping are all set to be banned under plans to widen the definition of corporal 

punishment in schools 

 

5.  The National Commission for Protection of Child Rights (NCPCR) has suggested a code 

of regulations on the conduct of teachers in schools. A standout feature of the code is a total 

ban on corporal punishment. So far, only six Indian states have banned the cane in schools. 

Corporal punishment is just another form of physical violence and has no place in an 

enlightened society.  

 

6. However, there are numerous instances of milder punishment that go unnoticed. There is 

enough evidence to suggest that teachers, including those at elite schools, physically and 

verbally or intimidate children, some of whom could be as young as five years old. There is 

unfortunately no national law banning cruel or unusual punishment in schools. The National 

Policy on Education merely says that corporal punishment is not permissible. 

5.1. On the basis of your reading of the passage, answer the following questions in 30-40 

words each:          (2 x 4 = 8 Marks) 

(a) What is corporal punishment? What are its forms? 

(b)How does corporal punishment affect the child? 

 (c)What is the role of NCPCR to check the practice of corporal punishment in schools? 

 (d) Why could the practice of corporal punishment not be stopped till now? 

5.2 On the basis of your reading of the passage, answer the following:  (1 x 4 = 4 Marks) 

 (a) Find the antonym of 'repair from Para 3.  

(i) Impair  (ii) import  (iii) pairs  iv) separate 

 (b) In paragraph 2, promptly' means: 

(i) Immediately  (ii) tolerantly    (iii) mentally  (iv) psychologically 



 (c) Corporal punishment is still going on even in elite schools in some form or the other. 

          (True/False) 

 (d) The term 'corporal punishment' means………………………………………… 

6. Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow.  

PRESSURES TEENAGERS FACE 

1. “Teenagers? Stress? You must be joking!” This is probably the reaction when asked 

whether teenagers get fretful and apprehensive. For, it is generally believed that they have 

“no responsibilities, no worries and no duties.” But that is not true. In today’s competitive 

world, one needs to struggle and fight to make it in this dynamic, yet uncertain environment 

that is both stressful and anxiety- inducing. Teenagers face myriads of pressures, three of 

which are briefly discussed below. 

2. The pressure to perform comes principally from parents, teachers and peers to do well 

academically. The lack of aptitude tests or respecting the student’s preferences pushes them 

into fields which may not interest them or for what 

They are not equipped. Apart from the pressure to perform well, they are often burdened with 

the pressure to conform to the pressure to perform well; they are often burdened with the 

pressure to conform to the norms laid down by society. Next, teenagers are pressurized to 

reform themselves. This is commonly experienced especially by students in the age group of 

13 to 17. Everybody is telling them when to wake up and what to do... Here’s what you can 

do to deal with these pressures. As a result of pressure, teenagers are often found to be very 

anxious. A sign of anxiety is holding one’s breathing. The easy way out is to take deep breath 

sat regular intervals trying to calm your mind. 

3. Modern life’s competitiveness and challenges put a tremendous load of work on teenagers. 

They need to understand that they are strong enough to handle the tough challenges in life, 

studying and assignments being two of them. 

4. Procrastinators i.e. people who habitually delay and postpone doing their work need to 

cultivate the “art of starting” and this involves dealing with the minor discomforts 

experienced while beginning a task. Once the job has been started, it is much easier to 

continue. Some students worry about factors like social and financial status, intelligence and 

habits that might make them different from their peers. 

5. Effective stress management lies in having a healthy attitude towards competition, work, 

friends and acquaintances. It lies in taking life as it comes, doing your best and being 

prepared for the worst. Teenage can be the best part of a person’s life if he/she takes joy in 

the opportunities that await him/her and take life’s challenges in his/her stride and with a 

smile. And remember “Attitude is Everything” 

6.1 Answer the following questions:     (2x4 = 8 Marks) 

a. What are the factors responsible for the over burden and stress on the teenagers? 

b. What may be the outcomes of a successful and effective stress management? 

c. Why is it necessary to develop the ‘art of starting’ in procrastinators? 

d. How can anxiety be noticed in the teenagers? What are the simple ways to come out of the 

anxiety caused by over burden or expectations? 

6.2 Find the meaning of the given words from the options that follow: (1x4 = 4 Marks) 

a. Myriads (para-1) 

i) countless   ii) tiny    iii) limited    iv) negligible 

b. Fretful (para-1) 

i) Calm   ii) serenely  iii) essential    iv)agitating 

c. Tremendous (para-4) 

i) Simple    ii) plain  iii) marvellous   iv)difficult 

d. Acquaintances (para-6) 



i) Familiars   ii) aliens   iii) strangers    iv)actors 

 

7. Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow.    

1. Drama is an artistic activity and if taught in schools help in holistic growth of children and 

are an effective tool to enhance personality. 

2. Theatre classes provide an opportunity for self-activity so that students become active 

partners in their development. Children engaged in regular acting activities gain confidence 

Choral recitation sessions in a drama class can help discard diffidence and build confidence. 

Training in voice modulation, good pronunciation, articulated speech and appropriate body 

language enable students to measure the art of public speaking and effective communication. 

3. Activities such as dialogue writing, script writing and role- play work miracles in honing 

communication skills. Children of the age group of 10 to 12 are often clumsy in their physical 

movements and posture. Through acting children learn to be aware of and respect each 

other’s space. Through controlled and studied movements of the body, self-discipline, 

restraint, grace and poise are acquired. By flinging arms up above one’s head, sheer joy or 

utter despair can be expressed. Drama helps to create a balance between the physical and the 

intellectual. By reading about and discussing characters in a play, children learn about human 

nature and social behaviour. It is an interesting medium of value education. 

4. Children in a drama class learn to appreciate theatre as a living art and an expression of 

culture. School productions and annual day plays provide an opportunity to create cultural 

awareness. After all children should not be deprived of the most exciting and enjoyable 

aspect of theatre-the fun-filled rehearsals, the donning of costumes, make-up and the acting. 

5. Production work is the time when children can learn about the nuances and technicalities 

of staging a play. It is amazing how they can improvise on snack boxes for sound effects and 

use an emergency lamp for lighting. Rehearsals also help children develop a spirit of 

teamwork where individuals, while striving for excellence, sacrifice themselves for the good 

of the team. 

 

7.1 Answer the following questions:     (2x4 = 8 Marks) 

a. How can teaching of drama in schools help the children? 

b. What opportunity the children have to learn at the time of production work? 

c. How would you use drama to give up diffidence and acquire confidence? 

d. What activities would you like to work upon to sharpen the communication skills? 

 

7.2 Find the meaning of the given words from the options that follow: (1 x4 = 4 Marks) 

e. Holistic(para-1) 

i) inclusive  ii) exclusive   iii) submissive  iv) narrow 

f) Miracles (para-3) 

i) realities  ii) wonders   iii) illusions   iv) dilemmas 

g) Flinging (para-3) 

i) putting  ii) twisting   iii) shuddering  iv) moving 

h) Nuances (para-6) 

i) Basics   ii) beliefs   iii) hints   iv) facts 

8. Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow.  

1. An 18 years old student was struggling to pay his fees. He was an orphan, and not knowing 

where to turn for money, he came up with a bright idea. A friend and he decided to host a 

musical concert on campus to raise money for their education. They reached out to a great 



pianist Ligancy J. Paderewski. His manager guaranteed fees of $ 2000 for the piano recital. A 

deal was struck and the boys began to work to make the concert a success. The big day 

arrived. But unfortunately they did not manage to sell enough tickets. The total collection 

way only $1600.  

2. Disappointed they went to Paderewski and explained their plight. They gave him the entire 

$ 1600, plus a cheque for the balance $ 400. They promised to honour the cheque at the 

soonest possible. But Paderewski tore the cheque and returned $ 1600 to the boys asking 

them to deduct their expenses and the money they needed for their fees. The boys were 

surprised and thanked him profusely. It was a small act of kindness.  

But it clearly marked out Paderewski as a great human being. Why should he help two people 

he did not even know? We all come across situations like this in our lives. And most of us 

only think “It I help them, what would happen to me?” The truly great people think, “It I 

don’t help what will happen to them?” They don’t do it expecting something is return. They 

do it because they feel; it is the right thing to do. 

3. Paderewski later went on to become the Prime Minister of Poland. Poland was ravaged in 

the world war, there was starvation in his country and he had no money to feed the people. 

He reached out to the US for help. The head of the 

4. US Relief Fund was Herbert Hoover - Who later went on to become the US president. 

Hoover helped Poland. The calamity was averted. Paderewski was retrieved. He decided to 

go across to meet Hoover and personally thank him. When Paderewski began to thank 

Hoover for his noble gesture, Hoover quickly interjected and said, “You should not be 

thanking me Mr Prime Minister, you may not remember this, but several years ago, you 

helped two young students go through college in the US. I was one of them. The world is 

wonderful place. What goes around comes around. 

8.1 Answer the questions given below:      (2x4=8 Marks) 

a) What idea did the boy come up with? 

b) How did the boys come out of the plight? 

c) Who was the P.M. of Poland? What calamity did he face? Who helped him? 

d) Who became the President of US? How did he introduce himself to the PM of Poland? 

8.2 Find the meaning of the given words from the options that follow. (1x4=4 Marks) 

a) Orphan 

i) Vagrant  ii) Ruffian   iii) Waif   iv) Loafer 

b) Concert 

i) Unity  ii) Function   iii) Drama   iv) Show 



c) Interjected 

i) Inserted  ii) Remove   iii) Connected   iv) Deleted 

d) Calamity 

i) Tranquillity ii) Catastrophe  iii) Clarity   iv) Struggle 

 

9. Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow.  

1. The future level of global warming is uncertain, but a wide range of estimates have been 

made. Scientists predict an increase in sea levels worldwide due to the melting of two 

massive ice-sheets in Antarctica and Greenland, especially on the East coast of the US. 

However, many nations around the world will experience the effect of rising sea levels, 

which could displace millions of people. One nation, Maldives is already looking for a new 

home, thanks to rising sea levels. The severity of storms such as hurricanes and cyclones is 

increasing and research published in nature has found. 

2. Scientists have come up with the firmest evidence so far that global warming will 

significantly increase in the intensity of the most extreme storms worldwide. The maximum 

wind speed of the strongest tropical cyclones has increased significantly since 1981, 

according to research published in Nature. And the upward trend, thought to be driven by 

rising ocean temperatures, is unlikely to stop any time soon” According to a recent research, 

there is a 90% chance that a billion people worldwide will have to choose between moving 

their families to milder climates and go hungry due to climate change within 100 years. 

Climate change is expected to have the most severe impact on water supplies. 

3. Shortages in future are likely to threaten food production, reduce sanitation, and hinder 

economic development and damage ecosystems. It causes more violent swings between 

floods and droughts. 

4. Global warming causes 300,000 deaths a year. According to a research published in Nature 

by 2050, rising temperature could lead to the extinction of more than a million species. And 

because we can’t exist without a diverse population of species on Earth, this is falter news for 

humans. 

5. This mass extinction is really just a continuation of the extinction which began at the end 

of the last ice age and has resulted in the extinction of nearly all of the Earth’s flora and 

fauna, largely as a result of human expansion. 

6. Climate change now represented at least as great a threat to the number of species 

surviving on Earth as “habitat destruction and modification” says Chris Thomas, conservation 

biologist at the University of Leeds. 

7. Widespread species loss and lists of endangered species just keep growing. This is a 

concerning matter on many fronts. 

 

9.1 Answer the questions given below in about 30-40 words.   (2 x 4 = 8 Marks) 

a) What may happen to Maldives in near future? 

b) How will global warming effect occurrence of storms worldwide. 

c) What are the findings of the latest research? 

d) What can be fatal for humans? 

 

9.2 Choose the word which is closest to the meaning to the word given below.  

(1 x 4 = 4 Marks) 

a) Predict 



i) try  ii) imagine creativity   iii) About the future  iv) about the past 

b) Severity 

i) weak  ii) strong and powerful  iii) Timid   iv) big 

c) Trend 

i) something happening regularly     ii) rarely 

           iii) frequent       iv) fashion 

d) Hinder 

i) start   ii) dangerous    iii) Breaks   iv) obstacles 

 

 

10. Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow.  12 Marks 

 

GOING WILD OVER ELEPHANTS 

1. In elephant is an animal with an engaging and complex community and family life, 

sometimes even comparable to the best human society. One would be surprised to learn of 

their endearing social life. While the males prefer to stay separately in all males’ herds, all the 

family affairs are managed by the females of the species - responsibilities of child rearing, 

training and launching the young one into a career as a mature, understanding elephant. That 

leaves one with the young ones and the ladies. Consider the elderly ladies of the herd: one 

notices a grand, graceful cow-the matriarch assisted by other women at different stages of 

learning and seniority. It is she who rules the roost, gently directing the herd and ensuring the 

affairs of the day are in perfect order. Her family may consist of six to 12 members that can 

sometimes go up to 20. These are usually her offspring and their young ones. It is a moving 

sight, seeing the elephants greet each other, often by brushing each other’s mouths with their 

trunks. If one were to ask the matriarch in elephant language about her youth and about love 

and longing in the wilderness, she might answer after her own fashion that they are not very 

unlike humans; they do not have a definite ‘breeding season’. Once pregnant, she carries her 

calf for almost two years. 

2. An elephant calf is born into the protective care of an enviably secure family. The mother 

feeds her baby but all the rest: sisters, aunts and cousins take upon them the responsibility of, 

baby-sitting the child. The adult male, true to his nature, leaves the herd when he is 14 years 

old, and usually joins another herd of bull elephants. While the elephants roam in male and 

female groups, it is the female group that shows closer cohesion and a more complex 

community life. Even on occasions when a herd splits, they maintain their ties by 

communicating and travelling together. 

3. It is also believed that in some mysterious way, the elephant pays homage to its ancestors 

and dead friends by visiting the site where they died, by touching and feeling their remains 

with their trunks and emitting mournful sounds before they move on to where their trail leads. 

Maybe, if one were to look closely at our own human society, one might notice that for all 

our sophistication, we are not that very far ahead of these gentle giants. 

 

10.1 Answer the following questions in 30-40 words:    (2 x 4 = 8 Marks) 

a. What facts establish that a female is more active and dominant in an elephant family? 

b. In what ways do the elephants pay homage to their ancestors? 

c. How does an elephant calf is reared in his family? 

d. How do the elephants greet each other? 

 

10.2 Find the meaning of the words given below from the options that follow:  

(1x4 = 4 Marks) 

a. endearing(para-1) 



i) appalling   ii) applying   iii) appealing   iv) affordable 

b. longing (para-1) 

i) lengthening   ii) widening    iii) desiring   iv) decorating 

c. cohesion (para-3) 

i) harmony   ii) animosity   iii) ceremony   iv) hostility 

d. enviably (para-3) 

i) friendly   ii) cunningly   iii) wickedly   iv) favourably 
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Formal Letters 

Format 

Sender’s address  

………………………........ 

………………………….... 

 

Date    ……………………………. 

 

 Address of the addressee 

 

………………………………… 

 

………………………………… 

 

 Subject :   ………………………………………………………………………………..... 

 

 Salutation ( Dear Sir/Madam) 

                 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………..

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

Body of the letter (in 3-4 paragraphs)  

 Purpose with reference to the order.(Introductory)  

Mentioning the status …suggesting the action required etc. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………



…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………….                                                                                                           

Concluding  paragraph 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Yours faithfully/truly 

Sender’s name  

    Sample Letters of Complaint   

1. Write a letter to M/s  A .C. Appliances, D-24 Andheri, Jalandhar complaining that the 

Geyser supplied by them has stopped working in less than a week. Sign yourself as 

Saurabh of 62, Brand Street , New Delhi. 

Solution: 

62, Brand Street  

New Delhi  

 

18th  July,2019 

The Manager  M/s  A .C.  Appliances  

D-24 Andheri, Jalandhar    

 

Subject: Complaint about Geyser.  

Dear sir/madam  

 I purchased an Eskom Geyser from your company vide cash memo no. 310 dt. 23rd 

June 2020 with a warrantee of one year. I regret to inform you it does not give hot water. The 

geyser is covered under the warranty for one year which has not expired. that it stopped 

working after 4 days. It does not heat water. The green light signal shows that it is on but it 

doesn’t heat water. 

 The geyser looks old and second hand also. Under such conditions I have no other 

option but to return the same to you.  

  Therefore, you are requested to either repair or replace the geyser with a new one as 

soon as possible.   

Thanking you  



Yours faithfully 

Saurabh 

 

2. The park in front of your house has been illegally occupied by some people. They have 

encroached the open space in an unauthorised manner and are a challenge for the healthy 

living in the society. Write a letter to the Secretary of the Residents Welfare Association 

Sector-4, Vijay Nagar, Bhopal drawing his attention to this challenge. 

 

Solution: 

1580, Sector-4 

 Vijay Nagar 

Bhopal 

 

5th May, 2020 

 

The Secretary 

Residents Welfare Association 

Sector-4, Vijay Nagar 

Bhopal 

 

Subject: Illegal occupation of the public park space. 

Dear sir, 

              I wish to draw your attention to the unauthorised use of the public park of Sector-4, 

Vijay Nagar, Bhopal. When it was constructed 20 years ago it was a beautiful place to pass 

leisure time. The people of the place used to visit here every evening and morning. Some 

anti-social person made a tin shades four years back and started living here. Since it was an 

empty and unoccupied space no one thought to object this unauthorised encroachment at that 

time. 

 In course of time the number of the people living in these tin shades has doubled. 

Once one of my friends told them to vacate the tin shades and go away from the place. That 

time they not only slapped the friend but also cautioned him to not object in their matter. 

These people might be involved in illegal activities and may be a challenge to the residents of 

the society. 

 Therefore, you are requested to look into the matter and ensure the law and order 

situation of the park. 



Thanking you 

Yours truly 

Rashmi     

 

QUESTIONS FOR PRACTICE ON LETTERS OF COMPLAINT  

 

1. You are Sriram living at 234/C-3 M.G Road Bangalore. You purchased a coloured TV 

from Mode Electronics, M G Road Bangalore. Write a letter to the Manager complaining 

about the TV that is not functioning properly.  

2. Write a letter to M/s Ashwin Books Depot , Nai Sarak, New Delhi telling them that the 

books you had ordered have arrived, but some books were with torn pages and a few of them 

were old editions. Ask for replacement of the books. You are Ankita/Akash residing at C-10 

Vidyanagar , New Delhi.  

 3. Write a letter of complaint to M/s Rupashree Electronics,24,industrial Town, Faridabad 

complaining about the washing machine you purchased recently and is giving you a lot of 

trouble now. Ask for its replacement immediately. Invent necessary details. You are Arun of 

256-C Janakpuri, New Delhi. Write a letter in about 100-120 words.  

 4. As the Manager of Cricket Club of your town, you had purchased some cricket equipment. 

Some of the articles have been found defective. Write a letter to the firm that made the 

supplies, asking them to replace these defective articles or refund their cost.  

5. You are Tarun/ Shikha living at d-503, Gohalpur, Delhi. There is a lot of garbage lying on 

the main road just near the bus stand. Write a letter to the Municipal Commissioner of Delhi 

complaining against this nuisance. 

6. You are Mukesh. The roads in your area are in poor condition. As a responsible citizen, 

write a letter to the Municipal Corporation of your locality, complaining about the bad 

condition of the roads in your area. 

7. You are Sameep resident of 132-Magic apartments, Main road, Saket. Write a letter to the 

Health Officer of Municipal Corporation. Jaipur, complaining about insanitary conditions in 

your locality. 

8. You are Madhuri/ Manohar , living ai 795, Par Nivas, Vidya Nagar, Phase-II, Pune. Your 

colony has been facing monkey-menace for the last six months. Drawing attentions to the 

injuries caused to the residents, write a letter in 100-120 words to the Commissioner of the 

Municipal Corporation, requesting him to tackle this problem as early as possible. 



9. Write a letter to M/s. Oxford Publishing House, London complaining that the books sent 

by them were not those you had ordered for. Ask for replacement. You are Varun Joshi, 

Sector-20, Chandigarh. 

10. You are Reno \ Reena of 25, Akbar Road, New Delhi. Write a letter to the Police 

commissioner (traffic) about inadequate parking facility in the Connaught Palace area of New 

Delhi. 

LETTERS OF ENQUIRY 

    Sample Letters of Enquiry  

1.You are Apoorva/Ashin librarian of Wisdom Public School Bangalore. Write a letter to the 

Sales Manager of Navneeth Publishers Ltd. Bangalore enquiring about undue delay 

concerning the delivery of books for your school library for which you placed an order two 

months ago. Also specify that you may have to cancel the order in case of further delay as the 

first term of the academic year has almost come to an end. 

Solution  

Wisdom Public School 

Bangalore  

 

20th August 2020   

The Sales Manager  

Navneet Publishers  

Bangalore  

 

Subject: Undue delay in delivery of books. 

Dear sir,  

 We are sorry to show our displeasure at the undue delay in the delivery of books for 

our school library. We placed a bulk order for the purchase of books for the library two 

months ago. But it is unfortunate to note that even after several reminders, the books have not 

been supplied. Before we decide to take the next step, we would like to enquire from you 

about the reason for this delay.  

 

 You know that the first term of the academic year has almost come to an end. If you 

fail to deliver the books up to 1st September 2020 we will be compelled to cancel the order. 

We hope you will not compel us to look for another supplier for the books.  

 

Yours faithfully   

Apoorva/Ashi   



Librarian 

 

2.Recently you came across an advertisement about the short-term course in computer 

science by High Tech Computer Institute, Golden City, Indore. Write a letter to the Director 

of the Institute enquiring all relevant information of the course. You are Roshan/Roshni, 

living at F-84, Sector-20, Bombay.    

Solution:  

F-84,  

Sector-20, Bombay 

4th May 2020 

 

The Director 

High Tech Computer Institute 

Golden City, Indore 

 

Subject: Enquiry regarding short-term course in computer science. 

Dear sir/madam, 

 With reference to your advertisement about short-term course in computer science 

which appeared in The Tribune dated 15th April, 2020. I am interested in the course 

advertised by your institute I have cleared my senior secondary exam with 95% marks this 

year. I want to pursue this short-term course for which I would like to get the following 

information about the course.  

( I ) Fee structure and duration of the curse. 

( II ) Eligibility criteria for the course. 

( III ) Facility of night classes and timing. 

( IV ) Strength of students in a batch. 

( V ) Name of University giving recognition to the course. 

( VI ) Available transport facility. 

( VII ) Campus placement facility. 

(VIII ) Availability of hostel facility.  

 Kindly send me a copy of prospectus on my email: diwedi2020@gamil.com as early 

as possible. 

Yours faithfully 



Roshan/Roshni 

 

QUESTIONS FOR PRACTICE ON LETTERS OF ENQUIRY 

1. You are Devesh/ Pranjal the school pupil of Golden Public School, Jaipur. Your school is 

planning an educational tour, during the Summer Vacation, covering visits to a Nuclear 

power plant and a few factories. Write a letter to The National Travel Agency at Ranchi, 

Jharkhand enquiring about the places, the charges, facilities and other relevant details.  

2. Write a letter to the Manager, Raj International, Hyderabad to find out the rates for 

conducting the wedding reception of your sister, enquiring specifically about the catering 

caused per head, service and decoration charges and advance to be paid.  

3. You are Arun/ Aparna, in charge of Excursion Club of National Public School, Main Road, 

Panna. Write a letter to the General Manager, Southern Railways, requesting reservation of a 

bogie for ninety students from Panna Cantt to Chennai and back by S.T. Express. 

4.You are Puneet. You saw an advertisement about a course in Spoken English, published by 

A to Z in English, 32 Nehru Pet, Jaipur-19. You wish to join the course. Write a letter to the 

advertiser inquiring about all details that you require. 

5.Write a letter to the secretary, Youth Hostels, Jaipur, requesting him to provide 

accommodation for 5 days to 6 members of your family going on a tour of Rajasthan. You 

are Mamini/ Mithlesh , Vijaynagar, Jabalpur. 

6. You are Kiran /Keshav. You want information about French Language courses at Alliance 

Francaise, New Delhi. Write a letter to the Director enquiring about the same. Invent all the 

necessary details on your own. 

7.You are Neeta/ Naveen of 84 Shanti Nagar, Meerut, studying at a coaching centre in 

Bhawuk Nagar, Pune. You need accommodation for yourself. Write a letter to the Manager, 

Paying Guest Services, 16, Sulabh Complex, Bhawuk Nagar, Pune, enquiring about the 

details, such as the type of accommodation, monthly charges, facilities, etc. 

8. You are the computer teacher of a school. You want to purchase some computers for your 

computer lab of your school. Write a letter to a firm of computer, asking for quotation of 

prices for supply of computers for your lab. Also ask about the commission and concession 

given and the credit facilities available. Imagine all the related details required for writing the 

letter.  

9. You are Rakesh / Rekha of D – 43, Down Street, Rohtak. You are awaiting your class 12 

results. Meanwhile you want to join a summer camp on Yoga. Write a letter to the Manager 

of City Yoga classes inquiring about the necessary details related to the classes. 



10. You want to take membership of  a football club in your city. Write a letter to the 

Manager of any such club from your city inquiring about various details related to the 

membership eligibility. Imagine various aspects of the letter.  

 

LETTERS FOR PLACING ORDER 

Q.1.  You are Rakesh Sinha , In charge of Physical Education in  Wisdom Valley  Public 

School Saharanpur. Write a letter to Messrs Bansal Sports Emporium , Connaught Place, 

New Delhi, placing an order for a minimum of 4 sports equipments. Ask for the discount and 

invent other necessary details on your own. 

ANSWER : 

Wisdom Valley Public School 

Saharanpur 

 

May 07, 2020 

Messrs Bansal Sports Emporium 

Connaught Place 

New Delhi 

 

Subject :  Order for sports equipments.  

Sir 

 With reference to your quotation dated 25 April 2020, I wish to place an order for the 

following sports items for our school : 

S. No.       Particulars                          Brand                           Quantity 

1.             Cricket Balls                       Stanford                      2 dozens 

2.             Cricket Bats                        BAS                            08 pieces 

3.             Hockey Sticks                     STX                            08 pieces 

4.             Hockey Balls                       STX                            2 dozens 

5.             Volley Balls                        Tachikara                    06 No.s 

We expect 15% discount as per your commitment.  You are requested to send the sports 

items from the fresh lot, and ensure that all the items are well packed before they are 

dispatched to us. In case of any damage in transit , the items will be returned at your cost. It 

will be your responsibility to replace the damaged items without any delay.  

Kindly arrange to send the items in a week’s time. The payment will be made digitally as 

soon as we receive the invoice. 



Thanking you 

Yours faithfully 

Rakesh Sinha   

 

Q.2   Write a letter to M/s Ganga Book Depot, Nai Sarak, New Delhi, placing order for some 

books. You are Prateeksha / Prateek, the Librarian of Delhi Public School, Chanakyapuri, 

New Delhi. 

ANSWER : 

Delhi Public School 

 Chanakyapuri 

New Delhi 

 

May 08, 2020 

M/s Ganga Book Depot  

Nai Sarak  

New Delhi 

 

Subject :  Placing order for books. 

Sir 

 You are one of the leading dealers in all kinds of books and stationery items in Delhi. 

So we would like to order some books for our school library. Following is the list of books 

we need : 

S.No Books Classes Publisher Quantity 

1 English Grammar & 

Composition by Wren & 

Martin 

High 

School 

S.Chand & company 10 

2 Oxford Advanced Learner’s 

English dictionary 
___ Oxford Press 02 

3 Mathematics 

Textbook   

XII NCERT 40 

4 Science Textbook IX NCERT 40 

5 Learning Science Part 3 ----- National Book Trust 28 

6 
My Experiment With Truth ( 

Mahatma Gandhi ) 

___ National Book Trust 05 

 

 All the books should be in good condition, well bound and packed properly. Any 

damage to books during transportation will be your responsibility. We expect 20% discount 

that you give to the libraries. 



           The books should reach the school within 10 days after the receipt of the letter, 

otherwise, the order shall stand cancelled. The payment will be made digitally as soon as the 

consignment is received. 

Thanking you 

Yours faithfully 

Prateeksha  

 

QUESTIONS FOR PRACTICE ON LETTER FOR PLACING ORDER 

 

Q.1.You are Lakshmi / Lakshman, the Office Superintendent of D.A.V. Public School, Pune. 

You would like to refill the stationery items for your school. Write a letter placing order for 

the items you need to the Sales Manager, Vidya Stationers, Pune. Invent other details on your 

own. 

Q.2 You are Poornima / Purnendu, the manager of Hotel Ashoka, Andheri, Mumbai. You 

want to place order for a few electronic items from Shilpa Electronics, Bandra, Mumbai. 

Write a letter to the Chief Manager giving him the list of items you need. Invent other details 

on your own. 

Q.3. Your school is planning to organize a musical competition next month on the occasion 

of World Music Day. You are Mansi / Manas, the Activity Incharge of Dronacharya Public 

School, Ravindrapuri, Delhi. You require certain musical instruments for the smooth running 

of the event. Write a letter to the Store Manager, M/s Sargam Instruments, Dwarka, New 

Delhi placing order for the specific instruments required by you. 

Q.4.You are the Store Incharge of Panini Vidya Mandir, Meerut. You require various items 

of furniture such as chairs, desks, almirahs etc. for your school . Mentioning the details of the 

items, write a letter to Messrs Kohli Furniture House, 15 Karol Bagh, Delhi to place the order 

for furniture. Ask for the discount available on the purchase. 

Q.5.You are Naina / Nihal, Hostel Warden, Cosmos Public School Kolkata. Write a letter to 

the Sales Manager, Bharat Electronics and Domestic Appliances Limited, Salt Lake, Kolkata, 

placing an order for a few fans, microwave ovens and geysers that you wish to purchase for 

the hostel. Also ask for the discount permissible on the purchase. 

Q.6 You are Mahima / Mahadevan, head of Chemistry Department of Zenith Public School,  

Moradabad. You require various lab apparatuses and chemicals for your laboratory. Write a 

letter to M/s Sahni Scientific World, Moradabad, placing a bulk order for the purchase of 

various items. Ask for the discount and invent other details on your own. 

Q.7 You are Radhika / Raghav, the Principal of Mount Litera Zee School, Mathura. Your 

school requires uniform for the students of classes  I – V  for the coming session. Write a 



letter to the Store Manager, Messrs Arora Uniform Store, Brindabvan placing an order for the 

specific uniform required by you. 

Q.8 You are Prajakta / Pranshu of KENT RO Suppliers, Siliguri. You have received the reply 

to your inquiry letter from Shobhna  Furnitures. You feel positive about the company’s terms 

and conditions. Write a letter placing an order for the furniture that you have mentioned in 

the previous communication. 

Q.9 You are Anchal / Ankur, Sales Manager of Fancy Garments, Noida. You placed a bulk 

order with Messrs Kesarwani Emporium, Delhi for the supply of garments for your 

showroom. The firm has failed to execute the order. Inspite of your many reminders, there is 

no positive response from them. Write a letter to the firm that you are constrained to cancel 

the order that you had placed to them.  

Q.10 .You are Sakshi / Saksham,  Admin Officer of Chaitanya School, Surat. Your newly – 

constructed school requires saplings for its garden and playgrounds. Write a letter to the 

Manager, M/s Pankhuri  Nursery, 27, Surat  by placing an order for the same. 

Q.11 .You are Aradhya / Arav, the head of Biology Department of Maharshi Vidya Mandir, 

Meenambakkam, Chennai. You require various lab apparatuses and equipments for your 

laboratory. Write a letter to M/s Science Zone, Mylapore, Chennai, placing an order for the 

purchase of the items required in your laboratory. Ask for discount permissible on the 

purchase and invent other details on your own.  

LETTER TO EDITOR              

SOLVED EXAMPLES 

Q.1   Virtual World in the present scenario seems to have completely taken the people in its 

grip. Particularly the young generation finds it much more appealing than the physical and 

practical one. Write a letter to the editor of a national daily expressing your concern over its 

pros and cons. You are Shyamla / Shyam, a resident of 475, Krishna Niwas, Indraprasth 

Colony, New Delhi.  (150 – 200 words) 

ANSWER : 

475, Krishna Niwas 

Indraprasth Colony 

New Delhi 

 

May 07,2020  

 

The Editor 

The Times of India 

New Delhi 

 



Subject : Highly captivating  impact of Virtual World over the physical and practical one. 

Sir 

 Through the columns of your esteemed newspaper, I would like to express my 

concern over the highly captivating impact of Virtual World on the people today.  

Particularly the youth finds the virtual world more appealing than the physical and practical 

ones. This is a fact as the virtual world is full of hopes and desires. It leads us to fantasies and 

gives new rays of hopes to fulfill them, whereas the real physical and practical world is dull. 

It shows the real pain, struggle and hard work required to fulfill our dreams. The physical 

world has no place for fantasy. The technology, new gadgets, computer games and other 

amazing devices attract younger generation. The internet is allowing to get information faster 

than anything else, people can communicate with many  people  in the world sitting in their 

own rooms, but they are far away from the real social world. It is easy to make friends in the 

virtual world as it gives little scope to people to read or judge their character whereas it is 

difficult even to maintain one’s relations in the real world without one’s efforts. 

 The virtual world is playing unprecedented role in imparting education across the 

world. It’s dominance over the traditional methods cannot be denied.  Education,  without 

computers, cell phones and different modern devices is  gradually becoming  unimaginable . 

In fact , these gadgets and devices have become an integral part of our educational system 

today. 

             The virtual world is necessary for our growth. It should of course be appreciated and 

sustained but, not at the cost of physical and practical world. There can be no substitute of the 

values of the physical and practical world. So, it is essential for us to maintain a proper 

balance between both, the virtual world and the physical and practical world . We ought to 

stay connected with both. I hope , my views will certainly find some space in your prestigious 

newspaper. 

Thanking you 

Yours faithfully 

Shyamla  

 

Q.2  You are Prashmita / Prasoon, a child psychologist working at Jeevan Jyoti Hospital, 

Mumbai. After reading  an article on the recent rise of teenage addiction to  ' Blue Whale 

Challenge ' causing the rise in suicides and depression among teenagers, you decide a write a 

letter to the editor of a local daily on the urgent need to find a solution to this problem. Write 

the letter in 150 – 200 words. 

 

ANSWER 

 



Jeevan Jyoti Hospital 

Mumbai 

 

May 07, 2020 

 

The Editor 

The Indian Express 

Mumbai 

 

Subject:   Regarding need for parental guidance and support to teenagers. 

 Sir 

 Through the columns of your esteemed newspaper I would like to draw the attention 

of the readers and particularly the  parents towards the recent rise of teenage addiction to 

‘Blue Whale Challenge’ suicides and the rise in depression among the teenagers. 

 Teenage is a crucial period in a child’s life. It is the time when the child gets 

transformed physically, mentally and psychologically. During teenage, a boy or girl becomes 

sensitive and likes to have his/her own space, be it alone or with friends, and fear about 

failures or their own inabilities. Also it is their time for exploring the outside world. The child 

may go in the right or wrong direction. Physically they feel attracted to the other sex. While 

girls may like to be a Rapunzel or a mermaid, boys may feel like superheroes. They become 

self conscious, and they need a companion to listen and share their ideas. And definitely a 

parent is not allowed in their world. While this is so in personal life, a child also faces 

pressures from outside, for instance from school, from peers and from some parents too 

whose expectations from the child suddenly grows high. This is because the parents of a 

teenage girl or boy feel that their child should show maturity when he or she becomes a 

teenagers. Also they start placing restrictions lest the teenager would go to the wrong way. If 

the teenager is not understood or rejected, or finds no one to share his / her feelings then he or 

she becomes depressed then it turns disastrous. He / She finds ways to escape in the form of 

drug abuse or gaming or sticking on to mobile phones. The blue whale challenge exploits and 

victimizes such teenagers. It induces suicidal tendencies in children. 

 Therefore, it is for the parents to understand the transformation in their children and 

be a moral support, giving their children the hope that whatever success or failure they face, 

they are always there with them to support. I hope , my concern deserves some space in your 

newspaper.                                   

Thanking you 

Yours faithfully 

Prashmita   



QUESTIONS FOR PRACTICE ON LETTER TO EDITOR  

Q.1  Write a letter in about 150 – 200 words to the editor of a national daily expressing your 

concern over the traffic jams in your area due to the inefficiency of the traffic signals and the 

police during the office hours and requesting the authorities to look into the matter. You are 

Anupam / Anupama of 45/ 9 A, Pratibha Colony, New Delhi.  

Q.2. You are Ananyna / Ansh of 168/B, Civil Lines, Jabalpur. You have realized that very 

often the promises made through advertisements are not fulfilled by the product. Write a 

letter to the editor of a national daily about the problem of false promises in advertising. 

(Word Limit: 150 – 200) 

Q.3. In order to increase the green cover in their area, residents of Star Dream Society, 

Vidyut Vihar, Delhi, planted saplings around their residential complex and also along the 

road. As Secretary of the Society, write a letter to the editor of a local newspaper requesting 

him to highlight the initiative taken by your society and urge other residential complexes to 

launch similar campaigns in their areas. You are Saraswati / Saraswat.  (150 – 200 words) 

Q.4 Your locality has witnessed a number of cases of theft in recent weeks. The local law and 

order authorities were approached but you find no change in situation. Write a letter to the 

editor of local newspaper drawing attention of the higher authorities to the problem. You are 

Vasu / Vishakha, 28/A, Gandhi Marg, Lucknow.  (150 – 200 words) 

Q.5. You are Rashi / Rohan, 11 Ridge Road, Gwalior. You happen to see the following news 

item in a newspaper. Write a letter in about 150 – 200 words to the editor of a national daily 

expressing your concern over the matter.              

 

  New Delhi: The Supreme Court has passed an order that it is the responsibility   of every 

citizen to look after their aged parents. If they fail, they will have no rights of inheritance.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

 

Q.6 . You recently saw an article related to dowry – death and were very much disturbed. 

You believe such incidents can only come to an end through the empowerment of women. 

You decide to write a letter to the editor of a national daily expressing your views on 

“Women Empowerment”. Write the letter in 150 – 200 words. You are Riya / Raman, 

residing at 45/C, Mayur Vihar, Bhopal. 

Q.7 While reading a magazine, you came across the following article: 

There is a growing lack of sensitivity and respect for our fellow creatures. There was a talk 

about the food web and the energy cycles and ecological balance, and how the removal of 

any element disrupts the whole system, and how this can affect human beings too. What this 

approach lacks is the essential interaction with nature and with other human beings. Indeed, 

in many environmental activities, the opposite takes place. 



You are an educationist and you feel that environmental education imparted in schools needs 

reorientation. The stress should not be on preserving nature for human use, but for protecting 

animals and plants for their own sake. Based on the information given above and using your 

own ideas, write a letter to the editor of a national daily, in about 150 – 200 words. You are 

Lily / Lalit,  residing at 10 / A, Civil Lines, Shahjahanpur , Uttar Pradesh. 

Q.8. Video games, internet, cell phones and other high-tech gadgets are essential for growing 

up in a digital world. But parents are concerned about the amount of time their children spend 

with these and worry that it might be distracting and cramping academic and social 

development. Write a letter to the editor of a national daily expressing your concerns and 

offering solutions to this problem. You are Sanjana / Sanjay residing at 98 / C, Civic Centre , 

Bangaluru. (150 -200 words) 

Q.9. Write a letter to the editor of The Daily Express, expressing your views on the topic – 

Inclusive Education, using the hints given below: 

* Families’ vision of a typical life for their children can come true. 

* Children develop a positive understanding of themselves and others. 

* Friendships develop. 

* All children learn by being together. 

You are Maya / Mahendra residing at 108, Mall Road, Kanpur,.(150 – 200 words) 

Q.10. The recent increase in crimes against people of Northeast , especially in the cities, has 

highlighted the growing problem faced by the community. Fear of violence continues to 

worry them. Write a letter to the editor of The Times of India expressing your concern over 

the recent death of young students resulting from a racial comment against people from 

Northeast. Suggest what step the government should take to solve this problem. You are 

Shubhi / Shubham, resident of B – 51, South Block, Gurugram.  (150 – 200 words) 

 

ANALYTICAL PARAGRAPH 

•Marks : 10 

•Evaluation parameters 

             a.. Content  

             b. .Fluency  

             c. .Accuracy  

•Word limit: 150-200 Words 

 



What is an analytical paragraph? 

The analytical paragraphs generally deal with the analysis of ideas, issues, events based on 

some inputs in the form of maps, charts, reports, line graph etc.  Here one need to be very 

particular about the input given. There should be no variation or extra information. 

Why to Write an Analytical Paragraph? 

In our daily life we are confronted with a variety of information. We get the information not 

only in English, Science and Maths, but also in newspapers and bus timetables. 

Comprehension of what it all means is called Analytical Interpretation. 

While there is a tremendous quantum of information it is not possible for all of us to read and 

assimilate all the information, simply because of paucity of time. Just imagine if you were to 

read every word in the daily newspaper. You would need the whole day! Thus, we tend to sift 

information by quickly glancing at the headlines and choosing the ones that interest us for 

greater study. 

Some of us are good at understanding the abstract and some of us are good at understanding 

numbers. Numbers do play a vital role in our daily lives and we are always bombarded with 

them. Data is defined in a dictionary as a series of observations, measurements, or facts. In 

effect, data consists of information which can be qualitative or quantitative. Since we are 

prone to lots of information being thrown at us we need to learn how to analytically interpret 

the data that comes our way. 

Sometimes interpretation of data is vital. For instance, if you have gone in for a medical 

checkup and you get the medical reports. Even though your doctor would do the 

interpretation for you it becomes necessary for you to have a comprehension of the reports. If 

for instance, you get confused between ‘greater than’ or ‘lesser than’ you could go horribly 

wrong in interpreting the information that is available in the report. 

In today’s world, questions are of the objective type and in such a scenario it is imperative 

that you understand the fundamentals. For a comprehension of the fundamentals the basic 

requirement is to interpret the data perfectly. Read the passage carefully and answer the 

questions that follow to gauge your data interpretation skills. 

How to Write an Analytical Paragraph 

Regardless of what you are required to analyze, an Analytical Paragraph must be written in 

according to a series of rules that will ensure you have right the structure and content of the 

analysis. 

1. Getting Started 

The key to writing an analysis paragraph is to choose an argument that you will defend 

throughout your paragraph. In this case, you will do an analysis of a specific topic. Your 

argument will focus on particular points which you will present as a key note of your 

paragraph. 



For example- Maybe you are writing an Analytical Paragraph on Captain America: Civil 

War.  If you are allowed to choose your topic, you might choose to analyze how the movie 

handled the issue of national security versus personal freedom. 

2. Choosing a Title 

Choosing a title seems like an insignificant step, but it is actually very important.  The title of 

your analytical paragraph should: 

 Entice and engage the reader 

 Be unique and capture the readers’ attention 

 Provide an adequate explanation of the content of the paragraph in just a few carefully 

chosen words. 

3.   Creating an Outline 

When creating an outline for an analytical paragraph, You need to utilize gathered 

information and the arguments you have decided to use and figure out how to express them in 

your analysis. You must start with a brief introduction of the topic. Provide a lead-in for the 

reader by offering a general introduction to the topic. You need to hook the reader right from 

the beginning.  Draw them in by portraying the topics and issues in a tempting way so that 

your readers will keep reading. 

 

4. Writing the Body 

The body of the paragraph may be compared to its heart. This is where you show off your 

talent for analysis by providing convincing, well-researched, and well-thought out arguments 

to support your  statement. You have already gathered the information and now all you may 

start crafting your paragraph. 

To make the body of an analytical paragraph, keep the following in mind: 

 Discuss all the arguments given in the clue(chart,graph,map,report) although each 

argument can relate to multiple issues 

 Strike a balance between writing in an unbiased tone, while expressing your personal 

opinion 

 Be reasonable when making judgments regarding any of the issues you discuss 

 Remember to include the opposing point of view to create a balanced perspective 

5. Writing the Conclusion 

The conclusion is short and sweet.  It summarizes everything you just wrote in the paragraph 

and wraps it up with a nice shiny bow. 

 

How to write Data Interpretation in English 

1. A detailed study of the data provided must be done. 

2. The gist of the data and its subject must be understood. 

3. While writing the analytical details, care should be taken not to provide the exact 

replica of figures, percentages, etc. 

4.  One needs to present language skills while providing a description and avoid quoting 

of mathematical expression. 

5. The answer should be done in a single paragraph. 



6. To contain within the specified word limit, if the provided data is in excess, use 

conjunctions to build long and effective sentences. 

7. Grammatical accuracy along with non-repetition of the same vocabulary/sentences 

must be maintained. 

SAMPLE QUESTIONS 

Q1.A survey was conducted on percentage of households using various household 

utility products and the result is evident in  the  bar-chart given  below.  Study the  

following  bar-chart  and  write  the   paragraph that was compiled after the survey. 

(150 words). 

Percentage of households using various household utilities. 

 

Use of Utility Goods 

The bar-chart indicates various utilities being used by percentage of households, surveyed 

in the year 1997 and 2000. The chart shows that the most popular household utility item 

in 1997 and 2000 is the television and about 98% households have it. The fascination for 

TV remains steadfast, since there are a number of channels  to suit each temperament and 

taste. The increasing sales of vaccum cleaners and washing machines are clear pointers 

that doing such chores manually is becoming difficult. The fridge appears to have gained 

popularity even among the poor sections of society and has become a necessity today. 

The telephone also is becoming increasingly popular. However, the use of cars does not 

really show an upward trend despite the variety of brands launched in the market due to 

cost factor. The concept of  Central  Heating  appears  to  remain  limited to the rich 

sections of society, though it has improved from 1997 and now 50% of the households 

use it. 

 

Q2-Study the chart given below, which is the result of the survey conducted in the public 

schools and government schools of Vadodara. This depicts the types of activities the 



teenagers (Age 13- 19 years are involved during their leisure time). Write a paragraph in 

about 150  words 

.

 

Teenagers and leisure time 

Now a days the teenagers are more techno-savvy than the children used to be ten years back. 

They do not play games like Ludo, Carrom, Chess and other indoor games. 9-18 % of boys 

and girls in the age group of 13-19 years possess their own cell phones. In the survey 

conducted recently on some 2000 students of two leading schools- one government and the 

other a public school, the following facts were revealed. While the students from public 

schools spend more of their leisure time in net-surfing and talking on cell phones, the 

government school students spend it in watching TV and talking to their friends. 

Q3- The following data in the form of histogram shows that death due to violence has 

increased considerably during recent years. Write its interpretation in 150 words on how 



educated youth can play a major role in establishing peace in society. 

 
 

Role of youth in establishing peace in society 

Youth and peace are interlinked in society. Youth can play an important role in establishing 

peace in society. In a survey conducted, it has been found that number of deaths due to 

violence has increased enormously since the nineties. Death rate in 1000s was 2.5 in 1990. 

But in 2010, it has increased to 7.5. It is really very sad. It must be checked. Our youth can 

play a major role in controlling this crime graph. They can contribute towards establishing 

peace in many ways. They can awaken the people towards the necessity of peace. They can 

help the police in catching the criminals. They can bring the criminals in the main stream by 

educating them and they can do much more. 

Q4: In a recent survey held in 100 schools, aiming to find the best pencil brands preferred by 

the students, the following bar chart was deduced. Analyze the findings and write  paragraph 

in 150 words. 



 

Answer: Out of more than three dozen brands of pencils available in the market, four brands, 

namely A, B, C, and D, are the most popular ones. Pencils are an important part of students’ 

stationery items and the popularity of brand B pencils outshines every other available brand 

as it occupies more than half of the pencil market. One-fifth of the students favor brand D, 

followed by brand A, while brand C comes last in the stationery list of the students. 

Q5.The pie-chart shows the expenditure of Mr. Mebbin’s family. Interpret the data in 

150 words. 

 

 

Answer: 



The pie-chart shows that Mr. Mebbin’s family spends about 50% of the entire income on 

food and rent. It seems they reside in a big town where rent and food are costly. Money 

seems to be spent much on clothing which is almost incomparable with rent paid. An 

equitable amount is spent i.e. transport (18%) and on entertainment (10%). The most crucial 

aspect of the family is that they have very few savings that turn up to 5% of the income. It 

would definitely be unsafe for future. Measures should be taken to reduce the expenses to 

increase the saving. Mr. Mebbin could reduce their expenditure on clothing so that it would 

be possibly increase saving. 

 

Q.6. Using the information in the image, write an analytical paragraph in 150-200 words. 

 

 

 



 

 

Answer- Co2 and other greenhouse gases in the atmosphere are essential because they keep 

the earth at a comfortable temperature. If there were no greenhouse gases, the Earth would be 

very much colder. However, the Greenhouses Effect is caused when the amount of carbon 

dioxide and other greenhouses gases in the atmosphere increase. Normally, carbon is trapped 

in trees and the oceans and trees and the oceans absorb carbon. As a result, the system has 

been in balance for thousands of years. But co2 and other greenhouses gases are now 

increasing because forests are being destroyed and coal, oil and gas are being consumed. As a 

result of increase in greenhouse gases, the earth’s temperature is rising. 

QUESTIONS FOR PRACTICE 

 

Q1.Deeksha Joshi conducted the following survey, as part of her project, on the various 

modes of public transport. Using the information given below,  write  a  paragraph  on  the  

topic  “The  various  modes  of public transport” in 150 words. Give valid suggestions and 

reasons for  the  change in  the  preferences  of people. 

 

Q2.Given below is a table showing various  reasons  for  increasing  crime  in  

metropolitan  cities  among the upper middle-class. Study the table carefully and 

write a paragraph on the topic “Crime among the  upper middle-class”. (150 

words) 

 

No. Nature of problem % of 

people 

1. Exposure to TV / movies 15% 

2. PsychPsychological problems 10% 

3. Working parents, so no time for their children 60% 

4. Short-cuts to become rich 15% 

   



 

 

3- Study the graph given below, which is based on a survey done on students of tenth class in 

three different types of schools in Ahmedabad. The chart depicts the number of students 

speaking English and Hindi. On the basis of the details given in the bar-graph given below, 

briefly summarize the data making comparison wherever necessary in about 150 words. 

 

Hint- Compare the percentage of students speaking English and Hindi in all three schools 

giving the possible reasons. 

Begin Like this:- 

In a study conducted on the students of class tenth of three various types of schools- 

Government school, private school and a KV, it was observed that 

4. As an aware citizen of the country, you are concerned about the increase in road accidents 

in the metropolitan city Delhi. Interpret the data given below in about 150 words. Also use 

your own ideas. 



 

Horizontal line (x-axis) – years 

Vertical line (y-axis)-No. of accidents 

5-Give below is a pie-Chart, which shows different types of electric gadgets, used by 

middle-class people in their houses on an average in Ahmedabad. Write in about 150 

words the reason of selecting the electric gadgets for their houses. 

 
Take into consideration the price range, durability, lower electric consumption & after sales-

service. 

 

 



6. The chart given below depicts ‘Loans’ given to the various sectors by a nationalized 

bank of India. Using the information given in the chart, interpret the data rationally and write 

a paragraph in about 150-200 

words.

 

 

 

7. The following line graph is showing the exports from three companies over the years. 

Study the graph, interpret it and develop a paragraph using given inputs. 

 

• The pairs of years the total exports from the three companies together are equal  



• The year in which the difference between the exports from companies X and Y was 

the minimum. 

• The difference between the average exports of the three companies in 1993 and the 

average exports in 1998. 

 

8. The following pie-chart shows the percentage distribution of the expenditure incurred in 

publishing a book. Interpret the data rationally and write a paragraph in about 150-200 words. 

 

 

9. The chart given below shows TV Channel’s Weekly Viewership Data ( April 03 to April 

09) of the people of all ages. Using the information in the chart, write an analytical paragraph 

in 150-200 words. 



 

 

10. A Survey was conducted to find out how teenagers spend their free time. Following 

trends were observed. Using the data given in the pie-charts given below, write an analytical 

paragraph in about 150-200 words for your school magazine on the topic, “ How teenagers 

spend their free time ? You can give your own reasons and conclusions for the trends.   



 

 

11..‘Massive poaching in the past few years has wiped out the entire tiger-population at one 

of the tiger reserves in india.’ Says one of the investigation reports. Look at the visual below 

and notice how the number of tigers in India is falling. Use your own ideas and write an 

analytical paragraph in about 150-200 words for ‘Eco-World’ magazine expressing your 

concern on the issue. 

 

 

12. You are a member of the Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Animals in your locality. 

The following pie-chart reflects the attitude of the people towards animals. In response to 

this, write an analytical paragraph to be published in the forthcoming issue of ‘The Week’ on 

why animals are ill-treated and what can be done to prevent 



it.
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1. MODALS (AUXILIARY VERBS) 
 

Modals are special kinds of verbs in English that are used to express ability, permission, 

obligation, possibility, and polite requests. It is very important to understand the different 

ways that we can use each verb. 

Now, we will review the following groups of verbs: 

 Can, Could, and Be Able To 

 Must, Might, May, Need to, and Have To 

 Should, Ought to, and Had Better 

 Will, Shall, and Would 

Can, Could, and Be Able To 

These modal verbs are usually used to show ability. 

We use can to talk about things that we are able to do in the present or the immediate future. 

For example: 

 I can speak two languages. 

 She can help you with your homework later today. 

 They can dance all night long! 

 

We use could to talk about what we were able to do in the past and to talk about ability 

in conditionals. We also use it for polite requests. 

For example: 

 When I was young, I could eat tons of ice cream!  

 Many years ago, people could travel without passports. 

 Could you pass me the salt, please? 

 If we have enough time, we could go to the park later. 

 

We use ‘Be Able To’ in formal sentences and with the perfect tenses and other modal verbs. 

For example: 

http://www.really-learn-english.com/Present-Perfect.html


 She will be able to buy some new shoes soon. 

 The President is able to veto laws if he chooses to do so. 

 I have never been able to understand this subject! 

 

Must, Might, May, Need to, and Have To 

These modal verbs are usually used to express obligation and possibility. 

We use Must to talk about obligations and when we are sure something is true (deduction). 

For example: 

 The students must finish their reports by Friday. 

 You must eat your vegetables! 

 He is not home yet. He must be on his way. 

 

We use Might and May to say that something is possible, but not sure. 

For example: 

 It may rain later. 

 The kids might like carrots, but I'm not sure. 

 

We also use May to talk about permission. 

For example: 

 You may have a cookie after dinner. 

 

We use Need to and Have to for obligations, especially with the perfect tenses and other 

modal verbs. 

For example: 

 Young people have always had to listen to their parents! 

 You will need to finish reading this book by tomorrow. 

 

Need to usually talks about things that the speaker thinks are necessary. 

For example: 

 All my clothes are dirty! I need to do some laundry. 

 I am so tired! I need to take a nap. 

 

Have to usually talks about things that someone else tells the speaker are necessary. 

For example: 



 My boss told me I have to work this weekend! 

 The doctor said I have to exercise more. 

 

Should, Ought to, and Had Better 

We use these verbs to talk about obligation. 

Should and ought to talk about what is the best thing for us to do. 

For example: 

 It's a beautiful day! We should go outside. 

 They ought to keep the dog on a leash! 

 

Had better is stronger than should and ought to. It means that there will be negative 

consequences if we do not do something. 

For example: 

 You had better call your mother, or she will worry! 

 He had better be careful, or he will fall! 

 

Will, Shall, and Would 

We use Will and Shall to talk about the future, especially for predictions and promises. 

Remember that we only use Shall for the first person (I or We). 

For example: 

 I shall arrive home late this evening. 

 I will call you later. 

 

We use Would in conditionals and for polite requests. 

For example: 

 Would you please help me? 

 If we had more money, we would go on vacation every month! 

 If it was not cold outside, I would be much happier! 

 

PRACTICE- TIME 

 Exercise A: Can, Could, or Be Able To 



Choose the correct modal to complete each sentence. 

1. I don't think I will have much work next week. I think I will ______________ take a day 

off. 

2. Excuse me, ______________ you tell me where the bus station is? 

3. They haven't ______________ solve the problem yet. 

4. She ______________ play the flute and the guitar. 

5. When we were younger, we ______________ watch movies all afternoon! Now we think 

it's boring. 

 

 

 

 Exercise B: Must, Might, or May? 

Choose the correct modal verb to complete the sentence. Sometimes more than one answer 

may be correct. 

1. Oh no, I think they _______________ be hurt! But I'm not sure. 

2. They look just the same! I am sure that boy ______________ be his son. 

3. That looks delicious, and I am so hungry! ______________ I have some? 

4. He is running very well! I think he ______________ win! 

5. That looks like fun! ____________ we paint some eggs with you? 

 

 Exercise C: Need to or Have To? 

Complete the sentences with the correct Modal verbs: 

1. Wow, my house is a mess! I really ______________ clean a bit! 

2. Professor, do we ______________ finish all the exercises on the test? 

3. The judge said that he will ______________ make a formal apology to the public on 

television. 

4. If you want to camp in the park, you _____________ pay for a permit first. 

5. I have worked too long! I _____________ take a break! 



 

Exercise D: Ought to or Had Better? 

Complete the sentences with the correct modal verb. Sometimes more than one answer may 

be correct. 

1. He ____________ go inside, or he will get a terrible sunburn! 

2. I think we ____________ play. What do you think? 

3. He ______________ stop drinking so much coffee, or he will make himself sick! 

4. She has a beautiful voice! She ____________ record a CD! 

5. His cell phone is ringing. I think he ____________ answer it. 

 

 

 

Exercise E: Will, Shall, and Would 

There is a mistake in each of the sentences below. Correct the mistakes by adding the correct 

modal verb. 

1. Incorrect: They shall have a meeting later. 

Correct: They _____________ have a meeting later. 

2. If it were not raining, we will go for a walk. 

If it were not raining, we ____________go for a walk. 

3. I promise I would pay you back soon! 

I promise I _____________ pay you back soon! 

4. I think he shall pass his test. 

I think he _____________ pass his test. 

5. It's too bad I am so short! If I were taller, I shall play basketball. 

It's too bad I am so short! If I were taller, I _____________play basketball. 

 

 

Answer Key 



 

 Exercise A: Can, Could, or Be Able To? 
 1. I don't think I will have much work next week. I think I will be able to take a day 

off. 

 2. Excuse me, could you tell me where the bus station is? 

 3. They haven't been able to solve the problem yet. 

 4. She can play the flute and the guitar. 

 5. When we were younger, we could watch movies all afternoon! Now we think it's 

boring. 

 

 Exercise B: Must, Might, or May? 

 1. Oh no, I think they might/may be hurt! But I'm not sure. 

 2. They look just the same! I am sure that boy must be his son. 

 3. That looks delicious, and I am so hungry! May I have some? 

 4. He is running very well! I think he might/may win! 

 5. That looks like fun! May we paint some eggs with you? 

 

 Exercise C: Need to or Have To? 
 1. Wow, my house is a mess! I really need to clean a bit! 

 2. Professor, do we have to finish all the exercises on the test? 

 3. The judge said that he will have to make a formal apology to the public on 

television. 

 4. If you want to camp in the park, you have to pay for a permit first. 

 5. I have worked too long! I need to take a break! 

 

 Exercise D: Should, Ought to, or Had Better? 
 1. He had better go inside, or he will get a terrible sunburn! 

 2. I think we should/ought to play. What do you think? 

 3. He had better stop drinking so much coffee, or he will make himself sick! 

 4. She has a beautiful voice! She should/ought to record a CD! 

 5. His cell phone is ringing. I think he should/ought to answer it. 

 

 Exercise E: Will, Shall, and Would 

 1. Incorrect: They shall have a meeting later. 

Correct: They will have a meeting later. 

 2. If it were not raining, we will go for a walk. 

If it were not raining, we would go for a walk. 

 3. I promise I would pay you back soon! 

I promise I will pay you back soon! 

 4. I think he shall pass his test. 

I think he will pass his test. 

 5. It's too bad I am so short! If I were taller, I shall play basketball. 

It's too bad I am so short! If I were taller, I would play basketball. 

_________________________________________________________ 

 

 



1. A

CTIVE AND PASSIVE VOICE 

 

1. Observe the following sentences. 

Sentence 1:        Everybody drinks water. 

Sentence 2:       Water is drunk by everybody. 

 

The above two sentences have no difference in the meaning. These sentences represent two 

different ways of presenting the same thing. But in the first sentence the subject performs the 

action while in the second sentence; the Subject of the Verb is acted upon. It means that it 

(the subject) becomes the object of the Verb of the first sentence. 

Thus the Voice shows whether the Subject of a Verb acts or is acted upon. 

 

 ACTIVE VOICE: When the Subject of a Verb acts, the Verb is said to be in the 

Active Voice. 

Example:- 

1. I sang a song. 

2. She is reciting a poem. 

3. They are preparing a project. 

 PASSIVE VOICE: When the object of the Active Voice becomes the Subject, the 

verb is said to be in the Passive Voice. 

Example:- 

1. A song was sung by me. 

2. A poem is being recited by her. 

3. A project is being prepared by them. 

4.  

 

NOTE:-  The Subject dominates in Active Voice but the Object dominates in Passive Voice. 

It is only the form of the verb in a sentence which shows whether the subject is the doer or 

the receiver of the action. 

 

PASSIVE VOICE IS USED: 

 When the action shown by the verb and not the subject is important. 

 When the subject or the agent is unknown or insignificant. 



 When there is need for objective reporting while describing some scientific or 

Technical process. 

 

 

Rules for changing a verb from the Active Voice into the Passive Voice: 

 

RULE: 1 The places of the Subject and the object will be interchanged. The subject will 

shift to the place of Object and the object will take the place of Subject in Passive Voice. 

Example:- 

 Active Voice:   He buys a camera. 

 Passive Voice: A camera is bought by him. 

 

RULE: 2 Only Past Participle Form or 3rd form of the verb will always be used as main verb 

in Passive voices for all tenses. No other form of verb will be used as main verb. 

Example:-  

Active Voice: I eat mango.  (I form) 

Passive Voice: A mango is eaten by me.  (III form) 

 

RULE: 3 The word “by” will be used before subject in the Passive Voice. 

Example:- 

Active Voice:  She eats mango. 

Passive Voice: Mango is eaten by her. 

 

RULE:4  Some vague and indefinite subjects like ‘everyone’, ‘they’, ‘people’, ‘someone’, 

‘somebody’, ‘everybody’, ‘anybody’, etc. are dropped when the sentence is changed into 

passive voice. 

Example:- 

Active Voice:  Someone has stolen my pen. 

Passive Voice: My pen has been stolen. 

 

RULE: 5 The tense of the Verb does not change. 

Example:- 

Active Voice:  Someone has stolen my pen. 



Passive Voice: My pen has been stolen. 

 

RULE: 6 The sentences with Intransitive Verb (verb without object) cannot be changed into 

Passive Voice. 

Example:- 

 The birds fly in the air. 

 These horses run fast. 

 

CHANGE IN PRONOUNS 

 

The pronouns are changed as given below: 

 

Subject Object 

I 

We 

You 

She 

He 

They 

It 

Who 

Me 

Us 

You 

Her 

Him 

Them 

It 

Whom 

 

Following TENSE CHART will be helpful while framing Passive Voice sentences in the 

various tenses: 

 

TENSE CHART (Passive Voice) 

Tense Indefinite Continuous  Perfect 

Present Is/am/are + verb 

in third form 

Is/am/are + being + verb in 

third form 

Has/have + been + verb in 

third form 



Past Was/were + verb 

in third form 

Was/were + being + verb in 

third form 

Had + been + verb in third 

form 

Future Will/shall + be + 

verb in third form 

No Change Will/shall +have been + 

verb in third form 

 

NOTE: - The sentences of the following tenses can’t be changed to Passive Voice. 

1. Present Perfect Continuous Tense 

2. Past Perfect Continuous Tense 

3. Future Perfect Continuous Tense 

4. Future  Continuous Tense 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I.CHANGE OF VOICE- PRESENT TENSE 

 

A. PRESENT INDEFINITE OR SIMPLE PRESENT TENSE 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B.PRESENT CONTINUOUS TENSE CHANGES TO PRESENT PERFECT TENSE 

Types of sentences Active Voice Passive Voice 

1. Affirmative Sentences I read a book. 

You eat bread. 

We teach you. 

A book is read by me. 

Bread is eaten by you. 

You are taught by us. 

2. Negative Sentences I do not read a book. 

You do not eat bread. 

We do not teach you. 

A book is not read by me. 

Bread is not eaten by you. 

You are not taught by us. 

3. Interrogative sentences Do I read a book? 

Do you eat bread? 

Do we teach you? 

How do you know him? 

Is a book read by me? 

Is bread  eaten by you? 

Are you taught by us? 

How is he known to you? 

4. Interrogative-Negative 

Sentences 

Do I not read a book? 

Do you not eat bread? 

Do we not teach you? 

How do you not know him? 

Is a book not read by me? 

Is bread not  eaten by you? 

Are you not taught by us? 

How is he not known to 

you? 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Types of sentences Active Voice Passive Voice 

1.Affirmative Sentences I am reading a book. 

You are eating bread. 

We are teaching you. 

 

A book is being read by 

me. 

Bread is being eaten by 

you. 

You are being taught by us. 

2.Negative Sentences I am not reading a book. 

You are not eating bread. 

We are not teaching you. 

 

A book is not being read 

by me. 

Bread is not being eaten by 

you. 

You are not being taught by 

us. 

3.Interrogative sentences Am I reading a book? 

Are you eating bread? 

Are we teaching you? 

What are you doing? 

 

Is a book being read by me? 

Is bread being eaten by 

you? 

Are you being taught by us? 

What is being done by you? 

4.Interrogative-Negative 

Sentences 

Am I not reading a book? 

Are you eating bread? 

Are we teaching you? 

What are you not doing? 

 

Is a book not being read by 

me? 

Is bread not being eaten by 

you? 

Are you not being taught by 

us? 

What is being done by you? 



 

C.PRESENT PERFECT TENSE REMAINS AS IT IS 

 

Types of sentences Active Voice Passive Voice 

1. Affirmative Sentences I have read a book. 

You have eaten bread. 

We have taught you. 

 

A book has been read by 

me. 

Bread has been eaten by 

you. 

You have been taught by 

us. 

2. Negative Sentences I have not read a book. 

You have not eaten bread. 

We have not taught you. 

 

A book has not been read 

by me. 

Bread has not been eaten by 

you. 

You have not been taught 

by us. 

3. Interrogative sentences Have I read a book? 

Have you eaten bread? 

Have we taught you? 

Why have you run a race? 

 

 Has a book  been read by 

me? 

Has bread been eaten by 

you? 

Has you been taught by us? 

Why has a race been run by 

you? 

4. Interrogative-Negative 

Sentences 

Have I not read a book? 

Have you not eaten bread? 

Have we not taught you? 

Why have you not run a 

race? 

Has a book not been read 

by me? 

Has bread not been eaten by 

you? 

Has you not been taught by 

us? 

Why has a race been run by 

you? 



 

 

 

 

 

II.CHANGE OF VOICE- PAST TENSE 

 

A. PAST INDEFINITE OR SIMPLE PAST TENSE 

 

 

Types of sentences Active Voice Passive Voice 

        1.Affirmative Sentences I read a book. 

You ate bread. 

We taught you. 

A book was read by me. 

Bread was eaten by you. 

You were taught by us. 

2.Negative Sentences I did not read a book. 

You did not eat bread. 

We did not teach you. 

A book was not read by 

me. 

Bread was not eaten by you. 

You were not taught by us. 

3.Interrogative sentences Did I read a book? 

Did you ate bread? 

Did we teach you?. 

What did you do? 

Was a book read by me? 

Was bread eaten by you? 

Were you taught by us? 

What was done by you? 

4.Interrogative-Negative 

Sentences 

Did I not read a book? 

Did you not eat bread? 

Did we not teach you? 

What did you not do? 

Was a book not read by me? 

Was bread not eaten by 

you? 

Were you not taught by us? 

What was not done by you? 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B.PAST CONTINUOUS TENSE 

 



 

 

 

C.PAST PERFECT TENSE 

 

Types of sentences Active Voice Passive Voice 

1. Affirmative 

Sentences 

I was reading a book. 

You were eating bread. 

We were teaching you. 

A book was being read by 

me. 

Bread was being eaten by 

you. 

You were being taught by us. 

2. Negative Sentences I was not reading a book. 

You were not eating bread. 

We were not teaching you. 

 

A book was not being read 

by me. 

Bread was not being eaten by 

you. 

You were not being taught by 

us. 

3. Interrogative 

sentences 

Was I reading a book? 

Were you eating bread? 

Were we teaching you? 

What were you doing? 

Was a book being read by 

me? 

Was bread being eaten by 

you? 

Were you being taught by us? 

What was being done by you? 

4. Interrogative-

Negative Sentences 

Was I not reading a book? 

Were you not eating bread? 

Were we not teaching you? 

What were you not doing? 

Was a book not being read by 

me? 

Was bread not being eaten by 

you? 

Were you not being taught by 

us? 

What was not being done by 

you? 



 

 

 

III.CHANGE OF VOICE-FUTURE TENSE 

Types of sentences Active Voice Passive Voice 

1. Affirmative Sentences I had read a book. 

You had eaten bread. 

We had taught you. 

A book had been read by 

me. 

Bread had been eaten by 

you. 

You had been taught by us. 

2. Negative Sentences I had not read a book. 

You had not eaten bread. 

We had not taught you. 

A book had not been read 

by me. 

Bread had not been eaten 

by you. 

You had not been taught by 

us. 

3. Interrogative sentences Had I read a book? 

Had you eaten bread? 

Had we taught you? 

Why had you beaten him? 

Had a book been read by 

me? 

Had bread  been eaten by 

you? 

 Had you been taught by 

us? 

Why had he been eaten by 

you? 

4. Interrogative-Negative 

Sentences 

Had I not read a book? 

Had you not eaten bread? 

Had we not taught you? 

Why had you not beaten 

him? 

Had a book not been read 

by me? 

Had bread not been eaten 

by you? 

 Had you not been taught by 

us? 

Why had he not been eaten 

by you? 



 

A. FUTURE INDEFINITE TENSE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Types of sentences Active Voice Passive Voice 

1. Affirmative Sentences I shall read a book. 

You will eat bread. 

We shall teach you. 

A book will be read by me. 

Bread will be eaten by you. 

You will be taught by us. 

2. Negative Sentences I shall not read a book. 

You will not eat bread. 

We shall not teach you. 

A book will not be read by 

me. 

Bread will not be eaten by 

you. 

You will not be taught by 

us. 

3. Interrogative sentences Shall I read a book? 

Will  you eat bread? 

Shall we teach you? 

How shall I solve the sum? 

Is a book read by me? 

Is bread  eaten by you? 

Are you taught by us? 

How will the sum be solved 

by you? 

4. Interrogative-Negative 

Sentences 

Do I not read a book? 

Do you not eat bread? 

Do we not teach you? 

How shall I not solve the 

sum? 

Is a book not read by me? 

Is bread not  eaten by you? 

Are you not taught by us? 

How will the sum not be 

solved by you? 



 

 

 

 

 

B.FUTURE PERFECT TENSE 

 

 



 

 

 

IV.CHANGE OF VOICE –MISCELLANEOUS 

 

Types of sentences Active Voice Passive Voice 

1. Affirmative Sentences I shall have read a book. 

You will have eaten 

bread. 

We shall have taught 

you. 

A book will have been read by 

me. 

Bread will have been eaten by 

you. 

You will have been taught by us. 

2. Negative Sentences I shall not have read a 

book. 

You will not have eaten 

bread. 

We shall not have 

taught you. 

A book will not have been read 

by me. 

Bread will not have been eaten by 

you. 

You will not have been taught by 

us. 

3. Interrogative 

sentences 

Shall I have read a 

book? 

Will you have eaten 

bread? 

Shall we have taught 

you? 

What shall I have done? 

Will a  book have been read by 

me? 

Will bread have been eaten by 

you? 

Will you have been taught by us? 

What will have been done by me? 

4. Interrogative-Negative 

Sentences 

Shall I not have read a 

book? 

Will you not have eaten 

bread? 

Shall we not have taught 

you? 

What shall I not have 

done? 

Will a book have not been read 

by me? 

Will bread have not been eaten 

by you? 

Will you have not been taught by 

us? 

What will have not been done by 

me? 



1. Two objects of the verb:- 

Some verbs have dual objects- the Direct objects are normally the things. Similarly, the 

Indirect objects are normally the animate beings-Either of them may be made the Subject 

of the Verb in the Passive Voice. 

The other one (object) remains unchanged. 

Example:- 

 Active Voice:    He has given you a message. 

 Passive Voice: A message has been given to you by him. 

                                                             Or 

You have been given a message by him. 

 

2. The passive of modal auxiliaries:- 

While changing into Passive Voice, put ‘be’ between the modal auxiliary and the third 

form of the verb. Other rules will remain the same; as- 

 

ACTIVE VOICE                                           

 

PASSIVE VOICE 

can see 

must tell 

ought to write 

might sell 

would give 

should give 

may take 

could speak 

can be seen 

must be told 

ought to be written 

might be sold 

would be given 

should be given 

may be taken 

could be spoken 

 

 

 

 

Examples:- 



Active Voice                                                                    Passive Voice 

 You may leave this place.                                      This place may be left by you. 

 You ought to have seen him.                                  He ought to have been seen by 

you. 

 

3. Sentences with Question-Word:- 

Questions in active voice beginning with Simple Present/Simple Past or who + 

do/does/did, will change in Passive Voice as-Question-word + is/am/are/was/were + 

verb in third form. Other rules will remain the same. 

Question word with modal auxiliary – Question word + Modal auxiliary + be + verb 

in third form. 

 

NOTE: - “Who” changes into “By whom” and “whom” into “Who”. Example:- 

Active Voice                                                                    Passive Voice 

 Who teaches you English?                        By whom are you taught English? 

 Who will bell the cat?                                By whom will the cat be belled? 

 

 

4. Imperative Sentences:- 

i) When the verbs expressing command, order, advice or request are changed into 

passive voice, ‘Let’ is placed at the beginning of the subject. Also place ‘Passive 

Infinitive’ without ‘To’ after ‘Be’. The form of the passive voice will be Let + subject 

+ be + verb in third form. 

        ii) Use ‘you are requested + to + verb in first form’ while changing the imperative     

sentences beginning with ‘please’ and ‘kindly’ into passive voice. 

   iii) If the advice/order is limited only to the subject and the action is not carried up to the 

object, we use ‘You are advised/ordered’ followed by active infinitive in the passive voice. 

Example:- 

Active Voice                                                                    Passive Voice 

 Post this letter.                                         Let this letter be posted. 

 Do not tell a lie.                                      You are advised not to tell a lie. 

 Please open the door.                              You are requested to open the door. 

 Kindly grant me leave.                            You are requested to grant me leave. 

 Keep to the left.                                       You are advised to keep to the left. 

 

5. When ‘TO’ is to be added in passive voice:- 



Verbs  such as- ‘see, hear, watch, bid, let, make, feel etc’ do not take ‘To’ after them 

in active voice but when the sentence is changed into passive, ‘To’ is required. 

Example:-  

         Active Voice                                                                    Passive Voice 

 I made him go.                                             He was made to go. 

 They heard the child cry.                            The child was heard to cry. 

 They let Mohan go.                                     Mohan was let to go. 

 

 

PRACTICE- TIME 

Q.A The following passages have not been edited. There is a mistake in each line. The 

mistake concerns the use of verb. Find the wrong word/phrase and write the correct 

word/phrase as shown in example. 

1. Ram is happy because his father elects                      e.g.      elects      has been elected 

President of the committee. Unfair means uses for           (a)  ____       ______ 

his success. The truth is that he dislike by                         (b) _____     ______ 

the people. He is not know for honesty.                             (c)    _____    ________ 

Last year he was find involved in                                       (d) _____     _____ 

Financial scams.  

 

2. Last Monday annual function celebrate in             e.g.      celebrate       was celebrated 

Our school. Mohan Lal  invites to be the                             a)  ______          ______ 

Chief guest. The prizes were gave away.                            (b) ______      ________ 

It was arrange by our principal and                                     (c)  _____    ________ 

teachers. However, much work  did by                               (d) ______     ______ 

the students also. 

 

3. A new bill will introduce in the Parliament         e.g.      introduce        be introduced 

during the next session. The draft is been                              (a)  _______         _____ 

currently examined. It is sent to the experts                           (b) _______      _____ 

in December last year. It is fear that                                       (c)  ______      _____ 

the bill may be dislike by many.                                             (d) _____    ______ 

 

4. Thousands of people kill in Gujarat           e.g.                 kill                  were killed 

          last year. They are killed in the earthquake.               (a)  ____________    __________ 

         Many villagers were destroy completely. The              (b) ___________     ___________ 

          help is rushed to them from all corners of                  ( c)   __________     _________ 

          the country. They were help by many foreigners        (d) __________     __________ 

           also. 

 

5. New houses have being built for the                  e.g.      being    been 



             homeless. Ten builders has been arrested                 (a)  ______        _______ 

for making houses which have been find                (b) ____            ________ 

to be unsafe. It is hope that very soon                   (c) _______       ________ 

life will be make normal for the people                 (d) ______       _________ 

there. 

 Q.B The following passages have not been edited. There is a word missing in each line. 

Write the missing word   along with a word that comes before it and the word that comes 

after it. Underline the missing word only as given in examples.  

 

1. A programme organized by the CBSE for      e.g. programme      was   organized 

teachers of English. It conducted in two sessions.   (a) _____    ______   ______ 

The first session devoted to introducing the             (b) ____   ______   _______ 

new course. In the second session the teachers        (c) ____   _____   ________ 

explained how the course should taught to the          (d)  _____   ____ ________ 

students. 

 

2. It has decided that the students of class             e.g.     has      been              decided 

       X will taken on a tour of Rajasthan. They             (a) ______    _______ ________ 

      will be by their teachers during this tour. While     (b) ______    _______  ________   

      enjoying, they be made to learn the importance      ( c) _____   ______     _________ 

       of Rajasthan in our History. The arrangements  

      for their stay during the tour already been made.      (d)  _____   ______    ______ 

 

 

3.  More rain is for the next few days.                   e.g.    is               forecast                   

for       

All the fishermen have advised not to go to              (a) ______   _______        

_______  

the high-seas as a sea-storm predicted.                       b) ______    ____   _________ 

Meanwhile, many trucks overturned by gale.          ( c)______   ____  ________ 

So normal life has already difficult.                        (d)  _____   ___    _________ 

 

4. An important painting has stolen                      e.g.   has            been                 stolen 

from the Museum last night. It believed         (a) __________   __________ ________ 

that the locks forced open by some laser        (b) _________   ________  _________   

and the alarms useless before the Museum     ( c)__________   __________  

________ 

was closed for the day. The thieves have        (d) ________     ______   ___________ 

drugged the guards, it seems. 

 

5. A father tired of helping his son                    e.g.       father      was                tired 

with his homework. He felt that his time being           (a) ______    _____     ______ 



wasted. “when shall I freed of this duty?” he              (b) _______   ______ _______ 

asked impatiently. The son lost in thought for            (c) ______   ______    ________ 

a minute and then the father told, “About four           ( d) ______ _____          ________ 

months.”   

 

 

 

 

 



 

2. SUBJECT VERB AGREEMENT( SUBJECT VERB 

CONCORD ) 

 

SUBJECT- The subject of a sentence is what or whom the sentence is about. A subject is a 

noun or pronoun. 

VERB - A verb is a word that denotes the action performed by the subject. 

AGREEMENT- Harmony or accordance 

What is Subject Verb Agreement- Subject-Verb Agreement means that variation of the form 

(conjugation) of the verb matches the subject of the sentence. In the simple words it can be said 

that the verb agrees with the subject in number and person. 

For example: 

 The cow eats the grass is correct, because eats is the correct form of the verb for a third 

person singular subject.  

Now look at the this example- 

 “I eats the mango.” is incorrect because eats is not the verb suitable for first-person 

singular subject (I). 

 

While we are not likely to write or speak the following sentences: I eats; They eats; The cat 

eat, if we do, we create a Subject-Verb Agreement Error. 

 

 Thus, it is important that we must understand the following rules to ensure that our subjects 

and verbs always agree in number and person. 

 

(1). Two or more subjects joined by “and” are considered plural and require a verb form 

without an “s.” 

  

 For Example:  

 

 Ram, Shyam and Vijay go to the market. 

 John and David are friends. 

   I and my friend were studying. 

  

2. The verb is singular if the two subjects separated by and refer to the same person or thing. 

The Articles (A, AN THE) are then not repeated. 

For Example:  



 The political leader and poet is dead. 

  My friend and colleague has gone. 

 Rajma and rice is my sister's favorite dish. 

 Slow and steady wins the race. 

 

 

3. If the two or more singular subjects are connected by  “or”, “nor”, “neither/nor”, 

“either/or”, and “not only/but also” they take a verb which agrees with the latter subject.  

 

For Example: 

 

 Either you or she has made the mistake. 

 Jessica or Christina is to blame for the accident. 

 Neither Seema nor sRavi is guilty. 

 

4. But when the two subjects one singular and one plural are joined together by “or”, “nor”, 

“Neither/nor”, “Either/or”, the verb agrees with the number of the noun or pronoun closest to 

the verb. 

 

For Example: 

  

 The girls or the boy goes to the park.  

 The boy or the girls go to the park.  

  Neither the teacher nor students were able to solve the equation.  

  Neither the students nor teacher was able to solve the equation. 

  

5. Additional phrases can interject between the sentence’s subject and verb. These phrases 

may add new information about the subject, but they do not change the subject’s singularity 

or plurality. 

 

 For example:  

  The whole family, including their dog, sits down to dinner.  

  The mother duck, with all of her little ducklings, walks to the store. 

 The President, accompanied by his wife, is travelling to India. 

 

6. Collective nouns are nouns that include more than one person but are classified as singular. 

These include nouns like class, committee, crowd, herd, family, group, team, crew, squad etc. 

It may help to think of these nouns as singular because they represent a unified group of 

people rather than individuals. 

 



 For example:  

.  

 This squad boldly goes where no squad has gone before 

 The herd is stampeding. 

 The class has listened the lecture silently. 

 

7. Indefinite pronouns like each, each one, either, neither, everyone, everybody, anybody, 

anyone, nobody, somebody, someone, and no one take a singular verb. Even though these 

words may imply that there is more than one person/object involved, they are considered as 

singular nouns.  

 

For Example: 

  Nobody knows the stray dog.  

  Everybody loves my brother.  

  No one hates puppies. 

 Each one was busy in the preparation. 

 

8.  But the pronouns like few, many, several, both always take the plural verbs. 

 

For Example: 

 Few were left alive after the flood. 

 Both the ring and the necklace are worthless. 

 Several of them were injured. 

 

9. If a subject is modified by the words “each” or “every” that subject is singular and will 

take a singular verb form.  

 

 For  Example:  

 Each boy and girl walks to the store.  

 Every man and woman is required to check in. 

 

10. When sentences start with “there” or “here,” the subject will always be placed after the 

verb, so care needs to be taken to identify it correctly. 

 

For Example: 

 There is a problem with the balance sheet. 

 Here are the papers you requested. 

 

11. When two Subjects are joined by ‘as well as’ the verb agrees with the first subject. 

For Example: 

 

 I as well as you am in the wrong. 

 His parents as well as he are illiterate. 

 

12.  When the subject is a unit of measurement of time, distance, money, weight, etc. The 

unit is considered singular, and the verb is also singular. 



 

For Example:  

 Twenty kilometers is a long distance. 

 Two and two is four. 

 Ten pounds of chocolate is too much to eat at once.  

 Thirteen feet of kite string tangles very easily.  

 

13. Nouns which are Plural in form but singular in meaning like CIVICS, 

MATHEMATICS, POLITICS, ATHLETICS, ECONOMICS, MEASLES, MUMPS NEWS 

etc, take a singular verb. 

 

For Example: 

 

 Economics is her favorite subject.  

 Civics is an important subject in school.  

 The news likes reporting stories about cute animals. 

 Mathematics is my favourite subject.  

 

14. A plural noun which is the name of a country or province or the title of a book, movie etc 

is followed by a singular verb. 

 

For Example: 

 The Burbs is a movie starring Tom Hanks. 

 Great Expactations is an interesting novel. 

 The United States has a fine navy 

. 

15. When gerunds are used as the subject of a sentence they take the singular verb, but when 

they  are linked by and  they take the plural form. 

 

For Example: 

 

 Standing in the water was a bad idea.   

 Swimming in the ocean and playing drums are my hobbies. 

 Running with ducks is my favorite sport.  

 

16. The Relative Pronouns like Who, That or Which must agree with their antecedent 

(forerunner, precursor) in Gender,   

      Number and Person. Or we can say while  using who, that or which, we  must look to the 

noun these relative pronouns are referring to in order to determine whether the subject is 

singular or plural.  

 

For Example:  

 

 The girls who eat cake are happy.  

 The girl who eats cake is happy 



 It is you who are to blame. 

 He has sold the cow which gives milk. 

PRACTICE- TIME 

 

1. Tick the correct word for the sentences given below: 

 “Everyone has/have problems.” 

 “I don’t know if anybody is/are in the office right now.” 

 “How do you react if someone gives/give you a compliment?” 

 “Nobody likes/like the new English teacher.” 

 The police are/is investigating the murder.” 

 “Police have/has arrested three suspects.” 

 Our children are/is very well-behaved.” 

 “The people like/likes the new president.” 

 “Men don’t/doesn’t usually enjoy shopping for clothes.” 

 “My feet are/is cold.” 

 “Both of my brothers is/are older than me.” 

 “A few of these products has/have defects.” 

 “Many of the houses in this neighborhood don’t/doesn’t have garages.” 

 “Several of the students isn’t/aren’t going to pass.” 

 Half of the students are/is from another country.” 

 “Half of the class /are from another country.” 

 “Some of these facts is/are incorrect.” 

 “Some of this information is/are incorrect.” 

 “40% of the people doesn’t/don’t support the new law.” 

 “40% of the country doesn’t don’t support the new law.” 

 

 

ANSWERS 

 “Everyone has problems.” 

 “I don’t know if anybody is in the office right now.” 

 “How do you react if someone gives you a compliment?” 

 “Nobody likes the new English teacher.” 

 The police are investigating the murder.” 

 “Police have arrested three suspects.” 

 Our children are very well-behaved.” 

 “The people like the new president.” 

 “Men don’t usually enjoy shopping for clothes.” 

 “My feet are cold.” 

 “Both of my brothers are older than me.” 

 “A few of these products have defects.” 

 “Many of the houses in this neighborhood don’t have garages.” 

 “Several of the students aren’t going to pass.” 

 Half of the students are from another country.” 

 “Half of the class is from another country.” 

 “Some of these facts are incorrect.” 

 “Some of this information is incorrect.” 

 “40% of the people don’t support the new law.” 



 “40% of the country doesn’t support the new law.” 

 

 

Q-2 Choose the correct words for each of the sentences given below: 

 The farmhouse, including the tractor and a pickup,………………………  damaged 

by the storm. (was/were) 

 The girl like her elder sister ……………………………………. plump rosy 

cheeks.( has/have) 

 Her computer plus her handbag………………………………. stolen from her car. 

(was/were)  

 The woman with her daughter……………………………………..selling flowers. 

( is/are)  

 Mary, accompanied by her brother……………… to the movies at the weekend. 

(goes/go) 

 John along with his cousin often …………………………………. out on his uncle’s 

farm. (help/helps)  

 His father, as well as his uncle, ………………………………. retiring at the end of 

this year.(is/are) 

 The speaker, in addition to the 

guests,…………………………………arrived.(have/has) 

 Mike, one of his brothers, ………………………been selected for the national team. 

.(have/has) 

 The police inspector, together with an assistant, …………………now at the crime 

scene. (are/is) 

 Everybody ……………………………….. to be a winner. (wants/wants) 

 A rumor has it that either a pet lion or a pet tiger ……………….. just escaped from 

its owner. .(have/has) 

 Neither the driver nor the passengers ……………..injured in the bus that skidded off 

the road and overturned. (was/were) 

 Neither the passengers nor the driver ………was injured in the bus that skidded off 

the road and overturned. (was/were) 

 Nobody……………………………………  turning up for the show. (are/is 

 No one ………………………………………. allowed to fish here. (are/is) 

 Both the clowns …………………………………………..…. fighting. (are/is) 

 Few…………………………………………………  left after they have eaten so 

many. (are/is) 

 Many of the donkeys ……………………………..contracted the disease. .(have/has) 

 When we wake up, the others ………………………already gone. .(have/has) 

 All he needs now ………………………. a $1,000 loan. (All is used as a singular.) 

(are/is) 

 All …………………………………….. arrested for fighting. (All is a plural here.) 

(was/were) 

 ……………………………….. there any of your homemade jam left? (are/is) 

 …………………………… any of you going to help find my missing car keys? 

(are/is) 

 Some people have volunteered for the rescue mission but more 

……………….. needed. (are/is) 

 Most of her money……………………spent on clothes. (are/is) 



 Most ……………………… joined the campaign after listening to his 

talk. .(have/has) 

 After what happened, none of her friends …………………… her anymore. 

(phone/phones 

 They have drunk all the juices, and there ……………………………. none left for 

me.(are/is) 

 

2.ANSWERS 

 The farmhouse, including the tractor and a pickup, was (not were) damaged by the 

storm. 

 The girl like her elder sister has (not have) plump rosy cheeks.  

 Her computer plus her handbag was stolen from her car. 

 The woman with her daughter is selling flowers. 

 Mary, accompanied by her brother, goes (not go) to the movies at the weekend. 

 John along with his cousin often helps out on his uncle’s farm. 

 His father, as well as his uncle, is retiring at the end of this year. 

 The speaker, in addition to the guests, has arrived. 

 Mike, one of his brothers, has been selected for the national team. 

 The police inspector, together with an assistant, is now at the crime scene. 

 Everybody wants to be a winner. 

 A rumor has it that either a pet lion or a pet tiger has just escaped from its owner. 

 Neither the driver nor the passengers were injured in the bus that skidded off the 

road and overturned. 

 Neither the passengers nor the driver was injured in the bus that skidded off the road 

and overturned. 

 Nobody is turning up for the show. 

 No one is allowed to fish here. 

 Both the clowns are fighting.  

 Few are left after they have eaten so many.  

 Many of the donkeys have contracted the disease.  

 When we wake up, the others have already gone. 

 All he needs now is a $1,000 loan. (All is used as a singular.) 

 All were arrested for fighting. (All is a plural here.) 

 Is there any of your homemade jam left?  

 Are any of you going to help find my missing car keys? 

 Some people have volunteered for the rescue mission but more are needed.  

 Most of her money is spent on clothes. 

 Most have joined the campaign after listening to his talk.  

 After what happened, none of her friends phones her anymore. 

 They have drunk all the juices, and there are none left for me. 

 

SUBJECT-VERB AGREEMENT PRACTICE EXERCISES (UNSOLVED) 

 

Q-1. Choose the most appropriate options from the brackets to complete the following 

sentences. 

 

o Everyone (has/have) done his or her homework.  

o Each of the students (is/are) responsible for doing his or her work.  



o Either my father or my brothers (is/are) going to sell the car.  

o Neither my sisters nor my mother (is/are) going to sell the house.  

o The samples on the tray in the lab (need/needs) testing.  

o Mary and John usually (plays/play) together.  

o Both of the dogs (has/have) collars.  

o Neither the dogs nor the cat (is/are) very hungry.  

o Either the girls or the boy (walk/walks) in the evening.  

o Either the boy or the girls (walk/walks) in the evening.  

o The slaughter of animals for their fur (has/have) caused controversy.  

o The student, as well as his teacher, (was/were) going on the field trip.  

o The hard tests (comes/come) at the end of the fall.  

o Both of my roommates (has/have) decided to live in the dorms.  

o  Annie and her brothers (is, are) at school. 

o  Either my mother or my father (is, are) coming to the meeting. 

o  Either my shoes or your coat (is, are) always on the floor. 

o  George and Tamara (doesn't, don't) want to see that movie. 

o  One of my sisters (is, are) going on a trip to France. 

o  The man with all the birds (live, lives) on my street. 

o  The movie, including all the previews, (take, takes) about two hours to watch. 

o   Either answer (is, are) acceptable. 

o   Every one of those books (is, are) fiction. 

o   Nobody (know, knows) the trouble I've seen. 

o   (Is, Are) the news on at five or six? 

o   Mathematics (is, are) John's favorite subject, while Civics (is, are) Andrea's favorite 

subject. 

o   Eight dollars (is, are) the price of a movie these days. 

o   (Is, Are) the tweezers in this drawer? 

o   Your pants (is, are) at the cleaner's. 

 

Q-2. Fill in the blanks with one of the two words given in brackets: 

 

1.   Man and woman ………………… complementary to each other.(is/are) 

2.   Plenty of mangoes and bananas ………………… available in this season. .(is/are) 

3.   A dictionary and an atlas …………………… missing from the library. .(is/are) 

4.   The leader as well as his brothers ………………… to the same tribe. (Belong/belongs) 

5.   Cats and dogs ……………….…….. not get along.(Do/does) 

6.   The brothers as well as their sister …………………… .. good at their studies.(Is/are) 

7.   The students accompanied by their teacher …………………. gone on a picnic. 

(has/have) 

8.   A lot of houses ………………… collapsed in the storm.(has/have) 

9.   A large sum of money ………………… stolen.(was/were) 

10. It is you who ……………………….to blame for this. (is/are) 



Q-3.  Fill in the blanks with suitable words. 

 

 1. A mouse ran across the nose of a sleeping lion. The mouse (a) 

_________________________the lion. It (b) ____________________the lion very angry. 

The lion (c) _______________________ going to kill the mouse. The     mouse (d) 

_____________________for its life. The lion started to (e) ____________________. The 

lion (f) ________________ a promise and set the mouse free. 

 

(a)  (i) has woken           (ii)  had woken              (iii) woke up                                     (iv) 

wake                            

(b)  (i)  make                  (ii)  has made                 (iii) made                                          (iv) 

had made                     

(c)  (i)  is                        (ii) has been                   (iii) had been                                    (iv) 

was                             

(d)  (i) begged                (ii) beg                           (iii) was begging                              (iv) 

had begged                             

(e)  (i) laughing             (ii) be laughing              (iii) laugh                                          (iv) 

laughed                            

(f)  (i) make                  (ii)  made                        (iii) took                                           (iv)  

has taken    

 

    

2. A twelve year old boy (a) _________with an accident, when he (b) __________the road 

,near his school. A speeding car © _________him. The police (d) _________the place of  

accident and (e) the driver of the car. The boy (f) _____________ to the local hospital.    

  

(a) i) meet                        (ii)   met                  (iii) meeting                         (iv) meets                              

(b)  (i)cross                      (ii) crossing           (iii) was crossing                   (iv)  is crossing                               

(c)  (i) hit                         (ii) hits                  (iii)   hitted                             (iv)  is hitting                          

(d)  (i) reach                    (ii) reached             (iii) reaching                        (iv) has reached                              

(e)  (i) arrest                   (ii) arresting             (iii) has arrested                  (iv)  arrested                            

(f)  (i)  admitted             (ii) is admitted         (iii) was admitted                (iv) admit  

 

 

3.  When night came, Hamlet (a) ____________the soldier who (b )_ _____the walk. He (c) 

_________ them at the place where the ghost (d)__________the previous night. It 

(e)______________ a very cold night, but they (f) ___________ hear voices of laughing and 

singing inside the castle.        

 

(a)   (i) join                         (ii) has joined                        (iii) had joined    (iv) joined                              

(b)  (i) guarded                    (ii) were guarding                 (iii) guard         (iv) had guarded                              

(c)  (i) meet                         (ii) was meeting                    (iii) met            (iv)  had met                            

(d)  (i) had appeared            (ii)  appeared                        (iii)  appear   (iv)  was appearing                            

(e)  (i) is                              (ii) has been                           (iii) was          (iv) had been                             

(f)  (i) can                            (ii) could                              (iii) will            (iv) would       

 

 

4.  Yesterday, when I (a) __________ home late at night, I was (b) ________________ to 

find my house unlocked. Someone (c) _______________ into my house in my absence. I (d) 



___________my locker in which I (e) _________________ money but it was nowhere to be 

seen. I (f) _____________the matter to the police.     

(a)  (i) return                        (ii) returned            (iii)  returning                  (iv)   returns                           

(b)  (i)   shocked                   (ii)   shocks            (iii) shocking                   (iv) shock                                

(c)  (i)  break                        (ii)  had broken      (iii) breaks                       (iv)   breaking                           

(d)  (i)  check                        (ii)  checked          (iii)   checking                 (iv)   checks                             

(e)  (i) put                             (ii) putting             (iii)  puts                         (iv) put up                              

(f)  (i) report                         (ii)  reports           (iii) reported                    (iv)  reporting                            

 

 

5. It (a) _______am on 6 August, 1762. John Montague, the Earl of Sandwich, (b) _________ 

    at the gambling table for 24 hours and he ( c)  _________ determined to go on. He was too 

busy to have his meals. An attendant (d) _________him some fast food in the form of minced 

meat put between two slices of toasted bread. Others noticed it and probably (e) _____ this 

food and in a few days this kind of food (f) __________ to be known as ‘Sandwich’. 

 

(a) i) was                              (ii) were                     (iii)  is                       (iv) has                            

(b)  (i) have been                  (ii) had been             (iii)  has been             (iv)   had                              

(c)  (i) is                                (ii) was                     (iii) has been             (iv) will be                        

(d)  (i) bring                          (ii) bringing             (iii) brought                (iv)  has brought                            

(e)  (i)  tried                          (ii) is trying             (iii)  try                       (iv)  will try                            

(f)  (i)   come                        (ii) comes                (iii) came                      (iv) will come                              

 

3. DIRECT AND INDIRECT SPEECH 

  

 Direct Speech / Quoted Speech 

We often have to give information about what people say or think. In order to do this you can 

use direct or quoted speech, or indirect or reported speech. Direct Speech / Quoted Speech, 

Saying exactly what someone has said is called direct speech (sometimes called quoted 

speech). Here what a person says appears within quotation marks ("...") and should be word 

for word. 

For example: 

She said, "Today's lesson is on presentations." 

or 

"Today's lesson is on presentations", she said. 

 

Indirect Speech / Reported Speech 



Indirect speech (sometimes called reported speech), doesn't use quotation marks to enclose 

what the person said and it doesn't have to be word for word. When reporting speech the 

tense usually changes. This is because when we use reported speech, we are usually talking 

about a time in the past (because obviously the person who spoke originally spoke in the 

past). The verbs therefore usually have to be in the past too. 

For example: 

 

Direct speech Indirect speech 

"I'm going to the cinema", he said. He said he was going to the cinema. 

Tense change 

As a rule when you report something someone has said you go back a tense: (the tense on the 

left changes to the tense on the right): 

Direct speech   Indirect speech 

Present simple  

She said, "It's cold."  

Past simple  

She said that it was cold. 

 

 

 

Present continuous  

She said, "I'm teaching English online." 

› 
Past continuous  

She said that she was teaching English online. 

Present perfect simple  

She said, "I've been on the web since 

1999." 

› 
Past perfect simple  

She said that she had been on the web since 1999. 

Present perfect continuous  

She said, "I've been teaching English for 

seven years." 

› 

Past perfect continuous  

She said that she had been teaching English for 

seven years. 

Past simple  

She said, "I taught online yesterday." 
› 
Past perfect  

She said that she had taught online yesterday. 

Past continuous  

She said, "I was teaching earlier." 
› 
Past perfect continuous  

She said that she had been teaching earlier. 

Past perfect  

She said, "The lesson had already started 
› Past perfect  

NO CHANGE - She said that the lesson had 



when he arrived." already started when he arrived. 

Past perfect continuous 

She said, "I'd already been teaching for 

five minutes." 

› 

Past perfect continuous  

NO CHANGE - She said that she'd already been 

teaching for five minutes. 

Modal verb forms also sometimes change: 

Direct speech   Indirect speech 

will  

She said, "I'll teach English online 

tomorrow." 

› 

would  

She said that she would teach English online 

the next day. 

can  

She said, "I can teach English online." 
› 
could  

She said that she could teach English online. 

must  

She said, "I must have a computer to teach 

English online." 

› 

had to  

She said that she had to have a computer to 

teach English online. 

shall  

She said, "What shall we learn today?" 
› 
should  

She asked what they should learn that day. 

may  

She said, "May I open a new browser?" 
› 
might  

She asked if she might open a new browser. 

 

! Note - There is no change to; could, would, should, might and ought to. 

 

Direct speech 
Indirect speech 

"I might go to the cinema", he said. 
He said that he might go to the 

cinema. 

You can use the present tense in reported speech if you want to say that something is still true 

i.e. my name has always been and will always be Lynne so:- 

 

Direct speech                 
Indirect speech 

"My name is Lynne", she said. 
She said that her name was Lynne. 

 



You can also use the present tense if you are talking about a future event. 

Direct speech (exact quote) Indirect speech (not exact) 

"Next week's lesson is on reported 

speech", she said. 

She said next week's lesson will be on reported 

speech. 

 

Time change 

If the reported sentence contains an expression of time, you must change it to fit in with the 

time of reporting. 

For example we need to change words like here and yesterday if they have different 

meanings at the time and place of reporting. 

Now + 24 hours - Indirect speech 

Today's lesson is on presentations." 

She said that yesterday's lesson was on 

presentations. 

 

Expressions of time if reported on a different day 

this (evening) › that (evening) 

Today › that day ... 

these (days) › those (days) 

Now › then 

(a week) ago › (a week) before 

last weekend › the weekend before last / the previous weekend 

Here › there 

next (week) › the following (week) 

Tomorrow › the next/following day 

 

In addition if you report something that someone said in a different place to where you heard 

it you must change the place (here) to the place (there).For example:- 



 

At work At home 

"How long have you worked here?" She asked me how long I'd worked there. 

 
. 

Reporting Verbs 

Said, told and asked are the most common verbs used in indirect speech. 

We use ‘asked’ to report questions:- 

For example: I asked Lynne what time the lesson started. 

We use told with an object. 

For example: Lynne told me she felt tired. 

 

!Note - Here me is the object. 

We usually use said without an object. 

For example: Lynne said she was going to teach online. 

If said is used with an object we must include to ; 

For example: Lynne said to me that she'd never been to China. 

 

 

! Note - We usually use told. 

For example: Lynne told me (that) she'd never been to China. 

There are many other verbs we can use apart from said, told and asked. 

These include:- 

accused, admitted, advised, alleged, agreed, apologised, begged, boasted, 

complained, denied, explained, implied, invited, offered, ordered, promised, replied, 

suggested and thought. 

Using them properly can make what you say much more interesting and informative. 



For example: 

He asked me to come to the party:- 

He invited me to the party. 

He begged me to come to the party. 

He ordered me to come to the party. 

He advised me to come to the party. 

He suggested I should come to the party. 

 

Use of 'That' in reported speech 

 

In reported speech, the word that is often used. 

For example: He told me that he lived in Greenwich. 

However, that is optional. 

For example: He told me he lived in Greenwich. 

 

!Note - That is never used in questions, instead we often use if. 

For example: He asked me if I would come to the party. 

The sneaky comma 

I'm British, so I only tend to place the comma inside quotation marks when it's part of the 

sentence being quoted. 

"I didn't notice that the comma was inside the quotation marks," Lynne said, "but Hekner 

did." 

That said, I read so much American literature, that even I tuck them away sometimes. 

Really, no one has set in stone what the rules of the English language are. It's a diverse 

language, and the rules that exist have arisen through usage, and they can change in exactly 

the same way, so maybe it doesn't matter, but it's best to be consistent.  

 



Help List Two 

The following changes in the tense need to be considered 

Is/am-was 

Are-were 

Is (sleeping)-was (sleeping) 

Are (sleeping)-were (sleeping) 

Has/have killed-had killed 

Was/were laughing-had been laughing 

Can-could; will-would; shall-should; may-might 

Did-had done 

Rule  --Some examples 

 I said,” My mother cooks well” 

 I said that my mother cooked well. 

She said, “I am reading a whodunit now” 

She said that she was reading a whodunit then. 

He said,” I killed an ant” 

He said that he had killed an ant. 

We said,” They have done their job” 

We said that they had done their job 

 

 

She said,” We were all laughing uncontrollably” 

 

She said that they had all been laughing uncontrollably. 

He said,” I can do it” 

He said that he could do it. 

She said to me,” You may need help” 



She told me that I might need help. 

He said ,” She will do this task quickly” 

He said that she would do that task quickly. 

 

DIRECT SPEECH INDIRECT SPEECH 

   PRESENT TENSE 

               

   PRESENT SIMPLE changes into PAST SIMPLE 

He said, “I write a letter” 

 

She said, “he goes to school daily” 

 

They said, “we love our country” 

 

He said, “he does not like computer” 

He said that he wrote a letter. 

 

He said that she went to school daily. 

 

They said that they loved their country 

He said that he did not like computer. 

   

 PRESENT CONTINUOUS changes into PAST CONTINUOUS 

 

He said, “he is listening to the music” 

 

She said, “I am washing my clothes” 

 

They said, “we are enjoying the weather” 

 

I said, “it is raining” 

She said, “I am not laughing” 

He said that he was listening to the music. 

 

She said that she was washing her clothes. 

 

They said that they were not enjoying the 

weather. 

 

She said that she was not laughing. 

            

   PRESENT PERFECT changes into PAST PERFECT 

 

She said, “he has finished his work” 

 

He said, “I have started a job” 

 

I said, “she have eaten the meal” 

 

They said, “we have not gone to New York. 

She said that he had finished his work. 

 

He said that he had started a job. 

 

I said that she had eaten the meal. 

They said that they had not gone to New 

York. 

 

PRESENT PERFECT CONTINUOUS changes into PAST PERFECT CONTINUOUS 

 

He said, “I have been studying since 3 

O’clock” 

 

He said that he had been studying since 3 

O’clock. 

 



She said, “It has been raining for three days.” 

 

I said, “She has been working in this office 

since 2007” 

She said that it had been raining for three 

days. 

 

I said that she had been working in this 

office since 2007. 

 

PAST TENSE 

                

 PAST SIMPLE changes into PAST PERFECT 

 

He said to me, “you answered correctly” 

 

John said, “they went to cinema”  

 

He said, “I made a table” 

She said, “I didn’t buy a car” 

He said to me that I had answered correctly. 

 

John said that they had gone to cinema. 

 

He said that he had made a table. 

She said that she had not bought a car. 

 

PAST CONTINUOUS changes into PAST PERFECT CONTINUOUS 

 

They said, “we were enjoying the weather” 

 

He said to me, “ I was waiting for you” 

 

I said, “It was raining” 

She said, “I was not laughing” 

They said that they had been enjoying. 

 

He said to me that he had been waiting for 

me. 

I said that it had been raining. 

 

She said that she had not been laughing. 

 

PAST PERFECT changes into PAST PERFECT (tense does not change) 

 

She said, “She had visited a doctor” 

 

He said, “I had started a business” 

 

I said, “she had eaten the meal” 

 

They said, “we had not gone to New York. 

She said that she had visited a doctor. 

 

He said that he had started a business. 

 

I said that she had eaten the meal. 

 

They said they had not gone to New York. 

 

 FUTURE TENSE 

 

FUTURE SIMPLE TENSE 

WILL changes into WOULD 

He said, “I will study the book” 

 

She said, “I will buy a computer” 

He said that he would study the book. 

 

She said that she would buy a computer. 



 

They said to me, “we will send you gifts” 

 

I said, “I will not take the exam” 

 

They said to me that they would send you 

gifts. 

I said that I would not take the exam. 

FUTURE CONTINUOUS TENSE 

WILL BE changes into WOULD BE 

I said to him, “ I will be waiting for him” 

 

She said,” I will be shifting to new home” 

 

He said, “I will be working hard” 

 

He said, “he will not be flying kite” 

I said to him that I would be waiting for him. 

 

She said that she would be shifting to a new 

home. 

 

He said that he would be working hard. 

 

She said that he would not be flying kites. 

FUTURE PERFECT TENSE 

WILL HAVE changes into WOULD HAVE 

He said, “I will have finished the work” 

 

She said, “they will have passed the 

examination” 

 

He said, “I will have gone” 

He said that he would have finished the 

work. 

 

She said that they would have passed the 

examination. 

 

He said that he would have gone. 



While changing interrogative (question) sentence into indirect speech we have to observe the nature of 

question and then change it into indirect speech according to its rules for indirect speech. A question 

can be of two types. One type which can be answered in only YES or NO and other type which needs 

a little bit explanation for its answer and cannot be answered in only YES or NO. 

 

Examples 
          Do you like music? (It can be answered in YES or NO) 

          How are you? (It cannot be answered in YES or NO but it needs a little bit 

                                   explanation i.e., I am fine.) 

  

Questions which can be answered in YES/NO. 

To change questions (which can be answered in yes or no) into indirect speech, word “if” or “whether” 

is used before the question in indirect speech. 

 

 Rules for change in tense of question sentences are same as for change in normal tenses in indirect 

speech but sentence will not start with the auxiliary verb of the tense. The word “that” is not used 

between reporting verb and reported speech as conjunction in indirect speech for question sentence. 

Question mark is not used in indirect speech. 

 

Examples. 

          Direct speech: He said to me, “Do you like music?” 

          Indirect Speech: He asked me if I liked music. (Not, did I like music) 

          Or Indirect Speech: He asked me whether I liked music. 

           

          Direct speech:  She said, “Will he participate in the quiz competition?” 

          Indirect Speech: She asked me if he would participate in quiz competition. 

          Direct speech: I said to him, “Are you feeling well?” 

          Indirect Speech: I asked him if he was feeling well. 

          Direct speech: They said to me, “Did you go to school?” 

          Indirect Speech: They asked me if I had gone to school. 

          Direct speech: He said to me, “Have you taken the breakfast?” 

          Indirect Speech: He asked me if I had taken the breakfast 

  

Question which cannot be answered in YES/NO. 

 

To change such questions into indirect speech, the words “if” or “whether” is not used. The tense of 

the question is changed according to the rules for change in normal tenses in indirect speech but 

sentence will not start with the auxiliary verb of the tense. The word “that” is not used between 

reporting verb and reported speech as conjunction, in indirect speech for question sentence. Question 

mark is not used in indirect speech. 

 

Examples. 

             Direct speech: He said to me, “How are you?” 

             Indirect speech: He asked me how I was. (Not, how was I) 

             Direct speech: Teacher said to him, “What is your name?” 

             Indirect speech: Teacher asked him what his name was. 

             Direct speech: She said to him, “Why did you come late?” 

             Indirect speech: She asked him why he had come late. 

             Direct speech: He said, “When will they come?” 

             Indirect speech: He asked when they would come. 



Note: The tense of reported speech may not change if reported speech is a universal truth 

though its reporting verb belongs to past tense. 

 

Examples. 
       Direct speech: He said, “Mathematics is a science” 

Indirect Speech: He said that mathematics is a science. 

       Direct speech: He said, “Sun rises in east” 

       Indirect Speech: He said that sun rises in east. (Tense didn’t change because 

                                   reported speech is a universal truth thought its reporting verb 

                                   belongs to past tense) 

 

  

Indirect speech for sentence having MODALS, “can, may, must, 

                               Present modals are changed to past modals 

  

Direct Speech Indirect Speech 

                              Indirect speech for sentence having MODALS, 

“can, may, must, should, ought to” 

                                            CAN changes into COULD 

He said, “I can drive a car” 

 

She said, “He can play a violin.” 

 

They said, “We can climb on a hill” 

He said that he could drive a car. 

 

She said that he could play a violin. 

 

They said that they can climb on a hill. 

                                            MAY changes into MIGHT 

He said, “I may buy a computer” 

 

She said, “He may visit a doctor.” 

 

They said, “They may go to zoo” 

He said that he might buy a computer. 

 

She said that he might visit a doctor. 

 

They said that they might go to zoo. 

                                           MUST changes into HAD TO 

He said, “I must work hard” 

 

She said, “They must carry on their work” 

 

I said to him, “You must learn the test-taking 

strategies” 

He said that he had to work hard. 

 

She said that they had to carry on their work. 

 

I said to him that he had to learn the test-

taking strategies. 

             Direct speech: She asked his son, “Why are you crying?” 

             Indirect speech: She asked her son why he was crying.  

     



  

Indirect speech for sentence having MODALS, should, ought to, might, would, and 

could” 

  

               The modal will not change in indirect speech 

Direct Speech Indirect Speech 

                                     THESE MODALS DO NOT CHANGE 

Would, could, might,  should, ought to” 

                                                            Would 

They said, “We would apply for a visa” 

 

He said, “I would start a business. 

 

She said, “I would appear in exam” 

They said that they would apply for visa. 

 

He said that he would start a business. 

 

She said that she would appear in the exam. 

                                                           Could 

She said, “She could play a piano” 

 

They said, “We couldn’t learn the lesson” 

 

He said, “I could run faster” 

She said that she could play a violin. 

 

They said they couldn’t learn the lesson. 

 

He said that he could run faster. 

                                                          Might 

He said, “Guests might come” 

 

She said, “It might rain” 

 

John said, “I might meet him” 

He said that guest might come. 

 

She said that it might rain. 

 

John said that he might meet him. 

                                                           Should 

He said, “I should avail the opportunity” 

 

She said, “I should help a him” 

 

They said, “We should take the exam” 

He said that he should avail the opportunity. 

 

She said that she should help him. 

 

They said that they should take the exam. 

                                                         Ought to 

He said to me, “You ought to wait for him” 

 

She said, “I ought to learn method of study” 

 

They said, “We ought to attend our classes” 

He said to me that I ought to wait for him. 

 

She said that she ought to learn method of 

study. 

 

They said that they ought to attend their 

classes. 

 

Changes in Pronoun in Indirect Speech. 
 The pronoun (subject) of the reported speech is changed according to the 

pronoun of reporting verb or object (person) of reporting verb (first part of sentence). 

Sometimes the pronoun may not change.  



 

1. First person pronoun in reported speech i.e. I, we, me, us, mine, or our, is changed 

according to the pronoun of reporting verb if pronoun in reporting verb is third person 

pronoun i.e. he, she, it, they, him, his, her, them or their. 

Examples. 

         Direct speech: He said, “I live in New York” 

         Indirect speech: He said that he lived in New York. 

         Direct speech: They said, “We love our country” 

         Indirect speech: They said that they loved their country 

 

2. First person pronoun in reported speech i.e. I, we, me, us, mine, or our, is not changed if 

the pronoun (Subject) of reporting is also first person pronoun i.e. I or we. 

Examples. 

       Direct speech: I said, “I write a letter”  

       Indirect speech: I said that I wrote a letter. 

       Direct speech: We said, “We completed our work” 

       Indirect speech: We said that we completed our work. 

 

3. Second person pronoun in reported speech i.e. you, yours is changed according to the 

person of object of reporting verb. 

Examples. 

        Direct speech: She said to him, “You are intelligent” 

        Indirect speech: She said to him that he was intelligent. 

        Direct speech: He said to me, “You are late for the party” 

        Indirect speech: He said to me that I was late for the party. 

 

4. Third person pronoun in reported speech i.e. he, she, it, they, him, his, her, them      or 

their, is not changed in indirect speech. 

Examples. 

    Direct speech: They said, “He will come” 

    Indirect speech: They said that he would come. 

    Direct speech: You said, “They are waiting for the bus” 

    Indirect speech: You said that they were waiting for the bus. 

 

Changes in Time and Adverbs in Indirect speech. 

Time and adverbs are changed in indirect speech. 

 

Examples. 

         Direct speech: He said, “I will buy a book tomorrow”  

         Indirect speech: He said that he would buy a book the next day. 

         Direct speech: She said, “I am happy now” 

         Indirect speech: She said that she was happy then. 



         Direct speech: He said, “I like this book” 

         Indirect speech: He said that he liked that book. 

  

Common Rules 

Today changes to that day/the same day  

Tomorrow changes to the next day/the following day  

Yesterday changes to the day before/the previous day  

Next week/month/year changes to the following week/month/year  

Last week/month/year changes to the previous week/month/year  

Now/just changes to then 

Ago changes to before  

Here changes to there 

This changes to that 

PRACTICE- TIME 

Statements 

1. Change the following sentences from Direct speech into Reported speech:  

1. “He works in a bank” She said ________________________________________ 

 2. “We went out last night” She told me __________________________________  

3. “I’m coming!” She said _____________________________________________  

4. “I was waiting for the bus when he arrived” She told me ___________________  

5. “I’d never been there before” She said _________________________________  

6. “I didn’t go to the party” She told me ___________________________________ 

 7. “Lucy’ll come later” She said ________________________________________  

8. “He hasn’t eaten breakfast” She told me _______________________________  

9. “I can help you tomorrow” She said ____________________________________ 

10. “You should go to bed early” She told me ______________________________ 

 

Reported statements: Answers  

1. She said (that) he worked in a bank. 

 2. She told me (that) they went (had gone) out last night (the night before). 

 3. She said (that) she was coming.  

4. She told me (that) she had been waiting for the bus when he arrived.  



5. She said (that) she had never been there before. 

 6. She told me (that) she didn't go (hadn't gone) to the party. 

 7. She said (that) Lucy would come later. 

 8. She told me (that) he hadn't eaten breakfast.  

9. She said (that) she could help me tomorrow.  

10. She told me (that) I should go to bed early. 

 

Questions 

2. Change the direct questions into reported questions: 

 1. Where is the post office? She asked me ________________________________  

2. Why is Julie sad? She asked me _______________________________________  

3. What's for dinner? She asked me _____________________________________  

4. Who is the woman in the red dress? She asked me _______________________  

5. How is your grandmother? She asked me _______________________________ 

6. Is John at home? She asked me if _____________________________________  

7. Am I late? She asked me if _________________________________________  

8. Is it cold outside? She asked me if _____________________________________  

9. Are they in Paris? She asked me if _________________________________________  

10. Is the bus stop near the shopping centre? She asked me if 

____________________________ 

 

Answers:  

1. She asked me where the post office was.  

2. She asked me why Julie was sad.  

3. She asked me what was for dinner.  

4. She asked me who the woman in the red dress was.  

5. She asked me how my grandmother was.  

6. She asked me if John was at home.  



7. She asked me if she was late.  

8. She asked me if it was cold outside.  

9. She asked me if they were in Paris. 

 10. She asked me if the bus stop was near the shopping centre. 

 

Mixed Reported Speech  (Statements, Questions, Requests and Orders) 

 

3. Change the direct speech into reported speech. Choose the past simple of ‘ask’, ‘say’ or 

‘tell’:  

1. “Don’t do it!” She _________________________________________________  

2. “I’m leaving tomorrow” She _________________________________________ 

3. “Please get me a cup of tea” She ______________________________________  

4. “She got married last year” She _______________________________________ 

5. “Be quick!” She __________________________________________________ 

6. “Could you explain number four, please?” She ________________________  

7. “Where do you live?” She ________________________________________ 

8. “We went to the cinema and then to a Chinese restaurant” She ___________  

9. “I’ll come and help you at twelve” She _______________________________ 

10. “What are you doing tomorrow?” She _______________________________ 

 

 

Answers:  

1. She told me not to do it. 2. She said (that) she was leaving tomorrow (the next day).  

3. She asked me to get her a cup of tea.  

4. She said (that) she got married last year.  

5. She told me to be quick. 

 6. She asked me to explain number four.  

7. She asked me where I lived. 

 8. She said (that) they went (had been) to the cinema and then to a Chinese restaurant.  

9. She said (that) she would come and help me at twelve.  

10. She asked me what I was doing tomorrow (the day after). 



4. CLAUSE 

A clause is a group of words that includes a subject and a verb.  

(A clause functions as an adjective, an adverb, or a noun.) 

Ex 1. My friend who has autism is brilliant at quizzes. 

   (Here who has autism is a clause, it contains a subject and a verb 

   Subject-who, verb-has) 

 In this sentence the clause performing the duty of an adjective 

See, how the sentence can be rewritten. 

My autistic friend is brilliant at quizzes. 

2. I can't remember what happened last night. 

The group of words in bold is a clause where subject and verb are what and happened 

respectively. 

Let us rewrite the sentence by replacing it with a word. 

I can't remember anything. 

(Here the word anything is doing the job of a noun) 

Therefore the clause in this sentence was used as a noun. 

3. He put on weight when started running. 

 Here the clause is written in bold.  

This clause is acting as an Adverb here. Let us see how 

He put on weight quickly. 

Note: A clause may act as an adjective, adverb or a noun. 

 

 

TYPES OF CLAUSES. 

There are two types of Clauses. 

1. Independent clause /Principal Clause/Main clause 

2. Dependent Clause/Subordinate clause 

https://www.grammar-monster.com/glossary/subject.htm
https://www.grammar-monster.com/lessons/verbs.htm


1. Independent clause: An independent clause is the main clause in a sentence .It can stand 

alone .It does not start with subordinate words such as when, which or if. 

For Ex:I can't remember what happened last night. 

Here I can't remember is the main clause. 

 

2. Dependent Clause: A dependent Clause cannot stand alone. It usually starts with 

subordinate words like what, where, when, if, whether. 

   For Ex: My friend who has autism is brilliant at quizzes. 

  In the above sentence, who has autism cannot express a complete thought ,thus it is a 

subordinate clause. 

The dependent Clause are of 3 types. 

1. Noun clause 

2. Relative clause 

3. Adverb clause 

Noun clause: A noun clause is a dependent Clause that acts as a Noun. A noun clause begins 

with how, that, what, whatever, when, where, whether, which, whichever, who, whoever etc. 

It acts as a subject, and objects. 

Look at the following sentences, the words in bold are the noun clause. 

1. I thought that it would be a fine day. 

2. I want to know how far it is from here. 

3. Can you guess what I want? 

Try these: 

Underline the noun clause in the following sentences. 

1. Tell me how you found out that. 

2. She says her mother is ill. 

3. It is not clear who has done this. 

4. Do whatever you think right. 

5. Can you tell who wrote Shakuntala? 

Relative clause: Relative Clauses are the dependent Clause introduced by a relative pronoun 

such as -that, which, where, who, whom, whose, whoever, whomever. Relative Clauses 

define the noun . Relative Clauses are also called Adjective Clauses. 

Look at the following sentences, the words in bold are the relative clause. 

1. Rohan visited the office where her mother works. 

2. The university where I studied is in London. 

3. I have some work which I must do. 



Now, Try these. 

Underline the relative clause in the following sentences. 

1. This is the house that Jack built. 

2. The plan you propose is a very good one. 

3. He has a son who has made his life miserable. 

4. Corona is the virus which originated in China. 

5. He that climbs too high is sure to fall. 

Adverb Clause: It is the dependent Clause that acts as an Adverb in a sentence .It is also 

called an Adverbial clause. The Adverb clause gives more information about the Verb. 

Look at the following sentences, the words in bold are the Adverb   clause. 

1. Wait here till I come back .(Adverb clause of time) 

2. If you give me a chocolate, I will do homework for you.(Adverb clause of condition) 

3. As soon as he heard the news he wrote to me.(Adverb clause of time) 

 

Try These. 

Underline the adverb clause in the following sentences .Also state it’s kind. 

1. Forgive us as we forgive our enemies. 

2. It is ten hours since I had nothing to eat. 

3. Stand still if you value your life. 

4. He succeeded although his success was not expected. 

5. He came in while I was out. 

                                              

 

 

 

 

                                          

 

                                              PRACTICE QUESTIONS:                                                                                                    

1. Read the passage given below. Fill in the blanks by choosing the most  appropriate word       

from  the given options. 

The cougar is a member of the cat family (a)..............grows to around 8 feet in length. 

Cougars sometimes prey on sheep and goats, so they be killed by the farmers 

(b).............animals they attack. The cougar lives in deserts, forests, plains and mountains, but 

according to scientists (c).................have studied the animal, it is becoming endangered in 

a (i) whom (ii) which (iii) That  (iv) Who 

b (i) who (ii) whose (iii) which (iv) whom 

c (i) who (ii) which (iii) whom (iv) when 

d (i) who (ii) which (iii) whose (iv) whom 

e (i) that (ii) which (iii) Whom (iv) who 



some areas. The cougar has powerful legs (d)...........it uses to climb and jump into trees. 

However, cougars very rarely attack humans,(e)..............they are usually afraid of. 

2. Once upon a time there lived a greedy farmer (a)..............had a wish to be the richest 

farmer in the village. He had a poultry farm (b)............ he kept birds like hens and ducks. The 

hens and ducks laid eggs everyday (c) .............he sold in the market and earned his 

livelihood. Once he found that a hen laid a golden egg every day. He took special care of the 

hen (d)............laid golden egg. Filled with greed, one day he decided to kill and collect all the 

golden eggs (e)...........were present in the hen .Unfortunately, he killed the hen and found 

nothing such in it. 

3.Fill in the blanks with appropriate words. 

a. We met a boy........had lost his way.(whose/who/that) 

b. Lord, forgive our debts ........we forgive our debtors.(as/like/because) 

c. Youth is the time .......the seeds of character are sown.(where/which/when) 

d. I have a little shadow .........goes in and out with me.(that/which/who) 

e. These are the books ...........I ordered from Amazon last 

week.(whom/which/who) 

 

5. Determiners. 

Determiners are words that are used in front of nouns to indicate whether 

you are referring to something specific or something of a particular type. 

Singular nouns always need a determiner. In plural nouns, the 

determiner is optional. Determiners may or may not be used with 

uncountable nouns depending on context. 

There are about 50 different determiners in the English language which 

include: 

Articles: a, an, the 

Possessives: my, your, our, their, his, hers, whose etc. 

Demonstratives: this, that these, those, which, etc. 

Quantifiers: few, a few, many, much, each, every, some, any etc. 

Numbers: one, two, three, twenty, forty, etc. 

Ordinals: first, second, last, next, etc. 

 

Determiners are used 

• To state the unit/number of people ,things or other nouns. 

• to state possessives. 

• To specify someone or something. 

• To state how things or people are distributed. 

• To state the difference between nouns. 

 

Determiners can be classified under the following categories: 



EXAMPLES 

 

MULTIPLIERS 

FRACTIONS 

double, twice, three times… 

half, a third, two fifths….. 

We want double portions. 

I drove at half speed. 

 INTENSIFIERS What! Such! Such impudence! 

 QUANTIFIERS all, both, most I like most people. 

 

 ARTICLES 

 

a, an, the 

 

Get a book from the shelf. 

 DEMONSTRATI

VES 

this, that, these, those, That tree is in another 

 DISTRIBUTIVES each, 

every,either,neither             I have a gift for each      

                                                                                           person 

 POSSESSIVES 

i. PRONOMINAL my, your, his,her,its,our, your,their 

ii. NOMINAL       Renata's, Adam's, People's… You 

can borrow my video. You can borrow    Kim's video 

 

 INTERROGATIVES 

         What? Which? Whose? Whose When? Where? Why? How?   

                   Does? Did?.         

 

                                                         NUMBERS 

 CARDINAL NUMBERS    one, two, three hundred….. 

                                                   Two heads are better than 

          ORDINAL NUMBERS       first, fewer, much,less,least………. 

 

QUANTIFIERS 

(i) SIMPLE few, fewer, much, more, I have few 

pals; Kim has less,least………… more. 

(ii) COMPOUND a little, a lot of, a great I have lots of 

time to spare. Deal of…. 

 

PRACTICE- TIME 

 

                                                                                                          

1. Look at the notes given below and complete the paragraph 

that follows by choosing the correct options from the choices 

given below. Write the correct options in your answer sheet 

against the correct blank numbers. 

 



                                                                                                                          

Kalakshetra - cultural academy - preserves - Indian art - founded in 

1936 - internationally recognized institution of national 

Importance. Kalakshetra is a cultural academy dedicated to 

a)_______specially Bharathanatyam.  The academy(b)  

 Arundale and under her guidance the institution achieved 

(c)       for its unique style and perfection.In 1993 an(d) _______ 

recognized the Kalakshetra foundation as an institution of national 

importance. 

 

 

(a) (i) Preserving Indian art (ii) Preservation in Indian art 

(iii) Preserves Indian art (iv) Preserve Indian art 

 

(b) (i) Is being founded in 1936 by (ii) Was founded in 1936 by 

(iii)  Has been founded in 1936 by (iv)  Founded in 1936 by 

 

(c) (i) Internationally recognised (ii) Internationally recognition 

(iii)  International recognition (iv) International recognize 

 

(d) (i) An Act of the Indian Parliament (ii) An Act by Indian Parliament 

(iii)  An Act in Indian Parliament (iv)The Act by Indian 

                                                                    Parliament 

 

 

 

2.In each sentence four words are underlined. One of them is 

incorrect. Pick out the incorrect words and write them in the answer 

space against the correct number. 

             Music therapy use music to improve the patient's health. (a)  

It is used with individuals of all ages. (b)  

It helps incurring a variety of medical problems as substance  (c)  

               Abuse and aging 

              It is also used to improve learning and reduces stress. (d)  

 

3. Choose the correct answer and fill in the blanks. 

(a) Cars enable you to reach any place you want. ________ They pose 

parking problems in the cities. 

(b) I prefer writing ink. 

(c) He fell the ladder 

(d) John, as well as his younger brothers, going 



abroad for further studies. 

(e) You'd better take a taxi. ,you'll arrive late. 

It's not a very good job. it's something to start with. 

 

(a) (i)However (ii)Although (iii)Despite                      (iv) So that 

(b) (i)on (ii)in (iii)by (iv)with 

(c) (i) on (ii)out (iii)of (iv)off 

(d) (i)is (ii)are (iii)have (iv)been 

(e) (i)However (ii)Consequently (iii)Furthermore

 (iv)Otherwise 

(f) (i)Besides (ii)Moreover (iii) On the other hand (iv)But 

 

4.Martin   Cooper (a)  a Motorola   researcher   and   executive   is 

widely(b) to be the inventor(c) the first mobile 

phone in 1973.There are (d)_____________ categories of mobile 

phones(e)_____from basic phones and feature phones(f)  as music 

phones, camera phones to smart phones. The (g)   commonly 

used data application on mobile phones(h)              text messaging.  Mobile  

phones generally(i) power from batteries which(j)  be 

recharged .The use of cell phones(k)   while driving as a safety 

measure. 

 

(a) (i) an (ii) the (iii) a (iv) X 

(b) (i) consider (ii) considered (iii) considering (iv) have considered 

(c) (i) for (ii) of (iii) as (iv) off 

(d) (i) many (ii)few (iii) much (iv) more 

(e) (i) are ranging (ii) ranging (iii)range (iv) ranges 

(f) (i) some (ii) like (iii) such (iv) similar 

(g) (i) much (ii) more (iii) most (iv) many 

(h) (i) is (ii) are (iii)has been (iv) being 

(i) (i) obtain (ii) is obtaining (iii) obtaining (iv) obtained 

(j) (i) would (ii) can (iii) may (iv)should 

(k) (i) ban (ii) was banned (iii) banning (iv) is banned 

 



                7.     PREPOSITIONS 

 

Prepositions are words which are used to show position, location, direction, and time in 

English. We commonly use prepositions to show a relationship in space or time or a logical 

relationship between two or more people, places or things. Prepositions are most commonly 

followed by a noun phrase or pronoun example: 

i. The last time I saw him he was walking down the road. 

ii. I’ll meet you in the cafe opposite the cinema hall. 

iii. It was difficult to sleep during the flight. 

iv. It was the worst storm since the 1980s. 

v. Give that to me. 

 

On the basis of relation they show, preposition may be divided into following categories. 

 Preposition for time e.g. in, on, at, etc. 

 Preposition for place e.g. in, on, at, etc 

 Preposition for direction e.g. to, towards, into, through etc. 

 Preposition for agent e.g. by 

 Preposition for device, instrument or machines. e.g. on, by, with, etc. 

 Prepositions used after verbs to make prepositional verb. e.g. look at, 

look after, laugh at 

 

Preposition of Direction:  

 The purpose of these types of prepositions are - 

  To show the way in which something is done. 

  To express the direction of something. 

Preposition of 

Direction 
Prepositions Meaning 

Above 
Higher relative to 

something else 

Across On the other side of 



Along Beside 

Among Within a group 

Around In a circular way 

At Indicates a particular point 

Behind At the back of 

Below 
Lower relative to 

something else 

Beside Next to 

Close to Near 

Over Above 

Through From one point to the next 

Toward In the direction of 

Up From low to high 

Down From high to low 

Between 
In the space separating two 

things 

By Near 



   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Examples: 

1. They went by bus. 

2. Look to the right and you will see your destination. 

 3. Meet me at the flower shop. 

 4. The dog climbed onto the bed. 

 

Preposition of Time: 

  Preposition of 

Time 
Preposition Meaning 

On Days (of the week) & dates 

In 
Months/seasons/year, part of the 

day, after a period 

At 
A specific point of time, 

exceptions 

Inside/In Within 

Near Close by 

Next to Beside 

On Touching something 

Onto Moving on top of something 

Off Away from 

Past On the farther side of 

Under Below something 



Since 
From a specific point in time 

until now (past till now) 

For Over a certain period of time 

Ago 
From now to a specific point in 

the past (now till past) 

During Throughout the course 

Before Previous to in time, earlier than 

After 
Subsequent in time, at a later 

time than 

Until (Till) Up to a certain point in time 

To/ past Telling the time 

From/ To A starting point/ an end point 

By Not later than 

 

Examples: 

1. We arrived on Monday. 

 2. The seminar starts at 10 a.m. 

 3. The company was founded in the 20th century. 

 4. They got married on Friday the 5th June. 

 

 

 

 



Preposition of Place: 

 Preposition of 

Place 
Prepositions Meaning 

In Position or state inside 

At 
In the area of, specific position, 

an event (or a place related to it) 

On 

Position above, in contact with, 

for a certain side, the state or 

process of & means of 

conveyance 

Off /Of 
  Away from / From a place or 

position 

By, Beside At the side of, close to & next to 

Under 
In a lower position, beneath the 

surface 

Over 
In or at a position above, more 

than 

Below In or to a lower place, beneath 

Above Overhead 



Up 
From a lower towards a higher 

point 

Down A descending direction 

 

 Examples: 

1. We live in India. 

 2. There is a cat under the table. 

 3. I hung my coat behind the door. 

 4. A path above the lake. 

SIMILAR YET DIFFERENT 

 Prepositions or Conjunctions? 

Some words which are prepositions also function as conjunctions. When we use a preposition 

that is followed by a clause, it is functioning as a conjunction; when we use a preposition that 

is followed by a noun phrase, it stays as a preposition. Among the most common are - after, 

as, before, since, until. 

i. After I’d met him last night, I texted his sister at once. (Conjunction) 

ii. After the meeting last night, I texted his sister at once. (Preposition) 

iii. We’ll just have to wait until they decide what to do. (Conjunction) 

iv. Okay, we’ll wait here until six o’clock. (Preposition) 

 Prepositions or Adverbs? 

Several words which are prepositions also belong to the word class of adverbs. These 

include: about, across, around, before, beyond, in, inside, near, opposite, outside, past, round, 

through, under, up, within: 

i. There were lots of people waiting for a taxi outside the club. (Preposition) 

ii. A: Where’s your cat? 

iii. B: She’s outside. (adverb) 

iv. The gallery is opposite the Natural History Museum. (Preposition) 

v. A: Can you tell me where the bus station is? 

vi. B: It’s over there, just opposite. (Adverb) 

 

 



 Prepositions and Adjectives 

 

We commonly use prepositions after adjectives. Here are the most common adjective + 

preposition patterns. 

Adjectives Preposition Sentences 

aware, full Of They weren’t aware of the time. 

different, separate From Is French very different from Spanish? 

due, similar To 
This picture is similar to the one in our 

living room. 

familiar, wrong With What’s wrong with Isabelle? 

good, surprised* At 
We were really surprised at the price of 

food in restaurants on our holiday. 

interested In 
Lots of people are interested in Grand Prix 

racing but I’m not. 

responsible, good For Exercise is good for everyone. 

worried, excited About 
We’re really excited about our trip to 

Argentina. 

*We can also say surprised by 

 

 Prepositions and Nouns 

Many nouns have particular prepositions which normally follow them: 

i. There’s been a large increase in the price of petrol. 

ii. Does anyone know the cause of the fire? 

 

Many nouns have particular prepositions which normally follow them. Here are some 

common examples: 



Nouns Preposition Examples 

age, attempt, point at 

18 is the age at which you are allowed to 

vote. 

Fisk is making his third attempt at the 

world record. 

need, reason, 

responsibility 
for 

What’s the reason for your unhappiness? 

Nobody seems to have responsibility for the 

budget. 

changes, differences, 

increase 
in 

Changes in society have meant that young 

people leave home earlier. 

There’s been a steady increase in the value 

of the euro. 

inquiry, investigation, 

research 
into 

The police inquiry into the theft continues. 

She did some research into the causes of 

back pain. 

cause, example, way of 

This is an example of international 

collaboration. 

We need to find another way of doing 

things. 

approach, reaction, 

response 
to 

My reaction to it all, was to try to forget it. 

Her response to the criticism was very 

strong. 

 

 

 

 



Typical errors 

These are some of the most typical errors with nouns.  

address 

Go to our website to get the address of your nearest branch. 

Not: … the address to your nearest branch. 

advertisement 

I saw an advertisement for a teaching job in Malawi which looked 

interesting. 

Not: … an advertisement of a teaching job … 

awareness 

There is a growing awareness of the impact of climate change among the 

young. 

Not: … a growing awareness about the impact of climate change … 

change 

Changes in our diet have meant that more and more people suffer heart 

disease. (changes that happen) 

Not: Changes of our diet … 

The director of studies must be informed of any changes to the 

timetable. (changes that people purposely make) 

Not: … of any changes in the timetable. (This means changes that happen, 

not those that people purposely make.) 

congratulations 

Congratulations on your new job! 

Not: Congratulations for your new job! 

course 

I’d like to do a course in computer programming if I could find a good 

one. 

Not: … a course of computer programming … 

exhibition 

We went to see an exhibition of Viking jewellery. 

Not: … an exhibition about Viking jewellery. 

experience 

Do you have any previous experience of working with children? 

(usually followed by the -ing form of a verb) 



Not: … previous experience in working with children? 

She has ten years’ experience in television and radio. (usually followed by 

a noun) 

Not: … ten years’ experience on television and radio. 

increase 

decrease 

growth 

There has been an increase of 200,000 in the city’s population in the last 

ten years. 

(Of is used before numbers and quantities 

after increase/decrease/growth; in is used before the thing affected by the 

change.) 

Not: … an increase of the city’s population … 

(Compare change in, above.) 

information 

Can you give us some information on/about bus tours, please? 

Not: … some information of bus tours …? 

interest 

He seems to have less interest in everything these days. 

Not: … less interest to everything these days. 

invitation 

The invitation to the reception at the embassy arrived the next day. 

Not: The invitation of the reception … 

knowledge 

For this job you need some knowledge of Portuguese. 

Not: … some knowledge in Portuguese. 

He has an amazing knowledge of European history. 

Not: … an amazing knowledge about European history. 

lesson 

I need some lessons in how to set up a website. 

Not: I need some lessons of how to … 

member 

Can anyone become a member of your book club? 

Not: … a member in your book club? 



method 

Questionnaires are not necessarily the best method of collecting 

sociological data. 

Not: … the best method to collect … 

need 

We understand the need for change but we should move slowly. 

Not: … the need of change … 

(Of is used with need in the expression in need of: 

The village is in need of a community centre where people, especially 

young people, can go in the evenings.) 

newcomer 

I was a newcomer to windsurfing so I was very nervous. 

Not: I was a newcomer of windsurfing … 

place 

I’d love to show you some of the nice places in my hometown. 

Not: … the nice places of my hometown. 

possibility 

The possibility of making contact with other intelligent beings in the 

universe is very small. 

Not: The possibility to make contact … 

problem 

The problem of finding a good babysitter is one that many parents have 

faced. 

Not: The problem to find … 

reason 

I’ve never understood the reason for all these different forms we have to 

fill in. 

Not: … the reason of all … 

risk 

We all know the risks of getting a virus if we don’t protect our computer. 

Not: … the risks for getting a virus … 

translation 

She did a translation into English of some ancient Chinese poems. 

Not: … a translation in English … 



visit 

The visit to the temple was the high point of the holiday. 

Not: The visit in the temple … 

 

 

 Prepositions and Verbs 

Many verbs go together with prepositions to make prepositional verbs. These always have an 

object. 

Example : 

i. I just couldn’t do without my phone. 

ii. Robert accused her of stealing his idea. 

iii. Phrasal-prepositional verbs contain a verb, an adverb particle and a preposition 

(underlined).  

 

Prepositional verbs 

Prepositional verbs have two parts: a verb and a preposition which cannot be separated from 

each other: 

break into (a house) get over (an illness) listen to 

cope with (a difficult situation) get on look after (a child) 

deal with (a problem) get off look at 

depend on go into look for 

do without lead to look forward to 

Prepositional verbs and objects 

Prepositional verbs always have an object, which comes immediately after the preposition. 

The object (underlined) can be a noun phrase, a pronoun or the -ing form of a verb: 

i. Somebody broke into his car and stole his radio. 

ii. I don’t like this CD. I don’t want to listen to it any more. 

iii. Getting to the final depends on winning the semi-final! 



 

Some prepositional verbs take a direct object after the verb followed by the prepositional 

phrase. 

associate … with remind … of 

protect … from rob … of 

provide … with thank … for 

 

(do = direct object; po = object of preposition [both underlined]) 

i. Hannah reminds [DO]me of [PO]a girlfriend of mine. 

ii. How can we protect [DO]children from [PO]dangerous material on the Internet? 

iii. I’d like to thank [DO]everyone for [PO]their kindness. 

 

 Phrasal-prepositional verbs 

Phrasal-prepositional verbs have three parts: a verb, a particle and a preposition. The particle 

and the preposition cannot be separated. Many of these verbs are often used in informal 

contexts, and their meaning is difficult to guess from their individual parts. 

Verb + particle + preposition 

catch up with get on with look out for 

come up against listen out for look up to 

do away with look down on put up with 

face up to look forward to watch out for 

get away with look in on 
 

 



 Example : 

i. Ken’s just chatting to a friend. He’ll catch up with us in a minute. (reach, join) 

ii. Do you get on with your neighbours? (have a good relationship with) 

iii. We look forward to meeting you on the 22nd. (anticipate with pleasure) 

 

 

Prepositions and abstract meanings 

Common prepositions that show relationships of space often have abstract as well as concrete 

meanings. 

Compare 

That map you need is behind the filing 

cabinet. (basic spatial sense or position) 

Everyone is behind the 

government. (behind = gives support) 

Beyond the hotel were beautiful 

mountains. (basic spatial sense or position) 

Learning Chinese in a year was beyond them 

all. (beyond = too difficult for) 

Some common prepositions such as at, in and on can have abstract meanings: 

I think you will both need to discuss the problem in private. 

All three singers were dressed in black. 

You now have the next day at leisure and can do whatever you wish. 

Our dog stays on guard all night, even when he’s sleeping! 

NOTE- 

Although most prepositions are single words, some pairs and groups of words operate like 

single prepositions: 

i. They were unable to attend because of the bad weather in Ireland. 

ii. Jack’ll be playing in the team in place of me. 

iii. In addition to getting a large fine, both brothers were put in prison for three months. 

iv. I always get nervous when I have to speak in front of an audience. 

v. We estimate that there’ll be up to 10,000 people at the concert. 

 

  

 

 

 



       PRACTICE- TIME 

     

Complete the following sentences using appropriate prepositions. 

1. I was amazed ---------------------- her brilliant performance. 

2. She is anxious ------------------------ hear from her daughter. 

3. I am anxious ---------------------- his health. 

4. He apologized ---------------------- her for his rude behavior. 

5. They appealed --------------------- us for help. 

6. He appears ---------------------- be rather opinionated. 

7. We want the best candidate to be appointed --------------------- the post. 

8. She has an aptitude -------------------- mathematics. 

9. Avail yourself ---------------------- this opportunity to visit Kashmir. 

10. Are you aware ------------------- his plans? 

11. She is backward --------------------- her studies. 

12. I don't think we can bank --------------------- him this time. 

13. The task turned out to be more difficult than he had bargained ------------------------- 

14. Please bear ----------------------- me until I finish this job. 

15. Do you believe --------------------- socialism? 

Answers 

1. I was amazed at her brilliant performance. 

2. She is anxious to hear from her daughter. 



3. I am anxious about his health. 

4. He apologized to her for his rude behavior. 

5. They appealed to us for help. 

6. He appears to be rather opinionated. 

7. We want the best candidate to be appointed to the post. 

8. She has an aptitude for mathematics. 

9. Avail yourself of this opportunity to visit Kashmir. 

10. Are you aware of his plans? 

11. She is backward in her studies. 

12. I don't think we can bank on him this time. 

13. The task turned out to be more difficult than he had bargained for. 

14. Please bear with me until I finish this job. 

15. Do you believe in socialism? 

 

Complete the following sentences using appropriate prepositions. 

1. James left home because he did not want to abide -------------------- his father's wishes. 

2. This area abounds ----------------------- minerals. 

3. There is an abundance --------------------- elements in earth's crust. 

4. He has been absent ------------------------ school since Monday. 

5. You can't talk to him now. He is absorbed ------------------- his work. 

6. If you want to lose weight, you must abstain ------------------------- eating fatty foods. 

7. We can't accede --------------------- his request at this time. 

8. Your suggestion is not acceptable -------------------------- me. 



9. Many villages still do not have access ----------------------- electricity. 

10. She accused me ----------------------- poisoning her dog. 

11. John is not my close friend. I am only acquainted ---------------------- him. 

12. He was acquitted ---------------------- killing his partner. 

 

Answers 

1. James left home because he did not want to abide by his father's wishes. (To abide by 

something is to follow the rules of something.) 

2. This area abounds with / in minerals. (Abound in means be rich in. To abound in 

something is to have plenty of something. Abound with has the same meaning.) 

3. There is an abundance of elements in earth's crust. 

4. He has been absent from school since Monday. 

5. You can't talk to him now. He is absorbed in his work. 

6. If you want to lose weight, you must abstain from eating fatty foods. 

7. We can't accede to his request at this time. 

8. Your suggestion is not acceptable to me. 

9. Many villages still do not have access to electricity. 

10. She accused me of poisoning her dog. 

11. John is not my close friend. I am only acquainted with him. 

12. He was acquitted of killing his partner.  

 

Complete the following sentences using appropriate prepositions. 

1. They were deaf …………………… my cries. 

                 a) at b) to c) with d) on 

2. Physical activity is beneficial …………………….. health. 

                a) with b) for c) to d) of 

3. Are you aware ………………….. your responsibilities? 

                a) about b) of c) after d) on 

4. We cannot comply …………………… your request. 

                  a) to b) with c) at d) on 

5. The honor was conferred ………………….. him at the felicitation ceremony. 

                 a) at b) with c) on d) for 

6. I complimented her ……………… her new dress. 

                  a) at b) for c) on d) with 

7. He is thoroughly conversant …………………… the situation. 

                   a) about b) with c) of d) around 

8. The management has called ………………… an explanation from the labor union leaders. 

                    a) on b) for c) at d) out 

9. I don’t care ………………..  your objections: I will do it no matter what. 

                    a) of b) for c) about d) with 

10. A committee has been appointed to inquire ………………… the accident. 

                   a) about b) into c) after d) of 



Answers 

1. They were deaf to my cries. 

2. Physical activity is beneficial to health. 

3. Are you aware of your responsibilities? 

4. We cannot comply with your request. 

5. The honor was conferred on him at the felicitation ceremony. 

6. I complimented her on her new dress. 

7. He is thoroughly conversant with the situation. 

8. The management has called for an explanation from the labor union leaders. 

9. I don’t care about your objections: I will do it no matter what. 

10. A committee has been appointed to inquire into the accident. 

 

 

                           Integrated Questions 

 

 CLOZE PASSAGE 

1. Grammar - Cloze passage Test 

 Directions: Read the passages carefully and fill in the blanks with one out of the four 

alternatives given.  

Without water __1__ animal can survive. In desert regions, the greatest ____2____ to life is 

drying up. But many creatures are able to make use of ___3___ little water that exists in arid 

areas. One of nature’s masterpieces ___4___ creatures equipped to ___5____ with desert life 

is the hardy camel. There are several stories describing the ___6___ endurance of these 

animals. It is said that camels can ___7___ a distance of about 800 miles in eight days 

through continuous travel ___8___ an intake of a single drop of water. The popular ___9___ 

in a way is ___10___. Water is indeed stored there but in the form of fat. 

 

1. (A) every (B) no (C) any (D) desert  

2. (A) want (B) inadequacy (C) requirement (D) worry  

3. (A) what (B) the (C) very (D) that  

4. (A) for (B) about (C) among (D) with  

5. (A) live (B) resist (C) bear (D) cope 

 6. (A) remarkable (B) little (C) tolerable (D) popular  

7. (A) measure (B) reduce (C) cover (D) reach  



8. (A) for (B) without (C) accepting (D) receiving  

9. (A) proverb (B) guess (C) belief (D) version  

10. (A) baseless (8) wrong (C) misleading (D) correct  

 

Answers:  

1: (B) no  

2: (C) requirement 

 3: (B) the  

4: (C) among 

 5: (D) cope  

6: (A) remarkable  

7: (C) cover 

 8: (B) without 

 9: (D)version 

 10: (C) misleading 

 

 

2. Grammar - Cloze passage Test 

Directions: Read the passages carefully and fill in the blanks with one out of the four 

alternatives given.  

 The World Diabetes Congress has determined that India has the largest number of 

diabetics in the world. Apart from the loss of productivity, the …(1)… burden is alarming – $ 

2.8 billion annually. Sedentary jobs, …(2)… of electronic entertainment, changing diet 

patterns and …(3)… dependence on automobiles have driven the activity …(4)… of Indians’ 

lives especially in metro cities. The …(5)… is, therefore, to make people physically …(6)… 

and requires interventions which impact a large …(7)… of the population. Admittedly 

physical activity is a …(8)… of choice and is strongly driven by …(9)… preferences. But 

policy making needs to shift to …(10)… moderate levels of physical activity in the daily 

lives of people. One way to accomplish this is to create walk-able communities that give 

residents a variety of destinations within walking distance. 

 



 1. (A) economic (B) finance (C) subsidy (D) physical (E) health  

2. (A) broadcast (B) spread (C) prevalent (D) expand (E) widespread  

3. (A) totally (B) entirely (C) grown (D) mutual (E) increasing 

4. (A) most (B) out (C) from (D) through (E) outside  

5. (A) ultimatum (B) hazard (C) sensitivity (D) challenge (E) dispute  

6. (A) equip (B) built (C) active (D) trained (E) qualified 

7. (A) section (B) scale (C: ) degree (D) per cent (E) piece 

 8. (A) want (B) matter (C) scarcity (D) right (E) lack 

 9. (A) showing (B) given (C) special (D) personal (E) individually 

 10. (A) pursuit (B) indulge (C) introduce (D) insist (E) attract 

  

Answers:  

1: (B) finance 

 2: (E) widespread  

3: (E) increasing  

4: (B) out 

 5: (A) ultimatum  

6: (C) active  

7: (A) section  

8: (B) matter 

 9: (D) personal 

 10: (C) introduce 

 

                          

 

 

 

 

 



                       DIALOGUE WRITING 

 

The aim of the dialogue writing is to enable the students to elaborate upon the given inputs in 

a grammatical correct and meaningful conversation. Dialogue writing does not come easily to 

everyone. Done well, a dialogue leads to the advancement of the story and helps in fleshing 

out the characters while providing a break from straight exposition or explanation. 

Points to remember: 

  Punctuation 

  Tense 

  Subject-verb agreement 

  Sentence type-declarative or interrogative 

  Imperatives 

  Contractions 

 

1. Here is a conversation between a doctor and a patient. The patient has a problem 

getting sleepless nights. 

Patient: Hello Doctor! 

Doctor: Hello, what is your problem? 

Patient: Doctor, I have a problem of not having proper sleep at night. 

Doctor: I’ll give you medicine. 

Patient: Thank________________________________________________ 

Doctor: Just take______________________________________________ 

Patient: _____________________________________________________ 

Doctor: _____________________________________________________ 

Patient: _____________________________________________________ 

Doctor: _____________________________________________________ 

 

Hint-Key Vocabulary: 

To get a good night’s sleep 

  To take medicine 

  To take a pill 

  To stay calm 

 

 

 



1.Solution: 

Patient: Hello Doctor! 

Doctor: Hello, what is your problem? 

Patient: Doctor, I have a problem of not having proper sleep at night. 

Doctor: I’ll give you medicine. 

Patient: Thank you Doctor. How often should I take the medicine? 

Doctor: Just take one pill about 30 minutes before you go to bed. 

Patient: For how long? 

Doctor: For at least 30 days. Come back, if problem continues. 

Patient: Anything else? 

Doctor: Be composed at work. 

 

2- Complete the dialogue between Anju and Ravi. 

Clue- Anju is searching for her brother who went out in the morning and has not 

returned yet, she meets Ravi who is her brother’s friend. 

Anju:-Did you see my brother today? 

Ravi: Yes, I met him. 

Anju: ___________________________________ 

Ravi: ____________________________________ 

Anju: ___________________________________ 

Ravi: ____________________________________ 

 

2. Solution: 

Anju:-Did you see my brother today? 

Ravi: Yes, I met him. 

Anju: Where was he going, did he tell you ? 

Ravi: I cannot remember precisely but I think he went to meet Sumit. 

Anju: Why did he want to meet Sumit? 

Ravi: He said he wants to borrow Sumit’s Math’s notebook 

Anju: Ok thanks, if you see him again tell him that mom wants him to be back before 

lunch  

Ravi: Sure I will. Bye. 

 

 



3. The following dialogue between the student and the teacher is incomplete. Complete 

the dialogue in any suitable way. 

 

Teacher: Why are you late to school? 

Student: I got up late. 

Teacher:_______________________________________________ 

Student:_______________________________________________ 

Teacher:_______________________________________________ 

Student:_______________________________________________ 

Teacher:_______________________________________________ 

Student:_______________________________________________ 

 

 

3. Solution: 

Teacher: Why are you late to school? 

Student: I got up late. 

Teacher: Why did you get up late, didn’t you set the alarm properly  

Student: Yes mam I set the alarm and got up on time. 

Teacher: Then why are you late to school? 

Student: .Mam because my bus driver forgot to set his alarm and he came late to pick me up.  

Teacher: That’s a new excuse, fine you are excused this time but this is your last excuse. 

Student: Thank you mam I will not give you a chance to complain again. 
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  FIRST FLIGHT (PROSE SECTION) 

POEM 1. DUST OF SNOW: 

-BY ROBERT FROST: 

GIST OF THE POEM: 

Dust of Snow is a beautiful poem written by the famous American poet Robert Frost. It 

depicts a simple moment, but it has great significance. The poem is set on a wintry day. The 

snow is falling heavily. The poet is depressed and has lost all hope. He is sitting under a 

hemlock tree. A small natural incident changes his sad mood into a happy mood. The poem 

teaches us that one should never be desperate and hopeless. There is always scope for a 

change.  

IMPORTANT NOTES: 

 ‘Dust of Snow’ is a beautiful short poem written by Robert Frost. This poem tells that 

even a simple moment has a large significance.  

 The poet has mentioned crow and hemlock tree in this poem. Crow signifies his 

depressive and sorrowful mood and hemlock tree is a poisonous tree. Both these signify 

that the poet was not in a good mood and so he describes the dark, depressive and bitter 

side of nature to present his similar mood. 

 The poet says that once he was in a sad, depressive mood and was sitting under a 

hemlock tree. A crow, sitting on the same tree, shook off the dust of snow i.e., small 

particles of snow that remain on the surface after the snowfall, on the poet.  

 This simple action changed the poet’s mood. He realized that he had just wasted a part of 

his day repenting and being lost in sorrow. 

 But the change in his mood made him realize that he should utilize the rest of the day in 

some useful activity. His sorrow was washed away by the light shower of snow dust. His 

spirit was revived and he got ready to utilize the rest of the day. 

EXTRACT BASED COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS: 

1. The way a crow 

Shook down on me 

The dust of snow 

From a hemlock tree. 

a] The crow and the hemlock are considered as ________symbols of nature.  

i. Positive         ii. Negative               iii. Pleasant  



b] What did the crow do to the hemlock tree?  

c] Where do you think the poet was then?  

d] What is the rhyme scheme of the given stanza?  

Answers: 

a] ii. Negative  

b] The crow shook the hemlock tree.  

c] The poet was under the hemlock tree.  

d] abab 

2. Has given my heart  

    A change of mood  

   And saved some part  

   Of a day I had rued.  

a] How did the poet’s mood change?  

b] What had the poet thought of the day?  

c] What do you understand by the word ‘rued’?  

d] Name the poet and the poem?  

Answers:  

a] The falling of snow on the poet had changed his mood.  

b] The poet had thought that it was a bad day. He was sad and depressed.  

c] ‘Rued’ means held in regret  

d] The poet is Robert Frost and the poem is ‘Dust of Snow’.  

3. Has given my heart 

A change of mood  

And saved some part  

Of a day I had rued. 

(a) Of what change does the poet mention here?  

(b) Whose part of the day has been saved?  

Answer: 

 (a) The poet mentions the change of mood here. 

(b) The poet’s part of the day has been saved. 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS: 

1. What mood of the poet is reflected in the poem?  

2. What do the crow, hemlock tree and dust of snow represent in the poem?  

3. What is the message given by the poem?  



4. What is a “dust of snow”? What does the poet say has changed his mood? How has 

the poet’s mood changed? 

5.What is the underlying message for us in our hectic life with reference to the poem, 

‘Dust of Snow’? 

Answers: 

1. The poet seems to be in a sad and depressive mood. The day offered no comfort or 

happiness to him. He thinks that the whole day is going to be sad and dull. He can see only 

negative symbols like the hemlock tree and the crow around him.  

2. The crow is black and ugly. It is not considered as a pleasant sight. It is a symbol of bad 

omen. The hemlock tree is a poisonous plant with white flowers. It is a symbol of sorrow. 

The poet chose the crow and the hemlock tree to present his sadness and depression.  

3. The poem teaches us that we should not be desperate because there is always an 

opportunity to change the sad mood into happy mood. Today, when most of the people are 

living in stressful atmosphere, the poem teaches us to gain happiness from little things.  

4.The ‘dust of snow’ means the fine particles or flakes of snow. The sudden shower in the 

form of the dust of snow changed the poet’s mood. The poet’s mood changed from sad to 

happy. He felt refreshed and wanted to enjoy the rest of the day. 

5.The underlying message for us in our hectic life with reference to the poem ‘Dust of Snow’ 

is that we should enjoy nature utmost and we should have a positive outlook even towards 

simple acts because they can lead to the learning of greater lessons of enjoying life. 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS [100-150 WORDS]: 

1. It is our attitude towards a situation that makes it positive or negative. Do you agree 

with it? Express your views with reference to the poem ‘Dust of Snow’.  

Ans. It is true that our attitude towards a problem plays an important role in making it 

positive or negative. Most of the people in today’s world live a stressful life. They face 

different types of problems in day to day life. A person can neither keep away from problems 

completely nor find solutions for them easily. But what makes the situation worse is one’s 

attitude towards the problems. If we are depressed or sad the whole environment becomes 

gloomy. But if we are ready to face the problem bravely and positively, it helps in solving the 

problem also.  

The poet in the poem Dust of Snow was in a sorrowful mood. He felt that the whole day was 

going to be gloomy. But when a crow shook down snowflakes on him, his bitter mood 

changed into an optimistic one. This small, regular incident wiped away his gloom and made 

him cheerful. He could have become unhappy when such a thing occurred. But instead of 



seeing the negative aspect of the incident, he took a positive vibe from it. Thus the poem 

teaches us to find happiness from small things and to take everything positively.  
 

UNSOLVED QUESTIONS: 

EXTRACT BASED:           (2X2 = 4 Marks) 

1. The way a crow 

Shook down on me 

The dust of snow 

From a hemlock tree 

(a) Where did the crow sit?  

(b) We can say that the poet was ……. 

2. Has given my heart  

A change of mood 

And saved some part  

Of a day I had rued. 

(a) Of what change does the poet mention here?  

(b) Whose part of the day has been saved?  

 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 Words):  (2X5 = 10 Marks) 

 

1. How has the poet observed nature in the poem Dust of Snow?  

2. What happened to the poet when the crow shook the tree?  

3. What does the poet feel in the end? 

4. What are the birds that are usually named in poems? Do you think crow is often 

mentioned in poems? What images come to your mind when you think of a crow? 

5. Again, what is ‘a hemlock tree’? Why doesn’t the poet write about more ‘beautiful’ tree 

such as a maple, or an oak, or a pine? 

 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 Words)   (8X1 = 08 Marks) 

1. Explain the underlying message in the poem Dust of Snow.  

2. What do the ‘crow’ and ‘hemlock’ represent-joy or sorrow? What does the dust of snow 

that the crow shakes off a hemlock tree stand for? 

 



POEM 2. FIRE AND ICE: 

- BYROBERT FROST 

GIST OF THE POEM:  

Fire and ice is a compact poem written by Robert Frost. It expresses the profound idea that 

the world would end in either of two ways- by fire or by ice. People are divided in this issue. 

Some believe that fire will become the cause of the end and others think that ice will end the 

world. Both the components are compared with self-destructing human emotions: hatred and 

desire. He says that from what he is aware about “fiery desires”, he would favor the ones who 

say that it would be fire. But later he says that Ice or hatred, created by cold reasoning is also 

equally capable of destroying the world. Therefore, if Earth was to end twice, ice would be 

just as good as fire. If fire would lead to rapid destruction, ice would lead to silent damage.  

 

IMPORTANT NOTES: 

 ‘Fire and Ice’ is a short poem by Robert Frost. 

 In this poem, the poet refers to two predictions of how the world will end. Some say it 

will end in fire whereas others say it will end in ice. 

 According to the poet ‘fire’ stands for desire, greed, avarice or lust. The more you try to 

satisfy them, the more they grow. 

 There is no end to it. They spread rapidly like fire and engulf your whole life. One 

becomes selfish and sometimes cruel also. 

 On the other hand, ‘ice’ according to the poet, stands for hatred, coldness and rigidity. 

One becomes insensitive and indifferent towards the feelings of others.  

 The poet says that both fire and ice are growing with such a rapid speed that the world 

would soon perish either way, in fire or in ice 

 

EXTRACT BASED COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS [SOLVED]: 

1. Some say the world will end in fire  

Some say in ice. 

From what I’ve tasted of desire  

I hold with those who favour fire.  

Questions:  

(a) Who wrote these lines?                                                                                            

(b) What is the poet’s opinion about the world?  



(c) What is the contradictory opinion of public?  

(d) How are ice and fire similar to each other though they have contradictory traits?   

Answers:   

(a) Robert Frost   

(b) According to the poet, the world will end in fire.  

(c) The contradictory opinion of public is the debate whether the world will end in fire or ice.  

(d) Both ice and fire are similar in the in the sense that both of them would destroy everything 

in the world.  

2.But if it had to perish twice  

  I think I know enough of hate                                                                                                     

  To say that for destruction ice                                                                                                                        

  Is also great   

  And would suffice.  

Questions:   

(a) What does ‘it’ refers to in the first line?  

(b) What do you mean by ‘perish’?  

(c) What does ice stand for?  

(d) What would be two causes of destruction?        

Answers: 

(a) ‘It’ refers to the world.  

(b) Perish means to die or to be destroyed.  

(c) Ice stands for coldness or hatred.  

(d) Ice or fire would be the cause of destruction.  

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS [SOLVED]: 

1. Which age old question does the poem revolves around?                                                  

2. Why does the poet hold with those who favour fire?                                                   

3. What does ‘ice’ stand for?  How is it sufficient to bring destruction?     

4. What deep meaning does the poem ‘Fire and Ice’ carry in it? 

5. What does ‘fire’ and ‘ice’ stand for and what is the general opinion regarding the world? 

Answers:  

1.The poem revolves around the age old question of whether the world will end in fire or in 

ice. People are divided in this issue. Some believe that fire will become the cause of the end 



and others think that ice will end the world. Here, fire symbolizes human desire and ice 

symbolizes hatred.  

2. The poet takes side with those who believe that the world will be destroyed by fire. Frost 

connects fire with desire. According to the poet, desire is powerful and would be a quick 

end. Moreover, the fact that he has had personal experience with desire leads him to first 

conclude that the world will end in fire.                                                      

3. Ice symbolizes hatred. Hate is just as powerful as desire. While desire consumes quickly, 

hate can occur and linger in people’s minds and hearts for years and sometimes even 

lifetimes. Hate can, thus, be very destructive and sufficient to bring destruction.  

4 .The Poet has compared Frost to the dark side of humanity i.e., hatredness and lust. 

According to the poet lust is a greater evil. Desire or lust is the cause of war. Hatredness is 

also harmful. So the poem ‘Fire and Ice’ represents that the two evils hated and lust lead to 

the destruction of the world. 

5.Fire stands for fury, desire, lust, anger, avarice, cruelty and greed. Ice is symbolic of 

hatred, Coldness, rigidity, insensitivity and intolerance. The general opinion regarding the 

world is that the world will end in fire and some say ice. Both the two reasons contrast each 

other and one equally opposite to each other. People who favour fire believe that it will be 

the heat and passion which will end the world. On the other side some people think that it 

will be the ice which will freeze the world. 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS [100-150 WORDS]: 

1. What do the metaphors of Ice and Fire convey to the reader? Elaborate. What is the 

message given by the poet?  

Ans. Frost presents the two of the darkest traits of humanity; the capacity to hate and the 

capacity to be consumed by lust or desire. Of the two, he attributes the greater of the two 

evils, is desire. In giving desire the foremost position with regard to the destruction of the 

world, Frost is providing a powerful statement on the subject of greed and jealousy, saying 

that above all trait of humanity that is most likely to lead to its demise. Desire represents the 

greatest problem that attributes to the cause of the war. Frost then attributes hatred with the 

same capacity to do harm. However, he lessens the relative importance of hatred but still 

presents it as having the ability to lead to the destruction of the world if it were to happen for 

a second time.  

2. What idea do you get from the poem Fire and Ice.? 



Ans. Robert Frost’s poem “Fire and Ice” is a strong symbolic poem where fire is used as the 

emotion of desire and ice, that of hatred. He has used the idea of two groups who have their 

own possible explanation for the end of the world. One is of the opinion that fire alone, can 

destroy each and every possibility of life on Earth while the other thinks that if ice as a result 

of extreme low temperatures could cover the earth’s surface, it would lead to the end of the 

world. Both the components are compared with self-destructing human emotions: desire and 

hatred. The poet is originally of the opinion that he has been very closely associated with the 

“fiery desires” and considers it capable of bringing human beings on the verge of destruction. 

Thus, he considers fire as more competent for destruction. But then he thinks that “icy 

hatred” is just as capable of ruining humans, though slowly and steadily. Therefore, if Earth 

was to end twice, ice would be just as good as fire. If fire would lead to rapid destruction, ice 

would lead to silent damage. Similarly, if fire is pure passion, ice is pure reason. Thus, the 

poem, very artistically, underpins the philosophy that we let our emotions rule us and if don’t 

control them they will surely bring us all on the verge of chaos. 
 

UNSOLVED QUESTIONS: 

EXTRACT BASED:       (2X2 = 4 Marks) 

1. Some say the world will end in fire  

Some say in ice. 

From what I’ve tasted of desire 

I hold with those who favour fire. 

(a) How do the people think of the world?  

(b)The poet’s opinion is that the world ………….  

2.But if it had to perish twice 

I think I know enough of hate  

To say that for destruction ice  

Is also great. 

(a) Who has composed the above lines?  

(b)According to the poet ‘ice’ symbolizes 
 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS :( 30 TO 40 WORDS):  (2X5 = 10 Marks) 

1. What do ‘ice’ and ‘fire’ represent in the poem?  

2. ‘But if it had to perish twice’. How will the world perish twice?  

3. Briefly write about the ideas about how the world will end  



4. Write the sum and substance of the poem ‘Fire and Ice’.  

5. Why does the poet say ‘I have tasted of desire’?  

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 Words)   (8X1 = 08 Marks) 

1. Describe the symbols of ‘fire’ and ‘ice’ used by the poet in the poem. How can each as 

well as both can cause the end of the world?  

2. Discuss how extreme behavior can hasten the end of the world with respect to ‘Fire and 

Ice’.  

3. What deep meaning does the poem ‘Fire and Ice’ carry in it? 

 

 

POEM 3: A TIGER IN THE ZOO: 

 – BY LESLIE NORRIS: 

 

GIST OF THE POEM: 

The poet has depicted the tiger both in the cage and in its natural habitat.   The poet conveys 

that the tiger is best suited to roam the wild rather than be caged in a zoo  Animals are more 

majestic when seen in their natural habitat than enclosed in an artificial setting.   The tiger is 

aware of the sights and sounds around him .The tiger’s body and strength are locked up 

behind the bars of the cage. He strides proudly inside the cage suppressing his anger, while 

ignoring the visitors. 

IMPORTANT NOTES: 

 Do not cage Animals. 

 Give them the freedom that is theirs. 

 They are meant to be in their natural habitat.  

 Cruelty to animals must end. 

 Empathy to all living creatures is essential. 

 Man should find other means of entertainment rather than keep animals in captivity. 

 

EXTRACT BASED COMPREHENSION QUESTION EXERCISES: 

 

1. ‘He stalks in the vivid stripes  

The few steps of his cage,  

On pads of velvet quiet  



In his quite rage’  

a) Who is ‘He’ in these lines? Where is ‘he’ in these lines?  

b) What is ‘his’ mood in the poem? Why is it so? What is the poetic device used in line 

3?  

 Answers:  

a) ‘He’ is the Tiger. He’ is in a cage in the zoo  

b)  ‘He’ is in an angry mood, as he has been caged, and cannot move around. The poetic 

device used is ‘metaphor’  

2. ‘He should be snarling around houses  

At the jungle’s edge,  

Baring his white fangs, his claws,  

Terrorizing the village!   

a) Who is ‘He’ in these lines? Where does the poet say ‘he’ should be in these lines?  

b) Name the poem and the poet. What does ‘Baring his white fangs’ mean in line 3?  

Answers: 

a) ‘He’ is the Tiger. The poet says that ‘he’ should be in the jungle/forest/in his natural 

habitat  

b)  The poem is A Tiger in the Zoo and the poet is Leslie Norris. ‘Baring his white fangs’ 

means showing his sharp teeth in an attempt to frighten the villagers  

3. He hears the last voice at night 

The patrolling cars  

And stares with his brilliant eyes  

At the brilliant stars. 

(a) Who is ‘He’ in the above? The last voice that he hears is that of … 

(b) The tiger stares at stars because he is…. Which word means the same as 

‘sparkling’? 

Answer:  

(a) ‘He’ refers to a tiger in the zoo.The last voice that he hears of the patrolling cars in the 

zoo. 

(b) The tiger stares at stars because he is aspiring to get free.Here ‘brilliant’ means same as 

‘sparkling’. 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS :( 30 TO 40 WORDS): 

1. What does the poet mean when he says that the Tiger’s strength is behind the bars?  



2. Explain why the Tiger ignores the visitors at the zoo?  

3. Describe some of the activities of the tiger as stated by the poet.  

4. Why does the tiger express his anger quietly? 

5. What does the poet want to convey through the poem? 

Answers:  

1. The poet means that since the Tiger is locked in the cage, he has no freedom and therefore 

he cannot use his strength. He is angry and restless but proudly walks the length of his cage.  

2. The Tiger is caged it has no freedom to roam the vast jungles.  He is constrained by the 

space available in the cage. He is angry and restless.  He suppresses his anger by proudly 

walking the length of his cage and ignoring the visitors who have come to see him.  

3. Some of the activities of the tiger as stated by the poet are – walking along the cage, 

hearing the patrolling of cars, ignoring visitors and staring at the brilliant stars of the sky. 

4. The tiger expresses his anger quietly, because he is helpless. He can do nothing from 

behind the bars. He is not free as he was in the forest. 

5.The poet exhibits the miserable life led by the animals in the zoo. He shows the two 

different – lives i.e., in the zoo and the life at a natural habitat. According to the poet animals 

should not be caged. They should be let free in the wild. 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS [100-150 WORDS]: 

1. Explain how the poet contrasts the Tiger in the cage to the Tiger in the jungle?  

Answer: The poet says that since the Tiger is caged it has no freedom to roam the vast 

jungles.  He is constrained by the space available in the cage. He is angry and restless but 

proudly walks the length of his cage, ignoring the visitors who have come to see him.  All he 

can do is stare at the brilliant stars with his brilliant eyes.   The poet contrasts this with the 

Tiger in the jungle, who is free, to roam the wild, sliding through long grass, and enjoying his 

liberty. He goes near water holes and where he can find deer.  He snarls around houses at the 

edge of the jungle frightening the villagers by baring his fangs and his claws.   

2. What is the theme in the poem? 

Answer: This poem is showing the pitiful condition of the tiger in the zoo. It shows the poor 

condition of the tiger in a cage. In a zoo, the tiger walks in the limited space provided to it in the 

cage. He can take a few steps. There are stripes on his body which are easily noticeable. His 

paws are soft like velvet. He does not make any noise while walking on his ‘pads of velvet’. 

Usually, the tiger is silent but in anger. Poet suggests that the cage is not the proper place for the 

tiger, as it is not its natural habitat. Thus, the tiger in the cage is a victim of human cruelty. 



Generally, tigers are found sitting under some bushes or long grass near some water bodies. So 

that the tiger can see its prey like deer coming there to drink water, and consequently can slide 

silently through the grass and kill them. The poet wants to convey to all humankind that the tiger 

should be there in the forest and not in a cage. Further, the poet gave a suggestion that the tiger 

should be sitting at the jungle’s edge near the village. It may terrorize the people passing that 

way by showing its sharp teeth, baring its claws and producing a roaring sound of anger. Poet 

has deep sympathy due to the unpleasant situation of the tiger who is imprisoned in a cell made 

of concrete. Tiger is unable to come out due to the strong bars fixed at the concrete cell. So, the 

tiger’s strength is locked behind the bars. All such circumstanced are making tiger having no 

interest in the visitors. And, he keeps on stalking in the limited space of the cage. The poet is 

trying to make realize the people about a tiger who is sitting in the cage and feeling unpleasant 

and restless. Tiger is still showing no interest in the sound created by the patrolling cars of the 

zoo authorities. The poet is showing him staring at the shining stars with his brilliant eyes. The 

poet is raising a moral issue here and he intends to present a strong case against the cruelty of 

humans for the animals kept in cages. In this poem, the poet is conveying an important message 

that wild animals should be in their natural habitat. 

 

UNSOLVED QUESTIONS: 

EXTRACT BASED:       (2X2 =4 Marks) 

1. He should be lurking in shadow,  

Sliding through long grass  

Near the water hole  

Where plump deer pass  

(a)The tiger is moving through ……….  

(b)The tiger lies in wait near the water hole ………. 

2. He should be snarling around houses 

At the jungle’s edge, 

Baring his white fangs, his claws, 

Terrorising the village! 

(a) Who is ‘he’ in the above extract?  

(b) ‘White fangs’ shows the ……..of the animal. 
 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 Words):  (2X5 = 10 Marks) 

1. How does the poet describe the Tiger in his natural habitat? 



2. What does the Tiger in the Zoo do to convey his displeasure? 

3. Describe some of the activities of the tiger as stated by the poet. 

4. Why does the tiger express his anger quietly? 

5. What does the poet want to convey through the poem? 

 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 Words)   (8X1 = 08 Marks) 

 

1. What message does the poet want to convey through the poem?  

2. Do you agree that wild animals should be caged? Comment yes or no giving reasons.  

 

 

POEM 4. HOW TO TELL WILD ANIMALS: 

-BY CAROLYN WELLS 

GIST OF THE POEM: 

How to tell wild animals is a humorous poem written by Carolyn Wells. In the poem, the poet 

is introducing various wild animals by explaining the characteristics of each of them in a very 

funny way. The poem suggests some dangerous ways to identify wild animals. She has used 

language in a way that it generates humour.  Various kinds of wild animals like Asian lion, 

Bengal tiger, bear, and etc. are introduced to the reader humorously. Much of the humour 

arises from the way language is used. 

 

IMPORTANT NOTES: 

 

 It is a humorous poem.  

 The poet suggests some dangerous ways of identifying wild animals. The suggested ways 

create humour. 

 He says if you ever visit the jungles in the east and you happen to encounter a lion, a tiger 

or a leopard, you’ll be able to identify them by the way they attack you. Identifying while 

dying, the idea makes you laugh. 

 He also tells you to identify a bear from its friendly, hard bear-hug, a hyena from its laugh 

and a crocodile from its weeping while swallowing its victim. 

 If you see nothing on the tree then there is a Chameleon as it has the quality to change its 

colour according to its surroundings. 

 



 BASED COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS [SOLVED]: 
 

1. If ever you should go by chance  

To jungles in the east;  

And if there should to you advance  

A large and tawny beast,  

If he roars at you as you’re dyin’  

You’ll know it is the Asian Lion ….  

Questions.  

(a) What are the features of an Asian Lion?  

(b) What happens to you when the lion roars?  

(c) What do you mean by ‘tawny’?  

(d) Where is the Asian Lion found?  

Answers:   

(a) An Asian Lion is large and brownish-yellow in colour.  

(b) When the lion roars, it is very scary and we feel that we are going to die.  

(c) ‘Tawny’ means brownish-yellow in colour.  

(d) Asian lion is found in the jungles of the East.  

2 If strolling forth, a beast you view,   

Whose hide with spots in peppered,   

As soon as he has lept on you,   

You’ll know it is the Leopard.  

Twill do no good to roar with pain,   

He’ll only lep and lep again.  

Questions.  

(a) Describe the hide of a leopard?                                                                                         

(b) When does one come to know that it is a leopard?  

(c) Write two words from the stanza which are wrongly spelt?  

(d) Why it won’t do any good to roar with pain?  

Answers: 

(a) A leopard’s hide is covered with spots.   

(b) One comes to know that it is a leopard when it leaps or jumps on him.  

(c) Leapt and leap are given in the poem as lept and lep  



(d) It won’t do any good to roar with pain because then the leopard will pounce upon you 

again.  
 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS: (30 TO 40 WORDS): 

1. How can you identify the Asian lion and the Bengal Tiger? 

Ans. The Asian Lion has a large body and a brownish-yellow colour… It roars loudly when it 

attacks its prey.  The very roar is enough to terrorise one to death. On the other hand, the 

Bengal Tiger is a noble animal which attacks the prey silently. It has black stripes on its 

yellow coat.   

2. How can you distinguish between a hyena and a crocodile? 

Ans. It is not easy to distinguish among wild animals. But a hyena and a crocodile can easily 

be distinguished. A hyena laughs as it swallows its victim, whereas a crocodile will have 

tears as it kills its victim. 

3. How does the poet describe the bear? 

Ans. The poet describes the bear in a humorous way. He says that as soon as a bear sees a 

human being, it hugs him tightly. It clasps its prey tightly with both its hands and squeezes 

him to death. If he is still alive, he gives him another tight hug to kill him.  

4. How does a leopard behave when he sees someone?   

Ans. A leopard has black spots all over its body. As soon as it sees someone, it leaps over 

him at once. There will be no use of crying with pain. It will not show any mercy, but keep 

on pouncing continuously on its victim.  

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS [100-150 WORDS]: 

1. Describe the effective use of humour in the poem How to tell wild animals. What are 

the poetic liberties taken by the poet in the poem?  

Answer: The poet, in the poem ‘How to tell Wild Animals’ creates humour by describing 

various beasts of prey. The way the poet explains the things is very funny yet interesting. The 

poet has depicted the wildlife very vividly and in a lively manner. While reading the poem, 

the readers enjoy the poet’s work and it leaves them refreshed and happy. The humour used 

in the poem is suggestive and mild. If the Asian Lion ‘roars’ at you as you are dying, the 

Bengal Tiger is a ‘noble’ wild beast that ‘greets’ you when you are roaming round in the 

jungle. The leopard will show no mercy and it will do no good to roar with pain. The bear 

gives you a very hard ‘hug’ and if you have any doubts whether it is a bear, it will give you 

just one more caress. The poet humorously says that hyenas come with ‘merry smiles’; but if 

they ‘weep’ they are crocodiles. Similarly, the poet takes many liberties to make the poem 



impressive. In order to rhyme with ‘lion’ the poet changes the word dying to ‘dyin’. Instead 

of leapt and leap the poet writes ‘lept’ and ‘lep’. All these changes make the poem more 

interesting and enjoyable.  

2. State in your own words the humour which lies in the poem.  

Answer: The poet ‘Carolyn wells’ creates humour by describing different wild animals. The 

poet explains the different characteristics of different animals in a very funny and interesting 

manner. The poet’s language refreshes the reader’s mood and makes him happy. Humour in 

the poem is the best medicine for every ailment in life. Humour increases our energy and 

decreases our pain. Thus the poem is fully a vitalizer. 

 

UNSOLVED QUESTIONS: 

EXTRACT BASED:       (2X2 =4 Marks) 

1. If strolling forth, a beast you view, 

Whose hide with spots is peppered?  

As soon as he has lept on you  

You’ll know it is the Leopard. 

(He will do no good to roar with pain, 

He’ll only lep and lep again 

(a) What is the hide peppered with?  

(b) Which line is an apt example of poetic license?  

2. If when you’re walking round your yard 

You meet a creature there, 

Who hugs you very, very, hard?  

Be sure it is a Bear. 

(a)The word ‘You’ in the first line here is the …..  

(b)The distinctive features of a bear is it’s ………  

(c)’Your yard’ here means …….   

(d)Which poetic device is used here?  
 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 Words):  (2X5 = 10 Marks) 
 

1. How will you recognize an Asian lion? 

2. What are the specialties of a Bengal Tiger?  

3. How can you distinguish between a tiger and a leopard?  

4. What are the distinctive features of the Asian lion as given in the poem? 



5. How does a leopard behave when he sees someone? 

6. Is the tight hug of a bear really friendly? 

7. How will you recognize a true chameleon?  
 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 Words)   (8X1 = 08 Marks) 

1. Describe the various ways to recognize Asian Lions, Bengal Tigers, Leopards, Bears, 

Hyenas, Crocodiles and Chameleons?  

2. The poet has successfully used humour to be able to ‘tell’ or identify ‘Wild Animals’. 

How do you think we need lots of it in our daily life? 

3. ‘Humour is the best medicine for every ailment in life’. Comment. 

 

POEM 5: THE BALL POEM: 

- BY JOHN BERRYMAN 

GIST OF THE POEM:  

Its poet John Berryman is beautifully describing a boy who has lost his ball. He gave a lesson 

that is full of wisdom through the loss of ball. Everyone must learn to bear the pain associated 

with loss.  The poet assumes a boy who is playing with a ball. Once the ball bounces out of 

his control and consequently falls into the water. The boy became sad. The poet feels that no 

other ball will be sufficient to lessen his sadness. Here, the lost ball stands for the general loss 

of a human being. 

The losses may be the loss of personal possession or the death of some near and dear one or 

due to the separation from the beloved one. As long as there is life, everyone has to bear 

many types of losses. Therefore we need to learn the way for bearing those losses. 
 

IMPORTANT POINTS: 

 The little boy has lost his ball. 

 He can buy many new balls but he has a very deep emotional attachment and 

memories associated with that ball. 

 So he regrets over the loss of the ball. 

 The poet is indirectly trying to tell us that we should learn how to cope up with the 

loss. 

 And money is external i.e. we can’t buy memories with money. 

 We all should learn our responsibility and learn to cope up with the loss. 



 

EXTRACT BASED QUESTIONS: 

1. What is the boy now, who has lost his ball?  

What, what is he to do?  

I saw it go merrily bouncing, down the street, and then  

Merrily over – there it is in the water! No use to say – ‘O there are other balls’:  

(a) What has happened to the boy? 

(b) Why does the poet say ‘No use to say – ‘O there are other balls’? 

Answer:(a) The boy was very sad as he had lost his ball. 

(b) The poet says so as the loss of the ball is of a major consequence to the boy. 

2. An ultimate shaking grief fixes the boy 

As he stands rigid, trembling, staring down  

All his young days into the harbour where  

His ball went.  

I would not intrude on him,  

A dlime, another ball, is worthless. 

(a) Where had the boy’s ball gone? 

(b) How has the loss affected the boy? 

Answer:(a) The boy’s ball went into the dark waters of the harbour. 

(b) The boy is very much troubled at the loss of his ball. He stands still, trembling and staring 

at his ball. 

3..……………Now 

He senses first responsibility 

In a world of possessions. People will take 

Balls, balls will be lost always, little boy. 

And no one buys a ball back. Money is external.  

(a) What does the boy understand? 

(b) What does the word ‘balls’ signify? 

Answer:(a) The boy learns to grow up and understands his first responsibility. 

(b) ‘Balls’ signify the boys’ innocence and happy young days. 
 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS : (30 TO 40 WORDS): 

1. What does John Berryman want to convey through this poem? 



Answer: Poet, John Berryman wants to convey the importance of loss and responsibility in 

life. We all should learn our responsibility and how to cope up with the loss. 

2. How does the boy feel at the loss of his ball? 

Answer: The boy is very much troubled at the loss of his ball. He experiences grief at the 

loss of his much loved possession. Like a statue, he keeps staring at the ball with his 

desperate eyes. 

3.Write the sum and substance of the poem “The Ball Poem”.  

Answer: In “The Ball Poem”, Berryman tells us about how our childhood can quickly fly by, 

as quickly as a ball is lost and how we sometimes unsuspectingly must grow up and face 

hardships, like loss. 

4. “Money is external”. What does the poet mean by this expression?  

Answer: The poet makes the boy understand about his responsibility as the loss is 

immaterial. Money is external as it cannot buy memories, nor can it replace the things that we 

love, the things that really matter. 

5. Why does the poet think that it is useless to give the following suggestion to the boy? 

‘No use to say- ‘O there are other balls’: 

Answer: According to the poet, it is useless to console the boy by saying that he can get 

another ball in place of the lost one. The boy had a long association with the ball. It was, thus, 

useless to give him such a suggestion because he wanted to get back the ball that he had lost. 

 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 WORDS): 

1. Elaborate the idea that one should learn to accept and let go and not stick to 

something that we cannot have. 

Answer: It is important for everyone to experience to accept the loss and be bold and get on 

with life. Staying strong is the only way to survive. One should understand that the past is 

gone and will never came back. Sometimes loss helps us to grow up and we are able to face 

hardships like loss. We also learn to accept and let go and do not stick to something which we 

cannot have. 

2. How did the boy really react to the loss of the ball or was he fearful of something or 

someone ……..? Can our attention be directed toward his family and other people? Are 

there any lessons to be learnt? 

Ans. (i) The boy was not fearful of anyone, in fact, he was really upset about the loss of the 

ball. The ball was valuable for him. He was shocked, remained fixed, trembled with grief 

staring at the place where the ball had fallen. His family must not have been affected by the 



loss as a ball is an easily available and inexpensive item. (ii) The loss of the ball teaches a 

lesson to us. Money is external in the sense that it can give you only outer happiness or 

pleasure not inner. Money cannot buy the emotions and heavenly virtues. It cannot be linked 

with old memories. Moreover, self-consolation, realization or understanding is more effective 

and lasting than done by an external agency or a person. 

POETIC DEVICE USED IN THE POEM: 

Personification: Personification is a figure of speech which shows attribution of a personal 

nature or human characteristics to something non-human. In the poem, the poet describes ball 

merrily bouncing down the street. Merry means happy. It is a human characteristic which is 

given to the ball. 

Metaphor: It is a literary device in which a word or phrase is symbolically applied to a thing 

to which it is not literally applicable. In the poem, poet says, “balls will be lost always“. Balls 

here symbolise possessions which we lose. It also refers to the childhood which if lost never 

comes back. 

Apostrophe: It is a literary device in which a person is addressed who is either dead or 

physically not present. In the poem, the poet says, “balls will be lost always, little boy“. The 

boy is physically not present with the poet. 

Repetition: It is a literary device in which a word or phrase is repeated two or more times. In 

the poem the poet repeats the word “what” two lines. “What, what is he to do?” 

Alliteration: It is the occurrence of the same letter or sound at the beginning of adjacent or 

closely connected words. e.g. “who has lost his ball”, “what, what is he to do?”, “no one buys 

a ball back”, “the deep and dark floor of harbour”, “move my mind and my heart move with 

all that move me”. 

Enjambment: It is the continuation of a sentence without a pause beyond the end of a line, 

couplet, or stanza. e.g. “I saw it go merrily, down the street” 

Symbolism: It is the use of symbols to represent ideas or qualities. In the poem, ball and 

balls represent childhood, possessions and even the father of poet. 
 

UNSOLVED QUESTIONS: 

EXTRACT BASED:       (2X2 =4 Marks) 

1. He is learning, well behind his desperate eyes, 

The epistemology of loss, how to stand up 

Knowing what every man must one day know 

And most know many days, how to stand up. 



(a) What is the boy learning? 

(b) Why are boy’s eyes desperate? 

2. What is the boy now, who has lost his ball? 

What, what is he to do? I saw it go 

Merrily bouncing down the street, and then 

Merrily over-there it is in the water! 

No use to say ‘0 there are other balls’; 

(a) The boy who has lost ball is in the state of______. 

(b) The ball went into the water _______ 

3.……………Now 

He senses first responsibility 

In a world of possessions. People will take 

Balls, balls will be lost always, little boy. 

And no one buys a ball back. Money is external. 

(a) What does the boy understand? 

(b) What does the word ‘balls’ signify? 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 Words): (2X5 = 10 Marks) 

1. What was the effect of the loss of ball on the bay? 

2. Why does the poet decide not to give money to the boy or he buy another ball for him? 

3. Explain the line, “And no one buys a ball back. Money is external”. 

4. Why does the poet say, “Balls will be lost always”? 

5. What is the main idea of the poem? 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 Words)   (8X1 = 08 Marks) 

1. Should the boy be allowed to grieve for his ball? If his loss is irreparable or irretrievable 

then how should one handle it? What lessons can be learnt? 

2. Why does the poet say, ‘I would not intrude on him?’ Why doesn’t he offer him money 

to buy another ball? 

3. How is the lost ball, the metaphor of the lost childhood of the boy? Why doesn’t the poet 

want to ‘intrude on’ the boy by offering him money to buy another ball? 

 



 

POEM 6: AMANDA: 

- BY ROBIN KLEIN 

GIST OF THE POEM:  

 

The poem describes a girl named Amanda and her mother who is nagging her for her 

mistakes. She is first pointed out most probably by her mother for biting her nails and for not 

sitting in the right posture. The mother also feels that Amanda sits in a very lazy manner. To 

this, Amanda imagines herself as a mermaid who lives a calm and relaxing life in the 

beautiful green sea. Further, she is nagged for not cleaning her room and shoes and also for 

not doing her homework. She then imagines herself to be an orphan because she is now fed 

up of being watched by her parents continuously. She says that she would have enjoyed her 

freedom then, by making the patterns of her bare feet on the sand and would live a peaceful 

life. Next, Amanda is scolded for eating too many chocolates as this causes pimples. She is 

also scolded for not listening to her mother. So, now Amanda thinks of being Rapunzel, a 

character from a fairy tale and wants to live in a huge tower like her. In the tower she will be 

alone and will live a peaceful life and will never allow anyone to come in. Finally, the mother 

asks her to stop being moody because she doesn’t want anyone to blame her for harassing her 

daughter. At this time the poet has not written any reaction from Amanda’s side. This 

constant nagging has made her so sad that she has even stopped to imagine herself as 

someone else. She used to do so in order to escape from the continuous harassment and 

dominance of her parents. 

 

IMPORTANT POINTS: 

 Every child feels that she / he is controlled and instructed not to do one thing or another. 

 Children have certain habits. 

 Their parents teach them to mend those habits. 

 These are for their benefit. 

 Children have these habits because they want freedom. 

 They want to feel naturally at home. 

 Amanda is a small girl has certain unwanted habits. 

 She is politely asked to mend those habits. 

 But she seems to live in her own world as she is moody.    

 



EXTRACT BASED QUESTIONS: 

1. Don’t bite your nails, Amanda! 

Don’t hunch your shoulders, Amanda! 

Stop that slouching and sit up straight, 

Amanda! 

(a) Amanda is getting instructions for what purpose? 

(b) Give a synonym of ‘hunch’. 

Answer: 

(a) Amanda is getting instructions as a part of her upbringing. Her conduct and manners are 

getting refined for future purposes. 

(b) Bend. 

2. (There is a languid, emerald sea, where the sole inhabitant is me – a mermaid, drifting 

blissfully.) 

(a) Why are these lines given within brackets? 

(b) Give the word from the passage which means free flowing act of going with the 

motion and force? 

Answer: 

(a) These lines are given within brackets because they reveal the inner thoughts of Amanda. 

Brackets are used for visual contrast between what Amanda is saying and what her mother is 

instructing. 

(b) Drifting means free flowing act of going with the motion. 

3. Don’t eat that chocolate, Amanda! 

Remember your acne, Amanda! 

Will you please look at me when I’m speaking to you, Amanda! 

(a) Why is Amanda not looking at the speaker? 

(b) Find the word in the extract which means same as consume? 

Answer: 

(a) Amanda is lost in her own thoughts and is paying no attention to instructions being given 

to her. That is why she is not looking at the speaker. 

(b) Eat means same as consume. 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS :( 30 TO 40 WORDS): 

1. Write a short note on the title of the poem? 



Answer: The title of the poem is Amanda as it revolves around the upbringing of little girl 

named Amanda. Her life is full of struggles where she is denied freedom and expression. 

Amanda is so much irate that she escapes reality by living in her imaginative world. Through 

this gateway she experiences calmness, away from her nagging parents. 

2. Why is Amanda getting scolded for having chocolate? 

Answer: Amanda is getting scolded for having chocolates as previously it had caused her 

acne. Amanda’s mother is very particular about such things. 

Amanda is made conscious about her physical appearance. It is very sad that at such a young 

age Amanda is made to worry about natural experiences. 

3. How life on a tower would be different from life anywhere else for Amanda? 

Answer: Life on tower for Amanda would be very different from her reality. Just like 

Rapunzel, even she desires to live on top of a tower, away from everyday chaos. Amanda 

suffers due to the constant nagging from her parents. She seeks a place full of peace and 

serenity, where there is no one to disturb her. Hence, she wishes to live on a tower. 

4. Why does Amanda seem moody most of the times?  

Answer: Amanda seems moody most of the time because she is trying to make an escape 

from her sorry reality where she is nagged most of the times. It is indeed a sorry state for a 

small child like Amanda to bear. Here the only defence against such reality is her imagination 

where she often escapes to. 

Hence, it makes her look moody and uninterested. 

5. Why does Amanda wish to be a mermaid, an orphan, or Rapunzel? 

Answer: Amanda wishes to be a mermaid so she could drift alone by blissfully languid, 

emerald sea. She yearns to be an orphan so that she is able to roam the sea and make pattern 

using her bare feet. Being Rapunzel means she could live carefree on a high tower. Amanda 

wishes to be these so that she could avoid her suffocating reality. 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 WORDS): 

1. Discuss the importance of proper upbringing with reference to the poem Amanda by 

Robin Klein. 

Answer: Upbringing plays an essential role in personality development of an adult. 

Whenever we wish to admire or criticise someone we question the upbringing of that person. 

Robin Klein’s poem Amanda highlights the tension in the ‘proper’ upbringing of a child. To 

instil good values and moral principles in a growing child comes as a foremost duty for the 

parents. However, the poem Amanda shows how a child feels trapped within the cluster of 

instructions. Amanda is no less than a victim in this travesty. No proper space is given to her 



creativity. She is instructed for everything. As a result, she feels trapped and seeks an escape. 

Her imagination proves to be her escape and also her defence against her nagging parents. 

Situation of Amanda is so worse that she wishes to be an orphan, in order to get rid of her 

parents. She imagines enacting various roles varying from mermaid to Rapunzel. Amanda 

wishes to live alone and carefree. It is very important to understand the situation of Amanda 

where her freedom is cut short by constant instructions and guidelines. Proper balance should 

be maintained when dealing with such delicate issues. Love and care should always be part of 

this two way transaction. 

2. How does Amanda tackle the nagging nature of her parents? Explain with examples 

from the poem. What values does it portray about Amanda? 

Answer: Amanda is a small girl who is termed as moody for her careless behaviour. But it is 

very surprising to know that this is herdefence mechanism to shield against her nagging 

parents. Amanda is getting instructions from her parents, which become too much to handle 

for the small girl. She is told not to eat her nails and sit in a proper position. Amanda’s 

response to it is her work of imagination where she is a mermaid drifting effortlessly by the 

languid river. Further, she is asked about cleaning her room and finishing her homework to 

which she reacts being an orphan roaming in the street and making patterns with her bare 

feet. Amanda then faces the heat for eating a chocolate, which had once caused her acne. She 

takes the form of Rapunzel and wishes to live on top of a tower away from everyone in her 

imagination. Amanda’s parents are upset over her behaviour and casualness, but she stays in 

her own world. All these portray Amanda in a positive light while her parents in a negative 

light. We as readers feel very sorry for a childlike Amanda. 

 

POETIC DEVICES USED IN THE POEM: 

The poem is in conversation tone. 

Alliteration 

Stop that slouching and sit up straight 

I thought I told you to clean your shoes 

Stop that sulking at once, Amanda! 

Allusion 

Mermaid – To be free and contained in their own. (Taken from fairy tales) 

Rapunzel. Who lived happily alone on a tower for a long time? (Part of German fairy tale) 

Metaphors 

Orphan – Who don’t have nagging parents above their head as Amanda’s? 



Languid, emerald sea – languid and emerald type qualities are assigned to sea. 

Silence is golden 

Freedom is sweet 

Rhyme Scheme 

aaba ccc aada eee aafa ggg aaha 

UNSOLVED QUESTIONS: 

EXTRACT BASED:       (2X2 =4 Marks) 

1. (I am an orphan, roaming the street, 

I pattern soft dust with my hushed, bare feet. 

The silence is golden, the freedom is sweet.) 

(a) How come silence is golden? 

(b) Give a synonym of ‘roaming’. 

2. (I am Rapunzel, I have not a care; 

Life in a tower is tranquil and rare; 

I’ll certainly never let down my bright hair) 

(a) Does Amanda live on a tower? 

(b) Why will Amanda not let down her bright hair? 

3.  Stop that sulking at once, Amanda! 

You’re always so moody, Amanda! 

Anyone would think that I nagged at you, 

Amanda! 

(a) Is Amanda really sulking? 

(b) Why does the speaker care for others? 

 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 Words):  (2X5 = 10 Marks) 

 

1. How does it help Amanda to be an orphan? 

2. Do you consider Amanda’s mother to be a nagging mother? 

3. Is Amanda at fault at all? 

4. What is the central theme of the poem Amanda? 

5. What does the girl yearn for? What does this poem tell you about Amanda? 

 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 Words)   (8X1 = 08 Marks) 

 



1. Bringing up teenagers can be both a challenge and fun. How far do you agree? Express 

your views with reference to Amanda’s life. 

2. Is Amanda’s attitude a typical teenage behaviour? What is the lesson for parents from 

this poem? 

3. What does the girl yearn for? What does this poem tell you about Amanda? 

 

POEM 7: ANIMALS: 

- BY WALT WHITMAN 

GIST OF THE POEM: 

In the poem animals, the poet has described his will to become an animal because he thinks 

animals are far better than human beings. Human beings are greedy and full of jealousy 

against each other. But animals are calm and self-contained. The animals are happy with what 

they have. They never complain about miseries and sorrows. On the other hand human beings 

complain about their miseries. They give more importance to the rich and strong people, stay 

restless because of their wrongdoings and run behind the luxurious things of this world. 

Whereas animals are honest about their relations and don’t give importance to a particular 

class. They live a life which is full of honesty and less of greed and jealousy. 
 

IMPORTANT POINTS: 

 In the poem “Animals” Walt Whitman has given a pedagogic point before human 

beings. 

 He is very comfortable in the company of animals. 

 He says, animals are placid and self-contained, do not whine and weep about their 

conditions. 

 They are always satisfied and do their duty towards God. 

 They express their love and respect towards human beings and lead a life of 

satisfaction and peace. 

 

EXTRACT BASED QUESTIONS: 

1. I think I could turn and live with animals,  

They are so placid and self-contained,  

I stand and look at them long and long. 

(a) What does the poet want to turn into? 

(b) Which qualities of animals attract the poet? 



Answer: 

(a) The poet wants to turn into an animal. 

(b) The poet is attracted to the calmness and poise of the animals. 

2. They do not sweat and whine about their condition,  

They do not lie awake in the dark and weep for their sins,  

They do not make me sick discussing their duty to God,  

(a) Why do humans lie awake in the dark? 

(b) What do humans do about their condition? 

Answer: 

(a) Humans lie awake in the dark weeping for their sins. 

(b) They sweat and whine about their condition. 

3. Not one is dissatisfied, not one is demented with the mania of owning things, 

Not one kneels to another, nor to his kind that lived thousands of years ago, 

Not one is respectable or unhappy over the whole earth. 

(a) What does the poet call a mania here? 

(b) How are the animals not dissatisfied? 

Answer: 

(a) The habit of owning things by humans has been called a mania. 

(b) Since animals do not have the desire to own anything, therefore they are never 

dissatisfied. 
 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS :( 30 TO 40 WORDS): 

1. Why does the poet like animals? 

Answer: The poet likes animals for their self-contained and quiet nature. The fact that 

animals are not like human beings and satisfied with their lives appeals to the poet a lot. 

2. Explain the satisfaction that animals have and humans don’t. [CBSE 2014] 

Answer: Animals do not have the desire to possess worldly things. Whereas, the more 

humans own, the more their desire to own grows, leaving them dissatisfied forever. The 

absence of this greed in animals keeps them satisfied and its presence keeps humans 

dissatisfied. 

3. Why do animals not weep for their sins? 

Answer: Animals do not weep for their sins because they do not need to do so. They are 

innocent creatures that commit no sins. It is humans, who weep yet commit sins. 

4. What makes the poet sick? 



Answer: The fact, that humans commit all kinds of sins and still discuss their duty to God, 

makes the poet sick. This shows the hypocrisy of humans, who on one hand do wrong and on 

the other pray to God. 

5. Differentiate between humans and animals in terms of desire. 

Answer: Animals are very different from humans as they have no desire to own things. They 

are happy without an unending greed while humans become maniacs in their greed for 

possessing valuables. 

 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 WORDS): 

1. Why do you think the poet has called the desire to own things, a mania? Is the poet 

right in doing so? Write your own views. 

Answer: The poet uses words such as ‘demented’ and ‘mania’ for never ending desire of 

human beings to own things. These words show that poet is comparing this desire to 

madness. The poet stands right in doing so as this desire makes us so greedy and traps us in a 

vicious circle of aspiring more and more. Animals that are free from any possession are also 

free from sins, worries and complaints. In order to gain more wealth, all the important values 

such as morality and kindness are left behind. 

2. What according to you should be the virtues that humans should possess? 

Answer: Human beings should be gentle not only to their own kind but also to everyone and 

everything. Virtues such as kindness bring along other important values like innocence and 

honesty that together make the world a better place to live. The lack of such values results in 

a corrupt society where people commit sins and weep over them in dark. This situation makes 

them dissatisfied and unhappy in life. Human beings probably had these virtues in them but 

along with civilisation processes, they have left them behind and adopted greed and 

cunningness. 
 

POETIC DEVICE: 

Rhyme Scheme - The poem, ' Animals' is a free verse. There is no rhyme in the poetry. 

Alliteration - This poetic device is used vividly in some lines. For example: ' the maina of 

owning things' (repetition of 'n' sound), 'They do not lie awake in the dark' (repetition of 'I'm 

sound). 

 

 

 



UNSOLVED QUESTIONS: 
 

EXTRACT BASED:       (2X2 =4 Marks) 

1. Not one kneels to another, nor to his kind that lived thousands of years ago, 

Not one is respectable or unhappy over the whole earth. 

(a) Who does ‘another’ refer to here? 

(b) Who is the poet referring to that lived thousands of years ago? 

2. So they show their relations to me and I accept them, They bring me tokens of myself, they 

evince them plainly in their possession I wonder where they get those tokens, Did I pass that 

way huge times ago and negligently drop them? 

(a) Who does ‘they’ refer to here? 

(b) Explain the line: “They bring me tokens of myself” 

3. I wonder where they get those tokens, did I pass that way huge times ago and negligently 

drop them? 

(a) What does the poet wonder? 

(b) Why does the poet say that he negligently dropped them? 

(c) Which word in the stanza means “carelessness”? 

 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 Words):  (2X5 = 10 Marks) 

1. Why does the poet show a preference for living with the animals? 

2. What is the relevance of ‘tokens’ in the poem ‘Animals’? Who brings them to the poet? 

3. Write the central idea of the poem `Animals’. 

4. How are animals better than humans, according to the poet? 

5. What is the theme of the poem ‘Animals’? 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 Words)   (8X1 = 08 Marks) 

1. ”Human beings are called the most civilised species in the entire world. But sometimes 

they lack the values which are better exhibited by the animals.” Elucidate the statement 

with reference to the poem, ‘Animals’. 

2. The poem, `Animals’ tells us that civilisation has made humans false to their own true 

nature. Which values will help you revive your basic nature? 

3. How is the poem, ‘Annuals’, a contrast between humans and animals? 



 

POEM 8: TREES: 

- BY ADRIENNE RICH 

ABOUT THE POET: 

Adrienne Rich (1929-2012) was born in Baltimore, Maryland, USA. She was a famous 

poet, essayist and feminist. She has published nineteen volumes of poetry, three collections 

of essays and other writings. 

Introduction to the Poem 

The poem has a symbolic meaning, the trees are an extended metaphor for women. The 

poet says that the women have rested, healed and recovered and are ready for their primary 

purpose - to renew the empty forest of mankind 

CENTRAL IDEA OF THE POEM: 

The poet talks about trees symbolically. They refer to women who have been healed and 

are ready to move out of their houses to fulfil their primary purpose - to renew the forest of 

mankind. As women have remained indoors, the forest has become empty, the birds and 

insects rendered shelter less. The Sun’s rays do not have the tree trucks and leaves to fall 

upon and thus, reach the earth. She says that the forest will be full of trees the next 

morning. The roots of the trees are working hard to separate from the floor of the veranda 

where they have remained fixed. The leaves and branches are moving towards the glass 

windows. They are desperate to move out just like a newly discharged patient who has not 

recovered completely, moves to the exit door of the hospital in a hurry. The poet is sitting 

in her house with the doors of the veranda open. She is writing letters but does not mention 

this movement of the trees. It is night time, the sky is clear and a bright moon is visible. She 

can smell the leaves and lichen which seem to be calling out desperately. She hears the 

glass of the window pane breaking. The trees are moving out and the fast blowing wind 

embraces them.  As the trees have reached the forest, the tall and strong oak tree 

overshadows the moon and it seems that the moon has been broken into several pieces. 

STANZA-WISE EXPLANATION: 

1. The trees inside are moving out into the forest, 

the forest that was empty all these days 

where no bird could sit  



no insect hide 

no sun bury its feet in shadow 

the forest that was empty all these nights 

will be full of trees by morning. 

WORD-MEANINGS: Empty – vacant, hollow, missing Bury – cover something so that it is 

not visible 

Explanation – The speaker of the poem observes that the trees in his house are moving 

outside into the forest which has been empty for a long time. It is important to understand 

that the trees are not actually moving, but it has been used as an imagery by the poet to 

show the destroyed forests and the false nature that humans have tried to keep in their 

houses. Since the forest outside was empty, no birds could sit on the branches of trees, no 

insects could hide in the trees and sunlight could never disappear under the shadows of the 

trees. The speaker feels that the empty forest will be full of trees by the next morning. 

2. All night the roots work 

To disengage themselves from the cracks 

In the veranda floor. 

The leaves strain toward the glass 

small twigs stiff with exertion 

long-cramped boughs shuffling under the roof 

like newly discharged patients 

half-dazed, moving  

to the clinic doors. 

Explanation – It seems like the trees work silently in the night in order to complete their 

mission of getting free from the boundaries of the house. Therefore, they work all night to 

free themselves through the cracks on the veranda floor. The leaves of the trees try very 

hard to put a lot of pressure on the glass so that they could break it. The small twigs have 

become very hard due to applying so much pressure to free themselves. The larger 

branches of the trees that have shrunk because of being inside the walls and under the roof, 

where they cannot grow much. They try to move slowly from there and look like newly 

discharged patients from a hospital, who become half-shocked on coming to the outside 

world. 

 

 



POETIC DEVICES: 

Simile  

(i) Like newly discharged patients 

(ii) Still reaches like a voice into the rooms. 

(iii) The moon is broken like a mirror. 

Imagery  

(i) Its pieces flash now in the crown of the tallest oak. 

 Rhyme scheme there is no rhyme. The Poem is in free verse. 

EXTRACT BASED QUESTIONS: 

1. The trees inside are moving out into the forest, the forest that was empty all these days 

where no bird could sit no insect hide no sun bury its feet in shadow the forest that was empty 

all these nights will be full of trees by morning. 

(a) What does the poet mean by empty forest? Why is it empty?  

(b) ‘No sun bury its feet in the shadow’, explain this line.  

(c) Which word in the stanza means “unoccupied”?  

(d) How will the empty forest be full of trees by morning?  

Ans.  

(a) Empty forest means forest with no trees and Ans. it is so because humans have destroyed 

the forests for building cities and other uses. 

(b) Since the forests were empty, sunlight could reach the grounds directly and could ever 

hide under the shadows of the trees. 

(c) The word is ‘Empty’. 

(d) The poet imagines that the trees are moving to the empty forest to settle there forever. 

This will enable the forest to be full of trees. 

2. All night the roots work to disengage themselves from the cracks in the veranda floor. The 

leaves strain toward the glass small twigs stiff with exertion long-cramped boughs shuffling 

under the roof like newly discharged patients half-dazed, moving to the clinic doors. 

(a) Why do the roots work all night?  

(b) Why do the twigs get stiff?  

(c) Which word mean “to get free” in the stanza?  

(d) Which poetic device has been used in the last line of the passage?  



Ans.  

(a) The roots work all night so that they can free themselves from the walls put around them 

by humans. 

(b) The twigs get stiff due to the pressure they apply on the glasses. 

(c) The word is ‘Disengage’ 

(d) ‘Simile’ has been used here using ‘like’ for comparison. 

 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS: (30 TO 40 WORDS): 

1. Find, in the first stanza, three things that cannot happen in a treeless forest? 

Ans: The three things mentioned in the first stanza that cannot happen in a treeless forest 

are: 

i. Birds sitting on the tree branches. 

ii. The hiding of insects in the branches of trees 

iii. The sun burying its feet in the shadow of the trees in the forest. 

2. What picture do these words create in your mind: “… sun bury its feet in 

shadow…”? What could the poet mean by the sun’s ‘feet?’ 

Ans: The sun’s feet are the rays of sun that reach the earth after falling on the leaves of the 

trees and finally, reach the earth’s surface. 

3. Where are the trees in the poem? What do their roots, their leaves, and their twigs 

do? 

Ans: The trees are in the poet’s house. The roots are working hard to remove themselves 

from the cracks of veranda. The leaves are making an effort to reach towards the glass in 

order to come out and the twigs are making attempts to set themselves free and reach the 

forest. 

4. What does the poet compare their branches to? 

Ans: The poet uses the word long cramped for the branches. She says that the branches are 

trying hard to come out of the roof. She then compares them with newly discharged patients 

who are trying to move out in their half consciousness. 

5. How does the poet describe the moon: (a) at the beginning of the third stanza, and 

(b) at its end? What causes this change? 

Ans: The poet describes the moon as a full moon in the beginning of the third stanza but at 

the end of the stanza, she describes it to be broken into pieces. The change in the moon is 

because of the trees. The trees that earlier were in the poet’s house have now reached the 



forest. Their long branches have cast a shadow on the full moon and now it appears to be 

broken into pieces like a mirror. 

6. What happens to the house when the trees move out of it? 

Ans:  The house becomes silent as the fragrance of the leaves and lichens which was like a 

voice urging for a change can no longer be smelt. 

7. Why do you think the poet does not mention “the departure of the forest from the 

house” in her letters? (Could it be that we are often silent about important happenings 

that are so unexpected that they embarrass us? Think about this again when you 

answer the next set of questions.) ? 

Ans: The poet did not mention the departure of the forest from her house because it is a 

part of human nature to ignore the important matters of their life. We all know that trees are 

so important for our survival on earth. But still human beings are cutting them for making 

profits without even thinking of the aftermath. 

 LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 WORDS): 

1. Does the poem present a conflict between man and nature? Compare it with A 

Tiger in the zoo. Is the poet suggesting that plants and trees, used for ‘interior 

decoration’ in cities while forests are cut down, are ’imprisoned’ and need to ‘break 

out’? 

Ans: Yes, the poem presents a conflict between man and nature. Man is causing 

deforestation by cutting down the trees for his own use. On the other hand, he decorates his 

house with the trees. We are damaging our environment without even thinking about the 

end results. By clearing up the forests, we are endangering ourselves. So is with the animals 

too. We are ruining their natural habitat and killing them for our fun or food but on the 

other hand, we are keeping them in the cages on the pretext of safeguarding them by 

making sanctuaries and zoos. So, it is true that we are in a direct conflict with nature and 

making the other living beings prisoners, be it the trees or animals. 

2. On the other hand, Adrienne Rich has been known to use trees as a metaphor for 

human beings; this is a recurrent image in her poetry. What new meanings emerge 

from the poem if you take its trees to be symbolic of this particular meaning? 

Ans: If trees are to be taken as a symbol for human beings, then the poem will define the 

efforts of humans to free themselves from the clutches of the desire to achieve everything. 

All the human beings are under a constant pressure of being at the top in every field. Either 

they are forced by their own desire of doing so or there is a constant peer pressure on them. 



So, the human beings will set themselves free from this race and try to live a happy and 

peaceful life. 

UNSOLVED QUESTIONS: 

EXTRACT BASED:       (2X2 =4 Marks) 

1. I sit inside, doors open to the veranda writing long letters in which I scarcely mention the 

departure of the forest from the house. 

(a) Find the word from the passage which means ‘hardly’.  

(b) What is she doing?  

(c) Where are the trees in the poem?  

(d) What do you mean by veranda?  

2. My head is full of whispers which tomorrow will be silent. Listen. The glass is breaking. 

The trees are stumbling forward into the night. Winds rush to meet them. The moon is broken 

like a mirror, its pieces flash now in the crown of the tallest oak. [CBSE 2016] 

(a) Why would the whispers be silent tomorrow?  

(b) Why are the trees stumbling?  

(c) Which word in the stanza means the same as ‘Quiet’?  

(d) Which poetic device has been used in the sixth line of the stanza?  

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 Words):  (2X5 = 10 Marks) 

1. Where are the trees in the poem? What do their roots, their leaves and twigs do? 

2. What does the poet compare the branches of the trees to? 

3. How does the poet describe the moon: (a) at the beginning of the third stanza, and (b) at 

its end? What causes this change? 

4. What happens to the house when the trees move out of it? 
 

POEM 9: FOG: 

- BY CARL SANDBURG 

ABOUT THE POET:  

Carl August Sandburg (1878-1967) was an American poet, writer and editor. He won three 

Pulitzer Prizes- two for his poetry and one for his biography of Abraham Lincoln. He wrote 

poems like grass, analysis, Chicago, etc. 

INTRODUCTION TO THE POEM: 



Fog is a very small poem written by Carl Sandburg. He has described the process of arrival of 

the fog into a city and the harbour. He has very beautifully compared it to a cat. 

CENTRAL IDEA OF THE POEM:  

The poet says that the fog which is generally seen during the winter season is coming towards 

the city and the harbour just like a cat. This means that it is approaching the city in a very 

silent manner so that no one can notice its arrival. He has compared its arrival to that of a cat 

because a cat always enters a place silently. Next he says that the fog has covered the whole 

of the city and harbour and it appears as if it is sitting by folding its legs and looking around 

just the way a cat does when it sits on the haunches and looks around. At the end, he 

describes the departure of the fog which very silently and unpredictably, again, similar to the 

departure of the cat, vanishes. 

STANZA-WISE EXPLANATION: 

The fog comes 

on little cat feet. 

It sits looking 

over harbour and city 

on silent haunches 

and then moves on. 

Fog: It is a thick cloud of tiny water droplets present in the atmosphere, especially in winter. 

Harbour; Port, dockon haunches: sitting with knees bent. 

         The poet is describing  fog. Fog is a thick cloud of tiny water droplets present in the 

atmosphere. It is generally seen during the winter season. Here the poet describes the 

advancement of fog towards the city and the harbour. He says the fog comes like a cat comes 

on its little feet. This means the fog advances towards the city very slowly and calmly just 

like a cat. One never knows how and when the fog will enter the city. Therefore, fog is 

compared to the cat which enters our home in an unpredictable manner. Next he says that the 

fog sits over the whole of the city as a cat sits silently by folding her legs behind itself and 

looks around the nearby places and things. Similarly, it seems that the fog silently covers the 

whole of the city and the harbour and is sitting over them looking around like a cat. After a 

while the fog leaves the city and moves on. The poet says so because it is a natural 

phenomenon that fog does not stay at a place for long and leaves the place after a few hours. 

So, here also the poet says that just like a cat, the fog leaves the place very silently without 

being noticed by anyone.  



POETIC DEVICES:  

Metaphor: Fog is compared to cat (On little cat feet) 

Rhyme scheme: There is no rhyme scheme followed. Poem is in free verse 

Enjambment: When a sentence continues to next line (It sits looking….. then moves on) 

Personification: fog has been personified - Fog comes, it sits 

Rhyme scheme - There is no rhyme scheme in the poem. It has neither internal nor external 

rhyme scheme. Hence, we can say that it is in free verse 

EXTRACT BASED QUESTIONS: 

1. The fog comes on little cat feet. It sits looking over harbour and city on silent haunches and 

then moves on. 

(a) What does the poet mean by little cat feet? 

(b) What do haunches mean? 

(c) How is the fog looking over the harbour and the city? 

(d) “It sits looking….” what is the poetic device used here? [CBSE 2012] 

Ans.  (a) Little cat feet here represents the silent and careful steps of a cat. The way fog 

comes, resembles the steps of a cat. 

(b) Haunches mean hips. 

(c) The fog looks over the harbour and the city by sitting on its haunches like a cat. 

(d) Metaphor is used here. 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS :( 30 TO 40 WORDS): 

1. What does Sandburg think the fog is like? 

Ans. Sandburg thinks the fog is like a cat that comes silently so that no one can sense it 

arrival. 

2. How does the fog come? 

Ans. As per the poet the fog comes very silently like a cat. 

3. What does ‘it’ in the third line refer to? 

Ans. ‘It’ refers to the fog 

4. Does the poet actually say that the fog is like a cat? Find three things that tell us that 

the fog is like a cat. 

Ans. The three things that tell us that the fog is like a cat are as follows: 

i. The fog comes on its little cat feet: This means that the fog enters silently just like cat. 

ii. It sits looking over harbour and city: The fog is compared to cat as cats also like to sit 

and look here and there and fog is also looking while it sits over the city. 



iii. On silent haunches and then moves on: The fog sits on her bended legs just like cat 

and then moves away very quickly and silently, just like a cat 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 WORDS): 

1. Difficulties come but they are not to stay forever. They come and go. Comment 

referring to the poem‘Fog’. 

Ans. Difficulties, when faced by people, tend to leave them hopeless and shattered. It takes a 

lot of courage to overcome any problem and to solve it. If we take a clue from the poem and 

compare difficulties to fog, we find that just like fog, difficulties also come and go. One need 

not be hopeless and lose courage when problems come, one should rather think of it as fog, 

meaning that it has not come to stay but will always leave, like fog. 

2. Nature has many wonders that people take for granted and never pay attention to. 

How is the poem ‘Fog’ different from this perspective?  

Ans. The poet has taken utmost pleasure in nature and natural phenomenon like fog. Fog is so 

special to the poet that he cared enough not only to write about it, but also thinks of its 

resemblance with other things in the world. In his close attention to fog, he found fog 

resembles a cat, in the way it moves and sits on its haunches. The fact that such a 

resemblance was found by the poet shows how connected he is to various things in nature. 

This poem serves as a motivation for people, who take nature for granted to find such 

interesting comparisons and similarities around them. 

UNSOLVED QUESTIONS: 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 Words):  (2X5 = 10 Marks) 

1. What does Sandburg think the fog is like?  

2. How does the fog come?  

3. What does ‘it’ in the third line refer to?  

4. Does the poet actually say that the fog is like a cat?  

5. Find three things that tell us that the fog is like a cat 

 



POEM 10. THE TALE OF CUSTARD THE DRAGON: 

- BY OGDEN NASH 

ABOUT THE POET: 

Frederic Ogden Nash (1902-1971) was an American poet was an American poet famous for 

his light verse. 

INTRODUCTION TO THE POEM: 

Ogden Nash has written a poem about a little girl Belinda who owns many pets, namely, a 

black kitten named ink, grey mouse named blink, yellow dog named mustard and a coward 

dragon named custard. The poet has described every character to be brave except the dragon 

who is a coward. But the whole situation changes when a pirate attacked Belinda’s house. No 

one else had the guts to face him, it was the dragon that killed the pirate. All the characters 

are happy because they are saved by the dragon but quickly change their thoughts and 

describe themselves to be more powerful had the situation not been so confusing for all of 

them 

CENTRAL IDEA OF THE POEM: 

The tale of custard the dragon is a ballad. It is a humorous poem about a cowardly dragon 

named custard. Custard is a pet of Belinda, a little girl who lives in a little white house with 

her pets. She had a black kitten named ink, a grey mouse named blink, a yellow dog mustard 

and a cowardly dragon custard. The poet says that all of them are very brave except the 

dragon. Others were described as brave and are compared with animals like bear, tiger or lion 

but the dragon is very timid. He always demands a safe place for himself. All the other 

characters make fun of him. But one night they are surprised by the entry of a pirate in the 

house. All of them get frightened and start hiding here and there. But to everyone’s surprise, 

the dragon not only tackles him but also eats him up. As all of them are saved by custard, 

they thank him. But at the end, they realize that they used to make fun of the dragon because 

of his being timid. So, all of them suddenly start saying that they are braver and could have 

handled the situation in a much better way. Here the poet has tried to say that sometimes a 

timid person is the actual hero in the toughest situations of life. 

 

STANZA-WISE EXPLANATION: 
 

STANZA 1: 

Belinda lived in a little white house, 



With a little black kitten and a little grey mouse, 

And a little yellow dog and a little red wagon, 

And a realio, trulio, little pet dragon. 

Wagon: a vehicle used for transporting goods or another specified purpose. 

The poet says that once there was a little girl named Belinda. She lived in a little 

white house. She lived with some creatures who were her pets. They were a black kitten, a 

grey mouse, a yellow dog, a little red wagon and a creature that the poet says was really and 

truly a dragon 

Literary Devices:  

Rhyme scheme: aabb (house-mouse, wagon-dragon) 

Repetition: use of the word ‘little’ 

Oxymoron: use of two words with opposite meanings ‘“pet dragon” 

Anaphora: repeated use of word at the start of two consecutive lines. (And a little ….And a 

realio) 

 Refrain: Repetition of a sentence again and again (And a realio, trulio,).  

Poetic license: realio, trulio for real, true. The spellings have been changed to create a 

musical effect. 

STANZA 2: 

Now the name of the little black kitten was Ink, 

And the little grey mouse, she called him Blink, 

And the little yellow dog was sharp as Mustard, 

But the dragon was a coward, and she called him Custard. 

Mustard: a yellow coloured flower, Coward: weakling 

The poet explains the name of all the animals that are tamed by Belinda. He says that 

the name of black kitten is ink. The name of grey mouse is blink. The litt le yellow dog had 

yellow colour and so she calls him mustard and the dragon that was a coward means was a 

weakling was called custard. 

Literary Devices:  

Rhyme scheme: aabb (ink-blink, mustard-custard) 

Simile: dog compared to mustard “And the little yellow dog was sharp as Mustard” 

Alliteration: “coward, and she called him Custard” - “c” sound 

Anaphora: repeated use of word at the start of two consecutive lines (And the little 

grey…And the little yellow) 

Repetition: use of word little 



STANZA 3: 

Custard the dragon had big sharp teeth, 

And spikes on top of him and scales underneath, 

Mouth like a fireplace, chimney for a nose, 

And realio, trulio daggers on his toes. 

Spikes: thin pointed surface, Scales: Thin bony plates protecting the skin of fish and reptiles. 

Underneath: situated directly below, Fire place: An outdoor structure of brick, stone or 

metal for an open fire 

Dagger: A sharp knife.  

The poet describes the dragon that it had big sharp teeth and spikes on top. This 

means that its skin was pointed on the top. On the lower part it had scales which were bony 

plates to protect the skin. His mouth has been compared to a fireplace because it is assumed 

that dragons can release fire from the mouth. Even his nose is compared to a chimney which 

is used to pass out smoke. His feet are like a sharp knife i.e. a dagger. 

Literary Devices:  

Rhyme scheme: aabb (teeth-underneath, nose-toes) 

Simile: Dragon’s mouth is compared with fireplace (mouth like a fireplace) 

Refrain: Repetition of a sentence again and again (And a realio, trulio,) 

Metaphor: “chimney for a nose”. The nose is like a chimney. 

STANZA 4: 

Belinda was as brave as a barrel full of bears, 

And Ink and Blink chased lions down the stairs, 

Mustard was as brave as a tiger in a rage, 

But Custard cried for a nice safe cage. 

Barrel: drum, Chased: hunt, follow Rage: anger 

So, now the poet explains the inner strength or the bravery of various characters of the 

poem. He says that Belinda was as brave as a group of bears and ink and blink were so brave 

that they could hunt lions. So here he has shown the bravery of the kitten and the little mouse 

that could hunt even a lion. The dog was very brave just like an angry tiger. But to contrast of 

all of them was Custard. Custard, the dragon was not brave he was so afraid of everything 

that he always demanded a safe cage. 

Literary Devices:  

Rhyme scheme: aabb (bears-stairs, rage-cage) 

Alliteration: Belinda was as brave as a barrel full of bears “b” sound is repeated.  



Simile: Belinda’s bravery is compared to that of a barrel full of bears (as a barrel full of 

bears), Mustard’s bravery is compared to that of an angry tiger (Mustard was as brave as a 

tiger in a rage) 

Assonance: use of vowel sound ‘a’ (Belinda was as brave as a barrel full of bears) 

STANZA 5:  

Belinda tickled him, she tickled him unmerciful, 

Ink, Blink and Mustard, they rudely called him Percival, 

They all sat laughing in the little red wagon  

At the realio, trulio, cowardly dragon. 

Tickled: stroke, here it means to tease, Unmerciful: cruel, Percival: A knight in King 

Arthur’s court 

Belinda used to stroke the dragon in a very cruel way. Ink, blink and mustard made 

fun of him by comparing him to a knight named Percival who was thought to be brave but ran 

away due to lack of courage. They used to tease the dragon while sitting in their little red 

wagon. 

Literary Devices:  

Rhyme scheme: aabb (unmerciful-Percival, wagon-dragon) 

Refrain: Repetition of a sentence again and again (And a realio, trulio,) 

Repetition: use of the word ‘tickled him’ 

Allusion: reference to any person or place (Percival) 

Personification: Ink, Blink and Mustard, they rudely called him Percival 

STANZA 6: 

Belinda giggled till she shook the house, 

And Blink said Weeck! Which is giggling for a mouse, 

Ink and Mustard rudely asked his age,     

When Custard cried for a nice safe cage. 

Giggled: to laugh, Weeck: Here it is the sound made by the mouse. 

The poet says that Belinda used to laugh so loudly that her voice echoed in the house. 

Blink, the mouse used to laugh and make a sound of weeck. On the other hand, ink and 

mustard would tease him by asking the dragon his age whenever he used to demand for a nice 

safe cage. 

Literary Devices:  

Rhyme scheme: aabb (house-mouse, rage-cage).  

Onomatopoeia:  usage of sound words to create a dramatic effect (giggled, weeck).  



Repetition: Custard cried for a nice safe cage. 

STANZA 7:  

Suddenly, suddenly they heard a nasty sound, 

And Mustard growled, and they all looked around. 

Meowch! Cried Ink, and ooh! Cried Belinda, 

For there was a pirate, climbing in the winda 

Nasty: bad or unpleasant Growled: bark Pirate: A person who robs ship in the sea Winda: 

it is used for window. 

So, while all of them were making fun of the dragon, they heard a sound of someone 

entering the house. When they looked towards the window they saw a pirate climbing up the 

wall. The dog barked at him and the kitten meowed to him. Belinda cried ‘ooh’ because all of 

them were scared of the pirate (who robs ships).  

Literary Devices:  

Rhyme scheme: aabb (sound-around, Belinda-winda) 

Consonance: use of consonant sound‘s’ (Suddenly, suddenly they heard a nasty sound) 

Onomatopoeia:  usage of sound words to create a dramatic effect (Mustard growled, 

Meowch, cried ink) 

Poetic license: window is written as ‘winda’ to create rhyme. 

STANZA 8: 

Pistol in his left hand, pistol in his right, 

And he held in his teeth a cutlass bright,       

His beard was black, one leg was wood; 

It was clear that the pirate meant no good 

Pistol: a handgun, Cutlass: a short sword with a curved blade. 

The poet describes the appearance of the pirate. He says that the pirate was holding 

handguns in both his hands and had a little sword too. He was holding his sword with his 

teeth. He had a black beard and his one leg was made of wood. This means that though the 

pirate was a disabled person but still he was frightening all the other characters. Moreover, he 

intended to harm them. 

Literary Devices:  

Rhyme scheme: aabb (right- bright, wood- good) 

Alliteration: beard was black “b”, he held his “h” 

Imagery: An image is created about the appearance of the pirate. 

STANZA 9: 



Belinda paled, and she cried Help! Help! 

But Mustard fled with a terrified yelp, 

Ink trickled down to the bottom of the household, 

And little mouse Blink strategically mouse holed 

Paled: turn yellow due to fear, Yelp: a short sharp cry, Trickled: here, run, strategically: 

planned, Mouse holed:  here it is the hole where the mouse lives. 

When all of them saw the pirate they got frightened. Belinda was so frightened that 

she turned yellow due to fear and started crying for help. Mustard the dog started crying for 

help too. The kitten ink ran down towards the bottom of the house as if he had already 

planned for it. The mouse ink ran into his little mousehole in order to save himself. 

Literary Devices:  

Rhyme scheme: aabb (help-yelp, household – mousehold) 

Transferred epithet: terrified yelp 

Repetition: help help 

Poetic license: use of the word mousehold to rhyme with household 

STANZA 10:  

But up jumped Custard, snorting like an engine, 

Clashed his tail like irons in a dungeon, 

With a clatter and a clank and a jangling squirm, 

He went at the pirate like a robin at a worm. 

Snorting: make a sudden explosive sound through one’s nose, Clashed: fought, Dungeon: 

underground prison, Clatter Clank: sound of hard object falling on each other, Jangling 

squirm: sound of hard object falling on each other, Robin: A bird.  

When all the other characters that were earlier defined as very brave got frightened, 

the dragon did the most unexpected thing. He jumped onto the pirate and made such a strong 

sound with his nose as if the engine was producing a sound. Not only this, he hit his tail on 

the ground with great force that it produced a heavy sound of metal being rubbed against each 

other in the underground prisons. He attacked the pirate just like robin bird that attacks the 

worms. 

Literary Devices:  

Rhyme scheme: aabb (engine-dungeon, squirm-worm) 

Simile: sound of dragon is compared with sound of engine (snorting like an engine), Clashed 

his tail like irons 

in a dungeon, dragon’s attack on pirate is compared to robin bird (like a robin at a worm) 



Onomatopoeia:  usage of sound words to create a dramatic effect (clatter, clank, jangling) 

Imagery: The attack by the dragon is expressed in a way to make an image in our minds. 

STANZA 1:  

The pirate gaped at Belinda’s dragon, 

And gulped some grog from his pocket flagon, 

He fired two bullets, but they didn’t hit, 

And Custard gobbled him, every bit. 

Gaped: stared with mouth wide open, gulped: swallow Grog: a drink, Flagon: a container 

made of silver in which drink is stored, Gobbled: swallowed hurriedly. 

The pirate got so shocked by the dragon’s reaction that he opened his mouth wide 

with shock. To gather some strength, he drank some alcohol from a container in his pocket. 

After gathering some courage, he fired two bullets on the dragon but missed it. Custard the 

dragon ate every bit of this fierce looking pirate. 

Literary Devices:  

Rhyme scheme: aabb (dragon-flagon, hit-bit) 

Alliteration: gulped some grog “g” 

Imagery: They have shown the reaction and actions made by the pirate on seeing the dragon. 

STANZA 12:  

Belinda embraced him, Mustard licked him, 

No one mourned for his pirate victim. 

Ink and Blink in glee did gyrate 

Around the dragon that ate the pirate. 

Embraced: to hug, Mourned: feel sorrow for the death of someone, Victim: sufferer, Glee: 

delight, Gyrate: danced.  

When the pirate was dead, Belinda hugged the dragon and mustard licked him. No 

one was sad for the death of the pirate, they all were happy. Both ink and blink were running 

around the dragon in happiness. So, here the poet says that all the characters were happy and 

they were showing their gratitude towards the dragon as he had saved them. 

Literary Devices:  

Rhyme scheme: aabb (him-victim, gyrate-pirate) 

Alliteration: glee did gyrate “g” 

Assonance: use of vowel sound ‘o’ (no one mourned for), use of vowel sound ‘I’ (ink and 

blink in glee did), use of vowel sound ‘a’ (that ate the pirate).  



STANZA 13: 

But presently up spoke little dog Mustard, 

I’d have been twice as brave if I hadn’t been flustered. 

And up spoke Ink and up spoke Blink, 

We’d have been three times as brave, we think, 

And Custard said, I quite agree 

That everybody is braver than me. 

Flustered: upset or confused 

After they thanked and showed their love towards the dragon, they changed their 

mind. They were reminded of how they used to make fun of this coward dragon and now they 

all were praising him. So at once the dog said that it was just because of some confusion that 

he wasn’t able to do anything otherwise he would have been twice as brave as custard. Both 

ink and blink also said that they would have been three times braver than custard. To this, the 

dragon said that he fully agreed to this that all of them were more powerful and braver than 

him. 

Literary Devices:  

Rhyme scheme: aabb (mustard-flustered, blink-ink, agree-me) 

STANZA 14: 

Belinda still lives in her little white house, 

With her little black kitten and her little grey mouse, 

And her little yellow dog and her little red wagon, 

And her realio, trulio little pet dragon. 

Belinda is as brave as a barrel full of bears, 

And Ink and Blink chase lions down the stairs, 

Mustard is as brave as a tiger in a rage, 

But Custard keeps crying for a nice safe cage 

At last, the poet used the same lines again to show that after this terrific episode in 

which the dragon was the hero where all the other characters still undermined him by saying 

that they were more powerful than him and could have handled the situation in a much better 

way, the poet says that life started again in the same manner. Belinda still lives in that little 

white house with ink, blink, mustard and custard and all of them are very brave whereas the 

dragon is still a coward who always wants to stay safe in his cage. 

Literary Devices  



Refrain: Repetition of a sentence again and again (And a realio, trulio) 

Repetition: stanza has been repeated. 

EXTRACT BASED QUESTIONS: 

1. With a little black kitten and a little gray mouse, And a little yellow dog and a little red 

wagon, And a realio, trulio, little pet dragon. 

(a) Where did Belinda live?  

(b) How many pets did she have?  

(c) Which word in the stanza means “carriage”?  

(d) Whose young one known as a ‘kitten’?  

Ans.  

(a) Belinda lived in a little white house. 

(b) She had four pets, a kitten, a mouse, a dog and a dragon. 

(c) The word is ‘Wagon’. 

(d) A cat’s young one is known as a kitten. 

2. Now the name of the little black kitten was Ink,  

And the little gray mouse, she called her Blink,  

And thelittle yellow dog was sharp as Mustard, 

But the dragon was a coward, and she called him Custard. 

(a) What is the colour of Belinda’s dog?  

(b) What were the kitten and the mouse called?  

(c) Which word is the stanza means “fear easily”?  

(d) ‘Blink’ here is the name of a mouse but what actually the word means?  

Ans.  

(a) Belinda’s dog is yellow as mustard. 

(b) The Kitten was called Ink and the mouse was called Blink by Belinda. 

(c) The word is ‘Coward’. 

(d) The word ‘blink’ means to shut and open eyes frequency in quick succession. 

3. Custard the dragon had big sharp teeth,  

And spikes on top of him and scales underneath,  

Mouth like a fireplace, chimney for a nose,  

And realio, trulio, daggers on his toes. 

(a) What did the dragon look like?  

(b) Why is the dragon’s mouth called a chimney?  



(c) Which word in the stanza means the same as “a small sword”?  

(d) Find from the passage a word which means a structure through which smoke or 

steam is carried up away from a fire.  

Ans.  

(a) The Dragon had spikes on top and scale underneath. His mouth was like a fireplace and 

nose was like achimney. He looked dangerous as his toes looked like daggers. 

(b) Dragons can spit fire, therefore Custard’s mouth has been called a fireplace. 

(c) The word is ‘Dagger’. 

(d) The word is ‘Chimney’. 

4. Belinda was as brave as a barrel full of bears,  

And Ink and Blink chased lions down the stairs,  

Mustard was as brave as a tiger in a rage,  

But Custard cried for a nice safe cage. 

(a) How brave were the Kitten and the mouse?  

(b) Why did Custard cry for a nice safe cage?  

(c) Which word is similar to “anger”?  

(d) Which figure of speech has been used in the first and the third line of the passage?  

Answer: 

(a) The kitten and the mouse were so brave that they could scare away lions. 

(b) Custard cried for a nice safe cage because he was a coward. 

(c) The word is ‘Rage’. 

(d) Figure of speech used in first and third line is Simile. 

5. Belinda tickled him, she tickled him unmerciful,  

Ink, Blink and Mustard, they rudely called him Percival,  

They all sat laughing in the little red wagon  

At the realio, trulio, cowardly dragon. 

(a) Why did everyone laugh?  

(b) What did the other three pet call the dragon?  

(c) What does realio, trulio mean?  

(d) Give the synonym of ‘un merciful’.  

Ans.  

(a) Everyone laughed at the Dragon because Belinda tickled him unmerciful. 

(b) The other three pet, Ink, Blink and Mustard rudely called Custard Percival. 



(c) Realio, trulio actually mean really and truly. The words have been changed by the poet so 

as to give rhythm to the poem. 

(d) The synonym of ‘unmerciful’ is ‘merciless’. 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS: (30 TO 40 WORDS): 

1. Who are the characters in this poem? List them with their pet names. 

Ans. Following are the characters of the poem: 

i. A little girl named Belinda. 

ii. A little black kitten whose name is ink. 

iii. A little gray mouse named blink. 

iv. A dog named mustard because he is yellow in colour. 

v. A coward dragon whose name is Custard. 

2. Why did Custard cry for a nice safe cage? Why the dragon is called “cowardly 

dragon”? 

Ans. Custard cries for a safe cage because he is a coward. He is called cowardly dragon 

because other characters are defined to be very brave in the following manner: 

i. Belinda is described to be as brave as a barrel full of bears 

ii. Ink and blink can chase lions down the stairs 

iii. Mustard was as brave as a tiger in rage. 

 3.  “Belinda tickled him, she tickled him unmerciful...” Why? 

Ans. Belinda tickled him unmerciful because custard the dragon was a coward. He always 

demanded a safe cage. That is why all of them made fun of him. 

4. The poet has employed many poetic devices in the poem. For example: “Clashed his 

tail like iron in a dungeon” — the poetic device here is a simile. Can you, with your 

partner, list some more such poetic devices used in the poem? 

Ans. The poet has used many poetic devices to enhance the beauty of the poem. Like, to 

create rhyme with ‘Belinda’, he used the word ‘winda’ instead of ‘window’. Other such 

rhyming words are ‘household’ used with ‘mouse holed’ and ‘wagon’ with ‘dragon’. Not 

only this, he also uses poetic device of repetition for example the word ‘little’ is used many 

times to describe her house and her pets. There is also the use of poetic device of refrain 

because we can see the repetition of line “And her realio, trulio little pet dragon” in many 

stanzas. 



 5. Read stanza three again to know how the poet describes the appearance of the 

dragon? 

Ans. The looks of the dragon are explained in a way that it has big sharp teeth and spikes on 

top. This means its skin is pointed on the top. On the lower part it has scales which are bony 

plates meant to protect the skin. His mouth has been compared to a fireplace because it is 

assumed that the dragons can release fire from the mouth. Even his nose is compared to a 

chimney which is used to pass out the smoke. His feet are like a sharp knife i.e. a dagger. 

6. Writers use words to give us a picture or image without actually saying what they 

mean. Can you trace some images used in the poem? 

Ans. Following are the words used to give us picture or image: 

i. Mouth like a fireplace 

ii. Chimney for nose 

iii. Barrel full of bears 

iv. Brave as a tiger in the rage 

v. He went at the pirate like a robin at a worm 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 WORDS): 

1. Do you find The Tale of Custard the Dragon to be a serious or a light-hearted poem? 

Give reasons to support your answer. 

Ans. The Tale of Custard the Dragon is a light hearted poem. All the characters have names 

which are rhyming with each other. They all are defined to be very brave except the dragon. 

But in reality the dragon proves to be the real hero. When they are attacked by the pirate, the 

dragon gulps him. Though all the other characters were not brave enough to handle the pirate 

but still they define themselves as more powerful than the dragon after the incident is handled 

by the dragon alone. Though, the dragon was defined as a coward by the poet right from the 

beginning of the poem. 

2. The dragon, custard was considered a coward. The humble dragon proved his 

bravery in adversity. Analyse that certain qualities like bravery and courage are 

situational and spontaneous. Express your views with reference to the poem.   

Ans. Custard’s humbleness won every reader’s heart as he showed true bravery and did not 

boast like Belinda and her other pets. Everyone boasted of their bravery but when they faced 

real danger, it was only Custard, who had the courage to face it. And he proved his bravery 

by not running away and facing the pirate and killing him. Qualities like bravery and courage 

can only be tested when someone is actually put in a dangerous situation. Therefore, these 



qualities are situational as becomes clear from Custard’s example. Custard looked for 

comfort all the time but this did not mean that he was a coward. 

3. Do you think that one should be made fun of because of their’ preferences and 

choices in life? Explain in the context of Custard, the dragon.  

Ans. It is not right to make fun of anyone on the basis of their life style and their choices. 

Custard, the dragon, always wanted comfort and safety for him and therefore always cried for 

a nice safe cage. Belinda and other pets of the house made fun of him because they thought 

that he was a coward. Custard proved that just because he likes comfort, he is not a coward. 

In fact, he was the only one, who had the courage to face the pirate and kill him. 

UNSOLVED QUESTIONS: 

EXTRACT BASED:       (1X4 =4 Marks) 

1. Belinda paled, and she cried, Help! Help!  

But Mustard fled with a terrified yelp,  

Ink trickled down to the bottom of the household,  

And little mouse Blink strategically mouseholed. [CBSE 2016] 

(a) How did the people in the house react on seeing the pirate?  

(b) Why did everyone cry for help?  

(c) What does ‘mouse holed’ mean?  

(d) Write the antonym of ‘bottom’. 

2. But up jumped Custard, snorting like an engine,  

Clashed his tail like irons in a dungeon,  

With a clatter and a clank and a jangling squirm  

He went at the pirate like a robin at a worm. 

(a) Why did Custard jump?  

(b) What sounds did Custard’s body make?  

(c) What does dungeon mean?  

(d) Find at least two words from the passage which are examples of onomatopoeia (a 

figure of speech).  

3. Belinda embraced him, Mustard licked him,  

No one mourned for his pirate victim  

Ink and Blink in glee did gyrate  

Around the dragon that ate the pirate. 

(a) What was everyone’s reaction after Custard gobbled the pirate? 



(b) Why is the pirate called a victim here? 

(c) What does gyrate mean? 

(d) Give a synonym of the word ‘mourn’. 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 Words)  (2 x 5 = 10) 

1. Where did Belinda live and with whom? 

2. What did Custard look like? [CBSE 2016] 

3. Did Custard match his physical appearance? 

4. Describe the bravery of everyone in the house. 

5. Was everyone really as brave as they claimed? 

6. What did everyone do when the pirate came? 

7. How did Custard face the pirate? 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 Words)  (8X1 = 08 Marks) 

1. ‘But Custard cried for a nice safe cage. ’ Who is Custard? Why did he cry for a ‘nice safe 

cage’? [CBSE 2014] 

2. How did everyone react after Custard ate the pirate? 

3. How did the other three pet boast of their bravery? Did Custard accept his cowardice and 

their bravery? 

 

POEM 11. FOR ANNE GREGORY: 

-BY WILLIAM BUTLER YEATS 

INTRODUCTION: 

‘For Anne Gregory’ is a poem composed by one of the prominent poets of English Literature 

William Butler Yeats. The poem is a conversation between a young man and a young 

woman. The poet highlights the difference between loving someone for the external beauty 

and the inherent inner beauty. 

 

GIST OF THE POEM: 

The poem is written for a woman named Anne Gregory. It is a conversation between a young 

man and a woman. The young man says that he has been thrown into a state of hopelessness 

by the young woman’s great honey coloured hair. Her hair have been compared to ‘rampart’ 

meaning wall. It is called so because they prevents him to look beyond those beautiful hair. 

He cannot look into her soul as the beauty of her hair captivates him so much. 



The woman says that she can get hair –dye. She can change her hair to black, brown or carrot 

colour which signifies the temporary nature of the outer beauty. She wants young men to love 

her for her inner self and not just to admire her outward appearance. 

The young man says that he heard a religious man announcing yesterday few lines from a 

text. He said that only God can love us for our inner self. Only God can look beyond our 

external beauty. Human beings don’t have the depth and understanding to look deep into the 

soul. 

 

EXTRACT BASED QUESTIONS: 

 

1. Never shall a young man, 

Thrown into despair 

By those great honey-coloured 

Ramparts at your ear, 

Love you for yourself alone 

And not your yellow hair.” 

i. What does the poet mean by ‘ramparts’? 

Ans.  Ramparts refers to wall that protects a fort. Here, it means the lock of hair around 

her ear. 

ii. Which figure of speech is used in the sixth line?  

Ans. The figure of speech used in the sixth line is alliteration. 

iii. What does the poet mean by, “Love you for yourself alone and not your yellow hair”? 

Ans. The poet means that young men love Anne for her beautiful looks and not for her 

real character 
 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS: (30 TO 40 WORDS): 

1. In the poem, what does the woman say she can do to make herself more desirable to 

men? What does this show? 

Ans. The woman says that she would dye her hair into black, brown or carrot according to 

her wish. This shows that physical beauty is temporary. But men give importance only to 

outward appearance. 

2. What wisdom was imparted to the poet by an old religious man?  

Ans. The old religious man said that only God is the one who loves us for our inner beauty 

regardless of our appearance and attributes. His affection is unbiased and selfless. 
 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 WORDS): 



 

1. The poet in the poem ‘For Anne Gregory’ conveys that we should give importance to 

the inner beauty and not the physical appearance. Elaborate with reference to the 

poem.  

Ans. The poet tries to show that inner beauty is the real beauty. The physical appearance is 

transitory and hence unimportant. The poet conveys this message through a conversation 

between Anne and a young man. The man tells Anne that young men love her for her 

beautiful yellow hair and may never love her for herself alone. To this Anne says that her hair 

colour can be changed into black, brown or carrot. She implies that physical beauty is 

superficial and men should not love her for that. Through Anne’s reply, the poet makes clear 

her preference for internal beauty to physical appearance.  

UNSOLVED QUESTIONS: 

EXTRACT BASED:       (2X2 = 4 Marks) 

“I heard an old religious man 

But yester night declare 

That he had found a text to prove 

That only God, my dear, 

Could love you for yourself alone 

And not your yellow hair.” 

i. Name the figure of speech used in the last line of the stanza. 

ii. What does the old man declare? 

 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 Words)  (2X5 = 10 Marks) 

1. “Those great honey-coloured ramparts at your ear” – Which figure of speech is used 

in the above line? 

2. Why do young men love Anne for her hair and not for herself alone? 

3. What are Anne’s views on external beauty? 

4. Why is only God capable of loving Anne for herself? 

 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 Words)   (8X1 = 08 Marks) 
 

1. Why do you think the other speaker mentioned the old religious man and the text that 

proves that only God can love Anne for herself alone? 



FIRST FLIGHT (PROSE SECTION) 

UNIT 1. A LETTER TO GOD: 

-BY G.L.FUENTES 

 GIST OF THE LESSON:  

Lencho was a dedicated farmer. He was expecting a decent harvest. However, to his grief, a hail 

storm came and destroyed his harvest completely. Lencho was very sad. However, he had a 

strong belief in God. He was certain that God would help him. Also, he was an extremely 

straightforward man. Although working for a long time on the farm, he knew writing. Thus, he 

composed a letter to God. In the letter, he asked God to send him one hundred pesos. At that 

point, he went to the post office and put his letter into the post box. 

The postman rushed to the postmaster and demonstrated to him that strange letter. Moreover, the 

postmaster also laughed in the same way when he saw the address of God. However, on reading 

the letter, he got very serious. He lauded this man who had unquestioned faith in God and 

decided to help him in terms of money. He asked the employees of the post office to give 

charity. Moreover, he gave a part of-of his salary too. However, they were able to collect only a 

little more than 50 pesos as requested for by Lencho. The postmaster put the money in an 

envelope. It was addressed to Lencho. 

On Sunday, Lencho once again came to the post-office. He asked if there was a letter for him. 

The postmaster took out the letter and handed it to Lencho. Lencho was not surprised after 

seeing the money. But when he counted the money, he became angry on God. He was sure that 

God could not have made a mistake. He took paper and ink and wrote one more letter to God. 

Then he put it into the letter-box. After Lencho had left the place, the postmaster and the 

employees read the letter. In it, Lencho had complained to God that he had received only 

seventy pesos. Also, he requested God to send him the rest of the money this time. However, he 

asked God not to send the money through the mail. He wrote that the post-office employees 

were a bunch of crooks and thus might have stolen the money. 

We learnt that Faith has the power to give us what we want, to fulfil our needs However, one 

must realise that humanity still prevails. 

IMPORTANT NOTES: 

 After reading a letter to God, our faith in humanity stirs for strong.  

 We learn from the story that there still are people who help others without any self-

interest.  



 The postmaster and the post office employees lay an example for every one of us to be 

kind.  

 Though they all laughed at his letter, they were really moved by the grip of faith Lencho 

had in God.  

 The way they all decided to help the stranger in his hard times restores our faith in the 

existence of humanity and motivates us to be a noble and kind person. 

EXTRACT BASED COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS: 

1. The man went out for no other reason than to have the pleasure of feeling the rain on his 

body, and when he returned he exclaimed, “These aren’t raindrops falling from the sky, they 

are new coins. The big drops are ten cent pieces and the little ones are five’s.”  

a. Who is the person described here? Why did he go out in the rain? 

Ans: Lencho, the farmer is described here.  He went out in the rain to feel the happiness of 

rain on his body. 

b. Why were the raindrops like ‘new coins’ for Lencho? How did raindrops bring 

disaster to his crops?  

Ans: Lencho thought that the raindrops would help him get a good harvest and thus he can 

earn money. So the raindrops were like new coins for Lencho. The raindrops soon turned into 

a hailstorm and destroyed his crops and ruined his hopes.  

2. With a satisfied expression he regarded the field of ripe corn with its flowers, draped in a 

curtain of rain. But suddenly a strong wind began to blow and along with the rain very large 

hailstones began to fall. These truly did resemble new silver coins. The boys exposing 

themselves to rain, ran out to collect the frozen pearls.  

(a) Why was Lencho satisfied? What does he compare the raindrops to? 

Ans: He was satisfied because his fields got good rains. He compared them to coins. 

(b) What do the ‘frozen pearls’ refer to?  Trace the word in the passage which means 

‘covered with’ 

Ans: The frozen pearls refer to hail stones. The word for ‘covered with’ is draped. 

3. “What faith! I wish I had the faith of the man who wrote this letter. Starting up a 

correspondence with God!”  

(a) Who is the speaker of the above lines? Why did the man write a letter to God? 

Ans: The postmaster .The man lost his crops due to a hailstorm. So he wanted hundred pesos 

to sow his field again and to live until the crops come.  



(b) “Starting up a correspondence with God.” What does it tell you about the man’s 

character? 

Ans: The man is simple, innocent and straight forward. He has strong belief in God  

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS: (30 TO 40 WORDS): 

1. How did the rain change? What happened to Lento’s fields?  

Ans: The rain began on a pleasant note. The air was fresh and sweet. But suddenly a strong 

wind began to blow and along with the rain very large hailstones began to fall. It did not pass 

quickly. For an hour the hail rained on the field and the corn was total.  

2. Who did Lencho write a letter? What did he ask for?  

Ans: Lencho wrote a letter to God. He asked God to send him Hundred Pesos to sow his field 

again and to live until the crops come.  

3. What does the postmaster do to answer Lencho’s Letter?  

Ans: The postmaster decided to answer the letter, but as Lencho very badly needed some 

money, he asked for money from his employees. He himself gave part of his salary and 

several of his friends joined him. He could gather only seventy pesos. He put the money in an 

envelope addressed to Lencho and with it a letter containing only one word as signature: God.  

4. What was Lencho’s feeling when the hail stopped? 

Ans. After hails stopped Lencho’s soul was filled with sadness. He was worried about the 

lack of food for the coming year and due to this incident. He is worried because he and his 

family will go hungry for a year. 

5. Who was Lencho? What was his problem? 

Ans. Lencho was a farmer who used to cultivate corn. One day, in a heavy rainfall with 

snowfalls too, Lencho has lost all of his corns which he has cultivated in his cornfields. 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS [100-150WORDS]: 

1. The postmaster represents such people who still believe in helping others. Write a 

character sketch of the postmaster pointing out his good qualities.  

Value Points: 

The postmaster of the story is a kind, generous, helpful, amiable, and God-fearing man. He 

received a letter from Lencho which was written to God asking for hundred pesos so that he 

could sow his fields again. The postmaster did not want to shake the writer's faith in the 

almighty, and thus, out of virtuous intentions, decided to collect money for "an act of charity. 

He also signed the letter in the name of God to conceal his identity as he wanted Lencho to 

think it was actually a reply from God. This shows that he was a very good man at heart.   



2. CHARACTER SKETCH OF LENCHO 

Lencho was a simple farmer who was very hardworking. He was completely dependent on 

the yield of his fields. He had good knowledge of farming. His crops had always been good. 

He knew his crops needed a good downpour to get good yield. But when the rain changed 

into a hail storm his crop was totally destroyed. He became very sad. But since he had strong 

faith in God, he didn’t lose hope. He needed God’s help. He knew how to read and write. He 

wrote a letter to God asking for help. He was fully confident that he would get the money.  

When he didn’t get as much money as he had asked, he became unhappy. He was not ready 

to be happy with what he received. He felt that he was being cheated. But he was not 

ungrateful to God. He felt angry thinking that the people in the post office are crooks and 

they had stolen the rest of the money. So he wrote another letter to God, instructing him to 

send money directly to him, not through the post office. Lencho’s innocence and staunch 

belief in God is clearly depicted in the story. 

UNSOLVED QUESTIONS: 

EXTRACT BASED:       (2X2 = 4 Marks) 

1. With a satisfied expression he regarded the field of ripe corn with its flowers, draped in a. 

curtain of rain. But suddenly a strong wind began to blow and along with the rain very large 

hailstones began to fall. These truly did resemble new silver coins. The boys, exposing 

themselves to the rain, ran out to collect the frozen pearls. 

(a) What happened to the rain suddenly? 

(b) ‘The frozen pearls’ refers to which thing in the paragraph. 

2. It was during the meal that, just as Lencho had predicted, big drops of rain began to fall. In 

the North-East huge mountains of clouds could be seen approaching. The air was fresh and 

sweet. The man went out for no other reason than to have the pleasure of feeling the rain on 

his body.  

(a) What could be seen approaching in the North-East? 

(b) Why did Lencho go out? 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 Words):  (2X5 = 10 Marks) 

1. What were Lencho’s feelings when he found the letter with money in it? 

2. Why was Lencho angry? What did he do? 

3. What are the raindrops compared to and why? 

4. How did the rain change? 



5. What happened to Lencho's fields?  

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 Words)   (8X1 = 08 Marks) 

1. Write the story of Lencho’s faith in God? 

2. Who does Lencho think has taken the rest of the money?  Describe the ironical ending of 

the story. 

3. Lencho seemed to be an impulsive man who felt suddenly elated at the rainfall and later 

became sad to see the destruction which the rain had caused. Did he lack tolerance? Did 

he not have the courage to face the challenges of life? Elucidate it discussing the values 

one must possess to face any type of situation in about. 

 

 

UNIT 2: NELSON MANDELA : LONG WALK TO FREEDOM 

- BY NELSON ROLIHLAHLA MANDELA 

GIST OF THE LESSON: 

Nelson Mandela became South Africa’s first Black President after more than three centuries 

of White rule.   Mandela had spent a life time fight against ‘apartheid’.  He had spent thirty 

years in prison fighting for the democratic rights of the Black and Coloured people of South 

Africa.   Mr. Mandela’s African National Congress (ANC) party won 252 of the 400 seats in 

the first democratic elections of South Africa’s history.  In this extract from his 

autobiography, Long Walk to Freedom, Nelson Mandela speaks about a historic occasion, 

‘the inauguration’ on 10th May 1994.  The inauguration ceremony took place in the Union 

Building’s amphitheater in Pretoria today, attended by politicians and dignitaries from more 

than 140 countries around the world.   

IMPORTANT NOTES: 

 Long Walk to Freedom is the autobiography of former South African President, Nelson 

Mandela.  

 First published in 1994, it covers Mandela’s life from his youth in Apartheid South 

Africa. 

 His coming of age and education, his embrace of political activism and his role in the 

anti-apartheid movement, and his twenty-seven years in prison on the notorious Robben 

Island. 



 He was imprisoned as a terrorist for his role as a leader of the then-outlawed African 

National Congress. 

 The narrative also covers the period after his release, and chronicles the fall of apartheid 

and his ascension to the Presidency, which he held at the time of the book’s release.  

 Exploring themes of racial equality, political protest, and the ability of the human spirit to 

overcome great hardship, Long Walk to Freedom is considered one of the most acclaimed 

and important autobiographies of the late 20th century.  

 The winner of the Alan Paton Award from The Sunday Times in 1995, it has been 

translated into multiple languages including Afrikaans. 

 Widely read and studied as an essential text on the fall of apartheid in South Africa, it was 

adapted into a 2013 film titled Mandela: Long Walk to Freedom, directed by Justin 

Chadwick and starring Idris Elba. 

EXTRACT BASED COMPREHENSION QUESTION EXERCISES: 

1. ‘Never, never and never again shall it be that this beautiful land will again experience the 

oppression of one by another. The sun shall never set on so glorious a human achievement’  

a) Who is the speaker? Which is the beautiful land the speaker refers to here? 

Ans. The speaker is Nelson Mandela. The beautiful land is South Africa 

b) What is the ‘glorious a human achievement’ that the speaker talks about in the 

extract?  

Ans. The freedom that the people of South Africa have attained/ freedom attained after the 

fight against ‘apartheid’/first democratic non-racial government.  

2. ’It is from these comrades in the struggle that I learned the meaning of courage. Time and 

again, I have seen men and women risk and give their lives for an idea. I have seen men stand 

up to attacks and torture without breaking, showing a strength and resilience that defies the 

imagination. I learnt that courage was not the absence of fear, but the triumph over it.’ 

a) Who learnt the meaning of courage? What has he seen again and again?  

Ans. Nelson Mandela. He has seen men and women risk and give their life for the idea of 

freedom, again and again 

b) What has he noticed (seen) about the people?  

Ans. He has seen men stand up to attacks and torture showing strength and resilience.  

3. “We have at last, achieved our political emancipation”. We pledge ourselves to liberate all 

our people from the- continuing bondage of poverty, deprivation, suffering, gender and other 

discrimination.  



(a) Who is the speaker? What pledge does he take?  

Ans. Nelson Mandela is the speaker. He takes a pledge to liberate all his people from 

exploitation, suffering and discrimination. 

(b) Which word is the noun form of ’emancipate’? What has the speaker achieved? 

Ans. The noun form of ’emancipate’ is ’emancipation’. Political emancipation. 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS – (30 - 40 words): 

1. What according to Nelson Mandela is true freedom?  

Ans. According to Mandela, true freedom means, not to be obstructed in leading a lawful life.   

2. What did Nelson Mandela pledge when he was sworn in as President? 

Ans. Nelson Mandela pledged freedom and justice for all the black and coloured people of 

South Africa.  He promised to uphold the constitution of his country and devote himself to 

liberate his people from the bondage of poverty, deprivation, suffering, gender and other 

discrimination. 

 3. What does courage mean to Mandela? 

Ans. Mandela discovered that bravery was not the absence of terror, but the victory over it, 

when she saw people stand up to attacks and torture without cracking and thereby displaying 

strength and endurance that defied the imagination. 

4. Which does he think is natural, to love or to hate? 

Ans. For Mandela, love comes more naturally to the human heart than hate 

 5. Why did such a large number of international leaders attend the inauguration? 

What did it signify the triumph of? 

Ans. South Africa was in the grips of apartheid until Nelson Mandela became the President, 

and was then branded an outlaw by other nations. When Mandela became President, 

apartheid was abolished and diplomatic relations with several countries were restored. 
 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS – (100-150 words): 

1. What were the difficulties Nelson Mandela encountered while fighting for freedom? 

 Value Points: 

 Nelson Mandela underwent extreme hardships and suffering.  

 He was a true patriot and sacrificed his personal comforts and that of his family’s 

while demanding freedom and equality for all his countrymen. 

 He and his comrades were oppressed, punished and imprisoned for resisting the white 

rule. 

 He was imprisoned for almost thirty years. 



 His persistence and    sacrifice culminated in the independence of South Africa.        

2. What were Nelson Mandela’s views on the policy of Apartheid?  

Ans. Nelson Mandela says that Apartheid created a deep and lasting wound in his country.  It 

cast a shadow on the people of South Africa - deep wounds that would take many years to 

heal.     The oppression and brutality that the people of the nation had been subjected to had 

no parallel.  From this situation arouse a spiritof aggression in the minds of men and 

produced men of extraordinary courage, wisdom and generosity. Mandela believed that the 

greatest wealth of South Africa are the people of the nation.  The more the oppression rained 

on them the more the spirit to fight back was triggered in the minds of the people.  In the end 

victory for the people of South Africa prevailed and they attained Independence on 10th May 

1994.    

UNSOLVED QUESTIONS: 

EXTRACT BASED:       (2X2 = 4 Marks) 

1. The policy of apartheid created a deep and lasting wound in my country and my people. 

All of us will spend many years, if not generations, recovering from that profound hurt. But 

the decades of oppression and brutality had another, unintended effect and that was that it 

produced the Oliver Tambos, the Walter Sisulus, the Chief Luthulis, etc., men of such 

extraordinary courage, wisdom and generosity that their like may never be known again. 

(a) Whom does ‘my’ refer to in the passage? 

(b) Name two persons of extraordinary courage, wisdom and generosity     mentioned in 

the passage? 

2. No one is born hating another person because of the colour of his skin or his background or 

his religion. People must learn to hate and if they can learn to hate, they can be taught to love, 

for love comes more naturally to the human heart than it’s opposite. Even in the grimmest 

times in prison, when my comrades and 1 were pushed to our limits, one would see a 

glimmer of humanity in one of the guards, perhaps just for a second, but it was enough to 

reassure me and keep me going. Man’s goodness is a flame that can be hidden but never 

extinguished.  

(a) Why is it easy to learn to love? 

(b) What was the opinion of Mandela about the man’s goodness? 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 Words):  (2X5 = 10 Marks) 



1. What does Mandela mean to say that the oppressor and the oppressed alike are robbed off 

their humanity? 

2. What are the twin obligations that Mandela talks about?  

3. What does freedom means to Nelson Mandela? 

4. What Freedom Means to Mandela in childhood? 

5. What according to Mandela is true freedom? 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 Words):   (8X1 = 08 Marks) 

1. Do you agree with Mandela that the ‘depths of oppression’ create ‘heights of character’? 

Explain how he illustrates this. 

2. How did Mandela’s ‘hunger for freedom’ change his life?  

3. What did being free mean to Mandela as a boy, and as a student? How does he contrast 

these “transitory freedoms” with “the basic and honorable freedoms”? 

UNIT 3 -    TWO STORIES ABOUT FLYING 

PART I - HIS FIRST FLIGHT: 

-BY LIAM O’ FLAHERTY 

GIST OF THE LESSON: 

The story is about a young seagull who is afraid to fly. He observes all his siblings take their 

first flight but he cannot get himself to take the plunge. He feels that his wings will never 

support him to fly into the sky and so he hesitates each time he runs to the brink of the ledge. 

However, his mother’s ingenuity, empowers him to soar into the boundless skies with the 

vast expanse of the sea stretched down beneath him. The lesson explicitly explains his fears 

and doubts initially and his exhilarated feelings, as he finally soars into the skies with his 

family beside him.  

IMPORTANT NOTES: 

 The young seagull is scared to fly. 

 He is afraid of the vast exposure of the sea beneath him.  

 His parents cajole him to fly but he is too scared to fly. 

 At the same time, he is desperate with hunger. He expects his parents to feed him. But he 

is left alone without food.  

 They threaten him that he’ll die of hunger if he doesn’t fly. Then the mother tempts him 

with a fish within his reach, but not closer to him. 



 He ultimately falls to temptation and dives into the sea and finally succeeds. All the 

parents should follow such type of strategy to make their children learn. 

 They should not pamper their children by spoon feeding. They should make them 

independent.  

 Parent’s strictness in making a child learn a skill shouldn’t be taken as a threat. It is in 

favour of child as without threat, the seagull won’t have learnt to fly; he would be 

starved to death. 

EXTRACTS BASED QUESTIONS: 

1. ‘He stepped slowly out to the brink of the ledge, and standing on one leg with the other leg 

hidden under his wing; he closed one eye, then the other, and pretended to be falling asleep. 

Still they took no notice of him.’ 

(a) What did the young seagull do? What was the seagull afraid of? 

Ans. The young seagull wanted to catch the attention of the others. So he pretended to fall 

asleep on the brink of the ledge. The seagull was afraid to fly. 

(b) Why did he close his eyes one at a time? What could his brothers and sister do which 

he was not able to? 

Ans. He was pretending to fall asleep. They could fly but he was not able to.  

2. His father and mother had come around him calling him shrilly, upbraiding him, and 

threatening to let him starve on the ledge unless he flew away. But for the life of him, he 

could not move.  

(a) How did his parents try to make him fly? What was the effect of their efforts?  

Ans. First, they invited him encouragingly. Then scolded and threatened to leave him alone 

to starve unless he flew away. All their efforts failed but he did not fly. 

(b) What does the passage convey about the young seagull? How was the young seagull 

threatened by his parents initially when he did not fly?  

Ans. He was a coward.  First his parents encouraged him to fly but later on, they even 

threatened to let him starve if he did not fly.  

3.He waited a moment in surprise, wondering why she did not come nearer and then 

maddened by hunger, he dived at the fish. With a loud scream he fell outwards and 

downwards into space. 

(a) Who waited in surprise for whom? What did he think she would offer to him? 

Ans. The young seagull waited in surprise for his mother. He thought that she would offer 

him a fish to eat. 



(b) Which word in the passage means the same as ‘cry as of fear’? Who is referred as ‘He’ in 

the passage? 

Ans. ‘Scream’ means the same as ‘cry as of fear’. The young seagull. 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30 -40 WORDS): 

1. Describe the young seagull’s expression when he saw his mother with food. 

Ans. The young seagull uttered a joyful scream because he thought that his mother was 

bringing food for him. He tried to come nearer to her as she flew across.  

2. How did the young seagull and his family celebrate his first flight?  

Ans. When the young seagull started flying and got over his fear, his family screamed around 

him out of joy. They praised him and offered him scraps of dog-fish out of delight as he made 

a successful attempt. 

3. What happened when the young seagull dived at the fish picked up by his mother?  

Ans. When the young sea gull dived at the fish, he fell outwards and downwards with a 

scream. His monstrous terror seized him and his heart stood still. Soon his wings spread 

outwards and he could feel the tips of his wings cutting through the air. 

4. How did the seagull feel when his belly touched the green sea?  

Ans. When the seagull’s belly touched the green sea, he was scared that he would sink. He 

tried to fly but could not. He was exhausted and weak due to hunger. 

5. Why was the young seagull afraid?  

Ans. The seagull was afraid as he was unable to fly. He felt that his legs were not strong 

enough. 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100 - 150 WORDS): 

1. How does the author describe the young Seagull’s fear of flying?  

Value points: 

The young Seagull was afraid of flying though he wanted very much to fly.  

When he flapped his wings he became afraid….  

The sea stretched down beneath…. 

He felt certain that his wings would never support him…..  

So he bent his head and ran away back to the little hole….. 

He could not get himself to fly like his siblings.  

2. Do you think hunger was a good motivation for the young Seagull in his flight?  

Value points:  



The young seagull  was greatly afraid of flying --- did not dare to come out and fly ---  had no 

self-c confidence - Parents, brothers and sister decided to leave him alone – left for twenty 

four hours --- no food to eat --- very hungry --- parents rebuked --- would die of hunger --- 

getting mad with hunger --- mother bought a piece of fish --- offered him --- but was not able 

to catch it - called out to her – but she did not come any closer -  so he dived for it as he was 

hungry --- fell  and started going downwards --next moment wings spread outwards --- wind 

rushed through  him --- started flying high --- screamed with joy as he was finally flying --- 

thus made his maiden flight.  

UNSOLVED QUESTIONS: 

EXTRACT BASED:       (2X2 = 4 Marks) 

1.That was twenty-four hours ago. Since then nobody had come near him. The day before, all 

day long, he had watched his parents flying about with his brothers and sister, perfecting 

them in the art of flight, teaching them how to skim the waves and how to dive for fish. He 

had in fact, seen his elder brother catch his first herring and devour it, standing on a rock, 

while his parents circled around raising a proud cackle. And all the morning the whole family 

had walked about on the big plateau midway down the opposite cliff taunting him for his 

cowardice. 

a) The young seagull had been alone for how much time?  

(b) Why was the whole family taunting the young seagull?  

2.He stepped slowly out to the brink of the ledge, and standing on one leg with the other leg 

hidden under his wing, he closed one eye, then the other, and pretended to be falling asleep. 

Still they took no notice of him. He saw his two brothers and his sister lying on the plateau 

dozing with their heads sunk into their necks. His father was preening the feathers on his 

white back. Only his mother was looking at him. She was standing on a little high hump on 

the plateau, her white breast thrust forward. Now and again, she tore at a piece of fish that lay 

at her feet and then scrapped each side of her beak on the rock. 

(a) What did the young seagull do out of his ledge?  

(b) What was seagull’s father doing?  

3. They were beckoning to him, calling shrilly. He dropped his legs to stand on the green sea. 

His legs sank into it. He screamed with fright and attempted to rise again flapping his wings. 

But he was tired and weak with hunger and he could not rise, exhausted by the strange 

exercise. His feet sank into the green sea, and then his belly touched it and he sank no farther. 

He was floating on it, and around him his family was screaming, praising him and their beaks 



were offering him scraps of dog-fish. He had made his first flight.  

(a) What was the ‘green flooring’ on which his brothers and sister had landed? 

(b) How was the young seagull’s first experience of the sea? 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 Words):  (2X5 = 10 Marks) 

1. Why did the young seagull feel very miserable on the ledge?  

2. How did young seagull’s parents try to make him fly? 

3. Young seagull tried to fly but he could not. Why was he afraid to fly?  

4. What did the young seagull do to attract his mother’s attention? 

5. The young seagull was afraid of flying. Why?  

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 Words)   (8X1 = 08 Marks) 

1. Flying is a natural act in birds. Then why was the young seagull terrified by the strange 

exercise?  

2. What role was played by the family of the seagull to train him in the art of flying? 

UNIT 3 -    TWO STORIES ABOUT FLYING 

PART II – BLACK AEROPLANE: 

- BY FREDERICK FORSYTH 

GIST OF THE LESSON: 

The Black Aeroplane is about a pilot who is flying an old Dakota aeroplane and is happy and 

to be able to be home with his family in time for breakfast.  He is flying from Paris to 

London.  But suddenly he sees some huge black storm clouds that look like black mountains 

in front of him.   He does not have enough fuel to go around the clouds.  He takes the risk and 

flies right into it.  Suddenly it is pitch dark and impossible to see anything.  The instruments 

stop working and he has lost contact with Paris Control. Very soon he sees another black 

aeroplane near him and the pilot motions for him to follow and leads the way.  Soon he 

comes out of the clouds and sees two long straight lines of lights in front of him and that was 

a Runway!  He looks back to thank his friend but cannot see the other plane anywhere.  After 

landing he asks the lady at the Control room about the other plane, but she’s surprised and 

says that there were no other plane in the skies that night, and his was the only plane flying in 

the storm.  The pilot is puzzled! Who could it have been he wonders.   

IMPORTANT NOTES: 



 The writer was flying his old Dakota aeroplane when he saw the black clouds. He was 

lost in the storm. Suddenly, he saw a black aeroplane by his side, which had no lights, on 

its wings. 

 The pilot instructed the writer to follow as he had lost the way. He obeyed him like a 

child. He was very happy to follow him. After some time the pilot of another plane started 

to land. 

 The writer followed him blindly through the storm and came out of the clouds. He saw 

the lights of the runway and landed safely. 

 The writer was very happy when he decided to fly that night because he was going home 

to his family to enjoy his holiday. When he started, everything seemed to be perfect. The 

sky was clear, no clouds could be seen and the stars were shining. 

 It all made it an easy task for the writer to fly that night over the sleeping countryside of 

Paris. His assumption of everything being in place made him happy. 

 The pilot (writer) of the old Dakota was caught in the storm. He lost his contact with the 

control room. In this troubling situation, his fuel tank was also empty. He lost all his 

hopes but suddenly a black strange plane appeared.  

 The pilot of the black place asked writer to follow him. The writer landed safely. After his 

safe landing, he wanted to thank the pilot of the black plane. This shows his gratitude 

towards the pilot of the Black Plane.  

 He was thankful to him for saving his life. It shows that the pilot of Dakota had a value of 

gratefulness in his character. 

EXTRACTS BASED QUESTIONS: 

1. I knew I could not fly up and over them, and I didn’t have enough fuel to fly around them 

to the north or south. “I ought to go back to Paris.” I thought, but I wanted to get home.  

a) What does ‘them’ in the first sentence refer to? 

Ans. ‘Them’ means the big black clouds  

b) Why could he not fly over on either side of storm clouds?  

Ans. There was not enough fuel left in the Dakota – aero plane for him to fly around the 

clouds  

2. He turned his aeroplane slowly to the north, in front of my Dakota, so that it would be 

easier for me to follow him. I was very happy to go behind the strange aeroplane like an 

obedient child.  

a) Where was the pilot at this time?  



Ans. The pilot was inside the black storm cloud  

b) Who does ‘He’ refer to in the first sentence?  

Ans. The pilot of the Black aeroplane  

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 WORDS): 

1. What did the narrator feel inside the clouds?  

Ans. When the narrator entered the clouds, it became impossible to see outside the aeroplane. 

The aeroplane jumped and twisted in the air and all the instruments like compass etc. stopped 

working due to the weather conditions. He could not see anything and he was worried 

whether the fuel would last till he landed 

2. Why was the woman in the control room shocked when the narrator asked her about 

another aeroplane? 

Ans. The woman in the control room was shocked when the narrator asked about another 

aeroplane because there was no such plane flying in the sky that night as she saw none on the 

radar. It was an extremely stormy night and no one had taken the risk of flying in the storm. 

3. Why did the writer follow the pilot of another aeroplane?  

Ans. The writer followed another aeroplane because he had lost the way in the storm and was 

unable to see anything. The pilot of another aeroplane was helping him to get out of the storm 

and land safely. 

4. Why did the woman in control room get shocked when the writer asked about another 

aeroplane? 

Ans. The woman in the control room was shocked when the writer asked about another 

aeroplane because there was no such plane flying in the sky that night as she saw on the 

radar. 

5. Why did the writer want to meet the pilot of another black aeroplane? 

Ans. The writer wanted to meet the pilot of another black aeroplane to thank him as he had 

saved the life of the writer by helping him come out from in the storm. 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100 - 150 WORDS): 

 1. The narrator does not lose hope and follows the pilot in the black aeroplane knowing 

well that he might be taking a huge risk. What qualities does he possess to endure this 

critical situation bravely?    

Ans. The author’s plane did not have enough fuel. He knew that because of the paucity of 

fuel, he could not fly up and over the clouds nor he could fly around them to the north or 

south. But then he decided to take the risk to fly into the clouds because he wanted to go 



home and wanted to join his family at breakfast. This shows that he was a family-loving 

person. He was courageous as he knew that it would be risky to enter the clouds, but he did 

so nevertheless.  Gradually a black aeroplane approaches and the pilot signals to him to 

follow him. Knowing well that it is a risky move he still continues to follow and to his delight 

and relief he reaches an airport safely.  However he cannot see the other aeroplane anywhere 

and nor can the lady at the Control room help him.  His brave act led him to safety.  His Faith 

in himself and perhaps the Almighty enabled him to emerge safely from the grueling 

situation.  

UNSOLVED QUESTIONS: 

EXTRACT BASED:       (2X2 = 4 Marks) 

1. They look like black mountains standing in front of me across the sky. I knew I could not 

fly up and cover them, and I did not have enough fuel to fly around them to the north or 

south.  

(a) What are ‘they’ here ?Explain the figure of speech used in the above extract ? 

(b) Did the writer have enough fuel ? Which word in the passage means the same as 

‘sufficient’? 

2. “Suddenly I came out of the clouds and saw two long straight lines of lights in front of me. 

It was a runway An airport I was safe I turned to look for my friend in the blank aeroplane.”  

(a) Name the plane in which narrator was flying.Why was he amazed to see a runway ? 

(b)Why did the narrator turn? 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 Words):  (2X5 = 10 Marks) 

1. Why do you think there were no other planes flying?  

2. “I’ll take the risk.” What is the risk that the pilot of the old Dakota takes? Why does he 

take the risk?  

3. How much fuel was there in the aeroplane when the writer started flying?  

4. What risk did the writer take while flying? Why?  

5. The pilot wanted to thank another pilot after his safe landing. Why? What values of the 

writer are reflected from his action? 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 Words)   (8X1 = 08 Marks) 

1. Describe the flight of the Dakota aeroplane until it landed safely at the airport.  

2. What is the message that Frederick Forsyth wants to convey to the readers through the 

lesson ‘The Black Aeroplane’?  



3. The pilot wanted to thank another pilot after his safe landing. Why? What values of the 

writer are reflected from his action? 

4. The narrator knew that he could not fly up due to storm and lack of fuel but still, he 

continued. What kind of person was he? Was it not in his nature to accept defeat? 

Discuss the values one should possess to accept failures and still be able to move ahead 

in life. 

 

UNIT 4. FROM THE DIARY OF ANNE  FRANK 

- BY ANNE FRANK 

GIST OF THE LESSON: 

The Diary of a young girl' was written at the time of the Second World War. It describes the 

pitiable conditions of the Jews as they were the most affected by this war. Thousands of Jews 

were forced to leave their houses and flee to others. During the war, they were dragged out of 

their houses and were sent to the concentration camps. Many of the Jews went into hiding to 

escape the clutches of the Germans. The Frank Family was also one of those few who went 

into hiding in a secret annex. The entries of the sounds of guns, sirens and airplanes 

continued to create an image of the war scene in front of the reader's eyes. Thus the main 

theme of the novel is the horrors of war faced by the Jews at that time. 

Important points:   

 Anne Frank lived in Holland after Hitler invaded. 

 His father and mother left her and her sister to her Grandma. 

 She was gifted a diary on her thirteenth birthday. 

 She named it ‘Kitty’ and made it her best friend in her loneliness. 

 She wrote every problem and happenings in her diary. 

 She was very close to her Grandma, after her death she felt very much alone. 

 They lived in hiding for many years to survive. 

 She was lovable of every teacher except Mr. Keesing who taught Maths. 

 Mr. Kessing got annoyed with her talkative nature. ’ 

 He punished her by giving her extra homework many a time. 

 Her essay in verse form on topic ‘Quack’ Quack, Quack, said Mistress Chatterbox 

humiliated Mr. Kessing. 

 He allowed her to talk and relieved her from any extra home work. 

EXTRACT BASED QUESTIONS: 



1.Writing in a diary is a really strange experience for someone like me. Not only because I 

have never written anything before, but also because it seems to me that later on neither I nor 

anyone else will be interested in the musing of a thirteen year old school girl. Oh well, it 

doesn’t matter. I feel like writing and I have an even greater need to get all kind of things off 

my chest. ‘Paper has more patience than people.’ I thought of this saying on one of those 

days when I was feeling a little depressed and was sitting at home with my chin in my hands, 

bored and listless, wondering whether to stay in or go out. 

(a) To whom does T refer in the given passage? 

(b) ‘Paper has more patience than people’ – Why did Anne Frank say that? 

Answers: 

(a) ‘I’ refers to Anne Frank in the given passage. 

(b) Anne Frank said that ‘Paper has more patience than people’ because one can rely on the 

paper to confide his/her secrets and it listens carefully and silently. 

2.Let me put it more clearly, since no one will believe that a thirteen-year-old girl is 

completely alone in the world. And I’m not. I have loving parents and a sixteen-year-old 

sister, and there are about thirty people I can call friends. I have a family, loving aunts and a 

good home. No, on the surface I seem to have everything, except my one true friend. All I 

think about when I’m with friends is having a good time. I can’t bring myself to talk about 

anything but ordinary everyday things. We don’t seem to be able to get any closer, and that’s 

the problem. Maybe it’s my fault that we don’t confide in each other. In any case, that’s just 

how things are, and unfortunately they’re not liable to change. This is why I’ve started the 

diary. 

(a) Why was Anne Frank disturbed even when she had loving parents, relatives and 

friends? 

(b) Why did Anne decide to write a diary? 

Answers: 

(a) Anne Frank was disturbed even after being surrounded by so many people because she 

didn’t have any true friend. 

(b) Anne decided to write a diary because she could not confide in anyone and felt lonely. 

3.To enhance the image of this long awaited friend in my imagination, I don’t want to jot 

down the facts in this diary the way most people would do, but I want the diary to be my 

friend, and I’m going to call this friend ‘Kitty’. Since no one would understand a word of my 

stories to Kitty if I were to plunge right in, I’d better provide a brief sketch of my life, much 

as I dislike doing so. CBSE 2016 



(a) Who was the long awaited friend of Anne? Why? 

(b) What did she provide in her diary? 

Answers: 

(a) The diary named ‘Kitty’ was the long awaited friend of Anne, because she had no true 

friend in her life with whom she could share her feelings and thoughts. 

(b) She provided a brief-sketch of her life and her family in her diary. 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 Words): 

1. Describe Anne’s Feelings about having a diary. 

Ans. Anne feels it is silly for a 13 years old teenager to have a diary as it would seem she has 

many friends and other people to talk to, but in reality, she states she feels very lonely in the 

world. She wishes her diary to become her friend. 

2. Why does Anne Frank think that ‘paper’ has more patience than ‘people’? 

Ans. Anne believes that paper has more patience than people because it listens to her more 

patiently and silently it does not react like other people and also because she can confide in 

her diary all her secrets. 

3. What does Anne Frank tell about her family in her diary? 

Ans. Anne Frank tells that she has very lovely and caring family. Her parents and her elder 

sister love her a lot. There are about thirty people nearby her whom she can call friends. She 

has loving aunts and a good home but she wants to have a true friend with whom she can 

share her feelings and thoughts. 

4. Describe your views about Mr. Keesing as a teacher. 

Ans. Mr. Keesing seems to be a strict teacher but he actually believes taking actions with 

good intention and for the development of children. He tries to control her bad habit of 

talking too much but as soon as he is convinced that her habit does not affect her studies, he 

overlooks her shortcoming. 

5. What does Anne write in her first essay to support her habit of talking so much? 

Ans. Anne Frank supports her Nanette by stating that talking is a student’s trait and she will 

try to control it. But she also says that she has got it from her mother and such inherited traits 

cannot be curbed. 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 Words): 

1. Anne called 26th July a ‘tumultuous’ day. Explain the reasons behind it. 

Ans. Anne called 26th July a tumultuous day as it was full of tension and fright. The first 

warning siren was sent off in the morning but nobody paid any attention to it because it only 



meant that the planes were crossing the coast. The siren alarmed again around 2 O’clock in 

the afternoon. Anne and her sister went upstairs but after five minutes they heard loud 

gunshots. After half an hour, drone of engines faded and life became normal. The city was 

enveloped in thick fog. But after dinner time, there was another gun-fire round and swarms of 

planes. The air was buzzing with the drone of engines. Nobody was able to sleep that night 

because it repeated again at midnight. 

2. Why did Anne think that she could confide more in her diary than in the people? 

Ans. Anne Frank did not have a friend with whom she could share now. Although she had 

spent a good time with her friends but she was unable to share her views and thoughts with 

them. When she got her diary, she decided to share everything with it because she believed 

that nobody would be interested enough in her musings. So, she treated her diary as her best 

friend. It would keep her life a secret and would not react like people. She confided 

everything in the diary; her family, her fear, her loneliness, her life and considered it her best 

friend. 

UNSOLVED QUESTIONS: 

EXTRACT BASED:       (2X2 = 4 Marks) 

1. My father the most adorable father I’ve ever seen, didn’t marry my mother until he was36 

and she was 25. My sister Margot was born in Frankfurt in Germany in 1926.1 was born on 

12th June, 1929.1 lived in Frankfurt until I was’ four. My father immigrated to Holland in 

1933. My mother, Edith Hollander Frank, went with him to Holland in September, while 

Margot and I were sent to Aachen to stay with our grandmother. 

(a) When and where was Anne Frank born? 

(b) To whom was Anne and her sister Margot stay with in Aachen? Why? 

2. That evening, after I’d finished the rest of my homework, the note about the essay caught 

my eye. I began thinking about the subject while chewing the tip of my fountain pen. Anyone 

could ramble on and leave big spaces between the words, but the trick was to come up with 

convincing arguments to prove the necessity of talking. I thought and thought, and suddenly I 

had an idea, I wrote the three pages Mr. Keesing had assigned me and was satisfied. I argued 

that talking is a student’s trait and that I would do my best to keep it under control, but that I 

would never be able to cure myself of the habit since my mother talked as much as I did if not 

more, and that there’s not much you can do about inherited traits. 

(a) What is the main feature of an essay according to Anne? 

(b) What did Anne argue in the essay? Why? 



3. However, during the third lesson he’d finally had enough. ‘Anne Frank, as punishment for 

talking in class, write an essay entitled ‘Quack, Quack, Quack, and Said Mistress 

Chatterbox’.” The class roared. I had to laugh too, though I’d nearly exhausted my ingenuity 

on the topic of Chatterboxes. It was time to come up with something else, something original. 

My friend, Sanne, who’s good at poetry, offered to help me write the essay from beginning to 

end in verse and I jumped for joy. Mr. Keesing was trying to play a joke on me with this 

ridiculous subject, but I’d make sure the joke was on him. 

(a) Why did Mr. Keesing her teacher ask her to write another essay? 

(b) Why did Anne want to write the essay with the help of her friend Sanne? 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 Words):  (2X5 = 10 Marks) 

1. What was Mr. Keesing’s reaction after reading Anne’s poem on the third essay that he 

had given to her to write? 

2. Why was Anne’s entire class anxious and nervous? 

3. Describe Anne’s love for her grandmother. 

4. Describe about Anne Frank’s early education. 

5. Why did Anne Frank feel suffocated? 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 Words):   (8X1 = 08 Marks) 

1. Who helped Anne in writing the essay and how? 

2. Write the character sketch of Anne Frank. 

3. Paper has more patience than people’. Justify. 

 

UNIT 5 - THE HUNDRED DRESSES – I 

- BY EL BSOR ESTER 

GIST OF THE LESSON: 

The story is about a quiet and shy girl named Wanda Petronski, a Polish immigrant, who had 

come to America with her family. She attended school with American children who found 

her name to be strange and probably, the weirdest in the classroom. This is because they all 

had easier names. She was poor and was always seen wearing a faded blue dress. Her 

classmates teased her because she claimed to have a hundred dresses “all lined up” in her 

closet albeit, always being seen wearing one. The ones who mainly teased her were the two 

best friends, Peggy and Maddie. Peggy was the most famous girl in school while anyone 

barely knew Wanda. 



Peggy and Maddie used to wait for Wanda before school even if it meant getting late. 

Maddie, a poor girl herself did not like when Peggy made fun of Wanda. She feared that she 

could be next. She wanted Peggy to stop making fun of Wanda, but could not summon 

courage to face her as she feared she’d lose her best friend. However, Peggy’s intention was 

never to hurt Wanda but she was curious as to why Wanda had to lie that she had a hundred 

dresses in her closet. 

Truth about the same hundred dresses unveiled on the result day of the drawing competition. 

The room was lined with one hundred drawings portraying different dresses, each so 

beautiful. That day, she truly had “a hundred dresses all lined up”, but in the classroom. At 

that moment, Peggy and Maddie, who were awestruck realised the theory of a hundred 

dresses and felt guilty about having treated her badly 

Important Points:  

 It was Monday, Wanda was absent but nobody noticed. 

 Wanda, a quiet girl, did not talk with others too much. 

 She lived at Boggins; Height and belonged to a poor family. 

 She wore the same blue dress every day. 

 Peggy and Maddie were good friends and teased Wanda every day. 

 Wanda had no friends and girls used to make fun of her. 

 Wanda claimed of having a hundred dresses and sixty pairs of shoes. 

 Peggy was not really a cruel girl. She loved children and animals also. 

 Peggy would say why Wanda had spoken of her hundred dresses. 

 Maddie, herself a poor girl, did not like to tease Wanda but remained mum for fear of 

being ridiculed in Wanda’s place. 

 There was a drawing competition for every boy and girl in the class. 

 Everybody expected Peggy to win. 

 There were a hundred sketches of dresses beautifully drawn by Wanda in the classroom. 

 Miss Mason announced the winner-jack Beggles won among the boys and Wanda among 

the girls. 

 Wanda was absent but everybody clapped for her. 

 Peggy and Maddie identified the blue and the green dress once spoken by Wanda. 

 Everybody in the class clapped for Wanda’s great quality of drawing. 

EXTRACT BASED QUESTIONS: 



1.Today, Monday, Wanda Petronski was not in her seat. But nobody, not even Peggy and 

Maddie, the girls who started all the fun, noticed her absence. Usually Wanda sat in the seat 

next to the last seat in the last row in Room Thirteen. She sat in the corner of the room where 

the rough boys who did not make good marks sat, the corner of the room where there was 

most scuffling of feet, most roars of laughter when anything funny was said, and most mud 

and dirt on the floor. Wanda did not sit there because she was rough and noisy. On the 

contrary, she was very quiet and rarely said anything at all. And nobody had ever heard her 

laugh out loud. Sometimes she twisted her mouth into a crooked sort of smile, but that was 

all. 

(a) Who didn’t noticed Wanda’s absence? 

(b) Why did Wanda Petronski sit in the last row of the class? 

Answer: 

(a) Wanda’s absence was not noticed by anyone, not even by Peggy and Maddie who used to 

tease her every day after school. 

(b) Wanda Petronski sat in the last row of the class because she was very quiet and wanted to 

avoid the taunts and trouble by girls in the class. 

2.But on Wednesday, Peggy and Maddie, who sat down in front with other children who got 

good marks and who didn’t track in a whole lot of mud, did notice that Wanda wasn’t there. 

Peggy was the most popular girl in school. She was pretty, she had many pretty clothes and 

her hair was curly. Maddie was her closest friend. The reason Peggy and Maddie noticed 

Wanda’s absence was because Wanda had made them late to school.  

(a) What kind of a girl Peggy was? 

(b) How did Peggy and Maddie turn up late for school? 

Answer: 

(a) Peggy was a pretty and the most popular girl in her school. She was very helpful and very 

close to Maddie. 

(b) Peggy and Maddie turned up late to school because they waited for Wanda to make fun of 

her. 

3.Wanda didn’t have any friends. She came to school alone and went home alone. She always 

wore a faded blue dress that didn’t hang right. It was clean, but it looked as though it had 

never been ironed properly. She didn’t have any friends, but a lot of girls talked to her. 

Sometimes, they surrounded her in the school yard as she stood watching the little girls play 

hopscotch on the worn hard ground. “Wanda”, Peggy would say in a most courteous manner 

as though she were talking to Miss Mason. “Wanda,” she’d say, giving one of her friends a 



nudge, “tell us. How many dresses did you say you had hanging up in your closet?” ‘A 

‘hundred,” Wanda would say. ‘A hundred!” exclaimed all the little girls incredulously, and 

the little ones would stop playing hopscotch and listen. 

(a) Did Wanda have any friend? Why did girls surround her? 

(b) How did the girls make fun of Wanda? 

Answer: 

(a) No, Wanda didn’t have any friends. Girls surrounded her as she watched little girls play 

hopscotch on the ground. 

(b) The girls made fun of Wanda by asking her questions about the hundred dresses she once 

claimed of having. 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 WORDS): 

1. Describe the reaction of Wanda Petronski to Peggy and Maddie. 

Ans. When Peggy and Maddie made fun of Wanda Petronski, she did not speak to them and 

remained serious. As she had no American friend she walked alone with dull eyes and 

hitched her shoulders in a funny way. 

2. Why did Maddie write a note to Peggy and then tore it? 

Ans. Maddie wrote a note to Peggy to stop making fun of Wanda. But she tore it because she 

thought that it could annoy Peggy and she would make fun of her instead. 

3. Explain two dresses of Wanda Petronski in brief. [CBSE 2016] 

Ans. Each dress of Wanda was different from other as one of the dresses was in a brilliant 

jungle green colour and other was red sash. Actually each of them were beautiful enough to 

win the competition individually. 

4. What kind of a girl was Peggy? 

Ans. Peggy was the most attractive and intelligent girl. She was very sentimental. She 

couldn’t bear an animal to be hurt and protected small children from bullies, but towards 

Wanda, she had a different attitude. 

5. What was the competition about in the school? 

Ans. There was a drawing competition in the school. In the competition all boys had to draw 

a motorboat and all girls had to make sketches of a dress. 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 WORDS): 

1. Pen down the character sketch of Wanda Petronski. 

Ans. Wanda Petronski is a polish girl who has shifted in America from Poland with her 

parents. She is very poor and lives up on Boggins Heights. She is very shy and quiet. She 



does not talk to anyone. She has no friends and sits in the last row of the class with some 

naughty boys so that nobody notices her. She wears the same faded blue dress everyday 

which is not ironed but clean. 

Everybody teases her in her class. In anger, she claims of having a hundred dresses and sixty 

pair of shoes at home. She- is very determined and shows her determination in the drawing 

competition by displaying the hundred sketches of dresses she claims to own. Each of them 

was so beautiful, that she wins the competition and surpasses Peggy. 

2. “The Hundred Dresses-I” is about teasing Wanda. It also borders on ragging and 

racism indirectly. Describe how does it affect you and how do you evaluate it? 

Ans. The story ‘The Hundred Dresses-I’ is really all about teasing of Wanda being polish and 

having a strange name. They made fun of Wanda and made her feel inferior by asking her 

about her dresses. Their behaviour towards Wanda was completely undesirable as it shows 

racism and ragging. These are totally condemnable issues in the society which cannot be 

accepted. 

Peggy and Maddie never thought of Wanda’s feelings and continued teasing her but her 

selection as a winner shows that colour, prejudice or racism are not the parameter of talent as 

everybody clapped for her drawings. 

UNSOLVED QUESTIONS: 

EXTRACT BASED QUESTIONS:     (2×2 = 04 MARKS) 

1.Peggy was not really cruel. She protected small children from bullies. And she cried for 

hours if she saw an animal mistreated. If anybody had said to her, “Don’t you think that is a 

cruel way to treat Wanda?” She would have been very surprised. Cruel? Why did the girl say 

she had a hundred dresses? Anybody could tell that was a lie. Why did she want to lie? And 

she wasn’t just an ordinary person, else why did she have a name like that? Anyway, they 

never made her cry. 

(a) Peggy was not cruel. Give reason. 

(b) Why did Peggy tease Wanda? 

2. Sometimes, when Peggy was asking Wanda those questions in that mocking polite voice, 

Maddie felt embarrassed and studied the marbles in the palm of her hand, rolling them around 

and saying nothing herself. Not that she felt sorry for Wanda, exactly. She would never have 

paid any attention to Wanda if Peggy hadn’t invented the dresses game. But suppose Peggy 

and all the others started in on her next? She wasn’t as poor as Wanda, perhaps, but she was 

poor. Of course, she would have more sense than to say she had a hundred dresses. Still she 



would not like for them to begin on her. She wished Peggy would stop teasing Wanda 

Petronski. 

(a) Why did Maddie feel embarrassed when Peggy teased Wanda? 

(b) What did Maddie want Peggy to do? 

3. She wished she had the nerve to write Peggy a note, because she knew she never would 

have the courage to speak right out to Peggy, to say, “Hey, Peg, let’s stop asking Wanda how 

many dresses she has.” When she finished her arithmetic she did start a note to Peggy. 

Suddenly she paused and shuddered. She pictured herself in the school yard, a new target for 

Peggy and the girls. Peggy might ask her where she got the dress that she had on, and Maddie 

would have to say it was one of Peggy’s old ones that Maddie’s mother had tried to disguise 

with new trimmings so no one in Room Thirteen would recognize it. 

(a) Why was Maddie afraid of speaking to Peggy to stop teasing Wanda? 

(b) Where did Maddie get her dresses from? 
 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 Words):  (2X5 = 10 Marks) 

1. Who won the drawing competition in each category? What had they drawn? 

2. How does everyone in the class react to Wanda’s drawing? 

3. How can you say that Peggy was a soft girl? 

4. What does the story? ‘The Hundred Dresses' teach us? 

5. How did Peggy and Madeline try to amend their behaviour towards Wanda? 
 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 Words):  (8X1 = 08 Marks) 

1. It disturbs you that Peggy and Maddie make fun of Wanda. You don’t like it. You 

decide to speak about this as weak, ugly or poor. Write a speech to express your 

thoughts. 

2. Why did Maddie think of writing a letter to Peggy? Why did she tear it into bits? 

3. ‘The Hundred Dresses ‐ I' gives a strong message of avoiding racist behaviour. 

Comment. 

 

UNIT 6 - THE HUNDRED DRESSES II 

-BY EL BSOR ESTER 

GIST OF THE LESSON: 

The lesson begins with a letter received from Wanda’s father informing the school about their 

moving to a big city where nobody would tease Wanda for her funny name as well her 



appearance. After getting familiar with the content of the letter through the teacher the whole 

class got stunned and realized their derogatory remarks and attitude towards Wanda. 

Maddie felt so bad that she couldn’t concentrate on her studies after knowing the facts. She 

wanted to meet Wanda in person to clarify her stand that she never meant to hurt her feelings. 

When the school was over Maddie and Peggy both went to the residence of Wanda at 

Boggins Height to meet her but by that time they had already left so their visit was fruitless.  

Then they wrote a friendly letter to Wanda telling her she had won the contest but the letter 

was not responded by Wanda. On Christmas Miss Masion their teacher received a letter from 

Wanda informing that she was no more in need of those hundred dresses as she had new 

hundred dresses in her new house hence those should be gifted to the girls especially blue one 

to Maddie and green one to Peggy. 

They accepted and pinned them in their bedrooms .There Maddie gazed for a long time at the 

picture and found that the face in the drawing was resembling to her own. Then she ran to 

Peggy’s house to see her drawing also. Peggy was also happy to find same in the drawing. 

Peggy consoled herself saying that Wanda really liked them. Maddie agreed and blinked 

away the tears which came every time she thought of Wanda Petronski. 

IMPORTANT POINTS: 

 The teacher makes the classroom fully attentive before reading out the letter written by 

Wanda’s father informing them about absence of Wanda and Jack from their school for 

good. 

 The Petronski family decides to settle in a big city so that their children don’t suffer from 

funny pranks played by their classmates. 

 The whole class along with the teacher got shocked with the content of the letter sent by 

Mr. Petronski. 

 The entire class got tensed and they felt bad about Wanda. Maddie could concentrate on 

her studies. 

 She felt that she is coward and never stopped Peggy from making fun of Wanda. 

 She wanted to meet Wanda. She made up her mind to go to her house and tell her that 

she has won the prize. 

 When the school was over Peggy and Maddie went to Boggins Heights. 

 Both the girls found her house but they could not meet her as they had already left the 

place. 

 Peggie tried to defend her behaviour but Maddie is not satisfied. 



 On Saturday both Peggie and Maddie wrote a letter to Wanda telling her she had won the 

contest.  

 Days passed but there was no answer from Wanda.  

 It was Christmas time when Miss Mason received a letter from    Wanda. Wanda had 

written a letter that the girls could keep those hundred dresses because in her new house 

she had hundred new ones. 

 She had gifted special drawing to Peggy and Maddie.  

 Maddie found that the face in the drawing looked like her.                       

 She went to Peggy’s house and saw her drawing too. 

 She made up her mind to go to her house and tell her that found that the face and head of 

the drawing looked like their face and head. 

 Peggy consoled herself by saying that Wanda really liked them Maddie agreed and 

blinked away the tears that came every time she thought of Wanda Petronski.   

EXTRACT BASED QUESTIONS: 

1.While the class was circling the room, the monitor from the principal’s office brought Miss 

Mason a note. Miss Mason read it several times and studied it thoughtfully for a while. Then 

she clapped her hands. ‘Attention, class everyone back to their seat.” When the shuffling of 

feet had stopped and the room was still and quiet, Miss Mason said, “I have a letter from 

Wanda’s father that I want to read to you.” Miss Mason stood there a moment and the silence 

in the room grew tense and expectant. The teacher adjusted her glasses slowly and 

deliberately. 

(a) What was in the note that Miss Mason get from the principal’s office? 

(b) How did Miss Mason do before reading the note and what was the reaction of class? 

Answer: 

(a) The note that Miss Mason received from the principal’s office was a letter from Wanda’s 

father. 

(b) Miss Mason’s reaction showed that there was something of great importance as she 

adjusted her glasses slowly and deliberately. Everybody in the class was silent and listened 

closely to the note. 

2.A deep silence met the reading of this letter. Miss Mason took off her glasses, blew on them 

and wiped them on her soft white handkerchief. Then she put them on again and looked at the 

class. When she spoke her voice was very low.“I am sure that none of the boys and girls in 

Room Thirteen would purposely and deliberately hurt anyone’s feelings because his or her 



name happened to be a long, unfamiliar one. I prefer to think that what was said was said in 

thoughtlessness. I know that all of you feel the way I do, that this is a very unfortunate thing 

to have happened unfortunate and sad, both. And I want you all to think about it.” 

(a) What did Miss Mason do when she finished reading the letter of Wanda’s father? 

(b) What did Miss Mason say to the class? 

Answer: 

(a) Miss Mason put off her glasses, blew on them and wiped them on her white handkerchief 

and then put them on again. 

(b) Miss Mason advised the class to think about the whole incident which happened with 

Wanda and condemned them not to repeat it. 

3.Goodness! Wasn’t there anything she could do? If only she could tell Wanda she hadn’t 

meant to hurt her feelings. She turned around and stole a glance at Peggy, but Peggy did not 

look up. She seemed to be studying hard. Well, whether Peggy felt badly or not, she had to do 

something. She had to find Wanda Petronski. Maybe she had not yet moved away.       

(a) Who does ‘she’ refer in the passage? 

(b) What does Maddie decide to do? 

Answer: 

(a) ‘She’ refers to ‘Maddie’ in the passage. 

(b) Maddie decided to find Wanda Petronski as she believed that Wanda might be at her 

home. 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 WORDS): 

1. State the reason behind the letter of Mr. Petronski, Wanda’s father? 

Ans. Mr. Petronski, Wanda’s father wrote the letter because he was upset to know about what 

all his daughter had to go through because of her strange name. 

2. What do you think about Wanda’s-action of not coming to school anymore?     

Ans. Wanda never replied to anyone against their misbehavior. But due to insult she faced, 

she decided not to come to school anymore. It was very mature of her age to teach them 

lesson without any argument. 

3. How did Peggy and Maddie try to amend for their behavior towards Wanda?        

Ans. Both Peggy and Maddie decided to change their behaviour as Peggy had tried to justify 

that it was not her dress for which she teased her. Maddie decided not to be a mute spectator 

and promised herself that she would try to protect if anyone would be mocked down. 

4. What impression do you form of Wanda Petronski on the basis of reading the lesson 

‘The Hundred Dresses’?          



Ans. Wanda Petronski was a polish girl who was very simple. She used to keep herself calm 

and silent in every condition and never reacted when Peggy teased her and took it lightly. She 

always replied everyone with a smile. She even gifted her drawings to Peggy and Maddie 

which showed her innocent and loving behaviour. 

5. Why did Maddie rush to Peggy’s house while gazing at the drawing? 

Ans. Maddie rushed to Peggy’s house while gazing at the drawing because she had seen her 

face in the drawing and wanted to confirm about Peggy for the same. 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 WORDS): 

1. What did Maddie and Peggy write in the letter to Wanda? What happened to it? How 

did Maddie behave even though Peggy had begun to forget the whole business? 

Ans. Peggy and Maddie wrote a friendly letter to Wanda. Rather than being sorry they asked 

her about her new school, new teacher. They told her about the result of drawing contest 

which she had won and that her drawings were very beautiful. They meant to say sorry 

indirectly. They signed it with lot of X’s for love and didn’t say anything to tease her. But 

they did not get any reply from her. After sometime Peggy had begun to forget the whole 

business. But Maddie was surrounded by the thoughts of Wanda and everything that 

happened to Wanda. She felt guilty and decided not to be silent anymore so that other might 

not feel ashamed like her. 

2.  You are ‘Wanda’. You are deeply hurt by the behaviour of your classmates. Express 

your feelings in the form of a diary entry.      [CBSE 2014] 

Ans.  

Tuesday, 30th March 20XX 10:00 AM  

Dear diary, 

I am very much aggrieved and disturbed by the insulting words of my classmates: Peggy and 

Maddie as both of them leave no stone unturned to look me down. And being a Polish girl 

having a long name, I feel helpless to revert them in the same coin. Peggy is vain; she teases 

me by asking about my dress. She asks me how many dresses, shoes, hats etc. do I have. 

When I reply that I have a 100 dresses and sixty pairs of shoes; – they ask whether all of them 

are of different colours and designs. Maddie always remains calm and thus supports Peggy in 

doing so; she lacks courage to state what is right and what is wrong. 

I never react and try to smile at their irritating questions because I know, there will be no 

difference, between me and them if I too turn the table to their side in the same way. Now 

that my father has come to know what I am going through, he has decided to shift to another 



city in order to avoid confrontation and racism as such humiliating circumstances can neither 

be tolerated nor can be accepted. 

UNSOLVED QUESTIONS: 

EXTRACT BASED QUESTIONS:                                (2×2 = 04 MARKS) 

1. I think that’s where the Petronski live,” said Maddie, pointing to a little white house. Wisps 

of old grass stuck up here and there along the pathway like thin kittens. The house and its 

sparse little yard looked shabby but clean. It reminded Maddie of Wanda’s one dress, her 

faded blue cotton dress, shabby but clean. There was not a sign of life about the house. Peggy 

knocked firmly on the door, but there was no answer. She and Maddie went around to the 

back-yard and knocked there. Still there was no answer. 

(a) What does the house of Petronski remind to Maddie? 

(b) Why did they knock the door of the house? 

2. At last Maddie sat up in bed and pressed her forehead tight in her hands and really thought. 

This was the hardest thinking she had ever done. After a long, long time, she reached an 

important conclusion. 

She was never going to stand by and say nothing again. If she ever heard anybody picking on 

someone because they were funny looking or because they had strange names, she’d speak 

up. Even if it meant losing Peggy’s friendship. She had no way of making things right with 

Wanda, but from now on she would never make anybody else that unhappy again.                

(a) What decision did Maddie take after a long time? 

(b) Why was it difficult to Maddie to make things right with Wanda? 

3. On Saturday Maddie spent the afternoon with Peggy. They were writing a letter to Wanda 

Petronski. It was just a friendly letter telling about the contest and telling Wanda she had 

won. They told her how pretty her drawings were. And they asked her if she liked where she 

was living and if she liked her new teacher. They had meant to say they were sorry, but it 

ended up with their just writing a friendly letter, the kind they would have written to any 

good friend, and they signed it with lots of X’s for love. They mailed the letter to Boggins 

Heights, writing ‘Please Forward’ on the envelope. 

(a) What did Maddie and Peggy write in the letter to Wanda? 

(b) How did they end the letter and why? 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 Words):  (2X5 = 10 Marks) 

1. Why did Peggy and Maddie assume that Wanda had received their letter? 

2. Why did Maddie have sleepless nights? 



3. What did the children of room thirteen do on the Christmas Eve? 

4. Why was there no reply of the letter written to Wanda by the girls?    

5. What did Peggy say to Maddie when they did not find her at Boggins Heights? 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 Words)   (8X1 = 08 Marks) 

1. Give a character sketch of Wanda Petronski? 

2. How can you say that Maddie is an emotional girl? Compare and contrast Maddie and 

Peggy. 

3. “The Hundred Dresses – II” gives out a moral lesson of what a man should be like as 

Wanda displays herself in the given situation. Wanda by her behaviour towards Peggy 

and Maddie shows her exalted character as is seen in her letter. How far would you 

agree with her and justify such a behaviour in all persons as essential? Write a 

paragraph on such an aspect.    

 



UNIT 7: GLIMPSES OF INDIA 

PART -1. A BAKER FROM GOA 

- BY LUCIO RODRIGUES 

GIST OF THE LESSON: 

Bread Making in Goa:  

This is a pen portrait of the traditional Goan village baker, who is still remembered by Goans. 

Bread making started from the Portuguese days. They were the lovers of bread. Bread making 

was an art which needed perfection. Mixing, moulding and baking were the areas of 

specialisation of making a bread. The loaves were baked in time tested furnaces. This 

profession has been continued by the baker’s descendants. 

The Author’s Childhood Days Recalled:  

The writer remembers his childhood days when the baker used to be their friend, companion 

and guide. He used to visit twice a day, once in the morning during his selling hours and then 

again while returning after selling all his bread. The jingling thud of the bamboo he carried 

woke them up in the morning and they ran to meet and greet him. They ran for getting the 

bread bangles, which were a specially made sweet bread. 

Delivering the Loaves: 

As the baker came, he would call out the lady of the house and wish her ‘Good Morning’. 

The children would be pushed aside and the loaves would be delivered to the maid servant. 

The author recalls the aroma of loaves that filled the air. The children would not even brush 

their teeth and ate bangles made of bread with tea. 

Importance of Bread in Traditional Ceremonies: 

The various kinds of bread were very important for all occasions. No marriage was complete 

until and unless the traditional bowl was served. The lady of the house prepared sandwiches 

on the occasion of her daughter’s engagement and bolinhas would be prepared for Christmas 

and other festivals. 

The Baker’s Dress: 

The baker was usually dressed in a kabai, a long frock reaching down to the knees or a shirt 

and a trousers which were shorter than full-length ones and longer than half pants. Even 

today if anyone dares to go out in the streets wearing half pants, he is referred to as a pader 

(means baker). 

Bread Making – A Profitable Profession: 



The baker usually collected his bills at the end of the month. All the accounts were written on 

some wall in the premises with a pencil. It was a profitable profession during those days 

because Portuguese were lovers of fresh baked loaves. The baker, his family members and his 

servants looked prosperous and happy. 

IMPORTANT NOTES: 

 The Portuguese in Goa were lovers of bread. 

 Those eaters of bread have now gone but its makers still exist. 

 During the childhood days of the narrator, a baker used to be their friend, companion and 

guide. 

 The baker came twice a day- once in the morning and again while returning home after 

finishing his selling. 

 The jingling thud of the baker’s bamboo woke up the sleeping children. 

 The loaves were delivered to the servants of the house. 

 The children would peep into the baker’s basket for the bread bangles. 

 The children would eat bread with hot tea. 

 The marriages were incomplete without the popular bol bread. 

 The bakers wore a particular knee length frock known as kabai. 

 Baking was a profitable profession. Bakers had a plump physique testifying to this. 

 The bakers collected their bills at the end of the month. 

EXTRACT BASED QUESTIONS: 

1.We kids would be pushed aside with a mild rebuke and the loaves would be delivered to the 

servant. But we would not give up. We would climb a bench or the parapet and peep into the 

basket, somehow. I can still recall the typical fragrance of those loaves. Loaves for the elders 

and the bangles for the children. [CBSE2014] 

(a) Who are ‘we’ in the extract? Why were the children pushed aside? 

(c) Which word/phrase in the extract means the same as ‘an expression of disapproval/a 

scolding’?) What was there in the basket? 

Answer:  

(a) ‘We’ in the extract refers to the narrator and his friends. The kids were pushed aside so 

that the breads can be delivered to the servants. 

(b) The word ‘rebuke’ from the extract means ‘an expression of disapproval/a scolding’. 

There were some loaves for the elders and some bangles for the children. 



2.Marriage gifts are meaningless without the sweet bread known as the bol, just as a party or 

a feast loses its charm without bread. Not enough can be said to show how important a baker 

can be for a village. The lady of the house must prepare sandwiches on the occasion of her 

daughter’s engagement. Cakes and bolin has are a must for Christmas as well as other 

festivals. Thus, the presence of the baker’s furnace in the village is absolutely essential. 

(a) What are compulsorily prepared during Christmas in Goa? Why is a baker necessary in a 

village? 

(c) Find the word in the extract which means ‘celebration meal’. What is must to be prepared 

on a daughter’s engagement by a lady? 

Answer:  

(a) During Christmas cakes and bolin has are compulsorily prepared in Goa. A baker is 

necessary in a village because different kinds of breads are required by the villagers for daily 

consumption as well as for special occasions. 

(b) ‘Feast’ from the extract means ‘celebration meal’. The lady of the house must prepare 

sandwiches on the occasion of her daughter’s engagement. 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS: (30-40 WORDS): 

1. What are the elders in Goa nostalgic about?  

Ans. The narrator often finds his elders thinking about ‘those good old days’ and telling them 

about the famous breads that date back to the time when Portuguese ruled over Goa. They 

ponder over the past and tell them that though the Portuguese have left Goa but the bakers 

still exist, if not the original ones, their legacy is being continued by their sons. 

2. Is bread-making still popular in Goa? How do you know?  

Ans. Yes, bread-making is still popular in the city of Goa. It is evident from the existence of 

time-tested furnaces, mixers and moulders. The legacy of bakers is being continued by their 

sons. You will find a bakery in every Goan village as bread is an important part of the Goan 

culture. 

3. What is the baker called?  

Ans. The baker is referred to as ‘Pader’ in the city of Goa. 

4. When would the baker come every day? Why did the children run to meet him? 

Ans. The baker would come twice every day during the narrator’s childhood days. Once in 

the morning to deliver the loaves of bread and secondly, in the evening on his return after 

selling his stock. The children would go running to him to take the special bread bangles he 

had made for them. 



5. Is bread an important part of Goan life? How do you know this?  

Ans. Bread is an important part of the Goan culture and it is evident from its presence at 

every important occasion. From sweet breads at marriages to sandwiches at engagement 

parties and cakes and Bolin has at Christmas as well as other occasions, makes the presence 

of a baker in every village, very essential. 

LONG ANSWER (VALUE BASED) TYPE QUESTIONS: 

1.Instead of enjoying their childhood, the children today are keen to enter adulthood. After 

reading about all the joys that the author Lucio Rodrigues had in his childhood do you think 

such a keenness on the part of children is desirable? 

Ans. I don’t think that the keenness of the children these days to enter adulthood is desirable. 

Children these days are in a hurry to enter adulthood and have access to technology. Due to 

this they are learning things earlier than usual and getting matured beyond their age. Hence, 

they are losing out their childhood and missing the joys that it brings with it. As per my 

thinking, they should grow at a slow pace and enjoy their childhood to the fullest. Children 

who miss out on their childhood cannot be a complete adult. So, they should not hurry up to 

be an adult and grow at nature’s pace. 

2. Describe the childhood memories of the author’s time in Goa and his fondness for 

breads and cakes?  

OR 

The author shares a lot of information about the bakers in his home town when he was 

young. Heappears to be a very observant child. Should children have such keen 

observation powers?  

Ans. The author tells us that bread is an indispensable part of the life of the Goan people 

since the time of the Portuguese. Bread is a part of not only everyday life but also of festive 

occasions and events. For each occasion there was a special kind of bread. He also tells us 

that the baker had leading role in the society was so important in the life of the Goans that 

they got up with the jingling sound of his bamboo. He also tells us that the baker wore either 

a Kabai, i.e., a long frock or a shirt and a half pant like trousers. 

The author seems to be very observant because not only does he know all this but also knows 

the profit-making in it as he says that in those days, the baker was very prosperous and never 

starved. He also knew that they maintained monthly bills on the walls. Such strong 

observation powers would definitely be beneficial for children as they would become aware 

of citizens of their neighbourhood. 



UNSOLVED QUESTIONS: 
 

EXTRACT BASED QUESTIONS:                                   (2×2 = 04 MARKS) 

1.The baker usually collected his bills at the end of the month. Monthly accounts used to be 

recorded on somewall in pencil. Baking was indeed a profitable profession in the old days. 

The baker and his family never starved. He, his family and his servants always looked happy 

and prosperous. Their plump physique was an open testimony to this. Even today any person 

with a jackfruit-like physical appearance is easily compared to a baker.          [CBSE 2016] 

(a) Where did the baker record his accounts? Why did his family never starve? 

(c) Which work in the extract is a synonym of ‘build’? How can a baker be identified in Goa? 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 Words):  (2X5 = 10 Marks) 

1. How can a baker be recognized? [Board Term-II, 2016-17, Set-2/2/1] 

2. In the light of the lesson ‘A Baker from Goa’, discuss the culture of Goa. Discuss the 

impact of culture on the life of individuals. 

3. Should we learn from the history that has passed on to us from generation? 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 Words)  (8X1 = 08 Marks) 

1. ‘During our childhood in Goa, the baker used to be our friend, companion and guide.’ 

What does this statement imply in relation of the character of the baker? 

2. After reading the story ‘A Baker from Goa”, do you think our traditions, heritage, 

values and practices are the roots that nourish us? Why/why not?     [CBSE 2015] 

 

UNIT 7: GLIMPSES OF INDIA 

PART -2. COORG 

-BY LOKESH ABROL 

GIST OF THE LESSON: 
 

Coorg – A Heavenly Place 

Coorg district of Karnataka lies between the towns of Mysore and Mangalore. It is like a 

heaven on Earth. It is inhabited by martial men, beautiful women and wild creatures. 

Weather and Environment of Coorg 

It is the smallest district of Karnataka. It consists of evergreen forests, spices and coffee 

plantations. The best season to visit Coorg starts in September and continues up to March. 

The weather in Coorg is pleasant during those months. 



People of Coorg 

The people here are possibly of Greek or Arabic descent. According to a legend, Alexander’s 

army movedsouth along the coast and settled there only when they were unable to return to 

their country. These people married among the locals and their culture can be witnessed by 

their martial traditions, marriages and religious rites. The Kodavus (residents of Coorg) wear 

a long black coat with an embroidered waist belt. Known as Kuppia, it resembles kuffia worn 

by the Arabs and the Kurds. 

Bravery Tales of Coorg 

Coorg people are well-known for their bravery. The Coorg Regiment is one of the most 

decorated regiments of the Indian Army. General Cariappa, the first Indian Army Chief, was 

a Coorgi. Even today, only the Kodavus are permitted to carry firearms without a license. 

Wildlife in Coorg 

Coorg is home to a large number of wild animals and birds. Mahaseer, a large freshwater 

fish, is found here.Kingfishers, squirrels and langurs live without any fear.Wild elephants 

enjoy being bathed and scrubbed in the river by their mahouts. The river Kaveri gets its water 

from the hills of Coorg. 

Coorg – A Tourist Place 

Even the laziest tourists become adventurous on coming to Coorg as it is full of adventure 

sports like river rafting, canoeing, rock climbing etc. The climb to Brahmagiri hills bring 

smiles to many faces as one can see the panoramic view of Coorg from there. 

Nature at Its Best 

India’s largest Tibetan settlement at Bylakuppe is inhabited by monks in red, ochre and 

yellow robs. There are many more surprises waiting at Coorg for the tourists to discover. 

Reaching Coorg 

Coorg can be reached by road and by rail. If one prefers to go by air, then the nearest airports 

are Bangalore and Mangalore. By road, it is around 250 – 260 km from Bangalore. 
 

IMPORTANT NOTES: 

 Coorg or Kodagu, the smallest district of Karnataka, is a heavenly place. 

 The best season to visit it is from September to March. 

 The people living there are probably the descendants of Arabs or Greeks. 

 Their culture is apparent in their martial traditions, marriages and religious rites. 

 The Kodavus wear a long, black, embroidered coat called Kuppia. 

 The Coorg Regiment is one of the most decorated regiments in the Indian Army. 



 Kodavus are the only people in India permitted to carry firearms without a license. 

 The river Kaveri begins from the hills and forests of Coorg. 

 A variety of plants, birds and animals can be seen there. 

 The place offers a number of adventure sports for the tourists. 

 The Tibetan monks are amongst many surprises that can be seen there. 

EXTRACT BASED QUESTIONS: 

1. Midway between Mysore and the coastal town of Mangalore sites a piece of heaven that 

must have drifted from the kingdom of God. This land of rolling hills is inhabited by a proud 

race of martial men, beautiful women and wild creatures. Coorg or Kodagu, the smallest 

district of Karnataka, is home to evergreen rain forests, spices and coffee plantations. 

Evergreen rain forests cover thirty percent of this district.   

(a) Where is Coorg situated? What type of people inhabit this land of rolling hills?  

(b) What covers thirty percent area of the district of Kodagu? Which word in the 

passage means the same as ‘brave men’?  

Ans.  

(a) Coorg is situated midway between Mysore and the coastal town of Mangalore. These 

rolling hills are inhabited by a proud race of martial men, beautiful women and wild 

creatures. 

(b) Thirty percent of the district of Kodagu is covered with evergreen rain forests.Martial 

men 

2. Evergreen rainforests cover thirty percent of this district during the monsoons, it pours 

enough to keep many visitors away. The season of joy commences from September and 

continues till March. The weather is perfect, with some showers thrown in for good measure. 

The air breathes of invigorating coffee. Coffee estates and colonial bungalows stand tucked 

under tree canopies in prime corners. 

(a) Why is the monsoon season not the best time to visit Coorg? What is the best period 

for the visitors?  

(b) Which word in the passage means the same as ‘starts’?  Which plantation is 

‘Popular’?  

Ans.  

(a) About thirty percent of the land area in Coorg district is covered with evergreen rain 

forests. There are heavy downpours during the monsoon season which prevents visitors from 

visiting Coorg during this time.The best season for visiting Coorg begins at the end of the 



monsoons in September and continues till March. 

(b) The word ‘commences’ means ‘starts’.Coffee plantation. 

3. The fiercely independent people of Coorg are possibly of Greek or Arabic descent. As one 

story goes a part of Alexander’s army moved south along the coast and settled here when 

return became impractical. These people married amongst the locals and their culture is 

apparent in the martial traditions, marriage and religious rites, which are distinct from the 

Hindu mainstream.  

(a) Write one special quality of the people of Coorg. Indicate their possible descent.  

(b) Find a word from the passage that means the same as ‘relating to war’. From where 

do the people of Coorg descent?  

Ans.  

(a) They are fiercely independent people. Their possible descent might be Greek or Arabic. 

(b) ‘Martial’.  Greek or Arabic. 

SHORT ANSWER TYPE QUESTIONS (30-40 WORDS): 

1. Where is Coorg situated? What type of place is it? 

Ans. Coorg is situated between Mysore and the coastal town of Mangalore. It is a very 

beautiful place and appears as if it were drifted from the kingdom of God. 

2.Why is Coorg called the land of rolling hills?  

Ans. Coorg is called the land of rolling hills because the city is situated on the gentle sloping 

hills. The entire area is covered with these hills. 

3.What is the story about the Kodavu people’s Greek descent?   

Ans. According to one story, the Kodavu people are of Greek descent because a part of 

Alexander’s army moved south and finally settled there when returning became impractical.  

4.Why are the people of Coorg known as descendants of the Arabs?  

Ans. The people of Coorg are also known as the descendants of the Arab people because of 

the long black coat worn by them with an embroidered waist band. This is called Kuppia in 

Coorg and resembles the kuffia worn by the Arabs and Kurds. 

5. Which season is the best to visit Coorg? 

Ans. The season of joy that commences from September and continues till March is the best 

to visit Coorg as some showers make the weather perfect and the air becomes fragrant with 

the aroma of coffee. 

LONG ANSWER TYPE QUESTIONS (100-120 WORDS): 



 1. ‘Coorg’ seems to share a lot of historical perspectives. Is knowing such kind of 

historical knowledge important for us?  

Ans. In the lesson ‘Coorg’, the author tells us that the Coorgi people are descendants of either 

the Greeks or the Arabs. He says that they could have Greek origin because there was a 

legend that a part of Alexander’s army had moved to south and settled here. According to 

another legend, they had Arab origin because of the dresses they wore.The author also tells us 

that the first General of the Indian Army, General Cariappa was a Coorg.It is important for us 

to know about the deep rooted cultural background of our country and heritage so that we 

become aware of the fact that our culture has always welcomed people from other cultures 

and absorbed them into its own. This spreads the message of being tolerant which is very 

important in today’s world when the world is torn with war because of these ethnic reasons.  

UNSOLVED QUESTIONS: 

EXTRACT BASED QUESTIONS:                                    (2×2 = 04 MARKS) 

1.Coorgi homes have a tradition of hospitality, and they are more than willing to recount 

numerous tales ofvalour related to their sons and fathers. The Coorg Regiment is one of the 

most decorated in the Indian Army,and the first Chief of the Indian Army, General Cariappa, 

was a Coorgi. Even now, Kodavus are the onlypeople in India permitted to carry firearms 

without a license. 

(a) What kind of stories are the Coorg people always ready to tell? Who was the first 

Chief of the Indian Army?  

(b) What is the special favour granted only to them even now? Who are permitted to 

carry fire arms without a license?  

OR  

(a) How is the Coorg Regiment decorated? Who was the first Coorg to become the Chief of 

the Indian Army?  

(b) Which word in the passage means the same as ‘large military group’?  What kind of tales 

are more popular?  

OR  

(a) Name the regiment that has received maximum number of awards for bravery.Name the 

only people in India who are permitted to carry firearms without a license. 

(b) Which word in the passage means the same as ‘bravery? ‘What is the tradition of Coorg 

homes?  



SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 Words):  (2X5 = 10 Marks) 

1. The people of Coorg have a tradition of courage and bravery. How has it been recognized 

in modem India? 

2. Why has Coorg been referred to as ‘a piece of heaven drifted from the kingdom of God’? 

3. What legacy have the colonial powers left to the district of Coorg? 

4. What do you know about “Bylakuppe” as mentioned in the lesson, ‘Coorg’? 

5. Throw some light on the vast bio-diversity of Coorg. 

6. What do the people of Coorg teach us? 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 Words):  (8X1 = 08 Marks) 

1. Describe the physical and geographical features of Coorg? 

2. What does the author say about the people of Coorg? 

3. What are the popular theories regarding the descent of the people of Coorg? 

 



UNIT 7: GLIMPSES OF INDIA 

PART -3. TEA FROM ASSAM 

- BY ARUP KUMAR DATTA 

GIST OF THE LESSON: 

Rajvir’s Visit to Assam 

Rajvir and Pranjol are travelling to Assam by train as Pranjol has invited Rajvir to visit his 

home during the summer vacation. Rajvir is very excited to see the beautiful scenery of 

greenery and tea plantations outside.Rajvir tells Pranjol that over eighty crore cups of tea are 

drunk everyday throughout the world.  

The Beautiful Tea Gardens 

Rajvir looks at the scenery outside and is mesmerised by its beauty. The view from the train 

was also panoramic. There was greenery outside. The soft green paddy fields gave way to tea 

bushes. Tea bushes spread as far as the eye could see. 

Legends about Discovery of Tea 

There are many legends about the discovery of tea. The Chinese legend says that when a few 

tea leases accidentally fell into boiling water which the emperor tasted and liked, tea making 

started. 

Indian legend tells that a Buddhist monk cut off his eyelids because he felt sleepy during 

meditations. Ten tea plants grew out of these eyelids. The leaves of these plants when put in 

hot water and drunk, drove away sleep. 

Chinese – the Tea Lovers 

Rajvir told Pranjol that tea was first drunk in China. Words like ‘chai’ and ‘chini are of 

Chinese origin. From China, it spread to Europe and then to Asia. Earlier tea was drunk more 

as a medicine than as a beverage. 

Dhekiabari 

The boys alighted at Mariani junction. Soon, they were driving towards Dhekiabari, the tea 

garden managed by Pranjol’s father. Groups of tea puckers, with bamboo baskets on their 

backs and wearing plastic aprons, plucking the newly sprouted leaves, could be seen 

everywhere. The best tea is obtained during the period of May to July. 

IMPORTANT NOTES: 

 Pranjol and Rajvir were visiting Assam by train. 

 Rajvir was busy looking at the beautiful scenery outside the train. 



 It was green everywhere as far as the eye could see. 

 The soft green paddy bushes gave way to tea bushes. 

 Assam has the largest concentration of tea plantation in the world. 

 The Chinese are said to have discovered tea. 

 There is also an Indian legend saying that Bodhi dharma discovered tea. 

 From China, tea came to the European countries and then to Asian countries. 

 Pranjol’s father managed Dhekiabari, a tea garden. 

 There were many tea pluckers around the tea bushes. 

 The best tea is obtained between May to July. 

EXTRACT BASED QUESTIONS: 

1. Chai garam… garam chai’ a vendor called out in a high pitched voice. He came up to their 

window and asked, ‘Chai, sa’ab’? ‘Give us two cups,’ Pranjol said.They sipped the steaming 

hot liquid. Almost everyone in their compartment was drinking too. ‘Do you know that over 

8, 00,000,000 cups of tea are drunk every dayall over the world’? Rajvir asked.  

(a) Who was speaking in a high pitched voice and for what? What was ordered by 

Pranjol?  

(b) What information did Rajvir give? Which word in the passage means the same as 

‘chinked’?  

Ans.  

(a) A tea vendor was speaking in a high pitched voice to attract customers from the train to 

buy hot tea. Pranjol ordered for two cups of tea. 

(b) Rajvir told Pranjol that over 8, 00,000,000 cups of tea are drunk every day all over the 

world. Sipped. 

2. It was a magnificent view. Against the backdrop of densely wooded hills, a sea of tea 

bushes stretched as far as the eye could see. Dwarfing the tiny tea plants were tall sturdy 

shade-trees and amidst the orderly rows of bushes busily moved doll-like figures. In the 

distance was an ugly building with smoke billowing out of tall chimneys. ‘Hey, a tea garden!’ 

Rajvir cried excitedly. 

(a) What have the tea plantations been compared to? What are the doll like figures 

referred to here?   

(b) Why was Rajvir Excited? Which word in the passage means the same as ‘splendid’?  

Ans.  

(a) Tea plantations have been compared to a sea of tea bushes.The doll like figures referred to 

here are the tea pluckers. 



(b) Rajvir was excited because he had spotted tea garden.‘Magnificent’. 

 3. We have an Indian legend too. Bodhi dharma, an ancient Buddhist ascetic, cut off his 

eyelids because he felt sleepy during meditations. Ten tea plants grew out of the eyelids. The 

leaves of these when put in hot water and drunk banished sleep.‘Tea was first drunk in 

China’, Rajvir added, ‘as far back as 2700 B.C. In fact words such as tea, ‘chai’ and ‘chini’ 

are from Chinese. Tea came to Europe only in the sixteenth centuryand was drunk more as 

medicine than as beverage.’   

(a) Why did the Buddhist ascetic cut off his eyelids?  How was tea used in Europe?  

(b) Which word in the passage means ‘drove away’? How many tea plants grew out of 

the eyelids?  

Ans.  

(a) The Buddhist ascetic cut off his eyelids to avoid being sleepy during his 

meditations.When tea was introduced in Europe, in the sixteenth century, it was drunk more 

as a medicine and less as a beverage. 

(b) ‘Banished’ means ‘drove away’. Ten tea plants 

SHORT ANSWER TYPE QUESTIONS (30-40 WORDS): 

1. Why was Rajvir excited to see the tea gardens? [CBSE Board 2014]  

OR 

What made Rajvir amazed in the way? [CBSE Board- 2012] 

Ans. Rajvir found the view outside the train splendid and eye catching with so much of 

greenery. It was his first visit to Assam and he was fascinated by the sprawling tea gardens, 

spreading like a green sea of neatly pruned bushes and found it more interesting to watch, 

than reading his book on detectives. 

2. How does Rajvir describe the view from the train? [CBSE Board 2014] 

Ans. Rajvir describes the magnificent view of the landscape from the train window. It was a 

sea of tea bushes, fleeting against the backdrop of densely wooded hills. At odd intervals, 

there were tall shade-tree and one could see women tea-pluckers picking tea leaves, who 

appeared to be doll like figures. 

3. What information was given by Pranjol’s father to Rajvir about Assam Tea State? [CBSE 

Board - 2012] Ans. Pranjol’s father agreed to Rajvir’s information about it being the second-

flush or sprouting period. 

4. What legends are associated with the origin of tea? [CBSE Board - 2016] 

Ans. Chinese legend is that once a few leaves of the twigs burning under the pot fell into the 

water and gave a delicious flavour: According to the Indian legend, Bodhidharma cut off his 



eyelids because he felt sleepy during meditation and threw on the earth. Ten tea plants which 

grew out of the eyelids, when boiled in water and drunk it banished his sleep. 

5. What is the Chinese legend regarding tea? [CBSE Board 2012] 

Ans. The Chinese legend about tea is that there was a Chinese emperor who had the habit of 

boiling water before drinking it. Once, a few twigs of the leaves burning under the pot fell 

into the water and gave it a delicious flavour. Those leaves were tea leaves. 

LONG ANSWER TYPE QUESTIONS (100-120 WORDS): 

1. Rajvir seemed to have a lot of information about tea. What all does he tell? What character 

trait about him is revealed? Is it essential for children? 

Ans. Rajvir had been invited to spend his vacations with his classmate Pranjol whose father 

was the manager of a tea estate in Assam. He was quite excited about the trip and had 

gathered considerable amount of information about where tea originated and how it became 

such a popular beverage. He informs that about 50 crore cups of tea are consumed daily and 

that the name tea itself has originated from Chinese. He narrates twopopular legends about 

the origin of tea.Rajvir exhibits an important value trait that is the pre-requisite to gain 

knowledge-curiosity and eagerness to know. Moreover, he is not a passive learner but is 

proactive in collecting prior information to any real experience. He likes to do his homework 

thoroughly before going to a place. This is something very appreciable and children should 

develop this habit of finding out about the place they are going to visit. These are extremely 

desirable traits for all learners. 

2. What information did Rajvir share with Pranjol and his father? 

Ans. Rajvir had a lot of information about tea. He told Pranjol that though there are many 

legends about it, no one actually knows about the origin of it. One Chinese legend says that it 

was accidentally discovered by a Chinese Emperor. Another legend, which is Indian, says 

that it was discovered by Bodhidharma. The legend says that he cut off his eyelids as he felt 

sleepiness during meditation and tea plants grew out of them to banish sleep when they were 

drunk. He also knew that tea was first drunk in China in 2700 B.C. and it reached Europe in 

the sixteenth century as a medicine. He also informed Pranjol that the words tea, chai and 

chini are Chinese. He even had knowledge about the sprouting season on the second-flush 

which is the best in the world. 

UNSOLVED QUESTIONS: 

EXTRACT BASED QUESTIONS:                                   (2×2 = 04 MARKS) 



1.‘Tea was first drunk in China’, Rajvir added ‘as far back as 2700 B.C. In fact words such as 

tea, chai and chini are from Chinese. Tea came to Europe only in the sixteenth century and 

was drunk more as medicinethan a beverage.’ 

(a) Where was tea first drunk? Which language are the words ‘Chai’ and ‘Chini’ 

derived from?  

(b) When did tea come to Europe? Who is the narrator in the passage?  

2.Pranjol’s father slowed down to allow a tractor, pulling a trailer-load of tea leaves, to 

pass.‘This is the second flush or sprouting period, isn’t it, Mr. Barua?’Rajvir asked, ‘It lasts 

from May to July and yields the best tea.’‘You seem to have done your homework before 

coming,’ Pranjol’s father said in surprise. 

‘Yes, Mr. Barua,’ Rajvir admitted. ‘But I hope to learn much more when I’m here.’ 

(a) Why did Mr. Barua feel surprised? How did Rajvir want to spend his stay there?  

(b) Which word in the passage means agreed? Which time of the year tea is yielded? 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 Words):  (2X5 = 10 Marks) 

1. How did Rajvir describe, the tea garden at Dhekiabari? 

2. How are the tea-pluckers different from the other farm labourers’?  

3. Describe the magnificent views of tea estate with reference to the lesson  

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 Words):  (8X1 = 08 Marks) 

1. What scenery did Rajvir notice while sitting in the train?  

2. What details do you gather about tea from the lesson, ‘Tea from Assam’?  

 

UNIT 8. MIJBIL THE OTTER: 

- BY GAVIN MAXWELL 

GIST OF THE LESSON: 

Chapter Sketch 

In this story, the author Gavin Maxwell tells us about his unusual pet ‘Mijbil’, an otter. He 

tells that when his dog died, he decided to have another pet. Soon, he shifted to Iraq where he 

saw people were keeping otters as  pets. He also decided to have an otter as a pet.He 

describes, while he had to shift to England, how much problems were faced by him in taking 

Mijbil with him. On reaching London, people did not recognise theotter. They used to make 

guesses about the animal. The author thoroughly enjoyed the time spent with the otter. 



About the Characters 

Gavin Maxwell He is a very caring and a polite person. He takes complete care of his pet. 

Mijbil tie Otter He is the pet of the narrator. He is a very friendly, intelligent and a fun-loving 

creature. He plays with water and other objects like a rubber ball. 

The Author Decides to Keep an Otter 

The author travelled to Southern Iraq in 1956. He decided to keep an otter as a pet. As his 

native place of living, Camusfeama, had much water around, an otter was suitable for the 

experiment. 

The Author and his Friend Travel to Basra 

When the author mentioned about his wish to keep an otter as a pet to his friend, he suggested 

him to take an otter from Tigris Marshes as they are quite common there. They were going to 

Basra to collect their mails. The mail of his friend reached but his mail did not arrive. 

The Author’s Mall Arrives and He Gets the Otter 

The author sent a telegram to England as his ‘mail had not arrived. For three days there was 

no reply. He tried to make a phone call but due to some problems he was not able to get 

through. Finally, after five days his mail arrives.Once his mail arrived, he went to his room to 

read it. There, he saw two Arabs with an otter. They told that it was for him. 

Strangeness of the Otter 

The otter changed the life of the author. The otter came on to the tiled floor from the sack 

(bag). At once, it appeared like a small dragon. From head to tail, his body was coated with 

mud. In between the mud, a velvet fur like creature resembling a chocolate brown mole 

appeared. There was a lot of dust on his body. It took the author a month’s time to remove all 

the dust from his body. 

Domestication of the Otter 

The narrator named the otter as Mijbil. In short, he was called as Mij. For the first twenty-

four hours, the otter was neither unfriendly nor friendly. He was aloof and indifferent. He 

kept on sleeping on the floor far from the bed. The second night, he came onto the author’s 

bed and slept in the crook of his knees. In the day, he kept a keen interest in his surroundings. 

The author made a body belt for him. The otter liked playing in the water in the bathroom. 

Mijbil’s Escape from the Bedroom 

Two days later, Mijbil escaped from the author’s bedroom. He went to the bathroom. He 

entered the bathtub and turned the tap on with his paws within minutes. 

Mijbil becomes Friendly 



Within a very less time, he became very friendly. He followed the author when he called his 

name. He spent most of the time in playing with the rubber ball. He played it like a soccer 

ball. His favourite toys were the marbles. 

Taking Mijbil Back to Home 

Days passed peacefully at Basra. The author had a fear of transporting Mij to England and 

then to Camusfearna. The British airlines would not fly animals. He booked a flight to Paris 

and then from there to London. The airlines told him to pack Mij in a box. He made a box for 

Mij. He put him inside the box before the flight so that he becomes habitual to it. Then he 

went to have lunch. 

The Otter and the Box 

When the author came back after sometime, he was shocked to see a complete silence from 

the box. Blood was coming out from the air holes. He opened the box. He saw Mij covered 

with blood. Only 10 minutes were left for the flight and the airport was five miles away. He 

kept Mij inside the box and held the lid with his hands. 

The Author Leaves for Airport 

The author sat in the car with the box beside him. The driver drove the car very fast. Just 

when the aircraft was about to take off, he was rushed through to it by the angry officials at 

the airport. 

The Author in the Aircraft 

He had booked the front seat for him. He covered the floor around his seat with newspapers. 

He gave the parcel of fish to the airhostess for the otter. She suggested him to keep the otter 

on his knees. 

Mijbil Goes out of the Box 

Mij was out of the box at once. He disappeared in the aircraft. There was a woman shouting, 

“A rat! A rat!” in fear. The author tried to catch the otter but he failed. The air hostess told 

him to be seated and said that she would find the otter for him. Very soon the otter came near 

the author and climbed on his knees. He started rubbing his face and neck with his nose. 

Mijbil Reaches London 

The author remained in London for almost a month. Mij kept on playing with Ping-Pong 

balls, marbles, rubber fruit and a terrapin shell that the author had bought from the marshes. 

Mijbil Plays outside the House 

The author exercised Mij on a lead on the streets. Mij quickly developed certain habits during 

the walks on London streets. There was a primary school opposite to the author’s house. He 



would take the author near the outer wall of it which was some two feet high. He would then 

gallop on to this. This distracted the students and the staff. The people in London were not 

able to recognise the Otter and made wild guesses. 

IMPORTANT NOTES: 

 After the death of his dog, the author decides to keep an otter as his pet. 

 As per his friend’s suggestion, he got an otter from Tigris Marshes. 

 The author felt that coming of the otter started a new phase of his life. 

 The otter first appeared as a small dragon. He was coated with mud. 

 It took a lot of time and effort for the author to remove the dust. 

 The otter loved to play with water, and could not stand still in front of it. 

 He also loved to play with the rubber ball. Marble toys were his favourite. 

 After some days, the author had to come back to London. 

 The transporting of Mijbil to London became a problem. British airline did not permit 

animals on its flights. 

 Another airline agreed to take the animal if packed in a box. 

 The author made a small box for the otter. 

 While in the plane, the otter escaped from the box. Some passengers. Shouted and stood 

on their seats on seeing the otter in the plane. At last, the otter came back and settled on 

the author’s knees. 

 On reaching London, people did not recognise the otter. They just made random guesses. 

 Mijbil played with Ping-Pong ball and develops certain playing habits in London. 

EXTRACT BASED QUESTIONS: 

1. When I casually mentioned this to a friend, he as casually replied that I had better get one 

in the Tigris marshes, for there they were as common as mosquitoes, and were often tamed by 

the Arabs. We were going to Basra to the Consulate-General to collect and answer our mail 

from Europe. At the Consulate-General we found that my friend’s mail had arrived but that 

mine had not. 

(a) What was ‘they’? Where were they going to get the otter?  

(b) Find the exact word from the extract which means ‘domesticated’. What did the 

author find at the Consulate-General?  

Ans. 

(a) ‘They’ refers to the otter. They were going to get the otter from Tigris marshes. 



(b) ‘Tamed’ from the extract means ‘domesticated’. At the Consulate-General, the author 

found that his mail had not arrived while his friend’s mail had arrived. 

2. Mijbil, as I called the otter, was, in fact, of a race previously unknown to science, and was 

at length christened by zoologists Lutrogale Perspicillata Maxwelli, or Maxwell’s otter. For 

the first twenty- four hours Mijbil was neither hostile nor friendly; he was simply aloof and 

indifferent, choosing to sleep on the floor as far from my bed as possible.     [CBSE 2014] 

(a) Who was Mijbil? How did the otter behave for the first twenty-four hours?  

(b) Find the exact word from the extract’ which means ‘having no particular interest’.  

Why the otter is called ‘Maxwell’s otter’?  

Ans. (a) Mijbil was the name of the otter brought by the | narrator. The otter was indifferent 

and stayed as fat as possible from the narrator for the first 24 hours. 

(b) ‘Indifferent’ from the extract means ‘having no particular interest’. The otter was 

christened by zoologist Maxwell. So, in his honour, it was called Maxwell’s otter.  

3.I made a body-belt for him and took him on a lead to the bathroom, where for half an hour 

he went wild with joy in the water, plunging and rolling in it, shooting up and down the 

length of the bathtub underwater, and making enough slosh and splash for a hippo. This, I 

was to learn, is a characteristic of otters. 

(a) What is a particular characteristic of otter? What did the otter do inside the 

bathroom?  

(c) Find the exact word from the extract which means ‘moving irregularly with splash 

sound’. Why did the author make a body-belt for himself?  

Ans. (a) Playing with water is a particular characteristic of otters. The otter played with water 

inside the bathroom. 

(b) ‘Slashed’ from the extract means ‘moving irregularly with splash sound’. The author 

made a body-belt for himself to take otter on a lead to the bathroom.  

4. Very soon Mij would follow me without a lead and come to me when I called his name. He 

spent most of his time in play. He spent hours shuffling a rubber ball round the room like a 

four-footed soccer player using all four feet to dribble the ball, and he could also throw it, 

with a powerful flick of the neck, to a surprising height and distance. 

(a) What was the favourite time pass of Mijbil? What did the otter do when the 

narrator called his name?  

(b) Find the exact word from the extract which means ‘strike’. What has been referred 

as a four-footed soccer player?  



Ans. 

(a) The favourite timepass of Mijbil was to shuffle the rubber ball using all his four legs.The 

otter used to follow the narrator when he called his name. 

(b) ‘Dribble’ from the extract means ‘strike’. The otter has been referred as a four-footed 

player of soccer. 

5. The British airline to London would not fly animals, so I booked a flight to Paris on 

another airline, and from there to London. The airline insisted that Mij should be packed into 

a box not more than eighteen inches square, to be carried on the floor at my feet. 

(a) Where was Mij being taken? How was Mij being taken?  

(b) Which word in the extract means the same as ‘to demand something forcefully’? 

What did the airline insist upon?  

Ans.  

(a) Mij was being taken to London.Mij was being taken by packing him in a box. 

(b) The word ‘insisted’ from the extract means ‘to demand something forcefully’.The airline 

insisted upon the fact that Mij should be packed in a box so that it can be carried. 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 WORDS): 

1. How was Mij to be transported to England?  

Ans. The British Airline to England would not fly animals. So, Maxwell booked a flight to 

Paris on another airline and from there to London. The airline insisted that Mij should be 

packed into a box not more than eighteen inches square. Thus, Mij was transported to 

England in that box, which was kept on the floor at his feet. 

2. What happened when the box was opened?  

Ans. When the box was opened, Mij went out of the box. He disappeared at a high speed 

down the aircraft. There were cries all around. A woman stood up on her seat crying, “A rat! 

A rat!” 

3. Why did Maxwell get his mail after five days and what did he do to get it?    [CBSE 2011] 

Ans. Maxwell got his mail after 5 days due to some delay. He cabled and tried to telephone in 

order to get his mail. 

 4. What did the otter look like?  

Ans. The otter looked like a small dragon belonging to the’ middle ages. It was covered with 

symmetrical pointed scales of mud. One could see between the scales a soft velvet fur like 

that of a chocolate-brown mole. 

 5. What did Mijbil do during the second night?  



Ans. Mijbil came on to Maxwell’s bed soon after midnight. It remained asleep in the crook of 

his knees until the morning. 

6. What, according to the writer, is the ‘real play’ of the otter?    [CBSE 2015] 

Ans. The real play of an otter is lying on his back and juggling with small objects between 

his paws. Mijbil would roll two or more marbles up and down on his wide, fat belly. He 

never dropped one to the floor. 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 WORDS): 

1. In the name of rules and regulations, basic values are ignored but people like the 

airhostess in ‘Mijbil the Otter’ are a ray of hope. What virtues do we find in the 

airhostess?  

Ans. The airhostess was somewhat friendly, and she allowed the narrator to place the otter on 

his lap. She could relate and empathise with the situation faced by the narrator. This shows 

that apart from being professional, she was a caring lady. She not only wanted to do her job 

but was also responsible as she helped the narrator in finding the otter back.She did all that 

she could do for Maxwell and the otter. She was hard working and was ready to help as she 

did not say ‘no’ to help the narrator. 

2. Why do you think the otter was not friendly at first with the narrator? Can you relate 

this to the human nature as well?    [CBSE 2016] 

Ans. At first, the otter was not very friendly with the narrator as he had seen him for the first 

time. He was brought to a new place and new surroundings. He neither knew the narrator nor 

the place which made him stay away from the narrator. But, as soon as he started becoming 

comfortable with the surroundings, he became friendly and came close to the narrator.This is 

very similar to the human nature. Even, the human beings first take time to understand others 

and then only become friendly with them. Unless they are comfortable in being with 

somebody, they try to stay away from that person. 
 

UNSOLVED QUESTIONS: 

EXTRACT BASED:       (2X2 =4 Marks) 

1. I was rushed through to it by infuriated officials. Luckily, the seat booked for me was at 

the extreme front. I covered the floor around my feet with newspapers, rang for the air 

hostess, and gave her a parcel of fish (for Mij) to keep in a cool place. I took her into my 

confidence about the events of the last half hour. 



(a) Why were the airport officials infuriated? How did the narrator take the airhostess 

in his confidence?  

(b) Find the exact word from the extract which means ‘extremely angry and impatient’. 

Why did the author give fish to the air – hostess?  

2. Mij was out of the box in a flash. He disappeared at high speed down the aircraft. There 

were squawks and shrieks, and a woman stood up on her seat screaming out, ‘A rat! A rat!” 

(a) Why did the woman scream? What did Mij do?  

(b) Find the exact word from the extract which means ‘make a loud noise’. What had 

Mij been compared with in the extract?  

3. Mij and I remained in London for nearly a month. He would play for hours with a selection 

of toys, Ping-Pong balls, marbles, rubber fruit, and a terrapin shell that I had brought back 

from his native marshes. With the Ping-Pong ball he invented a game of his own which coked 

keep him engrossed for up to half an hour at a time. A suitcase that I had taken to Iraq had 

become damaged on the journey home, so that the lid, when closed, remained at a slope from 

one end to the other. [CBSE 2012] 

(a) How did Mij spend his time in London? What game was invented by Mij? 

(b) Find the exact word from the extract which means ‘absorb all the attention’. What 

sort of a creature was Mij? 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 Words):  (2X5 = 10 Marks) 

1. Why was the narrator not able to communicate when there was a delay in the arrival of 

the mail? 

2. What was the first characteristic of the otter discovered by the narrator?    [CBSE 2014] 

3. How did Mij spend his time? 

4. Why was Mij packed inside the box?  

5. How did the narrator reach the airport? Did he reach there on time?  

6. While staying in London, what was the pastime of Mij?  

7. How did Mij behave outside the house in London? 

 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 Words)   (8X1 = 08 Marks) 

1.The narrator called the airhostess the queen of her kind. This shows how caring and 

supportive she was. Do you find such people these days? Are people having a change in their 

values? 

 



 

UNIT 9. MADAM RIDES THE BUS: 

- BY VALLIKKANNAN 

GIST OF THE LESSON:  

This is a sensitive story of an 8 years old girl. It describes her first bus journey into the world 

outside her village. The outside world is fascinating and the bus ride a mysterious journey. 

She wants to experience this mysterious journey alone. She finds each minute information 

provided by her neighbours, regarding the bus journey and collected money for the bus fare. 

One day she goes on the bus ride alone and comes back with new experiences. 

Valliammai and Her Pastime 

Valliammai was a girl, who was known as Valli in short. She was eight years old. She wanted 

to know about new things. She had no one to play with her of her own age. So her favourite 

pastime was to stand in front of the door of her house. This always gave her new experiences. 

The bus that travelled from her street to the town fascinated her the most. Looking at the new 

passengers every time the bus passed gave an unending joy to Valli. 

Valli Wants to Travel in the Bus 

Every day when Valli watched the bus she wanted to travel in the bus. This wish became 

stronger day by day until it became a desire. She used to stare at the people while they got up 

and down the bus. If one of her friends went on a bus ride and described her about the bus 

journey, she became jealous of her and would shout. 

Valli Discovers Details about the Bus Journey 

For many days and months Valli listened to the talks of her neighbours and people who went 

on the bus journey. She even asked them some questions since they were regular travellers. 

This way she was able to get even the minutes details about the bus journey. The fare was 30 

paise for one way and the trip to the town took 45 minutes. She kept on planning and 

calculating the things for a long time. 

Valli Takes the Bus 

Valli took the bus on a spring afternoon. There were only six to seven passengers in the bus. 

The bus was new with soft and luxurious seats. The conductor was a jolly sort of a person 

and asked Valli to get seated in the front of the bus. He addressed Valli as ‘Madam’. She 

started looking outside the bus and was attracted by the outside view. She could see the canal, 

the palm trees, grassland, distant mountains and the blue sky. A cow running towards the bus 



made her laugh and clap. The cow was not moving aside despite continuous honking by the 

driver. 

Valli Reaches the Town 

The bus reached the town after some time. Valli was on seeing the bright shops and big 

crowd. She stayed in the bus while the other passengers got down. The conductor asked her 

to get down but she told him that she would go back in the same bus. She refused his offer of 

giving her a cold drink as a treat. 

The Return Journey 

Valli saw the same wonderful sights on the return journey. She wasn’t bored and greeted 

everything with the same excitement she’d felt the first time. Suddenly, she saw a young cow 

lying dead by the road side. It was the same cow that was running towards the bus when she 

was going to town. She was filled with sadness on seeing her. The bus moved on but the 

thoughts of the dead cow haunted Valli. She no longer looked outside the window. When the 

bus reached her village, she ran straight for home. Her mother did not get to know of her 

secret journey. 

IMPORTANT NOTES: 

 The story is about an eight year old girl named Valliammai. She was very curious to 

know about things. 

 Her favourite pastime was to stand at the front doorway of her house and see what 

was happening in the street outside. 

 She would watch the bus that passed every hour from her village to the nearest town. 

 She developed a desire to ride the bus. This became her deepest desire. 

 Valli found out the details of the bus journey by listening carefully to the 

conversations between her neighbours and regular bus users. 

 She came to know that the town was just six miles from her village and the fare for 

the bus journey was thirty paise one way. The trip took 45 minutes. 

 Valli planned her visit to the town. She saved sixty paise for the fare. Finally, one day 

she took the one o’clock bus to the town. 

 Valli was very happy to have got into the bus. 

 On the way to the town, Valli saw a cow running right in front of the bus. She clapped 

as the cow kept on running towards the bus despite the continuous honking by the 

driver. 

 Valli did not get off the bus when it reached the town. She also declined the offer of a 

cold drink by the conductor. 



 On the return journey, she saw the same cow lying dead by the roadside. This 

unpleasant sight made her very sad. 

 The bus reached the village at three forty. She ran straight for her home after getting 

down the bus. Her mother did not come to know about her journey. 

EXTRACT BASED QUESTIONS: 

1.But for Valli, standing at the front door was every bit as enjoyable as any of the elaborate 

games other children played. Watching the street gave her many new unusual experiences. 

(a) Why did Valli kept on standing at the doorway? How did she feel?  

(b) How was Valli different from children of her age?  

Answer:  

(a) Valli kept on standing at the doorway to watch the happenings on the street outside. 

Watching the street gave Valli many new experiences. She felt joyous standing at the 

doorway. 

(b) Valli was different from children of her age as she was not interested in playing any 

elaborate games. 

2.“Okay, okay, but first you must get on the bus,” said the conductor, and he stretched out a 

hand to help her up. “Never mind,” she said, “I can get on by myself. You don’t have to help 

me.”    [CBSE2014] 

(a) Why did the conductor give Valli a hand of help? How did she react to it?  

 (b) What trait of Valli’s character has been shown in the extract?  

Answer:  

(a) The conductor gave a helping hand to Valli so that she can climb the bus. Valli refused 

taking help from the conductor and said that she would get on the bus by herself. 

(b) The extract shows Valli as a self-dependent girl who didn’t seek anybody’s help. 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 WORDS): 

1. Who was Valli?  

Answer:  

Valli was the short name of Valliammai. She was an eight year old girl who was very 

curious. 

2.Why did Valli keep standing in front of the door? 

Answer:  

Valli kept standing in front of the door as there were no playmates of her age on her street. 

So, she used to keep on watching the street outside her house. 



3.What was the most fascinating thing that Valli saw on the street? 

Answer:  

The most fascinating thing that Valli saw on the street was the bus that travelled between her 

village and the nearest town. It passed through her street each hour, once going to the town 

and once coming back. 

4.How did Valli gather all the information about the bus? 

Answer:  

Over many days and months Valli listened carefully to conversations between her neighbours 

and people who regularly used the bus. She also asked a few discreet questions here and 

there. This way she gathered all the information about the bus. 

5.What did Valli kept on planning and calculating continuously?  

Answer:  

Valli kept on planning and calculating which bus to take, how much time it will take to reach 

the town and the fare that would be required in completing her journey. 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 WORDS): 

1. What kind of person is Valli? Illustrate your answer from the text that you have 

read.      

Ans. Valli was a determined, confident and brave girl. She was also a good planner and 

executioner. She sacrificed a lot of things to achieve her dream. For example, she curbed the 

temptation to buy sweets and riding on the merry-go-round in the fair so that she could save 

money for the bus ride. Sacrificing all these things at such a tender age is very difficult for a 

child. She also behaved confidently in the bus and did not get bobbed down in the presence of 

elders. When the bus reached the town, Valli did not succumb to the temptation of going out 

to explore the town or having a drink. She did this as she had a limited amount of money 

which she wanted to ‘save for her return journey. So, Valli used her money wisely. When the 

conductor offered her a drink, she showed good manners in refusing to have it. 

2. The people and surroundings are a great book to learn. Valli in the lesson ‘Madam 

Rides the Bus’ learns a lot from others. Mention the traits of her character which help 

her to learn from her surroundings. 

Ans. Valli dreamt of riding on the bus. Her eagerness to fulfill her dream fired her curiosity. 

This curiousness led her to listen to the conversations of people going on the bus ride and 

asking discreet questions so that she could gather as much information as she can regarding 

the bus journey. On the bus journey, Valli acted confidently and behaved maturely. She did 



not consider herself to be any less than an adult. She was focused on fulfilling her dream and 

did not get tempted to go outside the bus and explore the town when the bus reached the 

town. On the return journey, she learnt about death when she came to terms with the dead 

cow. This made her aware of the fact that death is a part of life and should be accepted as it is 

a natural phenomenon.  Thus, the bus journey made her learn a lot of things. 

UNSOLVED QUESTIONS: 

EXTRACT BASED:       (2X2 =4 Marks) 

1.The most fascinating thing of all was the bus that travelled between her village and the 

nearest town. It passed through her street each hour, once going to the town and once coming 

back. The sight of the bus, filled each time with a new set of passengers, was a source of 

unending joy for Valli. 

(a) How many times did the bus pass? What was the source of unending joy for Valli?  

(b) What was the most fascinating thing for Valli? Find a word from the extract which 

means ‘never ending’.  

Ans. (a) The bus passed through Valli’s street once in an hour. The sight of the bus, filled 

each time with a new set of passengers, was a source of unending joy for Valli. 

(b)The most fascinating thing for Valli was watching the bus that travelled between her 

village and the nearest town. ‘Unending’ from the extract means ‘never ending’. 

2.The town was six miles from her village. The fare was thirty paise one way “which is 

almost nothing at all,” she heard one well-dressed man say, but to Valli, who scarcely saw 

that much money from one month tothe next, it seemed a fortune. The trip to the town took 

forty-five minutes. 

(a) How much was the fare of the bus? How long would it take to complete her journey 

to reach back home?  

(b) Find a word from the extract which means ‘luck’. What has been called ‘fortune’ for 

Valli?  

Ans. (a) The fare of the bus was thirty paise for one side. It would take one hour thirty 

minutes for Valli to complete her journey. 

(b) ‘Fortune’ from the extract means ‘luck’. The bus fare which was thirty paise only a sum 

considered so small, has been called ‘fortune’ for Valli. 
 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 Words):  (2X5 = 10 Marks)  

1. How was the interior and exterior of the bus? 



2. How was the view outside the bus when it went through the canal?       [CBSE 2015] 

3. Why did the conductor want Valli to sit? 

4. Why didn’t Valli want to talk to the elderly woman? 

5. How did Valli save money to travel by bus?     [CBSE2013] 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 Words):  (8X1 = 08 Marks) 

1. In such a fast moving world when we hear so many incidents happening with people, do 

you think Valli did right by not telling her mother about the bus journey?      [CBSE 

2015] 

2. Age is not a barrier when it comes to doing something different and great. Which 

characteristics of Valli help her achieve the wonder of visiting the town at such a tender 

age?    [CBSE 2014] 

 

 

UNIT 10. THE SERMON AT BENARES 

- BY WILLIAM BUTLER YEATS 

GIST OF THE LESSON: 

Sermon is a religious talk delivered by a prophet or Saint. Here we have the journey of 

Gautam Buddha from prince hood to his saintly life. He left the palace at the age of 25, after 

seeing the sufferings of the world, to seek enlightenment. He wandered for seven years, here 

and there, and under a peepal tree at Bodhgaya he got it. His first sermon was delivered at 

Benares as it was considered to be the holiest place because of the river Ganga. 

He thinks that he who seeks peace should draw out the arrow of lamentation, complaint and 

grief. He who has drawn out the arrow has become composed, and will obtain peace of mind; 

he who has overcome all such circumstances will be free from sorrow and be blessed.Kisa 

Gotami: She was grieving over the death of her son. She moved from door to door and at last 

came to Buddha. She made him a humble request to make her son alive. Buddha said he 

would do but he asked a handful of mustard seeds. He further commanded it must be taken 

from a house where no one had lost a child, husband, parent or friend. 

She went from house to house but was unable to find one where nobody had died. She was 

tired and hopeless and sat down at the wayside watching the light of the city as they flickered 

up. And she realised that these lives flicker up for some time and are extinguished again. 



This way she was taught that the lives of mortals in this world are troubled and brief and 

there is no means by which one can avoid deaths. As all earthen vessels made by the potter 

are being broken, so is the life of mortals. Death is inevitable. 

Important Notes: 

 This lesson tells us about the life of Gautama Buddha, who was born in a royal family as 

Siddhartha. 

 Once he saw a funeral processing, and monk begging for the alms. 

 These sights moved them a lot and he decided to become a monk and started moving in 

search of enlightenment. 

 He started meditation under a peepal tree and after seven days he got enlightenment and 

he became known as the Buddha (the Awakened or the Enlightened). 

 He preached his first sermon at Benares. Once a woman came to him requesting to bring 

her dead son to life. 

 Gautama Buddha asked the lady to bring handful of mustard seeds from the house were 

there had been no death. 

 The lady moved from one house to another but she could not find a single house where 

no one has lost a child, husband, parents or friend. 

EXTRACT BASED COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS EXERCISES: 

1. The Buddha answered, “I want a handful of mustard seed.” And when the girl in her joy 

promised to procure it, the Buddha added, “The mustard-seed must be taken from a house 

where no one has lost a child, husband, parent or friend.” 

(a) To whom the Buddha answered? Why did she come there? 

Ans. The Buddha answered to Kisa Gotami. She came there as someone had told her that he 

might cure her son who is already died. 

(b) What condition was given by the Buddha to Gotami? 

Ans. The Buddha asked Gotami to bring him mustard seed from a house where no one had 

lost any child, husband, parent or friend. 

2.  At twelve, he was sent away for schooling in the Hindu sacred scriptures and four years 

later he returned home to marry a princess. They had a son and lived for ten years as befitted 

royalty. At about the age of twenty-five, the Prince, heretofore shielded from the sufferings of 

the world, while out hunting chanced upon a sick man, then an aged man, then a funeral 

procession, and finally a monk begging for alms. 

(a) Whose life is being described here? Write few things about him/her. 



Ans. The Buddha’s life is being described here. He started his education in Hindu sacred 

scriptures at the age of 12 and got married in the age of 16. 

(b) What brought changes in the life of him? 

Ans. While he was out for hunting he chanced upon a sick man, then an aged man, then a 

funeral procession, and finally a monk begging for alms. This brought changes in his life and 

he went away in the search of enlightenment. 

3. Buddha said, “The life of mortals in this world is troubled and brief and combined with 

pain. For there is not any means by which those that have been born can avoid dying; after 

reaching old age there is death; of such a nature are living beings. As ripe fruits are early in 

danger of falling, so mortals, when born, are always in danger of death. As all earthen vessels 

made by the Potter end in being broken, so is the life of mortals. Both young and adult, both 

those who are fools and those who are wise, all fall. Into the power of death, all are subject to 

death.” 

(a) What did the Buddha say about the life of the people? 

Ans. Buddha said, “The life of mortals in this world is troubled and brief and combined with 

pain. For there is not any means by which those that have been born can avoid dying; after 

reaching old age there is death. 

(b) What, according to Buddha, death is avoidable? 

Ans. There is not any means by which those that have been born, can avoid dying. The 

person who takes birth in this world has his necessary end at the fixed hours. Nothing is 

immortal here in this world. 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 WORDS): 

1. When her son dies, Kisa Gotami goes from house to house. What does she ask for? 

Does she get it? Why not?  

Ans: When Kisa Gotami’s son dies, she goes from house to house, asking if she could get 

some medicine that would cure her child. No, she does not get it because her child was dead 

and no medicine could bring back his life. 

2. Kisa Gotami again goes from house to house after she speaks with the Buddha. What 

does she ask for, the second time around? Does she get it? Why not? 

Ans: When she meets the Buddha, he asks her to get a handful of mustard seeds from a house 

where no one has lost a child, husband, parent or friend. She goes from one house to another, 

but could not get the mustard seeds as there was not a single house where no one has died in 

the family. 



3. What does Kisa Gotami understand the second time that she failed to understand the 

first time? Was this what the Buddha wanted her to understand?  

Ans: Kisa Gotami understands the truth of life that death is common to all and that she was 

being selfish in her grief. There was no house where some beloved had not died. By sending 

her to different houses, Buddha wanted her to realize the fragile nature of human life. He also 

wanted her to rise above worldly matters so that the departed soul could rest in peace. 

4. Who was Gautam Buddha? Write a few lines about his early life.  

Ans. Gautam Buddha was a prince. He was named Siddhartha Gautam by his parents. He was 

born in 563 B.C. in North India. He was sent away for schooling when he was twelve years 

old but four years later, he got married to a princess. 

5. What did Buddha say about the mortals of the world?  

Ans. The Buddha told Kisa Gotami that the life of mortals is troubled and brief in this world. 

Those who have been born can’t avoid dying. As ripe fruits are in danger of falling, so 

mortals are always in danger of death. All earthen vessels end in being broken. 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 Words): 

1. Why do you think Kisa Gotami understood this only the second time? In what way 

did the Buddha change her understanding? 

Ans: Kisa Gotami understood that death is common to all and that she was being selfish in 

her grief. She understood this only the second time because it was then that she found that 

there was not a single house where some beloved had not died. First time round, she was only 

thinking about her grief and was therefore asking for a medicine that would cure her son. 

When she met the Buddha, he asked her to get a handful of mustard seeds from a house 

where no one had died. He did this purposely to make her realize that there was not a single 

house where no beloved had died, and that death is natural. When she went to all the houses 

the second time, she felt dejected that she could not get the mustard seeds. Then, when she sat 

and thought about it, she realized that the circle of life is such that who is born, must die. 

Death is common to all. This was what the Buddha had intended her to understand. 

2. Describe the journey of Siddhartha Gautam becoming the Buddha.  

Ans. Gautam Buddha began his life as a royal prince. He was named Siddhartha Gautama. At 

twelve, Gautama was sent away for schooling in the Hindu sacred scriptures. At the age of 

sixteen, he returned home to marry a princess. The prince was deliberately shielded from all 

sufferings of the world. But this attempt failed when the prince while out hunting chanced 

upon a sick man. Then, he saw an aged man. He also chanced to see a funeral procession. 

Finally, he saw a monk, begging for alms. These sights of suffering, sickness and decay 



shocked and moved the prince. He wanted to seek the final solution of all these sorrows and 

sufferings. He wandered for seven Years in search of enlightenment. Finally, he sat down 

under a fig tree. He meditated there until he was enlightened after seven days. He renamed 

the tree the Bodhi Tree or the Tree of Wisdom. He became known as the Buddha or the 

Awakened or the enlightened one. The Buddha gave his first sermon at Benares on the River 

Ganges. 

UNSOLVED QUESTIONS: 

EXTRACT BASED:       (2X2 =4 Marks) 

1. “Of those who, overcome by death, depart from life,a father cannot save his son, nor kinsmen their 

relations. Mark! while relatives are looking on and lamenting deeply, one by one mortals are carried 

off, like an ox that is led to the slaughter. So the world is afflicted with death and decay, therefore the 

wise do not grieve, knowing the terms of the world. 

(a) Why do people are not able to save the life of their kinsmen? 

(b) According to the Buddha this world is suffered with what? 

2. “How selfish am I in my grief! Death is common to all yet in this valley of desolation there 

is a path that leads him to immortality who has surrendered all selfishness.” 

(a) Who is the speaker here and with what grief she/he suffers from? 

(b) What did she/he finally realise? 

3. And the girl said. “Please tell me, sir, who is it’?” And the man replied. “Go to Sakyamuni 

the Buddha.” Kisa Gotami repaired to the Buddha and cried. “Lord and Master, give me the 

medicine that will cure my boy.” The Buddha answered, “I want a handful of mustard-seed.” 

And when the girl in her joy promised to procure it, the Buddha added. “The mustard-seed 

must be taken from a house where no one has lost a child, husband, parent or friend.” 

(a) What suggestion did a man give to Gotami?  

(b) What request did Gotami make to the Buddha? 

 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 Words):  (2X5 = 10 Marks) 

1. What did Kisa Gotami do when her only son died? What did her neighbours think about 

her? 

2. Why did Prince Siddhartha (Gautama) leave the palace and become a monk? 

3. Nothing is immortal in this universe. Fire and ice are very powerful things. They will 

destroy it. But hatred is more powerful. Explain. 

4. What did the Buddha say to Kisa Gotami? 

5. What did Kisa Gotami learn at the end? 

 



LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 Words)  (8X1 = 08 Marks) 

1. Life is full of trials and tribulations. Kisa Gotami also passes through a period of grief in 

her life. How does she behave in those circumstances? What lesson does the story impart to 

the reader?  

2. Give a character sketch of Gautam Buddha.  

3. How does Gautam Buddha make human beings realise that death is common to all? 
 

UNIT 11. THE PROPOSAL [DRAMA] 

- BY ANTON CHEKOV 

GIST OF THE LESSON: 

Chapter Sketch 

The proposal is a one act play by the Russian short story writer and dramatist Anton Chekov. 

The play is setin a rural countryside of Russia. A long time wealthy neighbour of Stepan 

Chubukov, Ivan Lomov, comes to seek the hand of Stepan’s daughter, Natalya. As three of 

them are very proud and quarrelsome, they start fighting over petty issues. The proposal of 

marriage is made finally but the quarrelling continues. 

Stephan Stepanovitch Chubukov: He is a landowner and the father of a young girl named 

Natalya. 

Natalya: She is young girl. She is fussy and argumentative. 

Ivan Vassilevitch Lomov: He is a young man who wishes to marry Natalya. He is also very 

argumentative. 

OVERVIEW OF THE CHAPTER 

Lomov at Chubukov’s House 

The play begins with the scene set in Chubukov’s house. Lomov comes there and meets 

Chubukov. Chubukov is extremely happy to meet him. He asks him to sit down and also 

enquires why he was wearing an evening dress.Lomov tells him that he has come there with a 

purpose. He tells him that he wants to request him about something. Suddenly he gets 

excited. Chubukov feels that he must have come to borrow money from him. Lomov starts to 

speak and talks about random things. Finally he tells him that he has come there to ask for 

Natalya’s hand. Chubukov gets excited at hearing this. 

Chubukov’s Reaction to the Proposal 



Chubukov gets so happy that he starts to behave idiotically. He hugs Lomov and kisses him. 

Lomov asks Chubukov that he wants his consent for the marriage. Chubukov tells him that he 

was always hoping that he would come to ask for Natalya’s hand. 

Lomov Thinks about Natalya and his Life 

Lomov starts trembling due to over excitement. He says that if he would have looked for a 

perfect partner he would have never got one and would have remained unmarried. He feels 

that Natalya is a good housekeeper. He says that she is not bad-looking and is very well 

educated. He feels he is already too old to get married and now he should lead a quiet and 

regular life. He starts to jump like a mad person. 

Talk Between Lomov and Natalya 

Natalya comes and asks Lomov why he had not come there for a long time. She informs 

Lomov about the harvest. She asks him why was he dressed in an evening dress and enquired 

if he was going to a ball. 

Before Lomov told Natalya his purpose for the visit, they were off the point. He starts telling 

her that he has known his family for a very long time. He also tells her how he inherited his 

land and how he respects her father. He tells Natalya that his Oxen Meadows touch Natalya’s 

Birchwood. On hearing this, Natalya says that the Oxen Meadows are theirs. 

Argument Regarding Land Ownership 

Natalya gets serious and tells him that Oxen Meadows do not belong to him. They actually 

belonged to them. Lomov clarifies that he is talking about the Oxen Meadows that are 

between her Birch woods and Burnt marsh. Natalya insists that they are theirs. Lomov refuses 

it. He tells her that his aunt’s grandmother gave those meadows to her father’s grandfather. 

The peasants used the land for forty years. 

Argument Continues Between Natalya and Lomov 

Natalya refuses and sticks on her point that those Meadows are theirs. Lomov on the other 

hand says that he has the documents to prove that it is his land. Natalya tells him that they 

had that land for nearly 300 years now.Both of them continue fighting over the ownership of 

the land. Lomov offers to make a present of them to Natalya. She also says that she can make 

a present of them to him. They start shouting at each other. 

Chubukov Takes Natalya’s Side 

Chubukov also enters the room. Natalya asks him to tell Lomov that the Oxen Meadows are 

owned by them. Chubukov also supports Natalya and regards the meadows as theirs. Lomov 



refuses. Chubukov says that by shouting Lomov cannot prove that the Oxen Meadows are 

owned by him. 

He accuses Lomov by saying that he cannot talk to him as disrespectfully as he is twice of his 

age. Lomov says that he is calling his land as his and wants him to speak to him politely. He 

calls Chubukov a land grabber. 

Lomov threatens that he would take Chubukov to the court. A lot of abuses are exchanged 

between them. Chubukov says that Lomov’s grandfather was a drunkard. His younger aunt 

Nastasya ran away with an architect. Lomov felt that he was dying so he could not say 

anything at that time. Natalya also calls Lomov a rascal. Chubukov calls him a villain and a 

scarecrow. He also calls him a monster who has the courage to propose. 

Chubukov tells Natalya the Purpose of Lomov’s Visit 

As soon as Lomov leaves their home, Chubukov tells Natalya that he came to propose her. 

Hearing the word propose, Natalya enquires him. Chubukov tells him that Lomov had come 

there to propose Natalya for marriage. Hearing this Natalya starts crying. She asks Chubukov 

to bring Lomov back at once. 

Fight over the Dogs 

Lomov enters again. Natalya begs to be excused. They shift their talks to the dogs as Natalya 

tells him that the Oxen Meadows are his. They now talk about the dogs. Lomov tells Natalya 

that his best dog casted him 125 roubles. Natalya says that it is too much.She tells him that 

her father had given just 85 roubles for the Squeezer (her dog). She says Squeezer is better 

than his dog. Lomov refuses and says that his lower jaw is shorter than his upper jaw. Natalya 

says that Squeezer is of the finest pedigree. They both continue fighting over the breed of 

their dogs. Chubukov enters and enquires about the matter. Chubukov also says that Lomov’s 

dog is old and short. 

Lomov Drops to the Ground 

Lomov suddenly falls. Natalya asks her father what has happened to him. Chubukov thinks 

that he has difficulty in breathing. Natalya says that she feels Lomov is dead. Chubukov then 

calls for water as well as a doctor. 

Chubukov asks Lomov to Marry Natalya 

Chubukov seems helpless. He starts accusing himself. He asks for a knife and a pistol. He 

calls himself the unhappy of men. Lomov starts reviving. Lomov says he sees stars. He asks 

where he is. Chubukov says that he should hurry up and marry Natalya. He also tells him that 

she is willing to marry him. Natalya becomes extremely happy on hearing this. Chubukov 

also feels happy and offers some champagne for this occasion. 



IMPORTANT NOTES: 

 Lomov goes to Chubukov’s house to seek hand of Chubukov’s daughter. 

 Lomov tells Chubukov the purpose of his visit. Chubukov consents him to marry his 

daughter. 

 Lomov starts talking of his land that Natalya thinks it is owned by her. 

 Lomov explains Natalya that he owns the land. Argument continues between Lomov and 

Natalya. 

 Chubukov arrives and takes side with Natalya. 

 Argument continues and Lomov leaves their house 

 Chubukov tells the purpose behind Lomov’s visit to Natalya. 

 Natalya tells Chubukov to call Lomov. Lomov arrives and they quarrel again regarding 

whose pet dog is better.  

 Lomov becomes unconscious. Chubukov gives her daughter’s hand to Lomov. 

EXTRACT BASED QUESTION: 

1. Hear me out, I implore you! The peasants of your father’s grandfather, as I have already 

had the honour of explaining to you, used to bake bricks for my aunt’s grandmother. Now my 

aunt’s grandmother, wishing to make them a peasant… 

(a) Who is the speaker here? What did the peasants do?  

(b) Find the exact word from the extract which means ‘to ask something in a very 

serious way. What is synonym of ‘high respect in the extract’?  

Ans. (a) Lomov is the speaker here.The peasants used to bake bricks for Lomov’s Aunt’s 

grandmother. 

(b) ‘Implore’ from the extract means ‘to ask something in a very serious way’.The word is 

‘honour’. 

2. You may take it that I know whether I have the right or not. Because, young man, I’m not 

used to being spoken to in that tone of voice, and so on. I, young man, am twice your age, 

and ask you to speak to me withoutagitating yourself, and all that. 

(a) Who is the speaker here?  

(b) How did the speaker want Lomov to talk to him?  

Ans. (a) Chubukov is the speaker here. 

(b) Chubukov wanted Lomov to speak to him without agitating himself. 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 WORDS): 



1. Which qualities are common in all three characters of the play ‘The Proposal’?  

Ans. All the characters in the play are argumentative, full of pride and possessiveness. They 

are always ready to argue for petty things 

2. How does Lomov come to Chubukov’s house? What for does he come? How is he 

received 

Ans. Lomov came to Chubukov’s house in the evening dress with gloves on. He comes to 

propose to his daughter Natalya. He is received with all the respect by Chubukov.  

3. How does Chubukov react when Lomov says that he has come to ask for the hand of 

his daughter? 

Ans. When Lomov says that he has come to ask for the hand of his daughter, Chubukov gets 

off balanced with joy. He embraces and kisses Lomov, sheds a tear of joy and calls for God’s 

blessing for Lomov and Natalya. 

4. Why did Lomov want to get married?  

Ans. Lomov wanted to get married as he was already 35 years old. Moreover, he was 

suffering due to a weak heart and sleep- sickness and wantedcompany of someone to look 

after him. 

5. What happens to Lomov when he is in an excited state?  

Ans. When Lomov is in an excited state his heart beat increases, lips tremble and there is a 

twitch in his right eyebrow. When he goes to sleep in such a state something pulls him from 

his left side and he jumps like a lunatic 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 WORDS): 

1. The principle ‘forgive and forget’, helps a lot in maintaining cordial relations with 

our neighbors. Do you think Anton Chekov conveys this message in the play ‘The 

Proposal’?  

Ans. Anton Chekov does convey the message that the principle of ‘forgive and forget’ helps a 

lot in -maintaining cordial relationship with one’s neighbours. Initially, the neighbours in the 

play, Lomov, Natalya and Chubukov were fighting over petty issues. They were putting 

important issues behind them and wasting their time by arguing over small things. These 

arguments slowly developed into fights and they started hurling abuses at one another. This 

damaged their relationship with each other. 

It was when Natalya came to know that Lomov had come to propose her that she left the 

topic of argument (Oxen Meadows) behind. She also asked for forgiveness from Lomov and 



requested him to come to the point. Hence it is mandatory to ‘forgive and forget’ if one wants 

to have cordial relationship with others. 

2. The characters Natalya and Lomov lose their temper on trivial issues. It shows their 

poor skills at anger management. Suggest some ways that help you in maintaining 

cordial relationship with people around you. 

Ans. The way in which Lomov and Natalya lost their temper shows that how anger can easily 

effect a relationship. Thus, it becomes very important to have good anger management skills. 

Following are a few anger management skills that can be followed in one’s life. These would 

also help in building healthy relationships. 

1. Always follow the principle of ‘forgive and forget.’ 

2. Try to understand the person to whom you are talking. 

3. Be helpful rather than being self-centric. 

4. Always have empathy towards others. 

5. First listen and then speak. 

6. Be as courteous as possible to everyone. 

7. Don’t have the habit of always complaining about others. 

3. Neighbours must have a cordial relationship which Lomov and Natalya do not have. 

Describe the first fight between them.    [CBSE 2015] 

Ans. Lomov and Natalya meet and rather than proposing her he gets off the point. He tells her 

how he inherited his land and how he respects her father. He also tells Natalya that his Oxen 

meadows touch Natalya’s Birchwood. On hearing this, Natalya says that Oxen Meadows are 

theirs. They start arguing about it. Lomov clarifies that he is talking about the Oxen Meadows 

that are between her Birchwoods and Burnt marsh. Natalya again insists that they are 

theirs.Lomov refuses it. He tells her that his aunt’s grandmother gave those meadows to her 

father’s grandfather. The peasants used the land for forty years and started regarding it as 

their own. Natalya’s father comes and also starts quarreling with Lomov. They get into a 

heated argument and resort to name-calling. After some time, Lomov leaves their house. 

UNSOLVED QUESTIONS: 

EXTRACT BASED:       (2X2 = 4 Marks) 

1. Never mind about my people! The Lomov’s have all been honourable people, and not one 

has ever been tried for embezzlement, like your grandfather! 

(a) Whom does the speaker say the above lines to? How did Lomov describe his people?  



(b) Find the word from the extract which means ‘theft of funds’. Explain ‘Never mind 

about my People’. 

2. NATALYA: What proposal? 

CHUBUKOV: Why, he came here to propose to you. 

NATALYA: To propose? To me? Why didn’t you tell me so before? 

CHUBUKOV: So he dresses up in evening clothes. The stuffed sausage! 

The wizen-faced frump!   [CBSE 2014] 

(a) Who is being referred to as ‘he’? Why did he meet Chubukov? 

(b) Find the word from the extract which means ‘Make an offer of marriage to 

someone’. Who was dressed in as a stuffed sausage? 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 Words):  (2X5 = 10 Marks) 

1. How does Natalya excite Lomov to the point of verbal fighting? 

2. How does Lomov react when Chubukov says that he is not used to misbehavior by a 

young man like Lomov? 

3. Why does Natalya ask her father Chubukov to fetch Lomov in at once? Why does she 

accuse her father? 

4. How does Natalya react when she comes to know that Lomov had come to propose? 

[CBSE2014] 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 Words)   (8X1 = 08 Marks) 

1. It is a common observance that more attention is paid to unimportant issues at the cost of 

important ones. 

2.  The play ‘The Proposal’ beautifully portrays this fact. Suggest some steps how we can 

avoid this unhealthy practice. 

3. Based on your understanding of the Play ‘The Proposal’ how do you think good 

relationships can be maintained? Why in today’s time we see so many people going away 

from each other? 

 

UNIT 1. A TRIUMPH OF SURGERY: 

- BY JAMES HERRIOT 

GIST OF THE LESSON:  



The story starts when Mrs. Pumphrey, a rich lady takes her dog out for a walk. A nearby 

veterinary doctor who knows the lady sees the dog and is shocked as he sees that the dog 

looks like a bloated sausage with a leg at each end. He advises her to stop giving him 

unhealthy things to eat but Mrs. Pumphrey is not able to refuse him. Soon he falls sick and 

the doctor is called. The narrator, Mr. Herriot then somehow takes Tricki, the dog to the 

hospital even though he knows that Mrs. Pumphrey is not ready to leave her dog and nearly 

fainted just by hearing these words. Then he takes the dog along and puts a bed for him in his 

surgery. The dog doesn't move much nor eats anything for the first two days. On the second 

day he looks around and whimpers a bit. He wanted to go out on the third day and started 

playing with the bigger dogs when he was taken out. He also licked the bowls of other dogs 

clean on the third day. 

Then his condition started improving very fast. He started fighting for his meals with other 

dogs. Then when this news reached Mrs. Pumphrey, she started sending him eggs as she 

thought that Tricki was recovering from an illness and needed energy foods. Mr. Herriot and 

his partners started eating those eggs for morning breakfast. Then for improving Tricki’s 

blood, Mrs. Pumphrey started sending in bottles of wine which was again consumed by Mr. 

Herriot. He used to take two glasses before lunch and some more glasses while having his 

lunch. Then when she started sending in bottles of brandy for Tricki that was the time when 

Mr. Herriot thought that he would really like to keep Tricki as a permanent guest in the 

surgery. Mr. Herriot used to be really happy someday by having two extra eggs every 

morning. Then having few glasses of wine in the afternoon and closing the day by having 

brandy at night. But then he took a wise decision and called up Mrs. Pumphrey as she was 

really worried and on this side Tricki was ready to be taken back home. Tricki was really 

happy to see his mistress and jumped into the car. Mrs. Pumphrey said that she won't be able 

to ever thank him for what he had done and also, that his surgery had been successful as 

Tricki was now cured. 
 

Key points to remember:- 
 

 This story is about Tricki, a dog who is the pet of a rich lady named Mrs. Pumphrey. 

 She loves her dog very much and is unable to refuse him anything he wants. 

 Tricki, is fond of eating cream cakes and chocolates. 

 Soon Tricki got unwell and Mrs. Pumphrey has to call Mr. Herriot (narrator) for help. 

 She does not want to send him away. 

 But the only way suggested by Mr. Herriot is to get him hospitalised for 15 days. 



 The dog doesn't move much nor eats anything for the first two days.  

 On the second day he looks around and whimpers a bit. 

 Then his condition started improving very fast. 

 Mrs. Pumphrey started sending him eggs and bottles of wine which were consumed by 

Mr. Herriot. 

 Mr. Herriot thought that he would really like to keep Tricki as a permanent guest in the 

surgery. 

 Tricki was to be taken back home.  

 Mrs. Pumphrey said that she won't be able to ever thank him for what he had done. 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 WORDS): 

1. What was Tricki’s condition when Mrs. Pumphrey recollected him? 

Ans.Tricki’s ears were flapping. His tail was waving. Hehad been transformed into a lithe, 

hard muscledanimal. His chest was almost brushing the ground.He was frolicsome, rather 

than an uninterestingobject. The other dogs enjoyed his company. 

2. Why is Mrs. Pumphrey worried about Tricki? 

Ans. Mrs. Pumphrey was worried and distraught because Tricki would not eat anything. It 

even refused itsfavourite dishes. It had bouts of vomiting. It spent all its time lying on the rug 

and panting. It did not want togo for walks or do anything. 

2. What does she do to help him? Is she wise in this?  

Ans. She called the doctor to help Tricki. Yes, her decision was wise. The doctor suggested 

that Tricki shouldbe hospitalised. She swooned and wailed, but let the dog go with the doctor. 

Ultimately, the doctor was successful in curing Tricki. 

3. How does he treat the dog? 

Ans. The doctor gave Tricki no food, but plenty of water for two days. Slowly, the dog 

started showing interestin his surroundings and began mixing with the other dogs at the 

surgery. On the third day, the doctor saw Tricki licking the empty supper bowls of the other 

dogs. Next day, a separate bowl was kept for it and thedoctor was pleased to note that Tricki 

had run to eat its food with enthusiasm. 

4. Why is he tempted to keep Tricki on as a permanent guest? 

Ans. Mrs. Pumphrey had started bringing around eggs to build Tricki’s strength. Later, even 

bottles of wineand brandy began to arrive. The narrator and his partners started enjoying the 

eggs, wine and brandy meant for Tricki. This was the reason why the narrator was tempted to 

keep Tricki on as a permanent guest. 



5. Why does Mrs. Pumphrey think the dog’s recovery is “a triumph of surgery”? 

Ans. Mrs. Pumphrey thought that the dog’s recovery was “a triumph of surgery” because in 

two weeks, Tricki had recovered completely and had been transformed into a hard-muscled 

animal. When Tricki saw her,it leaped into her lap and licked her face. She was so excited 

that tears started rolling out of her eyes. She declared Tricki’s recovery as a triumph of 

surgery to express her happiness and gratitude towards the doctor. 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 WORDS): 

1. Distinguish between Mrs. Pumphrey’s method and Mr. Herriot’s method in looking 

after the dog. Whose method could be regarded the better of the two and why?  

Ans. Mrs. Pumphrey loved Tricki, her pet dog, very much. When she found that Tricki was 

no more active and energetic, she tried to give more nutrients in his food to make him more 

energetic like malt, cod-liver oil and a bowl of Horlicks, an extra diet of cream cakes & 

chocolates. But she was not giving him exercises. Infact, Tricki was not suffering from any 

disease. Mr. Harriot found out the main cause of his ailment, i.e., his greed for over-eating. 

Mr. Harriot gave him a controlled diet, recovered him from lethargy caused by overeating 

and excessive fat. So, Mr. Harriot’s method could be regarded better of two as he understood 

the cause and remedy of the disease. He was able to treat the dog by being strict with him 

regarding diet and physical activities. 

2. Excess of everything is bad. Comment in the wake of Mrs. Pumphrey’s love for 

Tricki.  

Ans. Mrs. Pumphrey was a rich woman who loved her dog very much. She loved to live a 

comfortable and lavish life and also wanted her dog to spend a similar one. She had 

maintained a wardrobe full of fancy fur coats, dresses, beds etc. for Tricki. Apart from this, 

she used to overfeed Tricki out of her love and concern. She used to serve him cod-liver oil 

and malt between the main meals and Horlicks after dinner to give him strength. She never 

realised that Tricki was a greedy dog and this would spoil his health. She could not even 

refuse to answer Tricki drooling for cream cakes and chocolates. Her overfeeding worsened 

Tricki’s condition. This made the dog lazy, inactive and obese. He used to lie on his rug and 

pant all day long. Mrs. Pumphrey fed him excessively, spoiling Tricki’s health to such an 

extent that he had to be hospitalised. Even in the hospital she continued to convey Tricki her 

love through eggs, wine and brandy. Her fondness and care for Tricki proved that excess of 

everything made him fall sick. 

UNSOLVED QUESTIONS: 



SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 Words):  (2X5 = 10 Marks) 

1. What kind of a person do you think the narrator, a veterinary surgeon, is? 

2. Do you think Tricki was happy to go home?  

3. Do you think this is a real-life episode, or mere fiction? Or is it a mixture of both? 

4. Why is Mrs. Pumphrey worried about Tricki? 

5. What does she do to help him? Is she wise in this? 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 Words)   (8X1 = 08 Marks) 

1. Write the character-sketch of Mrs. Pumphrey. 

2. Write the character-sketch of Dr. James Herriot. 

3. Write the character-sketch of Tricki. 

 

UNIT 2. THE THIEF’S STORY: 

- BY RUSKIN BOND 

GIST OF THE LESSON: 

Anil was a young writer. He was living his life very carelessly. He was writing for the 

magazines and earning the money to run his life. One day Anil was watching the wrestling 

match. Hari best knew how to make unknown person a friend. He used an old formula to 

flatter the person. Hari stayed with Anil. Anil promised him that he would teach him how to 

write and add numbers. He also taught him how to cook tasty food. Daily Hari Singh was 

going to buy daily needs and had profit of one rupee daily. Anil knew it but he did not mind 

it. Both were living together happily. One month passed, Hari Singh did not perform his 

business. 

One day he saw Anil had bought a bundle of notes. He saw him to put them under the 

mattress. As Hari saw the bundle of notes, his evil spirit awakened in his mind and he 

decided to rob Anil that night. After taking dinner Anil slept peacefully. Hari could not sleep, 

he woke up. He crept to the bed and slipped his hand under the mattress. He found the notes 

and ran away on the road. Hari Singh made up his mind that he would directly go to the 

railway station and would catch the Lucknow Express. He thought that Anil would not catch 

him if he ran away from the city.  Hari Singh reached the railway station, Lucknow Express 

was about to go. 



Suddenly the good spirit called him. The inner voice told him not to betray the faith of Anil. 

The train was moving but Hari did not dare to catch it. He was remembering the innocent 

face of Anil. When Hari Singh thought that what would Anil think about him? Anil would 

not worry about the money but he might feel bad that a man had broken his faith.  There was 

conflict in the mind of Hari Singh. He did not want to loose faith of Anil. Because he knew 

that Anil was a simple man. Moreover Anil was teaching him how to write and add numbers 

which could change his life. He could become a respected person in the society. 

He left the railway station. He came to the open ground and sat on the bench. Just then heavy 

rain started. It was the month of November. Chill wind started blowing. He felt more 

uncomfortable as he had cheated an innocent person. His clothes stuck to his body because it 

were wet due to the rain. 

Then he went to the Clock Tower to save from the rain. He sat there under the tower. 

Suddenly he remembered his notes. He searched for it and found that all the notes were wet. 

He crept again and secretly put back money under the mattress. The next day Anil woke up, 

prepared tea for Hari and himself. He handed over fifty rupees note to Hari and told him that 

he would be regularly paid now. Hari took the note and found that it was still wet. He 

understood that Anil knew about the last night episode. 

KEY POINTS TO REMEMBER:- 

 Anil was a young writer. He was living his life very carelessly. 

 Hari was cunning and made Anil his friend and stayed with him. 

 Anil taught him how to cook, write and add numbers. 

 Daily Hari Singh was going to buy daily needs and had profit of one rupee daily. 

 One day he saw Anil had bought a bundle of notes. 

 Hari crept to the bed and slipped his hand under the mattress, steal money and ran away. 

 The inner voice told him not to betray the faith of Anil. 

 Just then heavy rain started and it was the month of November. 

 He crept again and secretly put back money under the mattress. 

 He handed over fifty rupees note to Hari and told him that he would be regularly paid 

now.  

 Hari took the note and found that it was still wet. 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 WORDS): 

1. Why did Hari Singh approach Anil? 



Ans. Hari Singh was a thief who had not much luck in his work recently. So he approached 

Anil with the intention of robbing him, as he seemed to be an easygoing and simple man. 

According to Hari, winning Anil’s confidence was an easy task. 

2. Anil walked away. I followed casually’. Why do you think the narrator followed Anil? 

Ans. The narrator’s purpose of robbing Anil had not yet been served. He followed Anil to 

gain his trust and look for an opportunity that may help him give shape to his plans. 

3. Was Hari Singh successful in robbing Anil? Was Anil the only one who was robbed 

or did Hari also rob himself of something?  

Ans. Yes, Hari Singh was successful in robbing Anil. But Anil was not the only one who was 

robbed at that time. Hari had robbed himself as well. He had lost the chance of receiving 

education and being literate. He had robbed Anil monetarily but he had robbed himself of the 

chance for a better and brighter future, which was much more valuable. 

4. What did Anil and Hari agree upon to be the mode of payment? [CBSE 2015] 

Ans. When Anil stated his inability to pay Hari, Anil questioned Hari if he could feed Hari. 

Hari realised that he had misjudged his target and moulded the situation for his benefit. Anil 

then agreed to feed him if he knew how to cook. 

5. What made Hari Singh go back to Anil’s house?  

Ans. Hari Singh realised the importance of education he was receiving from Anil. He knew 

that learning how to read and write and being a literate person would open doors to many 

opportunities. He was sure that he would then be able to earn more than a few hundred rupees 

he had in hand at that time. This made him go back to Anil. 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 WORDS): 

1. Money can’t make a man as much as education can. Elucidate the statement. [CBSE 

2013] 

Ans. The statement stands true in almost all the aspects of life. Money may buy us all the 

luxuries and fulfil our needs but it cannot buy us knowledge, civilised thinking, skills and 

abilities to achieve our dreams. Education lays the platform for all to act upon our goals 

according to our abilities. Education enables us to keep up with the fast moving world. It 

opens the door to opportunities we do not know even exist. Money, on the other hand, can 

assist us to a certain level. It can buy us a plan but education gives us the knowledge of its 

execution. Just as in the story ‘A Thief s Story’, Hari Singh prioritised the chance of being 

literate over a few hundred rupees, we must understand that education can help us to achieve 

whatever we desire. 



2. Hari Singh didn’t board the express and returned to Anil. Why did he return? On 

what values does this incidence put light on?  

Ans. Hari Singh was a thief and he had stolen Anil’s money. After the theft, he realised that 

he had robbed not only Anil but also himself of the chance of being literate and having a 

bright future. His conscience pricked him to think what all he could have got had he not done 

this. It was difficult for him to rob Anil but it was tougher for him not to back. He realised 

that he could not make tea, buy daily supplies and learn how to read and write then. His inner 

self did not agree to bypass this and forced him to return. 

Hari’s return to Anil shows that despite indulging in criminal acts, he still had a practical and 

positive attitude towards life. It is the awakening of Hari’s conscience and Anil’s love and 

care that reformed Hari’s character. It teaches us that love alone can change a person. Anil’s 

understanding nature and care changed Hari’s thinking to mend his ways for good. 

UNSOLVED QUESTIONS: 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 Words):  (2X5 = 10 Marks) 

1. Did Hari like working for Anil? Give reasons in support of your answer. [CBSE 2014] 

Why was it difficult for Hari to rob Anil? 

2. State the events that took place on the night of the theft. [CBSE 2016] 

3. How was the morning after the night of the theft? 

4. How do you think Anil may have come to know about the theft? 

5. Had Anil really forgiven Hari Singh? Support your answer with evidence. [CBSE 2012] 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 Words)   (8X1 = 08 Marks) 

1. How was the morning after the night of the theft? 

2. How do you think Anil may have come to know about the theft? 

 

 

UNIT 3: THE MIDNIGHT VISITOR: 

- BY ROBERT ARTHUR 

GIST OF THE LESSON: 

The story revolves around three characters, two rival spies named Ausable and Max and one 

mystery writer Fowler. Ausable is a chubby, lethargic, messy and clumsy man while Max is 

slender and rugged. The story is a short but intriguing insight into the life of a spy which may 



not be as glamorous as in the movies but still full of danger and suspense. Ausable meets 

Fowler, a writer fascinated by spies and secrets. Ausable was expecting a sensitive document 

to arrive that night and so asks Fowler to follow him through the night. Disappointed at 

Ausable’s appearance and mannerisms, Fowler agrees to do the same. Suddenly, Ausable 

gets a phone call regarding someone who had entered his hotel room. Alarmed but not overly 

worried he beckons Fowler to follow him to his room. The room was in the 6th floor. As they 

enter the room, they are startled by a pistol-toting individual staring at them. It is Max, the 

rival spy of Ausable. He asks them to enter and lock the room. He threatens Ausable and 

warns him to hand over the documents to him as soon as they arrive at his room later that 

night. Playing rather composed Ausable sits down and complains about the balcony window 

that he thought Max used to break into his room. Max claims that he used the master key to 

get inside and had he known about the balcony he would have used that instead. Ausable 

reiterates that he had complained to the management about the balcony window several times 

and has had previous break-ins. Fowler was listening to the conversation intently. Suddenly 

there is loud clamor at the door. Ausable suggests that it must be the police that he had 

arranged to safe keep the documents. Max is gets anxious and asks Ausable to turn them 

away while he hides in the balcony. He threatens to shoot if he smells any trickery. As soon 

as Max leaps outside the window he yells out of horror as he crashes to the road below. The 

room had no balcony after all. Next, the door opens and Fowler sees a waiter holding 

Ausable’s drinks rather any policeman. Fowler is relieved and impressed by Ausable’s 

presence of mind. He realizes that looks can truly be deceiving. 

Key points to remember:- 

 Ausable was a secret agent but he didn’t look like that.  

 He was very fat but not much tall but he is much alert in his mind. 

 Ausable had a room on the sixth and top floor of a French Hotel. 

 Fowler was a writer.  

 Ausable told him that he would get an important report that night.  

 This report could change the course of history. 

 Fowler saw Max, another secret agent who threatens Fowler with a pistol demanding 

the report. 

 Ausable handled Max cleverly.  

 He told Max that he would complain to the hotel authorities about the balcony. 

 There was a loud knocking at the door. Ausable smiled and told that that was the police. 



 Max got nervous. His face was black with anger.  

 He asked Ausable to send the police back in the meantime he would go and wait on the 

balcony. 

 Max jumped into the balcony.  

 In this way Ausable got rid of Max. 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 WORDS): 

1. Why had Fowler wanted to meet Ausable? 

Ans. Fowler was a writer and he had wanted to meet Ausable, a renowned secret agent. 

Fowler wanted to know how Ausable tackled dangerous situations. He was disappointed 

when he saw Ausable, as he didn’t look like what Fowler thought a secret agent should look 

like. 

2. Describe Fowler’s reaction after entering Ausable’s hotel room. [CBSE 2014] 

Ans. Initially Ausable got a shock to see Max in his room. But he remained calm. Max also 

had a pistol with him, so Ausable didn’t try anything fishy. He just kept his cool and fooled 

Max by using his brain to invent stories. 

3. ‘Ausable shows great presence of mind in a situation of danger and surprise.” Do you 

agree with this statement? If yes, why? 

Ans. Yes, I agree with this statement, as Ausable showed great presence of mind when Max 

pointed a gun at him when he entered the hotel room with Fowler, which surprised and 

endangered both of them. He remained calm and cool, inventing stories as required to fool 

Max into jumping to his death. 

4. Why did Max’s face turn black with anger? What did he want Ausable to do? [CBSE 

2012] 

Ans. Max’s face turned black with anger because he felt that his plan of extracting the 

important document from Ausable was in danger of failing due to the knocking on the door, 

which Ausable identified as the police. He wanted Ausable to send the police away. 

5. Why did Ausable frame the story of the balcony? [CBSE 2012] 

Ans. Ausable framed the story of the balcony to counter the use of the pistol by the rival 

secret agent Max to threaten him. The rival would have been able to get the important report 

about the new missiles if Ausable had not concocted this story. 

6. How does Ausable manage to make Max believe that there is a balcony attached to 

his room?  



Ans. Ausable creates a detailed description of how his office was part of a bigger apartment 

and how the next door room had a direct connection with the balcony. His statement that 

somebody else had also broken into his office through that balcony made it a convincing 

story. 

7. Who actually had knocked at the door of Ausable’s room? Why did he come 

there? [CBSE 2010] 

Ans. The waiter in the hotel where Ausable stayed knocked at the door of Ausable’s room. 

He had brought the drinks which Ausable had ordered when he arrived in the hotel with 

Fowler. 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 WORDS): 

1. What information did Ausable give about the imaginary balcony? Why did he do 

so? [CBSE 2013] 

Ans. Ausable created a detailed description of how his room was part a bigger apartment and 

how the next room had a direct connection with a balcony. His statement that somebody else 

had also broken into his office through that balcony made it a convincing story. Ausable did 

this to fool Max into thinking that a balcony existed just outside the window, as he knew that 

soon the waiter bringing the drinks he had ordered would be knocking at the door, which may 

prompt Max to jump into the imaginary balcony to hide. 

2. Ausable was a clever secret agent. Do you agree with the statement? Justify your 

answer. [CBSE 2012] 

Ans. Ausable did not look at all like the conventional image of a secret agent. He was short 

and very fat. Besides, he spoke French and German which lacked fluency as well as the right 

accent; the American accent was quite palpable in his speech. However, Ausable had a very 

sharp and active mind because he invented two stories, one about a non-existent balcony 

outside his hotel window and another about the police arriving to give extra security to some 

important documents he was about to receive. 

He was an intelligent man and a clever secret agent to be able to invent such stories on the 

spur of the moment in the face of imminent danger in the form of Max, a rival secret agent. 

3. Why did Max scream shrilly when he dropped to the balcony? [CBSE 2011] 

Ans. A person screams shrilly when something unexpected happens to him. Here, Max 

screamed shrilly when he dropped to the ‘balcony’, because actually there was no balcony at 

all; it was only a figment of Ausable’s imagination. Ausable had described it so vividly, 

including its history and use, that Max was convinced there was a balcony just outside the 



window and tried to jump onto it without looking. As the room was on the sixth floor, Max 

would certainly have been died by falling from such a height. 

UNSOLVED QUESTIONS: 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 Words):  (2X5 = 10 Marks) 

1. What story did Ausable cook up regarding the arrival of the police? How did it affect 

Max? 

2. How did clever Ausable outwit and get rid of his rival or enemy secret agent Max? 

3. How do you judge Ausable as a secret agent? 

4. What happened to Max after he jumped out of the window? 

5. How did Fowler have his first authentic thrill of the day? 

 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 Words): (8X1 = 08 Marks) 

1. Ausable was a successful secret agent. What qualities can be attributed to him? Give 

some examples. 

2. Presence of mind and intelligence are more powerful than a gun. How far is it true in the 

case of Ausable, the secret agent? 

3. What makes you think Max was a careless and foolish fellow? 

 



 

UNIT 4: A QUESTION OF TRUST: 

- BY VICTOR CANNING 

GIST OF THE LESSON: 

The author of this short story is about Horace Danby, a locksmith. This story is about a thief who 

gets a taste of his own deeds. Horace Danby is not  completely honest. He steals only once in a 

year. He is fond of books and spends most of his money on buying books. Also, he plans 

accurately before attempting any burglary. During his burglary attempt at a big house, he studied 

well before entering the house for stealing from the safe. A lady thief cheated on him who claims 

herself to be the owner of the house. Finally, Horace ends up in prison only to regret the way that 

a man should not trust anyone, particularly from his own profession. 

Main Characters of the Story- A Question of Trust 

Character Sketch 

1 Horace Danby: Horace Danby was about fifty years old and unmarried. Everyone thought 

him a good and honest citizen. He was otherwise very well and happy except for attacks of 

hay fever in summer. He made locks and was fairly successful at his business. Horace Danby 

was good and respectable but not completely honest. He used to rob a safe every year. He 

used to do so because he needed money to buy books. He had a passion for buying rare and 

costly books. He would rob only the rich person. He never hurt anyone and carried no 

weapon with him. He was not very aggressive and didn’t want to go to prison. 

2. The Lady in Red: The lady in red is gifted with a rare personality. She is full of 

confidence. She acts like a perfect actress presenting herself as the lady of the house. Even 

the dog was rubbing against her in a friendly manner. In a very subtle way, she told Horace 

that she wanted to wear the jewels in the safe to a party that night. She made him open the 

safe without gloves. Horace willingly hands over the jewels and she decamps with them. 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 WORDS): 

1. Why does he steal every year?  

Ans. He stole every year so that he could buy the rare and expensive books that he loved to 

collect. Each year,he planned carefully, stole enough to last twelve months, and secretly 

bought the books, through an agent. 

2. Who was speaking to Horace Danby? How she looked like? 



Ans. A lady standing in the doorway was speaking to Horace Danby. She was young and 

pretty, and was dressed in red. She said she had come just in time, or else her family would 

have been robbed by Horace. She, thus, pretended to be one of the members of the family 

living at Shot over Grange. 

3. Horace Danby was a meticulous planner but still he faltered. Where did he go wrong 

and why? 

Ans. Horace Danby failed to get enough information about real occupants of the house. He 

seems to be too occupied with collecting information about house map, wiring and location 

of valuable things. Although he was smart enough to know the dog’s actual name but 

overlooked getting identity of each and every occupants of the house. Once he was in 

problem then probably his clever mind gave way to carelessness leading him to open the safe 

without wearing gloves. 

4. What was the passion of Horace Danby and how did he satisfy it? [CBSE 2011] 

Ans. The passion of Horace Danby was collecting rare and expensive books. To satisfy this 

passion, he needed money and arranged it by robbing one safe every year and then secretly 

buying the books through an agent. 

5. How can you say that Horace Danby was good and respectable but not completely 

honest?  

Ans. Horace Danby was good and respectable because he was an expert in his profession of 

making locks. However, as he loved collecting rare and expensive books, he robbed a safe 

every year to finance the purchase of these books through an agent. Thus he was not 

completely honest 

6. How did flowers hinder Horace in his work? [CBSE 2013] 

Ans. Flowers hindered Horace in his work because he had hay fever, a disorder affecting the 

nose and throat, caused by allergy to pollen or dust. Due to this problem, whenever he came 

close to flowers, he began to sneeze’ and could be caught. He had to cover his face. 
 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 WORDS): 

1. What precautions did Danby take to avoid arrest? What blunder did he commit in 

his last venture? 

Ans. To avoid arrest, Danby always studied all aspects of the safe he had targeted that year 

thoroughly, including the habits of the owners and servants, the layout of the house, any 

burglar alarms etc. He carried a set of select tools to break open safes and always wore 

gloves, so that he left behind no fingerprints. 



In his last venture at Shot over Grange, he committed the blunder of not wearing gloves while 

cracking open the safe, probably because he was distracted by the young lady threatening to 

call the police, thus leading to his arrest soon afterwards. 

2. Horace was clever but the lady in red was cleverer. Do you agree with this statement? 

Justify your answer. 

Ans. Yes, I agree with this statement. Horace was clever, as he planned the robbery carefully, 

studied the target, took the proper tools and also took his gloves, to ensure leaving no 

fingerprints. But the young lady in red had all the necessary information, and, posing as the 

mistress of the house, exploited Horace’s fear on being discovered, tricked him into cracking 

open the safe and handing her the jewels. She even ensured that Horace left his fingerprints at 

the site, as she distracted him by picking up a cigarette which Horace offered to light after 

removing his gloves. Thus the lady outwitted him. 

3. Horace was a successful thief because he carefully planned his robberies. Should we 

call him asuccessful thief and still appreciate his work? Why or why not? [CBSE 2013] 

Ans. Yes, as a thief, Horace is successful because he carefully planned his robberies and 

completes them well. He was living his life as a good and honest citizen. However, the 

wealth he gathered due from his successful robberies did not belong to him. By stealing other 

people’s valuables, he may have become successful but he is actually a criminal. He may be 

efficient in – conducting his’-crimes so that he is successful, but we still cannot appreciate his 

work. 

UNSOLVED QUESTIONS: 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 Words):  (2X5 = 10 Marks) 

1. What advice did the lady give Horace regarding his hay fever? Was she really interested 

in his health? 

2. Did the young lady expect Horace to be caught after the theft? 

3. What precautions did Horace make before reaching the safe? Name three of them. 

4. Describe Horace Danby’s encounter with the young lady. 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 Words):  (8X1 = 08 Marks) 

1. How did the lady in red turn out to be much smarter and cleverer than Horace Danby? 

How did one thief outwit and outmaneuver the other? 

2. Horace Danby requested the lady to forget what she saw. Was Horace afraid of being 

caught? Did he lack the courage to accept his crime publicly? Explain the values one must 

imbibe to accept one’s mistake. 



UNIT 5: FOOT PRINT WITHOUT FEET: 

- BY H.G. WELLS 

GIST OF THE LESSON: 

Griffin, an eccentric scientist discovered a rare drug. This could make a naked man invisible. 

He was not liked by his landlord. He decided to take revenge on him. One day he set his 

landlord's house on fire. Then he drank his rare drug and put off his clothes. Now, he could 

see everyone but none could see him. He was safe from being caught. But he was without 

clothes and it was very cold. He passed the night in a London store. He stole goods and 

money from the store. Then he went to a village called Iping. He stayed at an inn. He stole 

money from clergy man's desk. A policeman named Jaffers was called. A strange fight took 

place. Griffin took off his bandages, his glasses and his hat. Now, he looked helpless. People 

were horrified. Griffin hit the policeman. He got free and ran away. 

KEY POINTS TO REMEMBER: 

 Two boys on a London street were surprised to see fresh muddy footprints of bare feet. 

 It was Griffin, an eccentric scientist who had discovered how to make his body 

transparent. 

 He had burnt his landlord's house down, and remove his clothes to become invisible. 

 Griffin entered unseen into a big store to get warm.  

 He put on new clothes, consumed meat and coffee and went to sleep on a pile of quilts. 

 He overslept and was seen by the shop assistants in the morning.  

 He again took off his clothes to escape them. 

 He entered a theatrical company, and wore bandages on his face, dark glasses etc.  

 He robbed the shopkeeper of his money and escaped to Iping village by train to avoid 

being caught. 

 He rented two rooms at an inn in the village.  

 He explained to Mrs Hall, its owner, that he had an accident and did not want to be 

disturbed. 

 Soon his money finished and so he robbed a clergyman's house by using his invisibility. 

 When Mrs. Hall entered his room, she and her husband were 'attacked by the furniture. 

 This made Mrs. Hall think that it was haunted by spirits.  

 The clergyman reported the burglary to the police. 



 Griffin was suspected of having a hand in it. The constable, Jaffers came to arrest him on 

suspicion. 

 Meanwhile, Mrs. Hall asked Griffin to explain all the unusual happenings.  

 Griffin lost his temper and took off all his clothes knocked Jaffers unconscious and ran 

away. 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 WORDS): 

1. Why were the two boys in London surprised and fascinated?  

Ans. The two boys in London were surprised and fascinated when they saw fresh muddy 

footprints of a human being on the steps of a house, but no man was there making them! As 

they looked, a fresh footprint appeared from nowhere. 

2. Why did Griffin decide to slip into a big London store? [CBSE 2011] 

Ans. Griffin decided to slip into a big London store, because the season was mid-winter, due 

to which it became difficult to wander around without clothes in London. 

3. How was Griffin a lawless man?  

Ans. Griffin was lawless because he had committed many anti-social deeds for which he 

never felt guilty. He set fire to his landlord’s house and ran away, he stole ‘foodstuffs and 

clothes from a London store, stole other goods from a theatrical company and also stole 

money from a clergyman’s house to pay his bills. 

 4. What did Griffin do in the shop of a theatrical company? [CBSE 2012] 

Ans. The second time Griffin tried the stock of a theatrical company in the hope of finding 

not only clothes but also something like side whiskers, glasses, false nose, bandages, hat etc 

that would hide the empty space above his shoulders. 

5. How did Griffin find himself invisible but naked in the chill January air for the 

second time? 

Ans. As he had overslept in the big London store, when the store opened in the morning the 

store assistants came in. Griffin panicked and ran, chased by the assistants. He had to take off 

his newly found clothes to become invisible and escape, so that he found himself invisible but 

naked in the chill January air for the second time. 

6. What did the Halls see in the scientist’s room? [CBSE 2013] 

Ans. As the door of the room was open and nobody appeared to be inside, the Halls entered 

the scientist’s room. They saw that the bedclothes were cold, showing that the scientist must 

have been up for some time; and stranger still, the clothes and bandages that he always wore 

were lying about the room. 



7. How did the visible man become invisible? What did he do then? [CBSE 2014] 

Ans. The invisible man got angry with Mrs. Hall for asking an explanation for the mysterious 

happenings and threw off all he was wearing on his head so that he became a man without a 

head. Soon the constable Jaffers arrived to arrest him, but the invisible man threw off all his 

clothes to become invisible and, in the ensuing scuffle, knocked Jaffers unconscious and 

escaped. 

8. What happened to Jaffers when he tried to catch the invisible scientist? 

Ans. When constable Jaffers tried to catch Griffin, he became invisible by removing his 

clothes. Jaffers found himself struggling with someone who couldn’t be seen. He was hit 

blows by Griffin and soon was knocked unconscious. 

 9. What was the explanation of ‘mystery’?   

Ans. The two boys followed muddy footprints being made fresh without seeing anybody 

making the prints, which was a ‘mystery’ for them. The explanation was that the bewildered 

boys had been following a scientist who had just discovered how to make the human body 

transparent, and thus invisible, by swallowing certain drugs. 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 WORDS): 

1. Describe the landlord’s and his wife’s experience with the strange scientist. [CBSE 

2016] 

Ans. Both Mrs. Hall and her husband were surprised to find the scientist’s room door open 

because normally it was always locked. So they peeped in, but found nobody there. The 

clothes and bandages that he always wore were lying about the room. Suddenly Mrs. Hall 

heard a sniff close to her ear and the hat on the bedpost leapt up and dashed itself into her 

face. Then the bedroom chair sprang into the air and pushed them both out of the room and 

then appeared to slam and lock the door after them. Mrs. Hall became hysterical and almost 

fell down the stairs. She thought that her furniture was haunted. They decided to confront the 

scientist next time when they met him. 

2. What impression do you form of Griffin after reading the lesson was not a true 

scientist as he misused his scientific discovery. Illustrate this point by giving two 

incidents from the story. 

Ans. Griffin was a brilliant scientist, as he discovered a drug due to which his body became 

transparent as a sheet of glass after swallowing it. This made him invisible. But he was a 

lawless person. Because of his misdeeds, he became a homeless wanderer without clothes 

and money. He was an introvert with a desire for solitude. He was always seeking adventure, 



being fond of mysterious things. However, he was unscrupulous, as he robbed various people 

to finance his work, besides he got angry very quickly, which caused him to become a 

fugitive. A true scientist is a law-abiding person. A scientist is also called a ‘natural 

philosopher’. Griffin was not a true scientist as he did not use his discovery of how to make 

himself invisible for good uses. He lost control of himself and behaved like a criminal. First, 

he set fire to his landlord’s house and ran away. Then he stole food without paying for it in a 

London store. Besides, he robbed the owner of a theatrical company and stole money from a 

clergyman’s desk. 

3. Would you like to become invisible? What advantages and disadvantages do you 

foresee, if you did? 

Ans. It can be an exciting idea for most of the people. Like two facets of coin; invisibility can 

have many advantages and disadvantages. For a child, invisibility may mean a license to do 

all kinds of pranks without getting caught. Like a Hindi movie, invisibility can help you beat 

all the villains black and blue and get rid of them. 

Once you become invisible, nobody would notice you. Within no time, the sadness of 

isolation will take over the excitement of being invisible. You will have no friend. You will 

tend to behave like the eccentric scientist in this story. 

UNSOLVED QUESTIONS: 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 Words):  (2X5 = 10 Marks) 

1. What experiments did Griffin carry out? What was the final result of those experiments? 

2. What did the London boys follow and why were they fascinated? 

3. What happened to Jaffers when he tried to catch the invisible scientist? 

4. What was the explanation of ‘mystery’? 

5. How would you assess Griffin as a Scientist? 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 Words)   (8X1 = 08 Marks) 

1. What experiments did Griffin carry out? What was the final result of those experiments? 

2. What did the London boys follow and why were they fascinated? 
 



 

UNIT 6: THE MAKING OF A SCIENTIST: 

- BY ROBERT W. PETERSON 

GIST OF THE LESSON: 

The Making of a Scientist’ is a story about the famous scientist Richard H. Ebright. He, along 

with his roommate, surprised the world at the young age of 22 when they explained the 

theory on how cells work in a paper published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of 

Science. This valuable magazine had published the work of college students for the first time. 

He has received the Searle Scholar Award and the Schering Plough Award for Biochemistry 

and Molecular Biology. It was his fascination for butterflies that opened the world of science 

to him. 

He grew up in the town of Reading in Pennsylvania, USA. As he did not have much to do 

there, collecting things was his hobby. He used to collect butterflies as a child in 

kindergarten. He also collected rocks, fossils, and coins.  He also used to keep on staring at 

the stars and sometimes, the whole night as he was interested in studying astronomy. 

His mother had a pivotal role in his learning. She used to take him on learning trips, used to 

buy him telescopes and other instruments that would help him in learning new things. Ebright 

was nicknamed Richie by his mother. He was her support system after his father died when 

he was in third grade He was a curious child right from the beginning.  By the time he was in 

second class, he had collected all the 25 species of butterflies that were found in his 

neighbourhood. He thought that it would have been the end of his butterfly collection, if his 

mother would have not got him a children’s book called - “The Travels of Monarch X”. The 

book told how the monarch butterflies migrated to Central America, which was the turning 

point for Ebright as it turned his curiosity towards science.  

At the end of the children’s book that his mother had got him, the readers of the book were 

invited to help the study of butterfly migrations. They were asked to tag butterflies by Dr. 

Frederick A. Urquhart of the University of Toronto in Canada. Richie’s mother wrote to the 

doctor and soon, he was attaching adhesive tags to the wings of the butterflies. The butterfly 

collecting season lasted for around 6 weeks. But it was impossible to catch so many of them 

in six weeks. So he started raising a flock of butterflies in the basement of his house. He 

would catch a female monarch, take her eggs and raise them. But as he didn’t get much 

feedback he started losing interest in it. 



When he was in seventh grade, he participated in a County science fair and lost. Here he got a 

hint of what real science is. He learnt that science is not a neat display of something but doing 

real experiments. Then he decided that he would be making a real project for the next year’s 

fair. He wrote to Dr. Urquhart for ideas and got many suggestions for experiments. He kept 

on working on them throughout his high school which led him to many prize projects on 

national and international levels. 

In eighth class he found out the cause of a viral disease that killed all monarch caterpillars.  

He raised them in presence of beetles but it was of no use.  For the next year, he put forward 

the theory that viceroy butterflies look like monarchs because monarchs do not taste good to 

the birds. So, the viceroy want to trick the birds and save themselves. This project won him 

the first in the Zoology department and the third overall position in the county science fair.  

During his second year of high school, he tried to find out the purpose of the twelve tiny gold 

spots on a monarch pupa. Earlier it was assumed that they were just ornamental. But later 

Ebright, along with his fellow students, showed that the spots were producing a hormone 

necessary for their full development. It gave him entry in the International Science and 

Engineering Fair. 

In his senior year, he grew cells from a monarch’s wings in a culture and showed that the 

cells would divide and develop into normal butterfly wing scales only if they were fed the 

hormones from the gold spots. This project won him the first place for zoology at the 

international fair.  

He studied the photos of the chemical structure of a hormone in the X-ray. This photo solved 

his doubt on DNA. He found that as the DNA is in the nucleus of a cell that controls heredity, 

therefore, it determines the form and function of a cell. Hence, DNA is the blueprint of life. 

It did not surprise the people who knew him that he graduated from Harvard with highest 

honours. He had been keen in science ever since he started collecting butterflies but this did 

not keep him away from his other interests in life. He was a champion debater, a great public 

speaker and a good boat racer (canoeist). His teacher said that he was competitive but not in a 

bad sense because he did not win to get prizes or for the sake of winning but because he 

wanted to be the best at whatever he did. 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 WORDS): 

1. What lesson did Ebright learn when in the seventh grade he entered a country 

science fair? 



Ans. When he was in seventh grade, he participated in a County science fair and lost. 

Here he got a hint of what real science is. He learnt that science is not a neat display of 

something but doing real experiments. 

2. According to the author, what are the qualities that go into the making of a 

scientist? 

Ans. According to Ebright’s teacher, the essential qualities of becoming a scientist are to 

have a first rate mind, and have a lot of curiosity. Along with that, the person should have 

the zeal to excel for the sake of doing the best job 

3. Why do viceroy butterflies copy the monarch butterflies? 

Ans .Birds eat viceroy butterflies because they taste good to them, whereas monarch 

butterflies do not taste good to the birds. So the viceroys try to copy the monarchs to 

protect themselves from the birds. 

4. Which book did Ebright mother get for him? How did it change his life? 

Ans. His mother got him a book called “The Travels of Monarch X’. This book told him 

about the migration of monarch butterflies to Central America. This book aroused his 

interest in Monarch butterflies and opened the world of science to him. This proved to be 

turning point in his life. He began to raise Monarch butterflies in the basement of his 

home, and study them in different stage of their development. 

5. Mention any two of Ebright’s contributions to the world of science? 

Ans. He undertook many projects and experiments. He did experiments to find out what 

causes the viral disease that kills nearly all monarch caterpillars. He also undertook a 

project to test the theory that viceroy butterflies copy monarchs to survive. 
 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 WORDS): 

1. Although Richard does not win anything at the Science Fair, it was a stepping 

stone for his success. In the light of above statement, give your comments, whether 

competitions are for winning sake or to give your best at work. 

Ans. When Ebright was in the seventh grade, he participated in a country science fair and 

lost it. His entry was slides of frog tissues, shown under a microscope. He felt really sad 

when he just sat there and others won ‘many prizes. That was the time of motivation. A 

sense of real Science entered him and he realised that winners had to try to do real 

experiments and not just a simple neat display. The competitive spirit started entering him 

and he thought of conducting experiments. Next year his experiment on Viceroy’s 

copying Monarchs came first in the zoology division and overall third. Next year he 



found out an unknown insect hormone which led him to his new theory on the life of 

cells. From Ebright’s story, it is sufficiently clear that defeat is the stepping stone of 

success. Not winning anything at the science fair encouraged him greatly to conduct 

experiments. 

We can learn from him that competitions are not synonymous to winning. To participate 

and to give your best is what matters the most. One should learn from failures in life. 

2. Richard Ebright displayed a well-rounded personality. Do you agree? Elucidate in 

the context of the given text.  

Ans. Richard’s was fascinated towards butterflies. He managed to collect all twenty-five 

species of butterflies around his hometown and classify them. He also loved to collect 

coins, fossils and rocks. Science was not his only passion. He was an active member of 

his school’s oratory club and model United Nations club and was an effective debater and 

a public speaker. He loved photography as well. He was an enthusiastic canoeist and an 

all-around outdoors person. Learning was easy for him. So he found it simple to devote 

time and energy to many other interests. He became a champion in whatever he did. He 

believed in the spirit of competition to win. But, he did not wish to defeat others just to 

win. He wanted to win to do his best. Thus, he displayed a well-rounded personality. 

UNSOLVED QUESTIONS: 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 Words):  (2X5 = 10 Marks) 

1. Discuss the role of Ebright’s mother in making him a scientist 

2. What lesson did Ebright learn when he did not learn anything at the science fair? 

3. Which project did Richard undertake in the eighth grade? 

4. What are the things Richard Ebright collect as a child? 

5. At the age of twenty two Richard excited the scientific world with his theory? What 

was the theory? Where was it published? 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 Words):  (8X1 = 08 Marks) 

1. What are the values required to become a successful scientist like Richard Ebright? 

Elaborate with reference to the lesson ‘The Making of a Scientist’. 

2. Ebright’s study of monarch pupas had a far reaching impact. Elaborate 

3. How can one become a scientist, historian…? Does it simply involve reading many 

books on the subject? Does it involve observing, thinking and doing experiments? 

Elaborate with reference to the text. 



 

UNIT 7.THE NECKLACE: 

BY GUY DE MAUPASSANT 

INTRODUCTION: 

The story revolves around a lady named Matilda who loses a borrowed necklace and 

endures years of poverty in order to pay for a replacement, only to learn that the jewels 

were fake. 

CHARACTERS IN THE STORY: 

Matilda Loisel - A beautiful woman who yearns for a life of luxury and wealth. She is 

married to M. Loisel. 

Monsieur Loisel – He is clerk in the office of Board of Education. He is a devoted 

husband who is content with his humble lifestyle. 

Madame Forestier – She is the wealthy friend of Matilda who helps her in the hour of 

need. 

GIST OF THE LESSON: 

It is an ironic tale of Matilda who was a woman of exceptional beauty. She was extremely 

dissatisfied with her social status as she was married to Monsieur Loisel, an ordinary clerk 

from the Board of Education. She considered herself suitable for upper class and wanted 

to be rich and famous. She was unhappy with everything around her. One evening, her 

husband excitedly presented her with an invitation to attend an event at the Minister of 

Public Instruction’s home. This upset Matilda and she complained to her husband that she 

did not have suitable dress for the occasion. Her husband gave her the money to buy a 

new dress for the event. Matilda was still worried and was unwilling to attend the event 

without any jewels.  Her husband suggested that she should borrow some jewels from her 

rich friend, Madame Forestier. She agreed and went to see her friend the next day, 

greedily choosing one of Madame Forestier’s finest necklaces. She looked pretty and 

everybody applauded her beauty at the party. When she came back home she realized that 

the necklace is no longer around her neck. The couple thought of replacing it with a new 

one without letting Madame Forestier know about it. She and her husband borrowed a big 

amount of money to replace the necklace. Both of them worked tirelessly for ten years to 

pay off the debt. Matilda lost all her grace and charm in those years. One day she revealed 

to Madame Forestier the story of the lost necklace and how they replaced it. She was 

shocked to learn that the diamonds were fake and not the original ones. 

https://www.gradesaver.com/the-necklace-and-other-stories/study-guide/character-list#monsieur-loisel
https://www.gradesaver.com/the-necklace-and-other-stories/study-guide/character-list#madame-forestier


 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 WORDS): 

1. What is your opinion about M. Loisel as a husband?  

Ans. M. Loisel was a loving husband beyond any doubt. He was aware of his wife’s 

aspirations and so he thought that the invitation to the ball would please her and 

expressed no offence when she reacted negatively. Instead, he offered his savings to buy 

her an outfit, suited for the occasion. 

Even when Matilda lost the necklace, he cooperated at every step to make up for the loss 

and made the necessary compromises in his life without complaining. 

2. How did the Loisel react when they realised that the necklace had been lost? 

Ans. As soon as they realised that the necklace had been lost their happiness turned into a 

nightmare. Matilda uttered a cry. Loisel, dressed himself again and went immediately on 

foot in search of necklace. 

3.Why was Matilda Loisel always unhappy? 

Ans. Matilda was a pretty lady who was born for an upper class society. But the reality 

highly contradicts her dreams. She was married to a clerk and was leading a very simple 

life. The poverty of her apartment made her miserable. 

4. Describe Madame Loisel’s success at the ball. 

Ans. Madame Loisel was the centre of attention at the ball. Her beauty, her grace, her joy 

and the gorgeous smile captivated all. Men sought to be presented to her. She danced 

happily at her conquest of all. 

5. Describe the irony in the story. 

Ans. The irony in the story is that the necklace for which Loisel’s bear 10 years of 

hardship and frugality turns out to be a cheap imitation. 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 WORDS): 

1. Madame Forestier proved to be a true friend. Elucidate. 

Ans. Madame Forestier was undoubtedly a true friend. She helped Matilda in the hour of 

her need. When Madame Loisel needs to borrow jewels she readily opened up the entire 

array of her jewels for Matilda to choose from. She did not say a word when Loisel 

delayed the return of the necklace. She was a generous and helpful friend.Without even a 

moment’s hesitation, she revealed to Matilda that her necklace was just a fake. She is not 

at all worried in the light of the fact that she may have to return the necklace. It shows her 



honesty. Rather, she, like a true friend, feels bad for Matilda at her unnecessary suffering. 

We find her sympathizing with Madame Loisel. She is indeed a gem of a friend. 

2. What changes came into the life of the Loisel after borrowing money? 

Ans. After borrowing money, a lot of changes came in the life of the Loisel. They had to 

do away with the maid and changed their lodgings also. They rented a room in an attic 

where Matilda had to do all the household chores on her own. She washed the dishes and 

the clothes. She had to carry down the refuse to the street and carry water upstairs. She 

had to do all the shopping from the market. She struggled to save even the last penny of 

her miserable money. Her husband also had to work hard. He worked in the evenings and 

sometimes even at night. Thus, their life changed drastically. These hardships continued 

for ten years. Matilda lost all her beauty and grace in those unfortunate years. She turned 

into a hard and crude woman of a poor household. 

UNSOLVED QUESTIONS: 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 Words):  (2X5 = 10 Marks) 

1. What was the cause of Matilda’s ruin? How could she have avoided it? 

2. How did M. Loisel try to make his wife happy? 

3. Why did Jeanne not recognize her friend Matilda? 

4. Why did Matilda not want to see her rich friends? 

5. Do you think M. Loisel had an enjoyable evening at the ball? Give reasons for your 

answer. 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 Words):  (8X1 = 08 Marks) 

1. ‘Contentment is a great wealth.’ Explain with reference to Matilda—the main 

character of this story. 

2. Matilda’s negligence was the cause of Loisels’ misery. Do you agree? If yes, why? 

3. ‘Our inability to accept our circumstances may lead to an unhappy life. Analyze 

with reference to the story ‘The Necklace’.  



 

UNIT 8.THE HACK DRIVER: 

- BY SINCLAIR LEWIS 

GIST OF THE LESSON: 

In this lesson, a young lawyer is made to serve summons instead of practicing law. He 

hates his job as sometimes he is beaten up. Once he is directed by the law firm to serve 

summons to one Mr. Oliver Lutkins, who lived in a village called New Mullion. The 

lawyer went to the village with some expectations of village life but is disappointed. At 

the railway station he met a person who identified himself as Bill. Bill appeared to 

know everyone in the village and promised to search Lutkins for the lawyer. He took 

the lawyer for a ride and duped him off lots of money. But after six hours long search , 

they could not find Lutkins. Next day, when the lawyer went back to the village with 

one of his colleagues, he discovered that it was Lutkins who posed as Bill on the 

previous day. Everyone, except the lawyer had a hearty laugh at the predicament of the 

lawyer. 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 WORDS): 

1. Why was the lawyer happy about the day? 

Ans. The lawyer was happy because he was asked to serve summons in a country. He 

expected the country to be green and serene which will take him away from the ugliness 

of the city life. 

2. Who befriended the narrator when he went to New Mullion? Where did he take 

him? 

Ans. When the narrator went to New Mullion a hack driver named Bill Magnuson 

befriended him. He took him to various places after that. First they went to Fritz’s shop 

then to Mustafa’s and Gray’s barber shop and then to poolroom. After that he met the 

driver’s wife and finally they went to meet Lutkins mother. 

3. What kind of a job is usually given to the narrator? Did he like his job? If no, 

why? 

Ans. The narrator was usually given the task to serve summons, like a cheap private 

detective. No, he did not like his job as he has to go to the dirty and shadowy corners of 

the city to do his work.  Sometimes he was beaten up by the people also.   



4. Why did the narrator feel that Bill had already made it his own task to find 

Lutkins? 

Ans. The narrator found Bill friendly and helpful. He ‘glowed with warmth and 

affection’ for the narrator. He observed Bill making every possible effort to help him 

find Lutkins. 

5. How did the narrator finally find Lutkins? 

Ans. When the narrator was sent back again to the country with a man to find Lutkins, 

he saw Lutkin’s mother talking to Bill in a friendly manner. Then he got to know that 

Bill himself was Oliver Lutkins. 

6. What did Gustaff tell them, when they (the lawyer and Bill) reach his shop? 

Ans. Gustaff told them that he was there a few minutes ago. He also asked them to 

collect thirty-five dollars from Lutkins if they met him. Lutkins had owed him this 

amount, 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 WORDS): 

1. Attempt the character sketch of the Hack Driver.  

‘Hack Driver’ comes across as a clever person who has little consideration for others 

and exploits their gullibility to his convenience. He cheats the lawyer on the pretext of 

helping him in locating Lutkins and thereby extracts money from him in an unfair 

manner. The fact that he laughs at him the following day when lawyer delivers the 

summons, shows that he lacks sensitivity and was not remorseful for what he did the 

previous day. He seems to have little respect for law as he has disobeyed the earlier 

summons. But the narration also depicts him as a person with a sense of humour that 

one almost forgives his tricks as a practical joke. 

2. The narrator strikes us as a romantic idealist, do you agree? Support your 

answer from the text. 

Ans. The narrator is definitely a romantic idealist. He is fresh out of law school. He 

wants to have a real case. But, as a part of training, he is sent to serve summons. He 

finds it difficult to understand. He simply dislikes his job as he has to go to all dirty 

places. Further, he has a very romantic | view of the country. He believes that villages 

are all pure and peaceful. There is no ugliness of the city in them. He also thinks that 

villagers are very honest and decent people. He has a habit of trusting people blindly. 

He believes in whatever someone says. In fact, he is very gullible. Later on, he realised 



that a village can also be ugly. He also experiences that villagers are not always simple 

and honest. 

 

UNSOLVED QUESTIONS: 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 Words):  (2X5 = 10 Marks) 

1. Why did Bill take the lawyer to various places in New Mullion? 

2. Why was the lawyer disappointed to see New Mullion? 

3. Who was Lutkins? Why did he introduce himself as Bill, the hack driver? 

4. Why did the narrator feel that Bill’s helpfulness for him was not entirely of brotherly 

love? 

5. Why was the narrator sent back to New Mullion with a warning? 

6. How did the narrator’s boss react to his failure in tracing Oliver Lutkins? 

7. Write the plan suggested by Bill for lunch and state the reason behind it? 

8. What was the lawyer’s first impression of Lutkins? Why did he change his opinion 

about him later on?  

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 Words):  (8X1 = 08 Marks) 

1. ‘Appearances are often deceptive’. Comment on the statement in the light of your 

reading of the story. 

2. Do you think Lutkins was right in befooling the lawyer and earning money by using 

unfair means? What precautions should one take to avoid a situation like the one in 

which the lawyer was placed? 

3. One should be beware of Conmen. Justify the statement in the light of the story? 

 

UNIT 9. BHOLI: 

- BY K.A. ABBAS 

GIST OF THE LESSON: 

EARLY CHILDHOOD: 

The story revolves around a girl named Sulekha who was nicknamed Bholi which means 

simpleton. She was the youngest daughter of Numberdar Ramlal. An unfortunate 

accident made her a backward child when she was ten months old. She got pox marks on 

her body when she was two years old which disfigured her permanently. She spoke for 

the first time when she was five years old but still she stammered. She remained a 

neglected child right from her childhood. She was seven years old when a primary 

school was opened in her village. Her parents sent her to school to set an example to the 

villagers. They thought it would be better to send her to school and not their other 



daughters as nobody wanted to marry educated girls in those days. They were sure that 

nobody would marry Bholi because of her ugly looks. 

AT SCHOOL: 

The school came as a ray of hope for her. On school day she was given clean clothes to 

wear. This made her feel that she is going to a better place than her home because 

nobody ever cared to wash her clothes there. A teacher in school proved to be a blessing 

for Bholi. She encouraged her to speak. She gave her a book which had colourful 

pictures. She assured her that in one month she would be able to read that book. She also 

said that if she becomes learned nobody will ever make fun of her. Her heart was 

throbbing with a new hope and a new life.The years passed and the little primary school 

became a high school.  

MARRIAGE DAY:  

A rich grocer in the village named Bishamber Nath agreed to marry Bholi. He was quite 

older than her and was lame. On the wedding day he came with pomp and splendor 

which made everybody envious of Bholi’s luck. When he saw her pox marks, he 

demanded dowry from Ramlal to marry his daughter. After seeing all this Bholi refused 

to marry him. She mustered courage and spoke without stammering for the first time. 

She decided to teach in the school and serve her parents in their old age. 

 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 WORDS): 

1. How does Bholi become her teacher’s masterpiece? 

Ans. Bholi can be called her teacher’s masterpiece as her soothing words and 

encouragement transformed Bholi from a dumb, backward child to a bold and confident 

girl. 

2. For what unusual reasons did Ramlal send Bholi to school? 

Ans. Ramlal sent Bholi to school as Tehsildar asked him to set an example by sending 

her girls to school. So, Ramlal sent Bholi to school as there was little chance of Bholi 

getting married due to her ugly face and lack of sense. 

3. Why did Bholi refuse to marry Bishamber Nath though she had consented in the 

beginning? 

Ans. In the end, Bholi refused to marry Bishamber because he was greedy , mean and 

contemptible.He disgraced her father so she refused to allow him to garland her . 



4. On what condition did Bishamber agree to marry Bholi? 

Ans. Bishamber said that he would marry Bholi only if he would be given  five thousand 

rupees as dowry. 

5. What impression do you form of Ramlal’s personality? 

Ans. Ramlal was the revenue officer of the village. He was an orthodox. He did not 

believe in sending girls to school. He discriminated between his children. He always 

neglected Bholi as she was a backward child. He considered her burdensome. 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 Words): 

1. “Don’t you worry, Pitaji? In your old age I will serve you and mother.” Through 

the statement the narrator wants to highlight moral values Bholi was imbued with. 

Based on the reading of the lesson, what made Bholi aware of her rights and how 

did she use them? 

Ans. It was teacher’s love and her education that transformed her totally. Social 

discrimination against women has been highlighted in the narrative of ‘Bholi’, where 

women are considered a liability, a burden to be borne till they are eventually disposed 

of in marriage. The family in particular and the society at large have no faith in their 

capabilities and hence do not consider it essential to educate them. But Bholi’s incidence 

proves that daughters are capable and responsible in supporting the family just the same 

as the men folk and can be the bread winners, if the family invests in their education. 

A significant change in the social attitudes can be brought about by creating awareness 

and counselling. Mass media such as television is very influential and significant work is 

already being done to initiate a change in attitude towards the girls.  

3. What was the role of the teacher in transforming Bholi from an innocent girl into 

a bold and confident person? 

Ans. The teacher played a very important role in transforming the shy and dumb Bholi 

into a bold and confident girl. Bholi was a girl who was neglected by everyone in the 

family. They consider her ill-fated. She yearned for love which she got from her teacher. 

The teacher came as a ray of hope in her life and filled her with new energy and 

enthusiasm. The teacher’s kind and encouraging words helped her to overcome her 

handicap of stammering. It was the teacher’s untiring efforts which helped her to become 

so bold that she had the courage to finally refuse to marry Bishamber Nath who was 

much older than her and was a very greedy and contemptible person. The metamorphosis 



of the innocent Bholi to a bold and confident person was because of her teacher. The 

teacher had definitely created a masterpiece. 

 

UNSOLVED QUESTIONS: 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 Words):  (2X5 = 10 Marks) 

1. Why did the other children make fun of Bholi? 

2. Why did Bholi find the school a different place? 

3. Why was Ramlal worried about Bholi and not about his other children? 

4. How was Bholi’s first day at school? 

5. Describe Bholi’s state of mind on the first day of the school before she met her teacher? 

6. Bholi was a neglected child. Explain. 

7. On the basis of your understanding of the story, sketch the character of Bholi.  

8. Why do you think Bholi’s parents accepted Bishamber’s marriage proposal? 

9. How did Sulekha become Bholi? 

10. Why was Bholi fascinated by the pictures on the walls of her classroom? 

 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 Words):  (8X1 = 08 Marks) 

 

1. What social attitudes are presented in the story ‘Bholi’? How does Bholi’s teacher help 

her overcome these barriers? 

2. School education turned Bholi from a dumb cow into a bold girl. How did she save her 

father from a huge expense and become his support in his old age? 

3. Bholi chose a dignified life of service rather than surrendering herself to a greedy old 

man for the rest of her life. Education provides her the required stimulus to overcome 

her personal barrier. Explain the role of education in shaping the personality of the 

child with respect to the lesson ‘Bholi’.   

 

UNIT 10. THE BOOK THAT SAVED THE EARTH: 

BY CLAIRE BOIKO 

MAIN CHARACTERS: 

Historian: He is a member of the Museum of Ancient History and the Department of the 

Twentieth Century. 



Think-Tank: He is the Commander-in-Chief of the Martian forces and prepares to 

invade Earth. 

Noodle: He is a trainee under Think-Tank. He is a sensible and level headed figure. 

Captain Omega, Lieutenant lota, Sergeant Oop: They are the crew of probe one. 

They are sent to Earth to know about Earth before invading it. 

INTRODUCTION: 

The play ‘The Book That Saved the Earth’ is full of imagination. In it, the different 

characters like Think – Tank, Noodle, Oop, and Omega etc. play as Martian living 

beings. The time set of the play is 25th century. The play tells us in detail how a nursery 

rhyme book saved the earth from Martian invasion.  

GIST OF THE LESSON: 

The Historian welcomes visitors to the Museum of Ancient History in the twenty-fifth 

century. She is narrating the tales of past glories. She informs them how a book saved 

the Earth from a Martian invasion in 20th century which is also known as “the century of 

books”. In 2040, the ruler of Mars orders the invasion of the Earth. Think-Tank, the 

ruler, sends a probe to the planet Earth. The probe team reaches a library but are puzzled 

to see the books. They make guesses. One of them calls them hats. Think-Tank very 

proudly calls them sandwiches and orders his crew to eat them. The trainee under Think-

Tank, Noodle, points out that they may be used for communication. Think-Tank orders 

them to listen to the communication devices (books). When they can’t hear anything, 

Noodle says that Earthlings watch them. Think-Tank asks his crew to watch them. They 

opened a book of nursery rhymes with Mother Goose on the cover. But they cannot 

understand the pictures or the lines of writing. They are ordered to eat vitamins that were 

given to them and decode the lines of writing. After consuming vitamins, the crew is 

able to read nursery rhymes and words like ‘shell, silver, dog-laughing, and cow-jumped 

over the moon’ etc. Think-Tank assumes that earthlings were a very advanced 

civilisation. Think-Tank is further terrified when he sees the picture of Humpty Dumpty. 

The picture of Humpty Dumpty was similar to that of Think Tank, the Martian leader. 

He assumes that earthlings were planning to capture him by invading Mars. He orders 

the Martian fleet to evacuate Mars and he decides to flee to the stars Alpha Centauri to 

escape from earthlings. In the twenty fifth century, the Historian says that people of 

Earth and Martians are friends. Earthlings have established a library in the Martian 

capital of Mars polis. 
 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 WORDS): 

1. What did the historian speak about the books? 

Ans. The historian said that twentieth century was called the ‘era of books’ because 

they were the encyclopedias of knowledge. There were books for everything—from 



ant-eaters to Zulus. Books were used to educate people and teach them. In fact, books 

were a very important part of life of the people. 

2. How did Think –Tank interpret the poem The Cat and the Fiddle. 

Ans. Think -Tank misinterpreted the rhyme The Cat and the Fiddle. He thought that the 

Earthlings had taught musical culture and space techniques to their domesticated 

animals. 

3. Why did Think –tank send his crew on the Earth? 

Ans. Think – Tank planned to invade the Earth. So, he sent Probe One to the Earth to 

get more information about the Earthlings. 

4. What does Noodle tell Think-Tank about the book? 

Ans.  Noodle informs him that the Earthlings did not eat books. They used them for 

communication. 

5. What was the plan of Martians? Did they succeed in their attempt?  

Ans. The Martians wanted to invade earth to include it in their domain. No, they did not 

succeed in their attempt. There was a single book that stopped the invasion of the earth. 

6. How do the Martian interpret the library and the books? 

Ans. They think the library is some kind of storage barn and books are sandwiches. 

Later he called them communication devices and said that they are meant for watching. 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 WORDS): 

1. How did the book change Think-Tank’s opinion about the Earthlings? 

Ans. Think Tank was the mighty ruler of Mars, who believed that Martians were superior 

creatures with handsome looks and high intellect. He planned to invade the Earth as he 

had little regard for the inhabitants of the Earth. His delegates, who had landed on Earth, 

were confused to see the books in the Centerville Public Library. So when he contacted 

them later, they could not make any sense of what the objects were. They could not even 

comprehend the information therein. So, Think Tank ordered the crew to consume the 

vitamins to enable them to decode the information.  

The Probe opened the book ‘Mother Goose’ which had nursery rhymes in it. Think Tank 

misinterpreted the nursery rhymes and thought that the Earthlings were powerful 



creatures and were planning an attack on them. They fled to a planet Alpha Centauri to 

save their lives. 

2. The play, The Book That Saved the Earth’ conveys the message that 

misunderstanding of cultural differences between various races can cause confusion 

and conflict. Based on your reading of the play, write how such confusion and 

conflicts can be checked so that peace and harmony is maintained.  

Ans. The confusion in the mind of Think-Tank occurred due to the literal interpretation of 

the nursery rhymes in the book-‘Mother Goose’. To ensure that conflicts are checked so 

that peace and harmony are maintained, cultural differences should be sorted out by 

initially sending mature and wise people from one culture to the other to establish contact 

before deciding to wage a war. 

Think-Tank had sent an initial probe, but the crew members of the probe were not 

sufficiently intelligent or mature to understand Earth’s culture. That is why they literally 

misinterpreted the nursery rhymes and caused misunderstanding in the mind of Think-

Tank. 
 

UNSOLVED QUESTIONS: 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (30-40 Words):  (2X5 = 10 Marks) 

1. How does Think – Tank react on seeing the picture of Humpty Dumpty in the 

book? 

2. Why do the space probe crew take vitamins? 

3. What difficulty did the crew of the space probe face on the Earth? 

4. Think-Tank thinks that Earthlings are after him. What is the reason? 

5. Mention any two striking qualities of Noodle. 

6. Why are books referred to as a man’s best companion? 

7. Which book saved the Earth from Martians in invasion?  

8. Who succeeded Think Tank? How did they change their relations with the Earth 

later on? 

 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (100-150 Words)   (8X1 = 08 Marks) 

 

1. Half knowledge leads to disaster. Explain this with reference to the play ‘The Book 

That Saved the Earth’ 

2. Rushing to the conclusion without going into details may lead to chaos and failure. 

Elaborate with reference to Martian invasion in the play. 
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